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I NT ROOUCT I ON 
THE NAME AND THE MUSICAL REPUTATION OF GOTTLIEB MUFFAT ARE NOW SLOWLY 
EME~GI~Q FROM A PERIOD OF NEGLECT NOT UNLIKE THAT SUFFERED 8Y HIS GREAT CONTEM-
PORARI£1, JOHANN SEIASTIAN BACH AND DOMENICO SCARLATTI. ALTHOUGH LESS VERSATILE 
THAN BACH AND LESS PROLIFIC THAN SCARLATTI, MuFFAT HAS DESERVED A BETTER FATE 
THAN THE FEW SCATTERED NOTICES ACCORDIED HIM IN HISTORIES OF MUSIC. SOME WRITERS, 
TO BE SURE, HAVE RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF GOTTLI£8 1 ~ FATHER, GEORG MUFFAT, I~ 
THE HISTORY OF ORCHESTRAL TECHNIQUE AND OF THE ORlAN TOCCATA, AND HAVE GIVEN lOME 
ATTENTION TO HIS HIGHLY IMDIVIQUAL AND liFTED SOHe 8UT IN WORKS IY ORDINARILY 
CAREFUL SCHOLARS ERRORS AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS CONCERNING THESE TWO MUSICIANS HAVE 
I 
PERSISTED. 
A COLLECTED EDITION OF GOTTLIEB MUfFAT 1S WORKS IS LACKING. THE OstERREICH-
IICHE· DENlMALE~ INCLUDE ONLY THE TWO COLLECTIONS PUILISHED DURING THE COMPOSER'S 
LIFUIU: .J.!lli VERIEIL .U.U lllil.f JoCCAUN AND COMP9NIM£NTI Mu&IC4Lt .ll! .U. .k~Jt­
~' OF WHICH ONLY THE FORMER APPEARS COMPLETE IN A PRACTICAL EDITION,z WHILE THE 
LATTER II PUBLISHED ONLY IN SCHOLARLY EDITIONS.} 
THE QREATER PORTION OF GOTTLI11 1S COMPOSITIONS REMAINS IN MAHUICRIPT, PA~TLY 
IN AUTOGRAPH OR OTHER CONTEMPORARY COPIES, UNDATED IUT FOR A liNGLE EXCEPTION,- AND 
IN MANY CASES UNSICNED. AMONG THEM ARE FOUND WORlS Of OTHER COMPOSERS, NOT ALWAYS 
WITH IJENTIFICATION. EXCEPT FOR THE RECENT APPEARANCE OF TWO COMPLETE SUITES FROM 




CF. CHAP. two: 6EORC AND GOTTLI£1 MUFFATt P. 9 FF. 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT, Jl VERIEIL ~ jl TOCCAIEN, ED. BV WALTER UPMEYER, KASSEL: 
BARENREITER-VERLAC, 1952. 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT, COMPONI"ENII MU$1CALI ~ ~ CEMBALO, ED. BV GUIDO ADLER, DINK-
MALER DER TONKUNST IN 0STERREICH, Ill,}, VIENNA: ATARIA & Co., 1896. SUPPLE-
~ INHALJCNR QyELLEN LY HANDELI WERKEN, VOL. V,,ED. IY FRIEDRICH CNRYSANDER, 
LEIPZIG: DEUTSCHE HANDELGESELLSCHAFT, 1896. ~ TREJQR ~ PIANISTES, VOL. VII, 
ED. BV A. fARRENC, PARIS, 1861J. 
Cr. APPENDIX, P. 210. 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT, PARTITEN UNO STUCKE, ED. IY WALTER GEORCII, MAINZ: B. SCHOTT'S 
SONNE, 19}9. -
VIII 
A Dt:FINITIVE STUDY OF MUF'FAT 1 5 COMPLETE MORICS DEPENDS UPON· BASIC RESEARCH 
IN THE MANUSCRIPTS TO ESTABLISH A RELIABLE CATALOG. PRELIMINARY STEPS TOWARD THIS 
COAL WIRE UR8ED IN 1896 BY GUIDO ADLER,I BUT UNTIL RECENT YEARS ONLY HEINRICH.J. 
kNOLL SEEMS .TO HAVE RESPONDED TO THIS INVITATION. HIS DISSERTATtON, Jil lL&J1£R-
Jl!ll 0!19UWEIU IHEOpHlL MUEI'US, 2 WAS PltiMARILY AN ANALYTICAL STUDY Of THE COMPOII~ 
tiONAL TI:CHNIQUE tN lOTH PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED WORKS, -DFURCO AI A CONTIUIUTION 
TOWARD A COMPLETE INVISTI8ATION. ALTHOUGH VARIOUS IMPERFECTtONS LIMITED THE VALUE 
or THis uNDERTAKINa, tOME or THE POINTS KNOLL RAISED NOW INviTE REVIEW AND FURTHER 
EXAMINATION IN A HISTORICAL CONTEXT WHICH HAS BECOME LESS OBSCURE THAN IT WAS IN 
191,, IN PURSUING THESE MATTERS THE PRESENT STUDY AIMS TO DISCOVER WHAT VALID CON-
CLUSIONS MAY BE DRAWN FROM THE PRESENCE IN GOTTLIEB'S CL&YIER PIECES Of CERTAIN 
ADVANCED STYLISTIC FUTURES. ALTHOUQH RESEARCH IN MA .. Y AREAS IS StiLL NEEDED, THE 
PAST FIFTY YEARS HAVE IROUCHT NEW EVIDENCE CONCERNING THE TRANSITION FROM lAROQUE 
TO CLASSIC FORMS AND TECHNIQUES. IN EYALUATINQ MuFFAT 1S ROLE IN THIS T~ANSITION 
THE WORK Of HIS VIENNESE COLLEAGUES -- CONTEMPORARIES AS TO PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY 
ALTHOUGH NEARLY.& FULL GENERATION LATER BY BIRTH-- M~ST ALSO COME INTO CONSIDERA-
TION. THE IMPDITANCE Of MONN, WAGENSEIL AND PE~COLESI HAD SEEN INDICATED IV WIL-
HELM FISCHER, WHO$£ STUDY, 11 ZUR ENtWICICLUNCSQISCHICHU DES WtENER lLASSISCHEN StiLS,1t} 
WAS CITED BY KNOLL IN CONNECTION WITH THE ANALYSIS OF TECHNIQUES OF MELODIC DEVELOP-
MENT. A COMpARISON WITH OTHER PARTS OF FISCHER'S DISCUSSION MIIHT HAVE MOOE~ATEO 
WHAT NOW SEEMS AN OVER-EMPHASIS Of MuFFAT 1S POSSIBLE INFLUtNCE IN PREPARING fOR THE 
fUTURE CLASSIC SlYLE CULMINATING IN HAYDN. 
BECAUSE Of TKE GROUND ALREADY COVERED IY ADLER. THE PRESENT STUDY IS CHIEFLY 
iDTTLIU MUFF AT 1 'QNPO!dfNII MUSICAL I ~ .1J. CEMIALO, EO. IY SUI DO AlLER, D£NK-
MALER DEl IONKUNST IN STERREICH, Ill,), VIENNA: ATARIA & Co., 1896, P. XX, FF. 
2 HEINRICH JOHANN KNOLL, ~ lLAYIER-~ OR§ELWERIE IHEOPHIL HuffAIS, DISSERTATION, 
VIENNA, 1916. . 
} WILHELM FISCHER, 11ZUR [NTWICKLUNGS8ESCHICHTE DES WIENER KLASSISCHEN STIL$, 11 
SJUOIEN lJL!! HUSIIWISSENSCHAET, Ill, 1915 • 
• Cr. ADLII 1S INTRODUCTION IN HIS EDITION Of MUFFAT 1S COftPONINENil HuSICALI ~ .1J. 
'IMIALQ CITED ABOVE, PP. Y-XXII. 
IJX 
CONCERNED WITH THE SUITES WHttH REMAINED IN MANUSCRIPT DURI-1 MUFFAT 1S LIFETIME AND 
WHICH FOR THE MOST PART IEMAIN UNPUILIIMED. WtTN THE ORlAN COMPOSITIONS THIS INYES• 
TIIATION II EVEN LESS DIRECTLY CONCERNED, TNEIE STANDING OUTSIDE THE PROBLEM UNDER 
CONSIDERATION: MuFFAT'S ROLE IN THE TRANSITION TO CLASSIC CLAVIER STYLE. 
EXTENSIVE COMPARISON WITH THE WORK Of MUFFAT'S PREDECESSORS AND CONTEMPO-
RARIES WILL MAKE POSSIBLE A MORE PRECISE EVALUATION OF KNOLL'S FINDINGS, WHILE 
REFINEMENTS OF MIS ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES IUCIESTED BY CERTAIN OISERVATIONS OF APELl 
ARE MADE THE BASIS FOR NEW OBSERVATIONS WHICH ARE THE PECULIAR CONTRIBUTION OF tHE 
PRESENT STUDY. AN IMPORTANt NEW FEATURE Is THE SITUAtiON OF THE MUSICAL PROILEMI 
IN A DETAILED HIStORIC AND 1108RAPHlCAL CONTEXT. THE OPENINI CHAPtERS, THEREFORE, 
ARE PROVIDED NOt MERELY FOR FORMAL COMPLETENESS OR INHERENT INtEREST, IUT FOR THEIR 
BEARING ON THE CENTRAL ARGUMENT: THE APPRAISAL OF ;oTT~IEB MUFFAt 1S STYLISTIC RELA• 
TIONSHIP WITH THE TRANSITION FROM THE lAROQUE tO tHE PRE•CLASSIC IN EIGHTEENTH-
CENTURY VIENNA. 
WILLI APIL, HASTIRI ~JKl l&ytoaap, CARIRIDCE: HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 19~1, 
CHAP. liVEN: CLASSICISM, ESPECIALLY PP. 185, 190. 
CHAPTER ONE: THE VJ£NNESE SETTJNG 
LUE DOMENICO SCARLATTI t &OtTLIU MlfHAT NOitkED IN IU'UTIW,E OIICUIIITY AS 
HARPIICHIAOIST AND TUTOR IN A GREAT ROYAL HOUSE. AS A TALENTED SON OF A FAMOUS 
FATMER HE INVITES COMPARISON WITH CARL PHILIPP [NMANUEL BACH AS WELL AS WITH THE 
YOUN8ER SCARLATTI. OF THEil THRU GNL Y EMMANUEL rGLLOWID IN YOUTH AN I NDIPINDENT 
PATH OF DEYELOPMIUtTo DOMENICO SCARLATti's PROTRACTED MUS I CAL ADOLESCENC£ CAME TO 
AN END ONLY WITH ALESSANDRO'S DEATH IN 1725, WHEN DOMENICO WAS ALREADY FORTY YEARS 
OF A8E.l GOTTLI£1, AGED ONLY FGURTEIN AT THE DEATH OF GEOI~ HuFFAT, FOUND IN 
JOHANN fUX A POWERFUL FORMATIVE IF NOT A RESTRAINING INFLUENCE -- A "tHIRTY YEARS' 
TUTtUU11 FRANKLY ACKNOMUICIO IN THE PREFACI TO CQMPINiftiNJI MVJICALI .!..U ..U. CJMALO. 
fULLY MOTIVATED, LIKE J. S. BACH, BY A DEEP RELICIOUS CULTWRE, AND LITTLE 
SWAYED IY NEW TRENDS, fUX MILD A SIRIQUI VIEW OF HIS ROYAL PATRON'S DIGNITY AND 
IMPEIIIAL PRIROIATIVES. AI CREATOII OF MUIICAL WORKS TO CELEIRAT£ AND SYMBOLIZE THE 
CLORY OF THE EHPIAE AND ITS CULTURE Nl PIRMITTID HIMSELF LITTLE INDULGENCE IN HUMOR.z 
"' , It SEEMS UNLIKELY THAT EITHER HI OR HIS PROTEI~ GOTTLI£1 MUFFA~ IUSPECTID THE IIIIN-
TIALLY FICTITIOUS CNARACTIR OF THE SOVIRIIQNTY CLAIMED IY THEIR RULIR. ALTHOUQH AS 
VIEWID IY AN OISERVII IN WESTERN EUROPE Till DANUBIAN HAPSIUAQ MONARCHY 
COULD NIVERt EVEN IN ITS HEYDAY, IE MISTAitEN FOR ANYTHINa BUT A 
HOLLON IHILL • AI TNIN AND IRITTLE AS IT NAI HARD 
ON HI$ OWN DANUIIAN IROWNO THE HAPSBURG FILLED THE POLITICAL 
HORilON OF FRIENDS ANO FOES ALIKE AS THE AUTHENTIC CAIIAREA 
MAJESTA!: THE SUPREME HEAD OF A WESTERN CHRISTIAN NORLO UNITED 
UNDER HI$ LEADERSHIP AGAINST THE OTTOMAN OAN8ER.} 
RALPH liRKPATftiCK, DOMENICO SCARLATTI, P&INCITON: PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, 
1953, p. 75. 2 ANDREAS LIESS, MilNER BAIOKMUIIIt VIENNA: VERLA~ LUONI~ DOlLINGER, 1,_,, P. 95. 
} ARNOLD J. TOYNIEE, j ~ ~ HISTORy, FIFTH IMPRESSION, LONDON: OXFORD UNIVER-
SITY PREll, 1'51, YOL. v, P. }26. 
2 
FULLY TO THE PREYAILlN' IQCIG-POLITICAL IDIAI: THE GLORY Of THI HOLY lOMAN EMPIRE, 
AND Of THE CATMOL I C CMUICH AND l Tt NUIIC, 1111 CONTIAat TO THE CUI.TutlE Of TH£ PROT! I-
TAIIIT NORTH. IN- THIS MAY NAY IE UNDialtGOD THC LAST fLAlE•UP OF COUNTERPOINT, VHICH 
I HELD ITS OW* 1¥1111 1111 fUX 11 OPERATIC AltAI COIIITINJIORAIIIEOUILY .lflfH;lftE ;NEW IYYU Of 
HI• CeL.LUCUU, ANTOiitO CALOAU ANO flAI!Il CQN.fl., fULLY COQCIOUS OF HIS AIJII IN 
fOITEliNC POLYPHONY, fUX PROUDLY EXPRESSED THEM TO THE EMPilOl: 
ICH SCNNEICHL£ Nil, (URI KA~ESTAT WElDEN IN DIESEl MElli IRK£111-
IIIIlN, DAII DIE AL U MUIII NOCH II lilT; CANzLICN CEICMV.,..IIIt ( •at] • 
Dd liT INNER Mllflt ZIEL CIWISU, UNO IIIU-. "RIIICII TALENT HAT l41N 
ALLEINICEN ENDit IAI ZU lRHALTEN, WAS 'ON ALTER Musil UNI NOCN UlRIC 
aura.i! 
(I FLATTU MVS.ILF THAT YOUR MUUlY W.IU. RICM*IZE IN TNII MAN 
THAt tMr: OLD MUSIC MAl NOT ENTIRELY OISAIPIAIID. • IT IIAI--AL-
W AYI liEN NY COAL t AND NY NUllA UL£MT HAS FOR ITS SOLE END, TO Pli-
lER VI WHAT YET REMAINS TO US Of THE OLO MUSIC.) 
lAIL VI HIMSELf "coULD NOT SPEAK 1M POLITI~S IN ANY OTNEI FAINION THAlli Oil Fux, HERE, 
AIOUT I!IUIIC."} 
'OlfLIEI Mu"AT 1S ATTITUOI TONAID TN£ ENIIAI IS IIPIII&ID IM Nil ACKNOMLIIC-
MIN1 Of CN&a\EI VI AS "tHE CIEAT!ST NONAACN 0' TN£ VORLO,"\ NO IMPlY PHIASE tO SUI-
~ECTS Of lNE HAPS8UAG ClOWN. 
But If THI STYLISTIC ADYANCI ALeNa ITALfA .... INIPil.D MELIDIC LIN£1 WAI MILO 
IACl UNTIL DEATH EMDED fUX'S CAll&l IN lJ\1, ON TME OTMI~ HA .. , DIS.ITI HIS STIONQ 
AL fNCU. IN HIS MIIIUUS, 011£ fiNDS TN! Yf:lY "AIR Of TNE lOlL, NOT Of TNE SALONS. 
ONLY A SNOIT STEP DIVIDES THEM fiON HAYDN'I.M5 
,AUL HIIIIIY LANC, HuiiC lN WESTERIII CIVILilATION, NEW YOlK: W. W. NORTON, 19\1, 
"· '51 t \58. - -
2 JOHANN fUX, OEDICATISN TO~!!~~ CANONICA~tAPPELLA, QUOTED IY LIESS, 
.il• s.u •• '· ,_. 
3 L 1111 ., .I!• SJ.l•, P • 9- • 
IJ QOTTL I E8 HUFF AT, DEDICATION TO COMPONIME!!T I MUS UjALI .!.U ..U. C&•no. 
5 LUll, .If• SJ.l•, Pe 101. 
3 
Not ONLY THE QLORY Of THE HAPSIURI MONARCHY, IUT ITS IMPENDIN8 DECLINE WITH 
ACCOMPANYINI NATIONAL DETERIORATION, WERE CONDITIONS Of THE IITTINI IN WHICH GOTTLIEB 
MUffAT WORKED. HAYINC CHECKED SUCCESSfULLY THE OTTOMAN THREAT WHICH MAD CALLED IT 
INTO IEINC,I THE HETEROCENEOUI NAPSBURC MONARCHY THROUGHOUT THI EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, 
DESPITE DECLININQ FORTUNES, DISPLAYED AT COURT THE CEREMONIAL AND CULTURAL IYlDENCES 
Of IREATNESS. NEITHER A STRONC NOR A SUCCESSFUL RULER, CHARLES VI, LACIINI A MALE 
HEIR, SUCCEEDED ONLY IN FURTHER WEAKENINQ THE NATIONAL POSITION AS A CONSEQUENCE Of 
HIS EffORTS TO INSURE THE 8UCCESSION.2 To THE LACK Of NATIONAL UNITY ANO COHESION 
WERE ADDEO INCREASING INTERNAL DiffiCULTIEs: OBSOLETE AND INEffiCIENT ADMINISTRA-
TION, INCREASING INDEBTEDNESS REIULTINC LARCELY FROM WAR IXPINDITUIES, OPPRESSIVE 
BUT UNPROBUCTIVE TAXATION (REVENUES HALVING fROM If}} TO ll~O), AND WIDESPREAD 
DISCONTENT.} UPON SUCCEIDINQ TO TN£ THRONE MARIA THERESA l-"ERITEI AS MINISTERS 
ONLY IEPTUACENARIANS WHO DESPITE YEARS Of EXPERIENCE LEFT NUCN TO II DESIRED AS TO 
WISOR AND CAPACITY.~ 
GoTTLIEB MuffAT SPENT HIS EARLY YEARS AS A VIENNA CHOIR-10~ THEREFORE, 
SURROUNDED IY ALL THE ACCUSTOMED NATIONAL QRANDIUR. 0BSIRYATIONS OF A WELL-KNOWN 
(NCLISH TRAVELLER CONVEY SONETHINQ Of THE ATMOSPHERE: PRINCE £U8ENE'S LIIRARY, 
EXQUISITELY LEATHERIOUND IUT LACKINQ IMPORTANT TITLES BECAUSE THE PRINCE WOULD 
NOT IEEP ANY "INDirfERENTLY PRINTED" VOLUMES; MIS PORTRAIT COLLECTION, ONE Of THE 
CHOICEST IN [UROPE; THEIR MAJESTIES' DIAMOND-BEDECKED PAIR or DWARfSj ABOVE ALL, 
THE SPECTACULAR OPEN-AIR PRODUCTIONS IN THE fAVORITA IARDENS, WHICH ARE DESCRIBED 
IN ONE Of HER LETTERS TO ALEXANDER POPE: 
NOTHINC Of THAT KIND WAS EVER MORE MACNIFICENTj AND I CAN EASILY 
BELIEVE WHAT I AM TOLO, THAT THE DECORATtONS ANO HABITS ALONE COST 
I TOYNBEE, Jll• .£1.1•, VOL. 2, Pf'. an-1 SO. 
2 A. W. WAllO, II. W. PROTHERO, AND STANLEY LUTHERI 1 EDITORS: lli1. CtNRIRU MPPUN 
HISIQRX, CAMBRIOIE: CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1909, VOL. VI, P. 20}. 
3 J..Q£. £.11· 
~ WARD, PROTHERO AND LEATHERS, Jll• .£1.1•• VOL. Vl, P. 20~. 
THE EMPEROR THIRTY THOUSAND POUNDS STERLING. THE STAG£ WAS IUILT 
OVER A VERY LARGE CANAL, AND, AT THE BEGIN"ING OF THE SECOND ACT, 
DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS, DISCOVERING THE WATER, ON WHICH THERE 
IMMEDIATELY CAME, FROM DIFFERENT PARTS, TWO FLEETS OF LITTLE 
GILDED VESSELS, THAT GAVE THE REPRESENTATION OF A NAVAL FI,Ht. 
lt IS NOT EASY TO IMAGINE THE BEAUTY OF THIS SCENE BUT 
ALL THE REST WERE PERFECTLY FINE IN THEIR KIND. THE STORY OF 
THE OPERA IS THE ENCHANTMENTS OF ALCINA, WHICH GIVES OPPORTUNITY 
fOR A GREAT VARIETY OF MACHINES, AND CHANGES OF THE SCENE, WHICH 
ARE PERFORMED WITH A SURPRISING SWIFTNESS. TN£ THEATER IS SO 
LARGE, THAT IT IS HARD TO CARRY THE EYE TO THE END OF IT.I 
fOR INDOOR PERFORMANCES EMPEROR JOSEPH I (1105-llll) HAD BUILT A SUMPTUOUS OPERA 
HOUSE CONTAINING A LARGE AUDITORIUM FOR SERIOUS OPERA AND A SMALLER ONE FOR 
SCHAUSPIELE, WHICH REMAINED IN USE THROUGHOUT THE REIGN OF CHARLES Vl.z 
But THIS RICHNESS WAS BY NO MEANS CONFINED TO ENTERTAINMENTS. MANY ROUTINE 
PHASES OF EVERYDAY LIFE WERE GRACED BY tHE WORK OF MUSICIANS AND OTHER ARTIStS. 
"THE BAROK LIKED HIGH SPIRITS, DEEP FEELING ITS LOFTY CHAMBERS ECHOING TO 
tHE SOUND OF ORGANS. IT SAW LIFE AS A BEAUTIFUL FESTIVALo113 PROCESSIONS, CORO-
NATIONS, STAT£ RECEPTION OF PERSONAGES, CHURCH FUNCTIONS, DINNER MUSIC AT THE ROYAL 
TABLE -- ALL THESE NEEDS EXPLAIN THE GREAT EXPANSION Of THE ROYAL MUSICAL ESTAB-
LIIHMENT ORIGINALLY SET UP fOR THE REQUIREMENTS OF "CHURCH AND TABLr' BY EMPEROR 
MAXIMILIAN I (1508-1519).~ DOMESTIC REGISTERS KEPT SINCE THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 
CARRY SUCH NAMES AS ALBRECHTSBERGER, BONONCINI, CALDARA, CESTI, CONTI, DRAGHI, 
EBNER, fROIERCER, GLUCK, HASLER, KERLL, DE MONTE, MOZART, POGLIETTI, RECNART, 
REUTTER, RICHTER, SALlERI, SECHlER AND WAGENSEIL.5 ALtHOUGH A FEW INDIVIDUALS 
SERVED IN MORE THAN ONE CAPACIT~1 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT USUALLY EXCEEDED ONE HUNDRED 
PERSONS, INCLUDING SUCH NON-PERFORMING PERSONNEL AS INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIR-
£RS, ORGAN PUMPERS, AND COPYISTS. UPON THE ACCESSION Of CHARLES Vl IN 1111 THE 
MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU, LETTEftS ~~~LONDON: G. BELL AND SONS, 1881, VOL. I, 
p. ll5. 
2 LUDWIG RITTER VON KOCHEL, JU.l UIURLICHE l!if-MullnApELU J.ll jU,U ..111 J.iU .ill 
I"T' VIENNA: BECK'SCHE UNIVERSATS-BUCMHANDLUNG, 1869, p. II. 
3 ANN TIZIA LEITICH, VIINNA GLORIOSA, WELTSTAQI ~ ~. VIENNA: WILHELM ANDER-
MANN VERLAG, 19~1, P. IJIJ. 
' ~·· p. 66. 5 KOCKEL 1 .Ql.,Ul., pp. 105-118. 
5 
STAFF OF ONE HUNDRED SEVEN WAS REDUCED TO EIGHTY-SIX PERSONS,I IUT FOUR YEARS LATER 
THE TOTAL HAD AGAIN RISEN TO ONE HUNORED 1 AND IY THE tiME OF CHARLES' CORONATION AS 
2 KING OF BOHEMIA IN 172})11 HAD INCREASED TO ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-FOUR. 
THE ACCESSION OF MaRIA THERESA IN 17~1 BROUGHT THE BEGINNING OF A DECLINE 
IN THE MUSICAL ESTABLISHMENT, REFLECTING NOT ONLY WORSENING POLITICAL, SOCIAL AND 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IUT CHANGING TASTE AS WELL. LAVISH AND COSTLY OPERATIC PRO-
DUCTIONS GAVE WAY TO THE NEW IIN91PIJL 1 FOR WHICH QUARTERS WERE ERECTED FOLLOWING 
CONVERSION Of THE FORMER JOSEPHINE THEATER INTO A BALLROOM.} THE CLOSE OF AN ERA 
WAS SIGNALIZED IV THE LAST OF ALL THOSE ELABORATE ENTERTAINMENTS WHICH HAD IMPRESSED 
LADY MONTAGU: HASSE'S IPJRMNEITRA, ON A TEXT BY METASTASI0 1 TO CELEBRATE THE WED-
DING OF HARIA THERESA'S SISTER IN 17~~.~ IN LESS THAN THIRTY YEARS ONLY NINE 
INSTRUMENTALISTS REMAINED, AS COMPARED WITH THE SEVENTY EMPLOYED IN 1716.5 THE 
LEADERSHIP WAS PASSING TO SUCH WEALTHY HOUSES AI THAT OF THE ESTERHAZY1 1 WHO IN 
PATRONACE OF THE ARTS WERE ABLE TO SURPASS THE INPERI\L COURT. 
IN ADDITION TO HIS DUTIES AS COMPOSER AND CONOUCTOR,JOHANN fUX 1 IT APPEARS 
FROM HOUSEHOLD RECORDS AND OTHER MEMORANDA, EXERCISED SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITIES 
WITH REGARD TO THE MUSICAL ESTABLISHMENT. ENTERING HIS MAJESTY 1S SERVICE IN 1698 
AS ONE Of SIX COMPOSERS ON THE STAFF, IN IJl~ HE ATTAINED THE POST OF IAPELLMEISTER.6 
IN IJI6 ANTONIO CALDARA ENTERED THE IMPERIAL SERVICE AS VIC£-KAPELLMEISTER, A POST 
HE FI~LED UNTIL HIS DEATH IN 11}6! MEANWHILE CREATI~Q FROM ONE TO FOUR OR FIVE 
8 SCORES ANNUALLY FOR OPERATIC PRtsENTATI·lftiS. TH£1' Cot.LUGUE fRANCISCO CONTI ALSO 
1 .!U.th• e. ao .. 
2 ~-.W· } LANG, _e • .lil•• P. ~58. 
~ KOCHEL, .Qt • .c.u., e. 11, 12. 
5 ~. t Po 21. 
6 J.I.U., ''· -.. "· 1 .J..u.R., p. l2. 
8 £DITH VOQL 1 "ANTONIO CALOARA, A fORGOTTEN OPERA COMPOS£R,11 PAPER 1 AMERICAN MUSICO-
LOCI:AL SOCIETY, BOSTON, MASS., MARCH 1958. 
' 
SEIYED AS FIRST ARCNLUTENIItl AS NELL AI COURT COMPGIER, 2 FUNCTIONING IN lOTH 
CAPACITIES UNTIL HIS DEATH I~ 1732. 
THE IEIVICEI OF A CIMIALISt} AND OF SEVERAL ORCANIITS~ NEAE RIQUIIED FOR THE 
MANY PERFORMING AND ACCOMPANYINC DUTIES• UNDER MARIA THERESA, WHILE THE ORCHESTIA 
DECLINE~TME NUMIER OF ORCANISTS MOUNTED TO SEVIN, IUT EVENTUALLY FELL OFF TO TN0.5 
As OIQANIITI 0UTCN OR GERMAN MUSICIANS WIRE fAYOIEO, WITH ITALIANS AS OCCASteHAL 
' 
EXCE.TIONS. SUCH MIN AS ALIRECHTIIERQER AND SICHTEI ALSO IAUIHT COMPOSITION OR 
1 
TH!ORY, AND GOtTLIII MuFFATt AI SECOND ORaANIST, WAS IEIPONIIILE FOR THE CONTUIUO 
8 
IN OPERAS AND OTHIR PIOOUCTIONS. 
ALTHOUQH MANY IINIIRS' AND FORMERLY THE KAPELLMIISTERSIO CAME FROM ITALY, 
THE MONARCHS, THEMSELVES ENTHUSIASTIC COMPOIERS AND PERFORMERS, fAVORED NATIVE 
ARTISTS AND MAINTAINED COURT SCHOLARSHIPS FOR THE TRAINING OF AUSTRIAN YOUTMS FOR 
MUSICAL CAREERS. FROM THI CLOSING YEARS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY A CHOIR SCHOOL 
WAS MAINTAI~ED TO PROVIDE FROM TWlLYI TO SIXTEEN SANCUKNAIEN FOR THE IMPUIAL 
CHAPEL.II WttiLE IN LATER YEARS THE NUMIER MICHl INCREASE ACCORDING TO NEIO, IT 
WAS IIOT ALLOW EO TO FALL IlL OW TMELVE • ACCOROINQ TO KOCHEl., THE IOYS 
WIRE PLACID UNDER THE IAPILLM!I11ER 11 SUPERVISION, MAINtAINED I~ ALL 
NECESSITIES, RECEIVED MUSICAL AND OTHER INSTRUCTION FROM THEIR OWM 
TUCHIU, ANO AFHR THEIR CHA .. CE OF VOICE WERE PROYIDID WITH EXPENSE 
MONEY FOR THEIR RETURN HOME; OR IF THEY WISHED TO STUDY, THEY WIRE 
IIYEN A STIPEND FOR A FEW MORE YEARs.l2 
lNE TOTAL ANNUAL OUtLAY FOR THE CHORISTERS FOR MANY YEARS IS RICORDED IN THE~-
ZAHLMEISIIRANII-RICHIVNJINt IUT TME NUMIER OF IOYS IUPPORTID IN AMY ONE YEAR IS NOT 
I KOCHEL, Jlt• £11., P. 78. 
2 ~ •• P. 73. 
} l.l..Ul .. '· 18. 
~ lJ!R., '· 2}. 
5 .I..K· £11. 
6 ~ • .ul· 
1 ~- lll· 
8 fRNST VON WERRA, "GEORG MUFFAT UND GOTTLIEI MUFFAT. 810-IIILIOQRAPHISCHl 
STuou," URCt!ENMUSIULIICHn JaHnucH, 1893, P. U. 
' KOCHEL, .Qt • .lll·, P. IT. 
10 li.J.R •• '· 15. 




fOR THE NEEDS Of THE ORCHESTRA FIVI TO TNIRTIEN ICNOLARIHIPI WERE PROVIDED, 
THE 3'G-IULDEN STIPENDS or WHICH ARE REPORTED AS HAVING BEEN DIIPINIIO TO THE TEACHER • 
.. 
IN QIYIN' THIS ACCOUNT, KOCHEL INPLIIS THAT SUCH OIIIURSEMENTI IIPIEIENTEDt At LEAST 
IN PART, AN EMOLUMENT ACCRUING TO THE INSTRUCTOR. "It II NOT CLEAR," KOcHEL CONTINUED, 
"WHitHER THIS AMOUNT HAD TO IE APPLIEO TO THE MAINTENANCE OF THE HOFSCNOLAR." I BUT.-· 
ACCORDING TO STOLLIIOCI THE SCHOLAR HIMSELF RECEIVED FROM THE IMPERIAL CASH•BOX THE 
STIPIND NAMED, AI WELL AS GRATUITOUS MUSICAL INITIUCTION.2 WHILE THE TERMS OF TNEII 
GRANTS ARE NOT CLEAR, THE INSTITUTION AT ALL EYENTI PROVED TOO HEAYY A DRAIN ON THE 
IMPERIAL BUDGEt, AND VAS OFFICIALLY AIOLIIHEO IN 1111 IN A REFORM or THE ~-MUIICI~ 
IN SPITE OF THIS NEV REGULATION, 
fUX NEVERTHILIIS KNEW HOW 1 IN THIS PERIOO OF THE IHIINIING AND THE 
DISINTEIRATION Of THE SCHOLARENINSTITUT, TO ADD AS HOrSCHOLARI Hll 
FAVORITES AND THE SONS OF fAMILIES IEFRIENOED IY HIM. THUS, FOR 
IXAMPLEt GOTTLIEI MUFFAT MAl NAMED AI A HOFICHOLAR IN 1711, AND 
LATER THE WILL-INONN WAGENSIIL. EYEN LATER, IN 173-, WHEN JNE tNSTI• 
TUTE OF THE SCHOLARS SHOULD NAVE DISAPPEARED LONG YEARS BEFORE, 
JOSEPH MUFFAT, SON Of &OTTLIEB 1 WAS THROUCH fUX 1S PETITION ALSO 
NAMED AI A SCHOLAR.-
TEACHING DUTIES fiLL CHIEFLY TO ltAPELLMEISTIRS, OICANISTS, AND COURT COM-
POSERS. IN tHIS CAPACITY ARE NAMED fUX 1 EBNER, HEINRICH AND ANDREAS SCHMELZER, AND 
fERDINAND TOIIAS RICHTIR.5 INSTRUCTION CONSIITEDt FOR THE MOST PART, OF ORlAN PLAY• 
INC, TO WHICH WERE ADD£0 SINGING, CENERALIASI, COUNTERPOINT, VIOLIN, AND SUCH ADDI• 
TIONAL INSTRUMENTS AS TEACHER AND PUPIL MIIHT AGREE UPON.' fROM A MEMORANDUM OF 
JOHANN fUX WE LEARN THAT 
THE SCHOLARS WERE HELD TO THIS QOAL 'AND END, THAT HIS MAJESTY MIGHT 
NOT WANT FOR GOOO VIRTUOSit AND IF THEY BECAME QUALIFIED, THEY WIRE 
ACCEPTEO INTO ACTIVE SERVICE WITHOUT REtARD FOR THE NUMIER.7 
I lOCHILt ~· £!1•• P. 28. 
2 LUDWIG STOLLIROCK, 14 LEIEN UND WIRIIN DES K. l. HOFKAPELLMEISTIRS JOHANN 8EORI 
RIUTER JUN.," VIERTJLJAKRSSCH!IFI li! HUSIIWIIIENSCHAFlt VIII (1892), Po 16-. 
3 J.Q£. lll· 
- J.a..Lg., Po 165. 
5 lOcMEI., Jl!• .W•, P • 28. 
6 WURA, .QI!• £.Ll•, P. U • 
1 J..Q£. ,UI. 
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ALTHOUGH MOST Of THE HOfSCHOLARS SUCCEEDED IN OITAININI PLACES AI COURT 
MUSICIANS, A FEW fAILED TO fULfiLL THE HOPES PLACED IN THEM. CONCERNING ANTON 
CAlL RICHTER, FOR WHOM HIS fAfNIR, f. T. RICHTER, HAD OBTAINED IN 1,99 THE SCHOLAR'S 
STIPEND, JOHANN fUX IN 1115 WAS OILICEO TO REPORT! 
I fiND THII ICHOLAR, ANTONI CARL RICHTER, NOT YET QUALifiED 
ENOUCH fOR A COURT ORGANISli THEREfORE I CONSIDIR IT NECEISARY 
THAT HE CONTINUE TO STUDY A liT LONGER, AND UNTIL HE IMPROYEI 1 TO 
CONTENT HIMSELf WITH THE SCHOLAR'S ALLOWANCE.I 
NOT UNTIL THE YEAR 1118, "IN CONSIDERATION Of HJI FATHER 1 S YERY IREAT MERITs," DID 
ANTON CARL RECEIVE ·AN APPOINTMENT AS "siXTH ORIANIIfN ., THE COURT CHAPEL AT AN 
INCOME Of 500 GULDEN. 2 
THERE WERE lOME SCHOLARI WHOSE RECORD WAS EYIN LESS IMPREIIIYI, fAILING 
AfTER THIRTY OR EVEN fORTY YEARS TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED ADVANCEMENT.} IN THIS 
CONNECTION IT MUST IE REPORTED THAT JOSEPH MUfFAT ACCOMPLISHED LITTLE TO fURTHER 
THE ARTISTIC fAME Of HIS fAMILY. ALTHOUGH 11 SEVERAL REMARUILE EICAMPUS 11 Of CLAWIU 
COMPOSITION ARE MENTIONED,~ THE MUfFAT CREATIVITY APPEARS TO HAVE DIED OUT IN THIS 
THIRD GENERATION. StiLL UNAPPOINTEDt JOIEPH MUFFAT SUCCUMBED AFTER TWINTY•TWO 
YEARS AS A H0£1CHOLAR.5 
JOHANN fUK, QUOTED IN THE INTRODUCTION TO WIENER kLAYIEft-~ 01SILWI851 ~ 
R1& ZMIIJEN HALfTI ~ J1 JAHRHUNA1ft11 1 ED. 8Y HUIO 80TSTIIIR 1 D!NlMAL£1 DER 
lDNKINIT IN USTIRRIICH, XIII, PT. 21 VIENNA: ATARIA & Co •• 1906, P. XIII. 
2 iS· .£ll. 
} WIRRA 1 OP. CIT., PPe -1, ~8. 
~ a.w. 
5 J.g£ • .W· 
• 
CHAPTER TWO~ &EORG AND GOTTLIEB MUffAT 
ALTHOUGH THE NAMES Of THE MuffATI APPEAR IN MANY LEXICONS ANI HISTORIES Of 
MUSIC, TMI NOTICES ARE, AI A RULE, MOT INLY SKETCHY IV~ IN MANY DITAILI?INACCURATE. 
lt IIIUIT IE ADMITTED, MOWUU, THAT TNt MIAif:RNEtl Of lt:LIAIU SOURCES HAl IUN A 
IRA¥£ HANDICAP •. BUT DiffiCULTIES HAY£ BUM UNNICEISAIU.Y INCRI·ASID THRGUCH NE8LICT 
Of KNOWN SOURCES AND 8Y fAILUU TO DISTlNIUISH IN fiNISMEe ACCOWITS IUMEIN I.,ER-
ENC£8 AND DOCUMENTED FACTI. flltORI Of LEXICONI MAW£ TOO OfTEN RESTED· ON TNI DOCY-
MENTATION Of THEIR PR£81C£SSOR&. TN£ CONSEqUENT ACCUMULATION Of IMACCURACill HAS NOT 
YET liEN CLEARED AWAY, DESPITE THE Dt.COWERT Of PREVIOUSLY UNNOTICED SOuRCES. THEil 
NEWLY ~COYERED fACTS HAKE POISIJLt A lATHER MORE DETAILED ACCOUNT Of GEORC MUffAT'S 
LifE TNAN COULD HAVE IEIN WRITTEN ONLY A fEN YEARS EARLIER. 
tHI C:NRONICUR 1S PROBLEM AI TO DETA-ILS Of GottLII:I IIUfFU 1S CO .. ARATIYILY 
TRANQUI~·CAR££l MAS BEEN LEIS SERIOUS THAN IN THE CASE Of Hll FATHER. BUT NMI~E 
GOTTLIU 1S LIFf CAN 8l TRAC£1 Ill OUTLI*E I·Y COII-TI .. 8RARY RICOAOI>, MUCH H811 AEMAIN8 
ClAN. PERHAPS TKE liST CONTRIBUTION OF THIS SORT IS WEilA 1S SUBSTANTIAL STUDY OIAL-
l 
IWC WITH BOTH OF THE "UFFATS. 
WMEN THE KNOWN DOCUMENTS IEARI~C ON SIORQ "UffAT 1S LIFI ARI ENUMIRATID,.IT 
SEEM IWCREOIILE THAT HIS IIICRAPHY SHOULD HAVE IECOMI SO 018CUREO IY CONFUSIONS AND 
MIISTAUMENTS. ALTIIOUCH THESE All TOo NUMEROUS TO DESCRIIE fULLY, A fEW OF THE MORE 
PERSISTENT llRORS MAY IE POINTED OUT •. 
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lMt USUAL CI'!ATIOII OF SCNLI1TtTAIT IN ALSACI AS GEOitl MU,AT 1S IIUNPLACI, 
ANO Of THE YEAR AS AIOut 1'}5, 1 OR, AS PREfllRIO IY MOlt AUTHORITIES, .,.5, II NOM 
CONTRADICTED IY TMI IYIOENCE Of THE CINPOIER 1S IAPTIINAL IIC~D, WHICH UNTIL RECENT• 
LY LAY UNNOTICED IN THE PAROCHIAL AlCHIYEI AT MIGiYE, IN UPPER SAYOY. 2 
GtOR8 MUffAT SERVED AS OR8ANIIT Tl THE HIGH CHAPTER Of STRAIIOUII CATHEDRAL, 
IN ASYLUM AT NEARlY MOLSHIIM, AND NOT AT TME OLD MUNSTER ITSELf, AI HAS liEN IUC• 
CESTED IN NUMEROUS AND fAMILIAR ACCOUNTS.} 
TN£ YEAR OF GEOl8 MUffAl 1S IETTLING IN SALZIURG, fOLLOWINI MI. fLIIHT TO 
VIENNA n0111 lltAa-TOAN ALIACC, lltAI lilt, AS STAUO IY IOMI MIITUI, '"'•- I"J ,5 NOA · 
.,,.,, IUT II NOW KNOWN TO II 167., AI ,.otll IY IOUACII CITED IELOW.J 
AUCUIT GOTtfRIED RITTER, ,!!! GUCHtCNtr 0!,1 ORIILIPIILI, Lt:IP%11: MElli, I Sa, 
P. l'O; S. DE LANGE, EDITOR, GlORI NurrAt's APPA!UU! b!ICt-018ANifliC!I!, 
LEIPZII: RIETtR-81EDIRMANN, 1188, PREfACE, P. I; WEllAt !!• £!!•• '• ~2. 
2 fol THE TEll AND DISCUSSION OF THIS MCUIKNT, liE P. 20, IILQIII. 
} JOHANN GOtTfRIED WALTHIR, MuSICA\IICft!l liXICONr.liiPZII: WOLffOANG DEER, IT}Z, 
P. \21; ERNST LUDWIG GillER, LIXIItOM Dll TGNaU...nu, LEIPUG: A. lUMNILt 
181}, COL • • 99; fRANCOII JestPH fftas:-&aoca&PMII Y..IVtlltLLE Dll MUIICIINS, 
2ND ED., PARIS! LlllAIRtE Dt FIRMIN D&DOT FaiRES, fiLS IT Co., liST, P. 505; 
WILfRID MILLERS, fRANCOll COUPUIN.!!!.!.!!!! fRINCM CusttCAL TRADITION, New 
YORit: lOY PUIL .. HERS, 1951, '• 310; CA&L fERDINANt PIML (liVIUO), "GEORG 
MUHAT," !!!.!!!.!'! hCTION&RY !f!!!!!...!.!,!!!! MUSICUII$ 1 LONDON! MAC.MILLAN A Co., 
LTD., 195., VOL. 5, Pe 981; HENRY CHARLtl LAHti, lH£ ORGAN AND 111 MASTE-l,· 
BOSTON, L. C. PAGE & Co., 1903, '• II); THE INtERNATI~CmonDu ..!![ M!I!IC 
A!! MUSICIANS, 7TH EO., REVISED ANO EDITED IY NICOLAS SLONIMSCY, NIM Yot«: 
DODD, MEAD & Co., 195,, Pe 1199; MACMILLAN {NCYCLOPEOIA ~!II!£ AI! !Ill~ 
ClANS, CD. IY ALlERT E. WEIR, NEM YORK: THE MACMILLAN Co., 19}8, '• 1226. 
- RatTER, Jl• £!1•• Pe 60, CITINI: tiNEOICT PILLWIIN, BIOII!PHISCHI SCMILDUUNCCN: 
J!!! L&XI!ON SALZiyRC!SCHIR TNII~t IIRST9RIEHIR IHJILI LIIE!DIIl li!§ILIR 1 
SALZIUIG: M6YR 1 1CME BUCMHANOLUNC, 1821; DE LANGC, ~· ~., Pe I. 
5 GOTTHOLD fROTICHER, GUCHICHU !II ORGILIPIUI J!!!e DIR ORGIUOMPOIITION, BERLIN! 
Mu HISSES VERLAC, 19}5, VOL. l, '• .90 •. 
' WALTHER, ~· £!!•• P. -21; GERBER, j!. £!!•• COL. -99; fEllS, !!• £!!•• '• 50S. 
1 CF. PP. 12, 13. 
ALTHOUAH GEOAA MUFFAT'S PRES£NC£ IN ROM£ IN 1681 AS REPORT£D BY S£VERAL 
WRITERSt IS NOT YET VERIFIED BY DOCUMENTS, THE FACT CAN 8£ INFERRED FROM THE CIR-
2 CUHSTANCES OF THIS EXCURSION. 
MUFFAT 1 S ENTRANCE INTO THE SERVICE OF THE BISHOP OF PASSAU IS INDICATED 
IY VARIOUS SOURCES} AS HAVING TAKEN PLACE IN 1690, INSTEAD OF 1678 AS REPORT£D BY 
SCHERINA,~ 1681,5 OR 16956 AS OTHERS HAVI IUGA!STED. 
THE VARIOUS ACCOUNTST WHICH REPRESENT MUFFAT AS HOLDING FOR SOME YEARS 
ONLY A SUBORDINATE POSITION AS ORAANIST IN PASSAU WHILE AWAITING THE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR PROMOTION TO THE POST OF MUSIC DIRECTOR ARE NOT STRICTLY SUBSTANTIATED BY THE 
£VIDENCE ON WHICH THEY ARE SUPPOSEDLY BASED. NOT ONLY AR£ THEY IN DISAGREEMENT 
AS TO THE DATES, BUT ALSO MISLEAOI~C IN THEIR IMPLICATIONS CONCERNINC MUFFAT 1S 
8 SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES AS DISTINCT FROM HIS FORMALLY HELD TITLES. 
As TO THE CLOSE Of HUFFAT 1S CAREER, A STATEMENT THAT "NOTHINC IS KNOWN 
CONCERNINC THE LAST CIRCUMSTANCES Of HIS LIFE 1 119 WHILE UNDULY PESSIIUSTIC, IS 
I~TERESTING FOR THE LIGHT IT SHEDS ON THE MEAAERNESS OF DATA AS VIEWED BY AN 
EDITOR IN 1865. 
II 
ROBERT EITNER, 8!QGRAPHISCH-8!8LIOGRAPHISCHES QUELLEN-LEXIKON iii HUSIKER ~ 
MuSIKGELEHRIEN R1! CHRISILICHEN ZEITRECHNUNi ~ ~ ~ ~ N£UNZEHNTEN 
JAHRHUND£RIS, LEIPZIG: BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 1900, VOL. VII, P. I 17; CARLO 
SCHMIDL, DIZIONARIO UNIJERSALE ~ MU§ICISI!, MILAN: CASA EDITRICE SONZAGNO, 
1929, VOL. II, Po 1-5; HUGO RIEMANN: DICTIONNAIRE ~ HUSIOUE, TRANS. FROM 
~ LEXIION IY GEORGES HUMBERT, }RD REVISED ED., PARIS: PaYOT 1 19}~ 1 P. 
893; CONSTANTIN SCHNEIDER, GESCHICHU: .Q1!111YU! ..11 hLZBYfti JQI.JWl ALIESTEN 
l1l! JJi ~ GE§ENWARI, SALZBURi: VERLAG R. KIESEL, 19}5 1 P. 80; HANS JOACHIM 
MOSER, HUSI!CLIXIKON, BEUIN: MAX HESSES VERLAG, 19}5, P. 53-; fELIX RAUGEL 1 
11 GEORG MUFFAT EN ALSAC£,11 ~ 2£ HUSICOLOGIE, XXXVI (195\), P. tn; JA.uB.'.i 
BIOGRApHICAL DICTIONARY~ MUSICIANS, 5TH EO., REV. BY NICOLAS SLONIMSKY 1 
NEW You: G. SCHIRMER, 1958, P. 11}1. 
2 Cr. P. 32. 
3 CF. P. }6. 
\ ARNOLD SCHERING, HANDIUCH .U! MUSIK!iESCHICHTE .i.ll.l.Wf 6USiAN9 Jl.U ..L§ JAHRHUNDERIS, 
}RO ED., LEIPZIG: BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 1923, P. 608. 
5 RITTER, .Q.P• .£ll•• P. 160; MOSER, .Qe• "-Ll•t P. 5}-; SLONIMSKY, .Qt • .£ll., P. 11}1. 
6 GERIIR,.Q.t • .£11., COL. \99; fETIS,.Q.t.llJ:•t P. 505. 
1 fEllS, Jlt• .W•• P. 505; UTTO KORNMULLER, 11 BIOCRAPHISCHES: I, GEORG HUFFAT,11 
HONAISHEFTE ~ !wiiK§ESCHICHTE, Ill (1871), P. 128; EITNER,~· .W•t P. 117; 
HOSEA, .Q.P. $..LI•t P. 5}-; POHL, .Q.P • .£.LI., P. 981; SLONIHSKY, .Q.P • .£.LI., p. 11}1. 
8 CF. '· }6. ,.. 
9 LOUISE fARRENC, ~ JOCCATES DEDIES A j. ~. LEOPOLD J!! EMpJREUR R'ALLEMAiNJ ZA! 
iJOR§ES ~T. LE TRESOR DES PIANISTES, VOL. IX, PARII: L. fARRENC, 1865, 11 NOTICE 
BIOGRAPHIQUE DE GEORiES HUFFAT, 11 P. }. 
12 
WRITERS HAVE A~REEO IN REPORTIN~ GEOR~ MUFFAT 1S DEATH DATE AS fEBRUARY 2} 1 
ITO., FOR WHICH THE DEATH REGISTER OF PASSAU CATHEDRAL RECTORY IS AUTHORITY.I THE 
DIVERCENT ACCOUNT Of RITTER GIVINC THE YEAR AS Ill- APPEARS TO BE THE RESULT EITHER 
Of MISPRINT OR EDITORIAL ERROR 1 SINCE MONTH AND DAY ARE CORRECTLY STATED. 
THE ERRORS REVIEWED IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPHS ARE CORRECTED BY REFERENCE 




PAROCHIAL ARCHIVES OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AT MEGEVEt UPPER SAVOY, WHERE 
GEORG MUFFAT 1S BAPTISM IS RECORDED IN AN ENTRY FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1'5}.2 
2. BAPTISMAL REGISTERS AT THE SALZBURG AND PASSAU CATHEDRAL RECTORIES, AND 
THE DEATH REGISTER IN THE LATTER PLACE, RECORDING BAPTISMS OF GEOR~ MUFFAT 1S NINE 
CHILDREN} AND THE DATE Of HIS DEATH. RELEVANT ENTRIES HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED BY 
LUNTZ~ AND SCHENCK.5 
}. ARCHIVES OF STRASBOURC CATHEDRAL RECORDING THE APPOINTMENT OF GEOR~ 
MUFFAT AS ORCANIST TO THE CHAPTER AT MOLSHEIM. DETAILED CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE AP-
POINTMENT, CIVEN •BELOw,6 WERE FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1'5}.1 
~. SALZ8Ul~ MUNICIPAL ARCHIVES ESTABLISHING THE DATES OF GEOR~ MUffAT 1S 
RESIDENCE THERE. THIS INFORMATION WAS FIRST PUBLISHED IN 1'5}. 8 
QUOTED BY ERWIN LUNTZ, INTRODUCTION TO GEORC MuFFAT 1S CONCERTI GRQSSI 1 ~· l, 
DENKMALER DER ToNKUNST IN OstERREICH, XI, 2, VIENNA: ATARIA' Co., 1,0., P. v1. 
2 RAUGEL, .il• .£.U., P. 1.5. 
} CF. P. ~2. 
~ LUNTZ,.Ql•llt•t P. V, VI. 
5 ERICH SCHENCK, INT~~DUCTION TO GEORC MUFFAT 1S CONCERTI GROSSI,~. lo DENKMALER 
OER TONlUNST IN 0STERREICH 1 VOL. S,, VIENNA: USTERREICHISCHER BUNOESYERLAC, 
1'5}, P. VII. 
6 CF. P. 21. 
1 RAUCEL,.Ql•.£.ll•t P. 1.5. 
8 SCHENCK 1 .il• .£.1I., P. VII. 
I} 
5o TITLE PAGES, DEDICATORY ADDRESSES, AND PREFACES TO GEORG MufFAT 1S PUl-
L I SHED NORKS: 
6RMONICO JaltUTO, FIVE CHAMBER SONATAS FOR STRING ENSEMILES Of VARIOUS SIZES, 
EXCLUDED IV MUffAT FROM HIS CATALOC OF NORKS, HAYING BEEN HURRIEDLY COMPOSED ON SHORT 
NOTICE. PUBLISHED AT SALZBURG IV JOH. Bart. MaYR IN 1682. REPUBLISHED IN DENKMALER 
DER TONKUNST IN OSTERREICH, XI, PT. 2 (SELECTIONS ONLY) ED. IV ERMIN LUNTZ, AND IN 
VOL • ., OF THE SAME SERIES (COMPLETE) ED. IY ERICH SCHENCK. 
APPARATUS MuSICO-ORiANISTICUS, TWELVE ORGAN TOCCATAS FOR LITURGICAL USE, 
NITH AN APPENDIX Of LESS SERIOUS PIECES FOR ORGAN OR HARPSICHORD. PUBLISHED AT SaLZ-
BURG BY JOHo BAPTo MAYR IN 1690. REPUBLISHED, BUT WITHOUT ORIGINAL DEDICATION, PREFACE, 
EtC., ED. IY S. DE LANG£, AT lEIPZIG BY RIETER-BIEDERMANN IN 1888. 
SuayiQRIS HaRMONIA£ INSTRUMENI&LIS HyPORCHEMATlCAE flORILEGIUH PRIHUH, EIGHT 
BALLET SUITES IN THE STYLE OF LULLY, FOR STRINGS IN FOUR OR FIVE PARTS, PUBLISHED AT 
AuGSBURi av JacoB KOPPMAYR IN 1695. REPUBLISHED IN DENKMALER DER TONKUNST IN OSIER-
REICH, I, 2, EDo BY HEINRICH RlfTSCH. 
SuayiORIS HaRMQNIAE INSIRUMENI&LIS HyPoRCHEMaTICAE fLORILEGIUM SECUNQYH, 
SEVEN BALLET SUITES IN THE STYLE OF lULLY, FOR STRINGS IN FOUR OR fiVE PARTS, PUBLISHED 
AT PaSSAU BY GEORG ADAM HOLLER IN 1698. REPUBLISHED IN DENKMALER DER TONKUNST IN 
0STERREICH, II, 2, ED. BY HEINRICH RIETSCH. 
ExQUIS!IIQRIS H&RMONIAE INSTRUMENTAL IS iM!U-JUCUNQU: SELECTus PR IH!JS, TWELVE 
CONCERTO GROSSOS, PUBLISHED AT P&SSAU BY HOLLER'S NIOOW, HaRIA HaRGARETHA HOLLERIN, IN 
1101. Six CoNCERTos {Nos. II, IV, Y, X, XI, AND XII) WERE REPUBLISHED •~ DENKMALER DER 
TONKUNST IN 0STERREICH, J&HRG. XI, PT. 2, ED. BY ERWIN LUNTZt THE REMAININ~ SIX APPEAR-
ING IN VOL. 89 OF THE SAME SERIES, ED. IY ERICH SCHENCK, IN 1'5}. 
6. PREFACE TO HANDyCIIO AR ORSANUM OF JOHANN BAPTIST SAMBER, GEORG HUFFAT 1S 
SUCESSOR IN THE POST OF ORGANIST TO THE BISHOP OF SaLZBURG, PUBLISHED AT SALZBURG BY 
•• 
JoH. BAPT. MAYRS st!L. wiTTN,uNo ERBEN IN ITO•. 
f. Sll!f AND NOT ENTIRELY ACCURATE MEMOIR! CONCERNIN~ GEORG MUFfAT tN THE 
UNEDITED PAPERS OF SEBASTIEN DE BROSSARD, VICAR OF THE GRAND CHAPTER OF STRASBOURQ 
I 
IN 1'87, QUOTED AND DISCUSSED BY BREN!T. 
THE MORE SIGNifiCANT AND INFORMATIVE OF THE OLDER BIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNTS ARE 
THOSE OF STOLLBROCK 1 WERRA, AND 8REN£To STOLLBROCK 1S WORK IS fOUND IN A DISS!RTATIONZ 
PRODUCED UNDER THE HANDICAP Of UNFAMILIARITY WITH THE MUFfAT PREFACES, AND IN A 
SERIES OF SUPPLEMENTARY ARTICLES.} WERRA 1S DISCUSSION' QUOTES MEMORANDA WHICH 
ILLUSTRATE THE MANAGEMENT OF PERSONNEL IN THE MUSICAL ESTABLISHMENT AT THE VIENNESE 
COURT. THE ARTICLE OF 8RENET,5 ALTHOUGH TOO READILY ACCEPTIN~ SEBASTIEN DE BROSSARD'S 
FACTS, II VALUABLf: FOR ITS SUGGESTIVE HINTS C·ONCERNING VARIOUS UNEXPLAINED CIRCUM-
STANCES OF GEORG HUFFA1 1S YOUTH. 
THE IMPACT OF THE NEWER SOURCES INVOLVES MORE THAN A MERE REVISION OF DATES. 
NOW THAT GEORG HUFFAT 1S BIRTH IS ESTABliSHED MANY YEARS LATER THAN PREVIOUS ESTIMATES, 
A RADICAL REVISION OF THE EARLIER, VAGUE PORTRAIT OF THIS COMPOSER IS IN ORDER. AS 
fORMERLY DESCRIBED, THIS ALMOST MYSTERIOUS FIGURE 1 OFTEN SAID TO BE OF SCOTTISH ANCESTRY, 
WAS fiRST SEEN AS A PRESUMABLY MATURE MUSICIAN, ORGANIST Of ONE Of THE MOST NOTABLE 
CATHEDRALS OF WESTERN EUROPE, AT THE fREE CITY OF STRASBOURG IN ALSACE. HE WAS DRIVEN 
BY WAR TO OTHER LANDS WHERE VARIOUS MUSICAL PURSUITS EN~AGED HIS ENERGIES UNTIL HIS 
DEATH AT AN AGE VARIOUSLY REPORTED AS 5' TO f- YEARS. 
8UT TO JUDGE IY THE PERSISTENCE OF OLD CONFUSIONS EVEN IN MUCH COMPARATIVELY 





MICHEL 8RENET, PSEUO. (MARIE BOBILLIER), 11 LE LIEU DE NAISSANCE DE GEOUES HUHAT, 11 
~~MUSICAL, XLII (1896), Po 20}. 
LUDWIC STOLLBROCK, ~ KOMPONISIEN ~ ~ pOITLIEI MUFfAT, DISSERTATION, ROSTOCK, 
ISSS. 
LUDWIG STOLLIROCK, 11GEOR~ MUfFAT UNO SEIN fLORILEGIUM PRIMUM 11t HONATSH!FU .f.il! 11Yi.U-
GtsCHICHTE, XXII (1890), P. 87, XXIII (1891), P. H, p, 5}. 
Cr. P. 6, N. J, ABOVE. 
CF. N. I ABOVE. 
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ONLY VERY SLOWLY. f'OR ILLUSTRATION, SOME CURRENT' EXAMPLES Of LAX SCHOLARSHIP MAY BE 
DESCRIBED. 
DISCUSSIN~ THE INFLUENCE OF LULLY ON OTHER MUSICIANS, AN AUTHOR IN THE SERIES, 
11 THE RISE Of MODERN EUROPE,ul DEMONSTRATINC: THE PROMPT AND WIDESPREAD D-ISSEMINATION OF 
THIS COMPOSEa's INFLUENCE, WROTE, 11 fOREIQN MUSICIANS LIKE PELHAM HUMPHREY fROM ENGLAND, 
2 GEORG MurrAT FROM SCOTLAND AND THOMAS KUSSER FROM HAMBUR~ CAME TO STUDY WITH HIM!1 
ALTHOUGH ROMAINE ROLLAND} IS CITED AS AUTHORITY FOR THIS INFORMATION, THE DOCUMENTATION 
IS fAULTY. THE PA~E CITED IN ROLLAND CONTAINS NO REFERENCE TO THESE MATTERS, BUT SEV-
ERAL PA~ES EARLIER THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE APPEARS! 
fOREIGN MUSICIANS CAME TO PUT T~EMSELVES UNDER LULLY 1S TUITION. 
• • JUN-SIGISMOND COUSSER 1 WHO WAS THE FRIEND AND COUNSELLOR OF 
RHEINHARD KEISER, THE TALENTED CREATOR OF GERMAN OPERA AT HAMBURG, 
SPENT SIX YEARS IN PARIS AT LULLY 1S SCHOOL; AND WHEN HE RETURNED TO 
GERMANY, HE CARRIED THE LULLY TRADITIONS WITH HIM, AND INTRODUCED 
THEM INTO THE CONDUCTING OF ORCHESTRAS, AND INTO MUSICAL COMPOSITION. 
GEORG MUFFAT ALSO STAYED SIX YEARS IN PARIS; AND THIS EXCELLENT MAS-
TER WAS SO STRONGLY IMPRESSED BY LULLY THAT HIS COMPATRIOTS REPROACHED 
HIM fOR IT. CHARLES II • SENT PELHAM HUMFREY AND ONE OR 
TWO TALENTED ENGLISH MUSICIANS Of THE SfVENTEENTH CENTURY TO PARIS TO 
IMPROVE THEMSELVES UNDER HIS DIRECTION. 
ALTHOUQH THIS ACCOUNT IS OBVIOUSLY THE SOURCE TO WHICH NUSSBAUM INTENDED TO REFER, IT 
CARRIES NO MENTION OF MUFFAT 1S PLACE Of ORI~IN. BUT UNFORTUNATELY FOR tHI APPEAL TO 
ROLLAND AS AUTHORITY FOR MUFfAT 1S SCOTTISH ORI~IN, ANOTHER PASSAGE REFERRING TO THIS 
COMPOSER WAS ENTIRELY OV£RLOOKED! 
AMON~ THE MANY fOREIQNERS WHO CAME TO PARIS TO STUDY WITH HIM 
WAS AN ALSATIAN, GEORGES MUFFAT, WHO ESPECIALLY ADMIRED THE PERFECT 
DISCIPLINE AND STRICT TIME OF LULLY 1S ORCHESTRA.5 
ALTHOUGH THE SCHOLAR6 MOST INVOLVED WITH RESEARCH INTO MUFFAT GENEALOGY HAD 
BEEN THE fiRST TO ADMIT THAT HIS CHAIN Of EVIDENCE WAS INCOMPLETE, AND THAT A CERTAIN 
UNDER THE GENERAL EDITORSHIP OF WILLIAM L. LANGER, THIS SURVEY COMPRISING TWENTY 
VOLUMES HAS BEEN IN PROCESS SINCE 1'}~. 
2 fREDERICK L. NUSSBAUM,~ TRIUMPH~ SCIENCE~ REASON, MIW YORK: HARPER & 
BROTHERS, 1'5}, P. ~0. 
3 ROMAINE ROLLAND, .iQ!1t MUSICIANS .2! fORMER ..QA.D, TRANS, BY MARY BLAIKLOCK FROM .l1!4J.-
~R'AUTREFO!S. NEW YORK;' HENRY HOLT & Co., .,.5. 
- ROLLAND, Rf· SJl•t PP. 2-2-2~-. 
5 J.§.JR. 1 P. 16,. 
6 STOLL8ROCK 1 WORKS CITED ON P. 1~, NN. 2 1 3 ABOVE. 
\. 
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AMOUNT OF CONJECTURE WAS UNAVOIDABLE IN DEMONSTRATING MUFFAT 1S SCOTTISH DESCENT, THE 
HYPOTHESIS SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN ATTRACTIVE TO LATER WRITERS, I ONE OF WHOM SUGGESTED THAT 
2 THE NAME WAS ORI'INALLY 11 MOFFATe11 IT MUST, INDEED 1 B£ ADMITtED THAT AN EXCiliNC BACK-
GROUND FOR MUFFAT 1S fOREBEARS IS MORE APPEALING THAN THEIR EARLIER ANONYMITY. LAND-
~OLDINGS IN THE SCOTTISH VALLEYS OF MOFFAT AND NEARBY ANNAN (HENCE THE fREQUENTLY 
ENCOUNTERED 11 MOfFATDALE11 AND 11 ANNANDALE11 ) ACCOUNT FOR THE NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS WHO 
EITHER OWNED PROPERTY THERE OR MERELY CAME fROM THESE LOCALITIES. IN ITS MANY VARI-
ANTS THE NAME 11 MOFFAT11 HAS FICOURED IN THE COLORFUL HISTORY OF BORDER CLANS SINCE THE 
THIRTEENTH CENTURY. AMONG SCOTTISH NOBLES SWEARING ALLEGIANCE TO EDWARD I OF ENGLAND 
AT 8£RNICK-ON:TwEEDt AUGUST 28, 1296, WAS ROBERT DE MUFFET.} THOMAS MOFFET, POSSIBLY 
A KINSMAN, ALSO SUBMITTED AT THE SAM£ TIME AND PLACE.- SUCH NAMES AS DE MOFFETE,5 
DE MOFFETHE, MUFFETT 1 AND MNFFETT& HAVE A CERTAIN FRENCH RING 1 WHILE OTHER FORMS 
FOUND IN SCOTLAND INCLUDE HEFFATT, MEFFIT 1 MOFFIT, AND HOFFOT.T 
WEIGHING STRONGLY AGAINST THE HYPOTHESIS, HOWEVER, IS THE EXISTENCE OF AN 
INDEPENDENTLY ORIGINATED FRENCH NAME, t1MOFFET,11 WHICH IS TRACED TO THE COMMUNE OF 
8 DE MONTFREY 1 ARRONDISSEMENT OF TROVES, FRANCE. THIS NAME IS EXPLAINED AS A DERIVA-
liON OF THE TERMS 11 MOFETTE,11 OR 11 MOUFETT!:, 11 SIINtFYING FIRE•DAMP. THE 11 U11 OF 11 HUFFAT11 
MAY PERHAPS HAVE ARISEN BY SUBSTITUTION FOR THE NEARLY EQUIVALENT 11 01/1 OF "MOUFETTE.11 
MAX SEIFFERT, GESCH!CHT£ ~ KLAWIIRMusll, REVISED AND ENLARGED fROM C. F. WEITZMANN 1 S 
WORK, LEIPZIG: BRUTitO, l HXRTELt 1899, P. 189; EITNER, H• .We 1 P. 116; RIEMANN, 
H• ~., Po 89}; SCHNEIDER, .2!• £ll•t P. 80; BERNARD CHAMPICINEULLE, l'A£1 CLASSICU£ 
R£ ~ HuSIOUE fRANCAIS, lJAlS: EDITIONS HONTAICINE, 19-6, p, Jl; POHL, jll. ~., 
P. 987. 
2 POHL, .2£• £.ll•t P. 987. 
} CALENDAR~ QOCUMENTS RELATING~ SCQILAND PRESERJED ~ ~ MAJESIJ'A RECORQ OfFICE, 
EDo BY JOSEPH BAIN, EDINBURGH: H. H. RECnSTER HOUSE, 188'4, VOL. 2, P. 198. 
\ IBID. 1 P. 20&. 
5 laao., P. \39. 
6 GEORGE F. BLACK,~ SURNAMES Rf SCOTLANQ, ~ ~~ THE NEW YORK PuBLIC LIBRARY, 
19-6, P. 60L 
T ~ • .£.U. , 
8 H. Eo DIONN£ 1 l1i C&NADIEN§-f8ANCAIS: ORIGIN£~ ftMILLE§ EMiqR£&§ Ri fRANC&, 
O'ESPAGNE, DE SUISSE, ETC., QUEIEC: LIIRAIRIE GARNEAU, 191-, Po \-0. 
9 ~ • .£.U. 
IT IS UNNECESSARY, THEREFORE, TO GO FARTHER AfiELD THAN TROVES IN EXPLAINING THE 
ORIGIN OF OUR COMPOSER'S NAME. BUT STOLLBROCK, ON THE OTHER HAND, REPORTED HUffATS 
OF SCOTTISH DESCENT AT MUNICH. IN THE ABOVE-MENTIONED ARTICLEi HIS ARGUMENT FROM 
GENEALOGICAL EVIDENCE IS SUMMED UP. 
THROUGH SCATTERED NOTICES IN THE ARCHIVES Of THE MUFFATS IN 
MUNICH I SHOWED IN MY DISSERTATION THE ORIGIN Of THE HUFFAT FAM-
ILY FROM SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND AND THEIR TRANSFER TO THE EUROPEAN 
CONTINENT IN THE REIGN OF QUEEN ELIZABETH BECAUSE THEY WERE OP-
PRESSED AS CATHOLICS. MANY OF THE EMIGRANTS SETTLED IN LORRAINE 
AND Ca.IPIRED WITH CARDINAL DE GUISE FOR THE LIBERATION OF MARY 
STUART. GEORG MUFfAT 1S GRANDFATHER MUST HAVE BEEN FOUND IN THE 
NUMBER OF THE EMIGRATING CATHOLICS. WHAT NOW PREVENTS US FROM 
BELIEVING THAT THIS MUFfAT ANCESTOR WENT, IN ANY CASE, TO THE 
SAME PLACE WHERE HIS fELLOW-REFUGEES SETTLED? THUS THE RETURN 
fROM fRANCE AND INTO ALSACE WOULD INDICATE THAT GEORG MUffAT HAD 
LIVED THERE IN THE FIRST PLACE. AND, SINCE BEFORE HIS TRIP TO 
fRANCE HE CAN BE ~UDGEO TO HAVE BEEN ABOUT fOURTEEN TO FIFTEEN 
YEARS OF AGE, ONE MAY CONCLUDE THAT HE WAS BORN IN LORRAINE OR 
IN NEARBY ALSACE.2 
IN THE PRESENT STATE Of THE QUESTION THE SCOTTISH ANCESTRY OF GEORG MUFFAT CAN BE 
REGARDED AS AN INTERESTING POSSIBILITY WHICH STILL REMAINS TO BE PROVED. 
IN THE YEARS FOLLOWING STOLLBROCK 1S WORK, ALTHOUGH GEORG AND GOTTLIEB Hur-
fAT WERE BECOMING BETTER KNOWN THROUGH THE REPUBLICATION Of THEIR COMPOSITIONS IN 
THE OSTERREISCHISCHER 0ENkMALER,3 WRITERS OCCASIONALLY FAILED TO BENEFIT FROM THE 
INFORMATION PRESENTED BY THE EDITORS AND CONVEYED IN THE SOURCES THEMSELVES. OUR-
lNG THE NEXT THIRTY YEARS EVEN SCHOLARS OF STATURE COULD REMAIN UNAWARE OF THE 
SEPARATE IDENTITIES OF THE TWO COMPOSERS. 
ONE ACCOUNT, FOR EXAMPLE, IN DISREGARD OF CHRONOLOGICAL CONTRADICTIONS MIS-
TAKENLY IDENTIFIED LULLY 1S GERMAN PUPIL AS GOTTLIEB INSTEAD OF GEORG HuFFATt ALTHOUGH 
THE FORMER HAS CORRECTLY NAMED AS COMPOSER OF COMPONIMENTI HUSICALI ~ ~ C£H8ALO.~ 
1 cr. P. 1~. "· 3. 
2 StOLLIROCK, .2.1!• .ul•t P. 88. 
} GEORG MUFFAT 1 S APPARATus MuSIC0-~6GANISTICUS HAS NOT ~ET. APPEARED IN THIS SERIES • 
•• 
- KARL NEF, fiNfUHRUNi ~ Rl£ MuSII§£SCHICHTE, }RO REVISED EO., ZURICH: ATLANTIS 
VERLAG·, 19~5, PP. 181, 21~. 
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THE SINGLE INDEX LISTPU~, "MUFFAT, G.- 181, 21-,"l IS A FURTHER I~DICATION THAT THE 
NOTICES ON SEPARATE PACES WERE BELIEVED TO INVOLVE ONE PERSON. TRANSLATORS OF fR£NCH2 
AND ENGLISH} EDITIONS FAILED TO NOTE THE ERROR. IN THE SECOND fRENCH EDITION, HOWEVER, 
ROKSETH CORRECTED THE TEXT BUT OVERLOOKED THE CONFUSION IN THE INDEX, WHERE A SINGLE 
ENTRY UNDER 11 MUFFAT, G.," CONTINUED TO UNITE THE ITEMS AS THOUGH ONLY ONE INDIVID.UAL 
WERE INVOLVED.- ALTHOUGH BASED ON THIS EDITION AS WELL AS ON THE GERMAN ORIGINAL, 
PFATTEICHER 1S ENGLISH VERSION fAILED TO BENEFIT FROM ROKSETH'S CORRECTION. THE SAME 
ERRORS, MEANWHILE, PERSIST THROUGH THREE GERMAN EDITIONS OF THE WORK. 
ALTHOUGH FURTHER EXAMPLES MIGHT BE CITED, THOSE GIVEN ABOVE HAVE PERHAPS 
sUFFICIENTLY ILLUSTRATED THE NEED FOR MORE CAREFUL ATTENTION TO AVAILABLE SOURCES 
FOR HUFfAT BIOGRAPHY. THESE SOURCES ARE SUffiCIENT TO DOCUMENT, AS BACKGROUND FOR 
GOTTLIEB HufFAT 1S HISTORY, AN ACCOUNT OF HIS FATHER'S LIFE AND WORK. 
fROM THE BAPTISMAL RECORD IT IS NON KNOWN THAT GEORG MUFFAT, LONG REPORTED 
AS BORN ABOUT 16-5 AT SCHLETTSTAOT IN ALSACE, WAS IN FACT A NATIVE: 01 SAVOY, HAVING 
BEEN BAPTIZED AT MECEVE IN UPPER SAVOY ON JUNE I, 165,.5 IN VIEW OF THE CUSTOM Of 
BAPTIZING INFANTS WITHIN A WEEK'S TIME, OFTEN THE DAY AFTER BIRTH, GEORG HUFFATt IT 
WOULD SEEN, WAS BORN AT MECEVE TOWARD THE END Of HAY, 165}. 
THE SAVOYARD BACKCROUHO OF THE MUFFAT fAMILY WAS DISCUSSED BY 8RENET 1 WHO 






HE [GEORG HUFFAT] WAS BORN AT SELESTAOT 1 IN ALSACE, Of A 
SAVOYARD FATHER, AND HE WAS FOR SOME TIME60RGANIST Of THE GRAND CHAPTER OF StRASBOURC 1 AT MOLSHEIM. 
NEF, _u • .k!.I•t P. }2}. 
KARL NEF, HISIOIR£ H .J.A HUSIQUE, TRANS. BY YvONNE ROKSETH FROM EINFUHRUNCO ~ 
JU.l ~usU§C:SCH!CHU:, PARIS: PAYOT, 1925, PP. 220, 265. 
KARL NEF, !l OUTLINE~~ HISTQRX ~ ~' TRANS. BY CARL f. PfATTEICHER FROM 
TN£ StCOND GERMAN EDITION AND THE SECOND fRENCH EDITION OF [INfUHRUN§ ~ Rit 
HUSf!S§ESCHICHU:, NEll YORK: COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1939, PP. 195, 2.H. 
Ntf, HtsTOIRE ~ ~ Muslgut, P. 367. 
Cr. P. 20 BELOW. 
8REHET,.2f•.£.ll•• P. 20}. 
., 
PROBING THE RELIABILITY OF THIS INFORMATION, BRENET REMARKED THAT IN SAVOY 
THERE EXISTED AT THE TIME 
A MUFFAT FAMILY, ORIQINALLY OF MEGEVE (CANTON OF SALLANCHES), ~HICH 
SOON DIVIDED INTO SEVERAL BRANCHES ~HICH DISTI~QUISHED THEMSELVES 
FROM ONE ANOTHER BY THE ADDITION OF A SECOND NAME. ONE OF THE MEM-
BERS OF THIS FAMILY, A CONTEMPORARY OF GEORG MUFFAT, ATTACHED HIM-
SELF TO PRINCE EUGENE OF SAVOY, BECAME MARSHALL OF THE IMPERIAL 
ARMIES, AND WAS RAISED TO THE PEERAGE BY lEOPOLD I, UNDER THE NAME 
OF MUFFAT SAINT-AMOUR. OTHER MUFFATS SETTLED IN fRANCE, WHERE THEIR 
NAME IS PERPETUATED TO THIS DAY AMONG THE CITIZENRY.I 
. 
IN SAVOY ALSO, WROTE PIRRO SOME YEARS LATER, 11 THE NAME OF MUFFAT HAS NOT YET DIS-
APPEARED.112 A CURRENT DIRECTORY SHOWS MUFFATS STILL RESIOING AT MEGEVE ANO OTHER 
PLACES IN UPPER SAVOY,} ALTHOUGH IN STOLLBROCK 1 S TIME ONLY TWO MUFFATS WERE LISTED 
IN THE MUNICH DIRECTORY,\ A SINQLE 11 MUFFATH" IN THAT OF VIENNA,5 AND NONE AT ALL IN 
VARIOUS OTHER GERMAN-SPEAKING CENTERS. 
AS TO GEORG MuFFAT 1S NATIONALITY, ALTHOUGH WALTHER AND GERBER HAD MENTIONED 
HIS ACTIVITIES IN ALSACE AND IN AUSTRIA THEY DID NOT CHARACTERIZE HIM AS GERMAN OR 
fRENCH. fEllS WAS APPARENTLY THE FIRST TO DESCRIBE GEORG MUFFAT AS A GERMAN COMPOS£R.6 
BELIEVING THAT THIS DESCRIPTION PAID TOO LITTLE HEED TO MUFFAt's SUPPOSED fRENCH ORIGIN, 
fARRENC POINTED OUT THAT THE COMPOSER HAD MADE NO MENTION OF HIS BIRTHPLAC£.1 STOLLBROCK, 
8 IN TURN, CALLED MME. fARRENC'S DESIU 11 TO REPRESENT OUR MASTER AS fRENCH11 11 YERY NAIVE 111 
CITING AS PROOF MUHAT 1S USE OF THE PHRASE 11 CHEZ NOS ALLEMANS11 (AMONG US GERMANS) IN THE 
PREFACE TO fLORILEGIUM PRIMUM. IN REPLY TO THIS ARGUMENT BRENET POINTED OUT THE PERSIST-
ENCE OF THE NAME MUFFAT IN fRANCE, AND REMARKED: 
IF IN A PREFACE WRITTEN IN 1695, AFTER FIFTEEN YEARS OF SERVICE 
AND RESIDENCE IN THE TWO EPISCOPAL COURTS Of SALZBOURQ AND PASSAU, 
MUFFAT USED THE WORDS ttAMON~ US &ERMANS, 11 WE NEED NOT FEEL 08LI~ATED. 
I ~. lll· , 
2 ANDRE PIRRO, "L'ART DES 0RGANISTES,11 ENCXCLOp[DIE .Jlt J.A HUJIOUE .ll.D.ik":"IONNAIRE JUl 
CONSERJATO!SEt PARIS: ltBRAIRIE DELA~RAVE, 1926, PT. 2, VOL. 2, P. I;Z5. 
} ENCYCLOPEOIE JUIHOIOUE .IW,.I,Ql, PARIS: LIBRAIRIE DALLOZ, 1953, PP. 9152, 919}-~. 
~ AoRESSBUCH .l2!i MUNCHEN ..f.W!. .W 1.A!i8. .!.!§l, HUNCHEN: E. MUHLTHALER UNO[. HUBER, 1887, 
p. 311. 
5 LEHHANNS ALLGEMEINER WOHNuNiS-ANZE!iER • • ~t VIENNA: ALFRED HOLDER, 1906, VOL. 2, 
p. 705. 
6 Fftts, ~· £11., P. 250. 
1 fARRENC, Qt. £11., P. I. 
8 STOLLBROCK, ..Ql• Sll•, P. 89. 
TO SEE HERE A PROFESSION OF NATIONALITY, BUT ONLY THE INDICATION 
OF THE ARTISTIC CHOICE MADE IN FAVOR OF THE COUNTRY WHERE HE WAS 
DEFINITELY INSTALLED. 1' 
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THE PERSISTENCE OF THE MuFFAT SURNAME IN fRENCH-SPEAKING REGIONS HAS BEEN 
POINTED OUT. lHE BAPTISMAL RECORD WHICH, INCIDENTALLY, SHOWS THE MOTHER'S NAME TO 
BE ITALIAN, MAY BE EXAMINED FOR OTHER EVIDENCE. As GIVEN BY RAUCEL THIS DOCUMENT 
READS: 
,., 
ACTE DE BAPTEME DE GEORG MUFFATo 
MUFFAT GEORCIUS FILIUS ANDRAE£ MUFFAT ET HARIARITAE ORSY 
CONNUCIUM FUll BAPTISATUS DIE PRIMA JUNII ANNO DOMINI 165}. 
SUSCIPIENTIBUS GEORCIO EVRARD ET fRANCESCA MUFFAT PRO PETRA. 
ARCHI~ES PAROISSIALES DE MECEVE. 2 
(CERTIFICATE OF BAPTISM OF GEORGE MUFFAT 
GEORGE MUFFAT, SON OF ANDREN MUFFAT AND HIS WIFE MARGARET 
0RSI MAS BAPTIZE~ JUNE FI~ST, IN THE YEAR OF OuR LORD 165}, 
WITH GEORGE EVRARD AND fRANCES MUFFAT AS SPONSORS. 
PARISH ARCHIVES OF HECilvE.) 
fOR THE SAKE OF NEUTRALITY IN THE PRESENT DISCUSSION THE TRANSLATION IN BRACKETS 
EMPLOYS NAME FORMS WHICH ENGLISH-SPEAKING READERS WOULD REGARD AS NORMAL. ONE 
NOTES THAT THE BOY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH CUSTOM, RECEIVED THE NAME OF HIS CIDDFATHER. 
IN THE VERNACULAR, WOULD THIS NAME BE SPELLED 11 GEORG,11 OR "GEORGES?'' CLUES MAY BE 
SOUGHT IN THE OTHER NAMES. 11 0RSY1t APPARENTLY DERIVES FROM 11 0RSI,u A NOT UNCOMMON 
ITALIAN NAME THAT HAS NOT, HOWEVER, PERSISTED IN MECEVE AS IT HAS IN ROME.3 fROM 
ITS QEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 11 EVRARD1t APPEARS MORE EXCLUSIVELY fRENCH THAN 11 HUF-
FAT.n-. It WOULD SEEM, THEREFORE,THAT GEORG MuFFAT (to RESUME THE GERMAN SPELLING 
REFL~CTING HIS ADOPTED NATIONALITY) HAD A fRENCH FATHER, AN ITALIAN MOTHER, AND 
fRENCH GODPARENTS, AND THAT HIS BIRTHPLACE LAY IN A SMALL BORDER STATE WHICH, HAV-
INC IN RECENT YEARS BROKEN WITH ITS LONG TRADITION OF AFFILIATION WITH THE HOLY 
8RENET 1 ..2!• lll•• P. 20~. 
2 RAUGEL, ..Qt • .ul•t Po 1-3. } ID!ili.Q.ill.l-.l2.2j.!li.IJ..AJi.lll)U.ft..su!A, ROME: SOCIETA fELEFONICA TIRRENA, 1957, P. 882. 
- AtiNUAIRE. QFFICIEL Jil.i Ae0NNES AU lfLEPHQNE, CIRCONSCRIPIION ..Q.£ .lA.!!J..i, PARISi 1958; 
NOT FOUND IN SAVOYARD AND GERMAN PLACES CHECKED IN WORKS CITED, Pe 19, NN. 3, -· 5; 
CF. OIONNE, .2f• .&.ll•t P. 256. 
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ROHAN EMPIRE, IN THE COURSE Of ATTEMPTING TO DIRECT ITS OWN DESTINY FOUND ITSELF 
UNDERGOING fRENCH OCCUPATION. fROM A SENSE OF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ONE SHOULD, 
PERHAPS, REFRAIN FROM MAKIN; AN ISSUE OF GEORG HUFFAT 1S NATIONALITY. IN THIS CON-
NECTION THE SKILLfUL ARGUMENT BY WHICH THE COMPOSER LATER DEFENDED HIS GERMANIC 
LOYALTY WHILE ASSERTING HIS RIGHT AS A MUSICIAN TO EMPLOY fEATURES OF fRENCH AND 
ITALIAN STYLE, MAY BE MENTIONED. THE DEDICATORY ADDRESS OF [LORILEGIUM fRIMUM 
PRAISES THE PATRON AS SUFFICIENTLY INFORMED AND DISCERNING TO DISCREDIT WHAT IS 
TERMED 
THE TIMERARIOUS CRITICISM OF CERTAIN ILL-DISPOSED AND WEAK SPIRITS MHO, 
BECAUSE I (HUFFA~ HAVE BEEN IN FRANCE AND HAVE LEARNED THE PRINCIPLES 
OF MUSIC THERE UNDER THE BEST MASTERS, fALSELY ATTRIBUTE TO ME TOO 
GREAT AN INCLINATION FOR THAT NATION, AND REPRESENT ME AS UNWORTHY 
Of THE BENEVOLENCE Of THE GERMANS DURING THIS TIME OF WAR WITH FRANCE. 
I HAVE, TRULY, OTHER CARES THAN 
~ ~ VIROS, MARTEMQUE ACCENDERE ~·I 
(TO STIR MEN UP WITH THE TRUMPET, AND KINDLE A WARLIKE SPIRIT WITH MUSIC.) 
MY PROFESSION IS FAR REMOVED FROM THE TUMULT Of WEAPONS AND FROM THE 
REASONS OF STATE FOR WHICH THEY ARE TAKEN UP. I OCCUPY MYSELF WITH 
NOTES, WITH CHORDS, AND WITH SOUNDS. I APPLY MYSELf TO THE STUDY Of 
A GENTLE SYMPHONYj AND WHEN I MINGLE THE FRENCH AIRS WITH THOSE OF 
THE GERMANS AND OF THE ITALIANS, IT IS NOT TO STIR UP WAR, BUT RATHER 
TO SOUND THE PRELUDE, PERHAPS, TO A HARMONY OF ALL NATIONS, TO AN 
AGREEABLE PEACE.2 
WHEN MUFFAT, ACCORDING TO CURRENT EVIDENCE, WAS THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN BORN 
IN ALSACE, 8RENET, RECALLING SUCCESSIVE CONQUESTS Of THAT PROVINCE IN THE EARLY YEARS 
OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY, HAD ASKED: 
IN THE TRAIN OF WHICH OF THESE FOREIGN OCCUPANTS DID THE FATHER 
OF GEORG HUFFAT COME TO RESIDE AT SCHLETTSTADT? SAVOYARDS, THEIR 
NATIONAL EXISTENCE WELL CUT UP, SERVED INDIVIDUALLY SOME ONE MASTER, 
(THE EMPEROR), SOME THE OTHER (tHE KING OF FRANCE). IN ANY CASE, IT 
WAS DURING THE fRENCH OCCUPATION THAT GEORG HUFFAT WAS BORN, GREW UP, 
AND COMMENCED HIS MUSICAL EDUCATION.} 
NOW THAT HEGEVE HAS SUPPLANTED SCHLETTSTADT AS HUFFAT'S BIRTHPLACE IT WOULD SEEM THAT/ 
IF HE WAS A PROFESSIONAL SOLDIERJANDRE HUFFAT HAD PROBABLY SERVED IN THE FOftCES OF LOUIS 
XIV OCCUPYING SAVOY IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY, AND THAT)WHILE THERE) 
I VIRGIL, m AENEID, BK. VI, L. 165. 
2 TRANS~ FROM GERMAN AND f~ENCH VERSIONS OF DEDICATORY ADDRESS, DENKMALER OER lONKUNST 
IN 0ST£RRE ICH, I' 2' PP. 8, IT. 
3 BR ENET I .2!!· lll· I p. 20, . 
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HE HAD TAKEN AN ITALIAN WIFE AND SEEN HIS SON BAPTIZED IN THE VILLAGE CHURCH AT HEGEVE. 
PERHAPS THE EARLY REMOVAL OF THE FAMILY TO SCHLETTSTADT IN ALSACE CAN ALSO BE LAID TO 
MILITARY DEVELOPMENTS. SINCE NOTHING IS DEFINITELY KNOWN CONCERNING ANOR( MUFFAT 1S 
OCCUPATION OR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RANK ONE NEED NOT SPECULATE FURTHER. IT IS CLEAR, 
HOWEVER, THAT GEORG MUFFAT RECEIVED EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES USUALLY ENJOYED BY THE 
PRIVILEGED CLASSES AND BY OTHERS WHO MIGHT BE IN A POSITION TO PROFIT fROM THEIR 
FAVOR AND PATRONAGE. BRENET, ASSUMING ANDRE HuFFAT UNABLE TO SECURE THROUGH HIS OWN 
RESOURCES THE BEST EDUCATION~L OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIS SON, SUGGESTED THAT SOME INFLU-
ENTIAL PATRON HAD STOOD BEHIND T.HE BOY 1S EARLY EDUCATION. 
JUST AS ABOUT 1682 THE BISHOP OF SALZBOURG MUST HAVE BORNE THE 
EXPENSE OF HIS TRIP AND STUDIES IN ITALY, IN THE SAME WAY SOME FRENCH 
LORD IN THE TRAIN Of THE MARSHAL Of HOQUINCOURT OR OF THE COUNT D'HAR-
COURT, GOVERNOR OF UPPER AND lOWER ALSACE, MAY PERHAPS HAVE P-10 FOR 
HIS LONG SOJOURN IN PARIS, THE MEMORY OF WHICH HE NEYER CEASED TO RE-
CALL PROUDLY ANO fAITHFULLY, DESPITE THE REPROACHES OF 11 CERTAIN ILL-
DISPOSED OR WEAK SPIRITs."l 
IN RECARD TO MUHAT 1S ACADEMIC EOUCATION,A CIRCUMSTANCE WHICH APPARENTLY 
ESCAPED 8RENET 1S ATTENTION IS WORTH MENTIONING: THE PRESENCE IN SCHLETTSTADT OF A 
JESUIT SCHOOL LIKE THE ONE GEORG HUffAT ATTENDED IN MOLSHEIM, A fACT WHICH PERHAPS 
EXPLAINS HOW HE WAS ABLE TO PURSUE, IN THE LATTER PLACE, STUDIES OF THE 11 FIRST CLASS," 
HIGHEST Of FIVE GRADES, AT THE ACE OF SIXTEEN NOT LONG AFTER COMPLETINQ A SIX-YEAR 
PERIOD DEVOTED PRIMARILY TO MUSIC STUDY IN PARIS. THIS YEAR OF RHETORIC AT MOLS-
HElM IS, UNFORTUNATELY, THE ONLY PART OF MUFFAT 1S EARLY EDUCATION WHICH CAN BE 
PRECISELY DATED. BUT THERE IS NO DEARTH OF INFORMATION CONCERNING THE EDUCATIONAL 
SYSTEM Of WHICH HE WAS A PRODUCT. IT IS RELIABLY REPORTED THAT THE TEACHING IOIVEN 
BY THE REVEREND fATHERS IN THEIR COL~E~ES 
IS KNOWN IN ALL ITS DETAILS, SINCE THEIR METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND 
THEIR PEDA~OQICAL SYSTEM ARE EVERYWHERE ALIKE FROM ONE END OF CATH-
OLIC EUROPE TO THE OTHER. THEY APPLIED IT IN ALSACE WITH THE SAME 
SUCCESS AS ELSEWHERE, CREATING THROUQH ITS INCONTESTABLE MERITS, AS 
WELL AS ITS SERIOUS SHORTCOMINGS, A NUMEROUS, INFLUENTIAL, AND DE-
VOUT CL IENTILE .I 
As SHOWN BY THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION, CLASSICAL LANGUAQES AND LITERATURE 
CONSTITUTED THE ENTIRE CURRICULUM, WHILE MORAL AND RELIGIOUS FORMATION PLAYED AN 
IMPORTANT ROLE. 
A FORTUNATE CHANCE HAS PRESERVED FOR US A SYLLABUS OF THE INSTRUCTION 
AT MOLSHEIM 1 DATING fiOH:tHEEND OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. ON£ KNOWS 
WITH WHAT TENACITY THE IOCIETY NAINTAINED ITS PEDAGOGICAL AND OTHER 
TRADITIONS; ONE MAY CONCLUDE, THEREFORE, THAT IN THE SEVENTEENTH CEN-
TURY ALSO, THE SEQUENCE OF STUDIES WAS SCARCELY DIFFERENT. IN THE 
FIFTH (oR LOWEST) CLASS THE PUPILS LEARNED THE FIRST RUDIMENTS OF 
LATIN, THE CATECHISM OF PETER CANISIUS, ANO FOLLOWED VARIOUS ACADEMIC 
14 DR ILLSe11 DURING THE LAST FOUR MONTHS A FEW GENERAL RULES OF ETYMOL-
OGY WERE EXPLAINED. IN THE FOURTH (oR ETYMOLOGY) THE GENDERS WERE 
EXPLAI~ED ACCORDING TO DESPAUTERES, FOUR BOOKS Of SELECTEP L'ITEBS ~ 
CICERO WERE READt DRILLS WERE FOLLOWED, THE RUDIMENTS OF LATIN WERE 
REVIEWED, AND IN THE LAST FOUR MONTHS CERTAIN RULES OF SYNTAX WERE 
STUDIED. IN THE THIRD (OR SYNTAX), THE SYNTAX OF JEAN OESPAUTERES 
WAS STUDIED, THE AQ fAMILIARES OF CICERO, THE IRISTIA OF OVID; DRILLS 
WER£ PERFORMED, AND TOWARD THE END Of THE YEAR THE PRQSOQX OF DESPAu-
TERES WAS COMMENCED. IN THE SECOND (OR POETICS), THE SAME PRQSODX 
WAS AQAIN TAKENj THE THIRD AND THE FIFTH BOOKS OF THE~. THE~ 
OFfiCIIS OF CICERO, THE ijiSJDIRE OF JUSTINj DURING THE LAST FOUR 
MONTHS THE RHETORIC OF P. CYPRIEN SOARIUS WAS BEGUN. IN THE FIRST 
(OR RHETORIC), THE INTERPRETATION Of CICERO, ESPECIALLY THE ORATIONS 
1!2 MILONE, 1!2 ~ iY!, ~ OUIRITES ~ REDITUM, THE~ ORATOR£, 
THE HISTORY Of fLORUS, THE RHETORIC OF SOARIUS, AND IN THE LAST 
MONTHS THE QIALECHCS OF AUGUST IN HUNNAEUS, THE STUDY OF GREEK 
BEGAN ONLY IN THE SECOND CLASS; IN THIS THE GRAMMAR OF NICOLAS 
CLENARD WAS STUDIED AND AT THE SAME TIME PLUTARCH'S TREATISE, ~ 
~ LQUCATION ~ CHILDREN, WAS READ. THE COURSE WAS CONTINUED IN 
RHETORIC BY STUDYING THE SYNTAX OF CLENARD AND BY READING THE ~­
THIACS OF DEMOSTHENES, AS WELL AS THE FIRST CANTO OF THE ILLIAD. ONE 
SEES THAT THE ACQUAINTANCE WITH THIS OR THAT PARTICULAR CLASSIC WORK 
WAS NOT CARRIED VERY FAR. 
THE SATURDAY Of EACH WEEK WAS DEVOTED CHIEFLY TO LESSONS IN 
RELIGION, IN WHICH THE CATECHISM AND THE GOSPEL Of THE FOLLOWING 
SUNDAY WERE EXPLAINED. IN AOOITION THE PUPILS WER.E HELO TO DAILY 
ATTENDANCE AT MASS, "IN ORDER THAT THEIR STUDIES HIGHT BE 8ASEO, 
WITH THE HELP Of Goo, ON THE FOUNDATION OF VIRTUE AND OF THE TRUE 
CATHOLIC FAITH."2 
RODOLPH£ REUSS, i'ALSACE ~ ~-SEPllEfE S&ECL£, BIBLIOTHEQU£ DE L'{COLE DES HAUTES 
ETUDES, FASC. 117, PARIS: LIBRAIRIEMILE BOUILLON, 1897, VOL. 2, P. 355. 
2 .!!J:k., P. 353-~. . 
APPIAIIIHI TMI INFLUENCE OF THIS DISCIPLINI, THE WRITER CONCLUDED: 
ON£ COULD lAY WITHOUT IXACCERATION TNAT IT WAS THE SOCIETY OF JESUS 
WHICH IHAPID TN£ SPIRIT AND TH£ CONICIEMC£ OF THE NEW CATMOLIC CIN-
IRATIONS OF THE PRIYINCE, AT LEAST AMONC THE RULINC CLASSES, IN THE 
SECOND HALF IF THE SIYINTIINTH AND DUIINC TN£ MA,OR PART OF THE 
UIHTUNTH CENTURY. I 
ANOTHER OISERYER, IA81N8 HIS 'UICEMENT IN THE OPERATIONS OF THE SOCIETY IN AUSTRIA, 
WROTE: 
TN£ TEACHINI OF THE JESUITS AND THE PIARISTS, WHO SETTLED IN THE 
COUNTRY AT THE CLOII OF 1656, WAS INTIRELY CONFINED tO THE LIFILIII 
FORMULAS OF THE ICHOOLMEN, AND THE IMPORTATION OF 80011 AND OF FOR-
IICN IDEAS MAS ITllctLY PlMCRIIID. THE LATIN MHICH M~l USID IN 
TIACHINC MAl DETISTAILit AND THE GERMAH LITTLE liTTER. 
HOWEVER ONE RECAllS ITS LIMITATlONit THIS ICHIOLINC PREPARED GEORC HuFFAT TO 
EXPRESS MIMIELF fLUENTLY, AS EYI~NCED IY THE WIITINC ACCOMPANY.NI HIS PUILIIHED 
WORKS. IItLE PAllS, DEDICATORY ADDRESSES, PIEFACES, EIIAYS ON PERFORMANCE PlAC-
TIC£, AND CATALOIS APPEAR IN FOUR LAHIUAI£1: IN THE VIOLIN PART, &ElMAN; IN THE 
VIOLA AND QUINTEt ItALIAN; IN THE VIOLEtTA AND YIOLONE, fRENCHi AND IN THI IAIIO 
CONtiNUO, LATIN. IN TMII WAY THE CIMPOSERt FULLY CONSCIOUS OF THE IIINIFICANCE OF 
MIS STYLISTIC IYNTHIIIS,} lOTH IYI.GLIIID ... COIMO,OLtiAN POINT Of VIEW AND Dl-
FINDED 11 IN TN£ FOUR PRINCIPAL LAN8UACEI OF WllttRN lUROPI. IN TM£11 WRITINCS 
TNI CLASIICAL lAIII OF Ntl ICMOOLINC Fl ... AN tcCAIItMAL ICNO, IUCH AI THE QUOTA-
TION FROM THE Allllp IN THI! PRUA~I ta fLeRILI81U .. f'altiUN,I& Ol TMI ALLUIIIN TO 
THI MfTAftQiflllll (PUNISHMENT IF THE INYIOUI ~ESt IILATEI At THE CLOII OF THI 
SIXTH BOOK) IN THE LATIN VIRII IN PRAllE OF LULLY.5 
IN WIIW OF TNE EDUCATIONAL ADWANTACIS IIGRC "-'FAT ENJOYED IT IS NOT SUIPRII-
INC THAT THE MUSICAL CIF1S WHICH HI MUST HAVE OISPLAY£1 AT AN EARLY ACI WIRE RIC08-
I .J.a1a •• p. }55. I 
2 LOUIS l.ICU, MfiTAfAI .U J. AMTIICMI•HtWIC OlfUIS J.D. Q!UIINU ..atallf'.ll J1.1j, 
hH lie t hall: LIIIAIRU HACHETTit 1'20. 
) LUNtz, ~· ~·• P. XII. 
I& Cr. P. 2-1 • 
5 8EOIC MUFF~T, fLQIILiiiMM Pfti!MMt OINKMALER DIR TONKUNIT IN 0STEliiiCH, I, 2, P. J. 
zs 
NIUI AND FOStiRlDo WI NAVE NO RECORD TO INOW WHIM Hit EDUCATION IN AUACI WAI 
INTERRUPTED IY THE IIX•YIAR ITAY AT PARIS WMICN,ACCORDINQ TO Nil OWN ACCOUNT, 
IMMEDIATELY PRECEDED Nil RESIDENCE AT MOLSNIIN. AI A STUDENT OF RHETORIC IN THE 
IPRINC 0' t'JI,NE WAS PREIVMAILY IN RESIIENCE FROM THE OPENINC 0' THE SESIION EARLY 
IN NOYEMIERI OF I'JO. IF Ml HAD RECENTLY RETURNED FROM PARIS Hll YIARS UNDtR LULLY 
WOULD ACCOROINILY IE DATED AT '''5-l,JG. But IF ME STILL HAD TO COMPLETE TWO OR 
MORE CRAOEI 0' THE JESUIT CURRICULUM lME PARIS SOJOURN MUST II OATil CORRESPOND-
IMILY EARLIER, AND If IICONIS HARDER TO EXPLAIN HOW ONE SO YOUNG SUCCESSFULLY AI-
IORIED THE ISIENTIALI OF LULLY 1S STYLE AND TECHNiqU[o THE DATES 0' THE IAPTISMAL 
RECORD (JUNE I, 1'5') AND OF THE APPOINTMENT AI ORCANIIT IN MOLINEIM (MARCH ,0, 
I'JI) MAKE IT CLEAR THAT HufFAT COULD NAVE BEEN NO OLDER THAN ELEVEN YEARS OF ACE 
WHEN HE WENT TO PAlllo THE AIIUHPTION THAT HI WAI AN ESTABLISHED AND KNOWLED8AILE 
MUSICIAN IY THE TIME LULLY 1S FAME DREW HIM TO fRANC[ MUST, ACCORDINGLY, IE liVEN UP. 
fOR LICHT ON &EORC Hu,AT'I ACTIVITI£1 IN PARIS THE ACcOUNT IN fi,O!IUCiiVH 
£11"MBt YAOUt AI IT IS, MUIT II READ PEICEPTIVELY. lXPLAININCi THE fRENCH STYLI OF 
Hll SUITES, THE COMPOSER WROTE: 
AL0118 IIIlTH OTHU MUSIC UUOUS DIUCENTLY PUbUID, FOR IIX YURS I 
MADE A RATNER IXTENIIYE STUDY OF TNII STYLEt TNEN FLOURISHINI IN 
PARII UNDER THE FAMOUS MR. J. BAPTISTE or· LULLY; AND THEN UPON NT 
RETURN FROM fRANCE INTO ALIACE I WAI PERHAPS THE FIRST TO TRANSMIT 
TO H¥tiCIANI OF 1000 TAITE IOMI lATNER AIREIAIL£ .IDEA 0' It; THEN, 
IIIYIN OUT IY TH[ LAIT WAR, ALIO TO VIENNA IN !UITRIA, TO PRAGUE, 
AND FINALLY IN TURN TO SALZIURG ANO TO PASSAU. 
fROM THE PHRAIE "ALONQ WITH OTHER MUSIC STUDUS DILifUNTLY PURIUU" IT IS CLEAR 
THAT Iii lOll MuFF AT t WHO COULD HARDLY HA VI: PRHIIISlD FAR II YOND THE ELEMENTS OF litiS I C t 
WAS ENIAI£0 IN A WELL-ROUNDID PROGRAM WHICH PIOIAILY INCLUOID COMPOSITION, IINIIN8, 
VIOLIN, NARPIICHOitO AND ORGAN PLAYINio IF ME lAW SERVICE AI A CHOIR lOY THE EXPERI-
INC£ DOES NOT SEEM TO HAVE INSPIRED NIH TO CHORAL WRITING, 'OR ONLY ONE SUCH WORK, 
I R lUIS, .a. Ji.J.l•, P. }52. 
2 IIORI MU,IT,.J!•Ji.U•• lERMAN ANe fRENCH fUSIONS OF PREFACI, PP. 10, l9. 
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A MAll IN MANUSCRIPT, IS KNOWN. But d SUIENTIIN YURI OF All MI::'IIIAI A IU,ICUNTLY 
SKILLfUL OtaANIIT TO UNDERTAU THE NORIC AT THE MGLSMUM CNA,UR. IT MAl IUN SUQ-
CIESTED THAT ANDRE RAISON, NMO f~DURIIMIED IN PARIS lOON AfTER MUFPAT'I STAY, MAY MAVIE 
IIEIEN AMONC Hll TEACNIRS.z THAT Mil STUDilS AT THIS TIME INCLUDED ORCAN 'LAYINS IS 
CLUil FROM THE PREfACE TO lfpARAlMI Mustct-ORUNISIICys WHICH MENTION$ HIS CONTACTS 
AND ASSOCIATION WITH "THE MOST EXCIELUNT ORIANIITS Of GERMANY, ITALY AND fllANCIE•"} 
SOME ATTENTION TO Hll LITIER~RY EDUCATION, MEANWMILI, CAN IE AIIUMIO FROM Hll LATIR 
ENROLLMENT IN ONE Of THIE HIGHER CRADlES AT THE JESUIT COLLEGE AT MOLIHIEIM. 
TMIE fACT THAT tl101lG MuffAT DID NOT COMPOSE ontAI AGRUI NUL MITM AN ESTIMATIE 
PLACINI·MIS PARIS VISIT tiETWIEIEN 166\ AND 1670, WHIN LULLY MAG NOT YIET IEMIARKIED ON Nil 
OPERATIC VENTUUS, aut MAl STILL PROOUCINC IA~Lf:tl. LULLY 11 MUSICAL STAR, HOWEVER, 
MAS ALIIEADY NIGH AT GlORI MUFFAT 1S ARRIVAL; IN .,,. M[ TOOK CHARGE Of "THE KING's 
MUSIC,"~ ANO lN 1612, ONLY TWO YURI ArtER MUFFAT's RETURN TO ALIACE, ME IECAM[ THE 
MUSICAL DICTATOR Of fRANCE.5 
fROM MIS EXPUIINCIE IN hillS liliEORC MuFFAT I.AINID A DUP INT£REIT IN ORCHESTRAL 
~ 
COMPOSITION WNICM MAS TO RIVAL AND ULTIMATELY~TRIUMPH OVER KEYIOAA~ MUSIC. ACCOIO-
INC TO HIS OWN ACCIUNT Mr LOST LITTLE TIME IN PUTTING INTO PRACTICE IN ALSACE WHAT 
HE HAD LIARNEO FROM LULLY. But fiON ANOTHER IOURCIE WE KNON MHAT MufFAT HIMSELF FAILIO 
TO MENTION CONCIERNINQ THE CIRCUMSTANCES Of HIS QOING TO HOLSHEIN: Htl ENROLLMENT A$ A 
STUDENT Of RHUOAIC IN THE Jt:SUIT COLLIEG£ THERE~ At HIS IOY'HOOD HOME• ICHLETTITADT, 
THIER! WAS A SIMILAR SCHOOL WHERE, AI NOTIE8 ~·OVIE,' HI MAD PERHAPS IECUN THE STUDIES 
I EITNER, .Q£. W•t VII, P. 111. 
2 fARRCNC, .It• .W•t P. 1 
' surnRT, .It• -'ll•• P. t,o. 
il lANC, Jlt• ,UI., P. )81. 
5 J.RS. • .W:· 
' Cf. p. 22. 
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Till CtlltRICULUM At MOLINE 1111 HAS ALIUDY IUN DEICRIIED.I THE TOWN ITSELF WAS 
ONE OF SEVERAL COMMUNITIES WHICH THE IISHOPS OF STRASIOURG RETAINED AFTER THE FREE 
CITY HAl IECONE PREDOMINANTLY LUTHIRAN.z ACCORDING TO A CONTE"'OlARY ACCOUNT, 
MOLIHIIM IS A 11WN OF ALSACE • • SITUATED ~·tHE IRUSCH 
AIOUT THREE LEAGUES FROM STRASBOURG. THE CHAPTER OF THE LATTER 
CITY MAO£ ITS RESIDENCE AT MoLIHIIM SINCE IT WAS ORIVIN FIOM 
STIASIOURG IY THE PROTEITANTSt UNTIL ITS RIEITAILIIHMENT IY 
LOUIS XIV. IN THE COURIE OF THIS HISTORY ONE WILL lEE THE ERA 
OF ITS IEESTAILIIKMENJ• THIS TOWN II VERY SMALL. It II NOT 
FORTIFIED IN ANY WAY. 
IY THE TERMS OF THE ANITELLUNGIDICIET PIEIERVED IN THE ARCHIVES OF STRAIIOURG 
CATHEDRAL, THE PUPIL OF RHETORIC, GEORG fi!v,AT, WAS A,OINTID OltGANIIT OF THE CHAPTER 
OF MOLIMfiM TO IERYE FOR A PERIOD OF EITHER ONE OR TWO YEARS, IUCCEEDINI H. GOETZ WHO 
HA8 RESIGNED, UNTIL SUCH TINE AI M. EatiNAIDT, A MUSICIAN OF THE CHAPTER, QUALIFIED 
HINIELF TO ASSUME THE SANE DUTIES.~ IF GEIRG MuFFAT COMPLETED RHETORIC WHILE CARRY-
lNG FROM THE SIXTH MONTH OF THE SCHOOL TERM THE ADDED TAll Of CHAPT£R ORGANIST, HE 
SOON BECAME FREE TO DEVOTE HIS ENERIIES ENTIRELY TO MUSIC. RESOURCE8 FOR ORCHESTRAL 
WORK CANNOT, HOWEVEI, HAVE IEEN VERY ,AVORAILE IECAVSE OF THE DISTURBED ECONOMIC AND 
POL&TICAL CONDITIONS IN TH£ AREA. THE DEPRESSION RESULTING FROM THE THIRTY YEAIS 1 
WAR CONTINUED TO IE SO SEVERE THAT IN .,,, THE OCCUPATIONAL GUILDS AT MOLSHIIM WERE 
IEOR8ANIZED.5 MEANNMIL£ THE UNEASY-PEACE WAS OISINT!IRATING, IRINIINQ CONOITIONS 
lflfiCtC ENDED MUFF AT 11 MORIC AI CHAPteR OIU&ANIIT. j N THE fALL OF 161~ fRENCH TftOOPS 
MANEUVEliNI IN ANTICIPATION Of AN AUITRIA. MOVE AIAINST StRAIIOUR~,OVERIAN THE DIS-
TRICT ADJACENT TO THE CITY, NON DEMORALIZED IY THE IRIAlDOWN OF'COMHERCE, JAMMED WITH 
FOREIGN RE,UGEEit AND MENACED IY ,AMINE.' COMPLAINTS lOTH OF AUSTRIAN TIOOPI WHO 
IN THE SURROUNDING VILLAGIS "CONDUCTED THEMSELVES WORSE THAN THE TUllS 117 AND OF THE 
I Cf. P. 23. 
2 8RENET, Jll• .£.Ll•• "• 20~. 
3 HIITOIIU .21 LUPOLD, [MUBIUI! ~ 10CCIDUI, THE HAIU£: THE SOCIETY [OF JESUS,] 1139 1 
'· U5. ~ Rauen, .Ill· .G.U•• P. l'l5. 
5 REUSS,~.~., VOL. II, P. 5,~. 
6 RODOLPH£ REUSS, HfSIOIRE .21 SJRASIOVRI DEPUfl ~ OAIQINEI ~'A~~. 
PARIS: LIIIAIRIE fiiCHIACH£1! 1 1'22, P. 238. 
1 .1.6· £Ll· 
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fliNCH TltOOPI 1 "tMANIU:IS I:XPLOITAIICNI" OF "tHE lllOTHIItl AND Fllii:NOI" WHOM THEY NAD 
CONI TO LIIIRAT&,I EXPLAIN THE EXODUS AT TMII TINE OF THOUIANDI OF RESIDENTS. A 
tHREE-HOUR IATTLE NEAR MILIHEIN ON 0CTOIEil 5t .,,., RESULTED IN flti.CH CASUALTIES 
YARIOUILY REPORTED AS ,00 TO 8,000.2 AFTER THI ENCAQINENTt CANNONAIIN& CONtiNUED 
UNTIL NIQHTfALLeJ IF MIWFAT 11 PHilAIIt "LOCO IT OFFICIIS IILLOIUifl IN.IURIA PUUUS, 11 ~ 
RlfEill TO TNI lffiCTI OF TMII CANPAIIN1 HIS FLI8HT FROM 4LSACE NUll HAYE TAKEN PLACE 
IN THE fALL OR ~INTER OF ,,,.. WHAT HAl IICONE OF Mt £111HARI, Mil INTENDED IIC-
CIISOR, II NOT IXPLAINIDe THE YOUTHFUL MutFAT MAO EVIDENTLY tUWIN IATISFACTION IN 
THE POSITION, liNe& Nil TINUII WAS INTERRUPTED ONLY BY THE CATASTROPHE THAT IIFILL 
MOLIHIIN A YEAR OR TWO AFTEI Hll IUCCEIIOR MAD IEEN EXPECTED TO TAKE OYIR THE POITe 
THE ACTIYITIIS OF &101& MUFFAT IETWEEN Hll FLIGHT TO AUITAIA AND Mil APPOINT-
MINT AI 018ANIIT AND CMANIUUIN TO THE IIIMOP Of SAUIURO IN 1,78 ARE NOT RECORDED. 
ALL THAT IS KNOWN OF Mil CIRCUNITANCIS DURINC TMII PERIOD CONIS FRON Nil OWN ITATE-
NENT 1 SIXTEEN YIARI LATER, THAT HE RECEIYID INNEDIATE PROTECTION AND FIN..CIAL AIIIIT• 
ANCI FRON THE ENfEROR: 
LOCO IT IlLLO INJURIA PULSUS lUI UNIRA ALARUM TUARUN NON TANTUN 
PATINTIIIINUN REPERI ASYLUM, lET ETlAN IT POTINTISSINUM AC NUNIFICEN-
TIIIINUM IENII IUIIIDIUN.5 
£YIDENCI FOR Mil NOYININTI HAl BEEN IOUIMT IN TNE PREFACE TO fLOIILCiiUN PIIMVMt WHERE 
THI CONPOIER LilTS THE PLACES IN WHICH HE FOSTERED LULLY 11 STYLI: VIENNA, PRAGUE, SALZ-
IURC AND PAISAU. lAKINi THIS LilT OF NANIS AI AN ITINERARY, lONE WRITERI HAY£ AIIUNID 
THAT lEFORt SETTLING AT SALZIURC MuFFAT WAI IRIEFLY ACliYI FIRIT IN VIENNA, THEN IN 
' 
PRACUE. IUT THI COMPOIER'S ITATINENTI NEllE AND ELSEWHERE SUCCIIT THAT THE LIST II NOT 
A LITERAL ITINERARY. IN TNE FIRIT PLACE, IT llEFERI ONLY tO THOlE CITIES NHERE MUFFAT 
RICALLI HAYINi PROMOTED THE fRENCH STYLE. LATER IN THE PREfACE NOltE DETAIL IS OFFEaiD!. 
I I liD, P. 2},. 
2 HiiioiRE !1 LEOPOLD, PP. -75-~77. 
3 Loc. W· 
~ &IORC MUFFATt PREFACE TO ltfARAlgf MU!ICO-QRiANISIICU§, QUOTED IY LUOWIC STOLLIROCK, 
NDII KONPONIITIN &EOR8 UNO 80TTLIE8 MUFFAT," DISS. lOITOCk, 1888, P. f. 
5 LOC. CIT. 
& R&UiiL, LEI ORGANIIlllt Po 62; WERRAt J!!• .£.!.!•• t. ~}. 
AFTER HAVINC HURD[~Ht:.AJ.!!.H IALUSJ PE.,OIUIEO WITH MORE PRECISION IY 
SEVERAL FOREI'N MUSI~IANS AT VIENNA, AND A liT LATER, IN THill 11N!L !!!-
FICTION IN BAVARIA IY THOlE Of HIS MOST SERENE ELECTORAL HIGHNESS, ONE HAS 
IEIUN TO JUDIE THEM MORE fAVORAILY.I 
(ITALICS ADDED) 
THE PHRASE, "IN THEIR fiNAL PERFECTION," GIVIOUSLY REFERS TO HIS OWN COMPOSITIONS, NOT 
LULLY 1S. FROM THE DEDICATORY ADORESI IT IS CLEAR THAT THEY WERE IECUN IN SALZIURC: 
THESE fLOWERS, ALTHOUGH SEEDED AND PLANTED ELSEWHERE, WOULD NEVER NAWI 
CROWN HAD NOT THE GOODNESS Of YOUR HIGHNESS DRAWN THEM FROM THE DRY 
AND STERILE SOIL AND ENCLOSED THEM IN THE CARDEN OF YOUR COURT AT PAIIAU.2 
IN THE PREFACE TO THE CONCERTOS, MUFFAT SPEAKS OF VISITING STILL OTHER PLACES: 
I HAD BEEN THE FIRST TO CARRY INTO GERMANY MR. LULLY 1S BALLET STYLE; ALSO 
UPON MY RETURN FROM ITALY I WAS TN£ FIRST TO CARRY THERE THE Eff!CT Of 
THIS NEW HARMONY. SINCI THEN I HAVE INCREASED (THE NUMBER OF CONCERTOS] 
TO TWELVE, AND HAVE HAPPILY MADE UIE Of THEM • AT VARIOUS TIMES AND 
PLACIS AI ~YITEIIOUSLY DtNOTED IY THE TITLE Of EACH CONCERTO. THE 1000-
NESS WITH WNICN THEIR IMPERIAL AND ROYAL MAJESTIES, SEVERAL ELICTORI, AND 
OTHER PRINCES, HAVE LENT A FAVORAILE EAR TO THEN IN VIENNA, AU9f1MBC AT 
THE AUGUST CORONATION, AT MUNICH, IALZIURC AND PASSAUt THE KINDNESIEI 
IIHICH TMEY HAVE oFriiEI•. Ill AIOVE NY NUllS t THE APPROVAL OF IIVERAL NAS-
TERI OF EXQUISITE DISCEIIIIMINT, AND TN£ PRAISES WHICH THOSE MNO NAY£ HEARl 
THEM HAVE SPREAD EVEN INTO DISTANT LANDS t HAVE COMFORTED Ill POR ALL ;TH._J., 
THE EIIIYIOUS AND THE CRITICAL HAVE BEEN AILE TO SAY AIAINST THIS NORI.) 
(ITALICS ADDED) 
SINCE THE CONCEITOI WERE IN PART II:CUN AT RONE IUT CHIEFLY IIRITTEN IN SALZIURC, \ nus 
LilT, LIKE THE OTHER, II EWIDENTLY NOT IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. UNLESS ONE AIIUMEI THAT 
THE COMPOIEI 1S MOVEMENTS INVOLWED MUCH RIWIIITINC Of CITIES, AND Ill CANNOT, Of COURSE, 
IE CERTAIN THAT TNIS WAS NOT TME CAIE, THE APPIARANCE Of PRA~UE IN THE FORNER LIST IS 
APPARENTLY EXPLAINED IY THE PERFORMANCE THERE Of HIS !IRS!! IALETI "1111 THEIR FINAL 
PERFECTION" 1Y TH£ ELECTOR'S MUSICIANS. IF 10, QIORI MUFFAT APPARENTLY REMAINED AT 
VIENNA UNTIL 1678. ONE WRITER, IN FACT, REPORTS MIN AT LEOPOLD'S COURT STUDYIMC THE 
VIENNESE ORlAN TRADITION STEMMINC FROM fROIERIER AND THEN REPRESENTED IY lERLL.5 AN-
OTHER, EVIDENTLY fOLLOWING THE GERMAN VERSION OF THE PREFACE TO fLORILEIIUM PRI!yM, 
"r£1LLEICHT DER ERSTE IN R•tERR£1CH uNo BOHNEN, NACHMALS AUF SALtzeuac uNo PASSAu 
IE8RACHT"6 (ITALICS ADDEO), WRITES THAT MUfFAT "wENT TO AUSTRIA AND BOHEMIA," ADDINI, 
EWIOENTLY ON THE BASIS OF THE PREFACE TO APPARATUS MUSICG-0RCANISTICUS,f "TNERE, LEOPOLD 
I 0£NIMALER DER lONKUNST IN 0STERREICH, I, 2, P. 19. 
2 .J.U.Il, P. 17. •• 
3 0ENIMiLER DER TONKUNST IN OITERREICH, XI, 2, '• 20. 
\ .J.U.Q., P. Ill • 
5 SCHNEIDER, .stf• .W•r P. 80 •• 
6 0£NKMALER DER lONIUNST IN ~STERREICH, I, 2, P. 10. 
1 Cr. QUOTATION ON Pe 28 ABOVE. 
}0 
I MASTEN£0 TO HIM AS A LtiERAL PATRON. 11 BUT THE DOMESTIC RE~USTERS AT THE Vlt:tollS! 
COURT, STUDIED FOR ENTRIES PERTAININ~ TO MUSIC BY KOcHEL,I KOCZIRZ,z AND NETTL,} DO 
NOT MENTION GiORG MUfFATo fOR POLITICAL REASONS IT WAS APPARENTLY UNWISE FOR THE 
EMPEROR TO OFFER THE KIND OF ASSISTANCE THE COMPOSER WOULD HAVE DESIRED: PUBLIC SU~ 
PORT OF HIS fRENCH-ORIENTED ORCMEilRAL MUSIC. THIS IS CLEAR FROM .AN INCIDENT UOPOLD 
DEICRIIEO IN A LETTER TO HIS AMBASSADOR IN SPAIN: 
LAST SUNDAY SANTILLIIR CELEBRATED, AT LONC LAST, HIS WEDDING WITH 
THE fR. DRAUTITSCHIN. AFTER LUNCH GRENONYILLE HAD A IALLET DANCED BY A 
FEW OF THE fRENCH. I AM WRITING YOU ABOUT IT IlCAUSI (DON Dl£10) AND 
OTHERS HAVE MADE A CREAl FUSS THAT I HAVE WATCHED A fRENCH BALLET. BUT 
I PROTEST THAT IF ON£ CAN SEE A MAIUC IAN AND A .IUGCLU, ONE MAY ALSO 
WATCH fRENCH FOOLS AND DANCERS; BESIDES, THIS WAS SUCM A POINTLESS THING 
THAT IT WAS NOT WORTH THE TROUBLE OF MAKING SO MUCH fUll OYER IT. BUT 
THE PEOPLE HAVE SO LITTLE OCCUPATION THAT THEY MAKE AN EtEPMANT OUT OF A 
FLY •- THAT IS, THE IREATIST AFFAIR OUT Of A TOMfOOLERY. 
NtTTL SEES LEOPOLD AS UNDER A CERTAIN RELUCTANT CONSTRAINT IN SUCH MATTERS: 
fROM LEOPOLD'S EXCUSE TO POTTING IT II SIINIFICANTLY RECD:NIZABLE 
THAT HE HAD MADE A DIPLOMATIC FAUX PAS, SINCI ME FIAAID THAT TN£ SPAN-
ISH AMBASSADOR IN YIINNA COULD MAU POLITICAL CAPITAl. OUT OF THIS OCCA-
SioN, AND WISHED TO GET THE START ON HIS REPORt. UNDER TMliE CI~CUM­
STANCES THE fRENCH BALLET IS STRICTLY CONTRABAND IN VIENNA. It WOULD 
DEFINITELY IE PIRFORMED IN THE HOUlE OF THE fRENCH AMIASIADOR, AND IT 
PERHApS OCCASIONALLY SLIPPED INTO THE HOUSES OF THE HUlK NOIILITY. 
I ALIO PRIIINT A RIPOR1 Of RINK ON THE PRODUCTION OF A fRENCH 
IALLil IN CONNECTION WIIM TNE WIDDINQ FESTIVITIES OF 166, (JANUARY 
I' AND 26, IN CONNECTION WITN "LA CONtiSA DELL' ARIE EDELL' ACQUA"): 
"THE fRENCH INYOY AT VIENNA, GRE:NONVILL£ 1 ATTE"PTED IN THU 
WAY TO INSINUATE HUIS£LF AT COURT t AND PUT ON AN EXPENSIYI BALLET 
TO HONOR THE IETROTHEO, TO WHICH HE INVITED THE EMPEROR, THE 
I KaCHEL, OPe CIT. 
2 ADOLF ICOCztai;-"£XZ£RPtE AUS DEN HOFMUSIUKTEN DES WUNER HOFKAMJIIERARCNIWS," 
STUOIEN j!! MUSIKWISSENSCHAFT, I (191}), P. 2JS. 
} PAuL NUTL, "ZuR GESCHICHTE DEll UIS,ERLICHEN HOFUPt:LLE VON 16}6 Ill 1680,11 
STUDIEN ZUR MUIIKWIISINSCHAFT, XVI-XIX (1929-19}2), PP. JO, 95, }1, AND 
H. RESPiCitvrLY. 
- LEOPOLD TO PattiNG, SEPT. 21, 1666, QUOTED 8Y PAUL NETTL, "DIE WIENER lANZ-
ItOMPOSITION IN DER Zw£1TEN HAVTE OES 11. JAHRHUNDERT," STUDIEN ZUR MySIIt-
X!S§,NSCHAfl, VIII (1,21), P. 5}. 
WIDOWED EMPIESS 1 AND THE TWI ARCH-DUCHESSES. HE MAS, HOWIYER, AT 
ONCE CIYEN A FLAT REfUSAL, SINCE HI WAS UNWILLING TO RECEIVE ALSO 
THE fN.LI•H ANI-.SAOOR IN ORDER TO SIT OFF HIS EXPINSIVI filE-
MOllS. HE PIRSIITID 1 HOWIY£1, IN HIS UICINT liQUEJTS 1 AND ON JAN• 
UARY I' AND Z6 fiNALLY liCIIYED THE HICH fAVOR THAT THE EMPEROR IN 
PERSON, WITH TNE MIDOWID IMPRESS AND THE ILDER ARCH-DUCHESS (SINCE 
THE YOUNCER LAY ILL WITH fiVER) PUT IN AN APPEARANCE." 
IT IS IEYOND DOUIT THAT THROUGH SUCH OCCASIONS AI THESE fRENCH 
MUSIC CAME TO VIEMNA.I 
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THE PATRONACI THAT LEOPOLD EXTENDED TO T"' TWENTY-ONE-YEAR-OLD FRANCOPHILE 
ANO REfUGEE FROM ALSACI WAS APPARINTLY OffEliO IN A fORM THAT LIFT NO TRACE IN THE 
OFFICIAL AND MUSICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE TIM£, fOR REASONS WHICH SEEM SUFFICIENTLY 
CLEAR fROM THE CIRCUMSTANCES ~UST DESCIIIED. ALTHOUGH MUffAT 1S ACTIVITIES, THEil-
f~£ 1 CAN HAIDLY HAVE INVOLVED PUILIC EXPLOITATION OF MUSIC IN LULLY 1S STYLE, IT 
HAS liEN SUCCCSTEI THAT MERE AT VIENNA ILCMIHTS Will fOUND 101 A NEW STYLISTIC 
ITNTHESIS, IRINCINQ INTO CONTRAST, AS A f~MATIVE PRINCIPLE Of MuffAT 11 ORCHESTRAL 
SUITIS 1 THE SERIOUS ItALIAN MANNER AND THE LICHTER AND STILL OffiCIALLY DISAPPROVED 
fliNCH STYLE.z 
THE fORECOI"C CONSIDERATIONS CAN ONLY su;QEST SOME OF THE CONCElNS WITH 
WHICH GEOIC MUFfAT WAS PROIAILY OCCUPIED AT VIENNA BETWEEN l'f~ AND 1'18. IN THE 
AISENCI or IECOlDS,} THE DISIRE rol A FULL ACCOUNT or HIS ACTIYITIES DURINC THEil 
YEARS MUST, FOI THE PRESENT, RIMAIN UNSATISFIED. 
THE NEXT IVIDINCI PLACII GEORC MUIFAT AT SALZIURI EARLY IN 1'18. THE BAPTISM 
OF HIS FIRST CHILD AT THI CATHEDRAL RECTORY IN DECEMIER Of THAT YEAR- SUCGESTI THAT 
NITTL, ~· £!!•• PP. 5}-5-· 
2 SCMINCl, !!• £!!•• P. IX. 
} TO DATI, NO NEW INf~HATION HAS COME TO LICNT SINCE STOLLIROCI 1S REPORT IN 1188 
(Rt• !!l•t P. II) THAT PERTiNENT DOCUMENTS WEll LACIINQ. 
' cr. '· ,2. 
It IIENI A IIAIINABLI AISUNPTIOII THAT MurrAt MAD IICONI ORIANIIT tO THE 118M~ or 
IAUIUI8 AT AIOUT THIS TIME, THUS ASiuaiH THE NIN rANILY or AN INCOME• THAt THIS 
A,OINTM£111 DATil I'ROM 1&71 IATMU THAN UTII II Pa0¥11 IT TNI PUYIOUaLY MINTIONED 
NUMICIPA~ liCOlOS.I 
TNt IIIXT ELEVEN YIARI MIRE raYOIAILI roR MurraT 1S ARTISTIC ORO.TH. ·TMI CUL-
TUIAL SITUATION IN IALZIUll MAl IIIN IEICRIIII IN SOME OITAIL: 
Murrat HAO NO CAUII tl IIIAIT MIS DEPARTURE FROM Vtr.-a --
riVI YIAII .IFORE tNI QIIAT TURKISH IIIII •• FOR HI CAHI INfO A 
THRIVIN8, CULTUIAL~Y ILOIIOHINI CGUMIRY WHICH NAI IPAIIO TNI MAR 
IRO .. LII or TMI CINT.RY, IN TMI CAPITAL OF WHICH THI CatHOLIC 
IJIIPUI;IE FOR IUIYA&.t UPICIAt.LY IN AU8TIU, CRIATII CNUICN£1 AIIO 
PALACII NM1CN TMI IIIMT~IIITN CeMTV.Y ORDAIIIIO AI Till IMYIOLAILY 
riXID IXPRIIIION 01' A REPIIIIIITATIVI EPOCH, IIIVII AlAIN TO 81 
ATTAINED. • • New MUSIC ALSO "'IT NOt IE NANTINC IN TNI 
IERVJCI Of THE PRINCELY NAINIPICIIICI. MAX ~ANOOLPN IMOMID WIRE 
A rOATUIIATI TOUCH. ·H11 PRI81CIISOII • • MAl IIIN IXCLUIIVI-
LY INTERIITID IN ICCLIIIASTICAL MUSIC. MAX QAIIDOLPN ACQUIIIO IN 
HEINRICH VON 81111 THE liST VIPLIIIIITt ANI Ill 81018 HurfAT "TNI 
CIIIUI' or CATHOLIC ORGANISTS" (flntra} IN 8UMAN-IPUII118 lUlOPI 
or THE nN.2 
ArtER AIOUT THill YIAll Or IIRYICI Mui'FAT RICIIYID A PAID LIAYI or AIIIIICI 
TO STUDY AT ROME.} ALTMOUIH TNI DAti IF HIS DIPAlTVll IS NOT KNOW• rRON PERTINENT 
AICHIYIIt IT WOULD 111M FROM tNI IAPTIINAL REIIITEa• AND TN£ CIICUMITAIICII OF Nil 
RETURN THAT HI IPIIIT AIOUT A YEAR AND A NALF Ill ITALY, LIAVIHI SALZIUI8 Ill TNE 
SPliNe OR 8UNMII or I'll AND tiTURIIINI IN 1111 fALL OF 1,12. Just IEFORI Mil RETURN 
HI ltiNIO IN IOMit ON SEPTIMIII ,, I,IZ, THE DEDICATION or A WDRI TNE OCCAitON or 
WNICII It tXPLAINIO IN THE PRirACI: 
~AYI.C IIIII ADVIIIDt IHORfLY ICFOAI NY DEPARtURE rROH lOMI, OF 
TMI ELIVINTN CIIITEIIARY OF THE FOUNDATION Or TJ41. AICHOIOCIIl OF IALZ-
IVRI, ANI wtSIIING TO liVE lORI lieN OF IIY DEVDIID QRATITUDE TO MY 
I Cr. P. 12, N. I. 
z SCIIItiCI, •• W•t P ..... 
' llll•· •.••••. 
• Cr. P. •z IUONt WHIR[ IAPTti'NAL RECORD SHOWS CO ... IDIRAILE GAP. 
I 
MOlT CLIMINT PliNCI 1 I HAYI IICIDII TO HAYI ~liNf!D THill LITTLE 
IO.ATAS CONPIItO, I KNOW NOT MOW, IN tNI INIUrFICIENCY OF SO 
SHOll A TINt. .IT II INDEED WILL TNAT l HAY! tUN CllYIN THI 
8RUtiU INSPIIlATIGN IY TNI C:OIICIIlTII Of THIS STILL NDI UNO . 
THAT I HAYI HIARD IN ROME, WHICH AlOWIED IN ME CERTAIN IIIAI 
WHICH PERHAPS WILL NOT DISPLEASE YOu.l 
SINCE THIS OCCASION WOULD INYOLYE MUCH PUNNIN8, flurrAT HAD PllOIAILY SIT OUT AT 
LEAST A YEAR IIFORI 1 AT A TIME VHIH THE CILEIIATION VAl .OT YET IN VIIV. ONE NAY 
TNIREFOAE AIIVMI, AI IIVIIAL WRittll HAVE DONt,2 THAT NufFAT WENT TO RONI IN 1'81. 
THI CONSIQUEHCEI Of THII TAIP HINT IIYINI Ill OIICINAL PUlPOII, WHICH WAS 
THE PIAriCTIHI If IIORQ NuffAT 11 CLAWIEA AND ORlAN PLAYINI WNIEA llllNARIO PASquiNI, 
THI TNilTY•FOUa-YIAR•OLD ORIANIST·Of TNt CKUACH OF IT. MARY MA~OR.J fOR AS A RESULT 
IF CONTACT WITH COliLLI ttE COMPOSID bgM·IIIJIMIJ lj+UMI+C lpJIWiltLII II.UJ.-
JMCalf41 ·fiLICJUI PtiiMI, A COLLICTIO! COHIISTINI OF "lOTH IIAUTirut AND AUTHENTIC 
CONCERTI IROIIt.". ON THI lAIII IF THII FACT PtNCHIIlLI AISElTED COAILLI'S PRIOR-
ITY OWER TORELLI IN DIVELOPINC THE CONCERTO PIIHCI'LE WHICH HI APPARENTLY LEARNED 
Flotl STUDEU.A.5 WI1N MORE IITAIL TitAN USUAL, MU,AT II:ICRIIIS Hit IILATIONIHIPI 
v 11M Coltt.&.l : 
FllltT COMCIIWEI THI IDIA WHIM, At ROME TO STUDY TNt 
ITALIAN STYLI FOR 018AN ANI CLAVICI! UNDER MR. lllNAADO 
PASQUINI, I HIARD WITH AITOHIIHMI!T IIWERAL WilY IIAU111UL 
IY!PMONIIS OP M. 6RCNAN81LO CORILLI YllY WILL EXICUTID IY A 
1000 NUMI&R Of MUSICIANS. NAVIN& HOTID TN£ &lEAl WARIITY IN 
WHICH THIS tTYLE AIOUNDS, a liT AIOUT CONPOIINI IIYIIAL tiNt• 
LAR C:ONCIR._. WHICH a HAD TliiD OUT AT THE NOUII 01 Till A10RI-
SAIO H. ARC:MAN&ILO COIELLit PION WNtH a IICIIYID MANY WII,UL 
Ol'tlllWATIMS CONCillll ... THIS NIXTnr; AIJD 1111!8 THAT HI NON-
OAID [tHE CONCIRTOI] WITH HIS APPROWAL.6 
IN IXCHANC! COAILLI AICIIYIO AN ACQUAINTAHCI IUTN LWLLY 1S STYLI· WHICH AT LEAST TNO 
OIIIRYIRI CREDIT INTIRILY TO THIS CONTACT. MI~LIRi OIIIRflt T!AT COIELLI MACQUIRII 
iiOAI MUFFAT, AlftONICO IRIIUIO, OINKNILtll DEl lDNKUNST IN b\ttllliiCM, Xlt 2, 
VIE-A: AURIA' Co., 190\, Po aU. 
2 £11NIR, Jlt• JUl., Y1 I, P. liT; RAUGILt. ttiiOil8 MU,AT IN AUACit" 1'. &n; SLONI,._ 
IICY, .Itt• .W• 1 P. I 1}1. 
J Cr. T~' QUOtATION IELON. 
\ MARC Pl.-c:NIIlLI, 'inA .. I: JlU. J..ll.l, J1l .MAll, TIANt • IY HUIIIT £. M. IUSIILL 'RON 
CHJLLI .11.1.111 .!&aU., NEN You: NOilTO!, 1,5,, P. 122. 
s J.l£· lll· 6 IIORI MUFFAf, PREFACE TO THI CONCERTO iaOSIOI, OINKMALER D!R TONKUHIT IN OitCRIEICH, 
XI, 2, P. 20. 
A THOROUGH KNIWLED8i Of LULLY 11 WO-K FROM THE fRANCOPMILE MuffAT,•• 1 WHILE PINCHERLit 
DISCOUNTI.a "THE MYTH OF A JOURMIY TO PARtsM IY CORELLI, WROTE! 
hi USIDEJICE AT ROIC Of AN ADNIRt:NT OF LULLY AS INDOCTIIMATED 
WITH THI PRECIPTI OF MIS NAITIR AS MuFfAT MAS WOULD SUFFICE TO AC-
COUNT FOR TNt UCNANtE WNIClt tc:CUlRlD·At TMAT 111111: Mu,AT IORROW .. 
lNG FROM CORILLI THE lilT Of ItALIAN TECHNIQUE AND RECIPROCALLY 1M-
PARTIN~ Nil KNOWLEDGE Of COMPOIITION IN THE fRENCH STYL£.2 
THE CHAMIIR SONATAS Of AIIQIIC§ JRIIUJOt COMMEMORATINt TME CENTINARY, WIRE 
110111 H+RIJ9MIU. PUHAN Tltl REVISION Of THESl PIECU WAS ANONI THE TASCI UFT 
UNFINISHED AT HIS DEATH. 
IN ADOITION TO tHE POST Of ORGANIST 110181 MUFFAT HELD At IALZIVRG THE RANI 
Of VALET 01 CHAMIRI TO THE ARCNaiiHOP.' JUSt AS LATER At PAISAUt AI COWIRNGR OF 
THE COURT PAIIIt MIRE, TOO, HI MAS IROUIHT INTO-THE NIOIT Of COURT LIFE, AND CONSI-
QUENTLY FOUND OPPORTUNITIES TO WRITE MUSIC fOR WARIOUS ENTERTAINMENTS. THE CONPOSEl 
HAS IISCUI£0 THE OCCASION OF SUCM ACTIVITY At hSSAU, ~ IUT MAl CIWIN LEIS INFORMA-
TION CONClRNI~Q SALZIURI. HuNICifAL IALARY ROLLS FOR 1685 THROUCH 1,81 REPORT 
"SALARY AND EXPENSES" Of 50 FL., A FIFTY PER CENT IMCREASE OVtR TN£ INCOME FOR 
PREYIOUS YIARa? PERHAPS THI$ [XPENII ALLOWANCE RELATES TO THE TRIPI TO YltMNA 
AND PU&UE WHIR£ HIS .tJ.U. .U IAUII WIRE PUFORMED IY ORCHEIUAI ON WHOU QUAL I till 
. ' TMI COMPOSER ESPECIALLY RENA.KEO. 
UPON TME DEATH OF MAX 8ANDOLPH IN 1681, THIS CENEROUS PAtRON MAS SUCCEEDED IY 
BISHOP JOHANN [RNIT, COUNT OF THUN, WHO HAl IEIN DEICRII£0 IN THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
I MILLERS, .U• .£.1.1., P. 102. 
2 PINCHERLE, .J.I!• W.•t P. 1}0. 
} i£Oill ltuffAT, 61ftONHiO lalfUIO, DlfUtNAUR 0£1 TONKUNST IN £iati:RRIICli, Xlt Z, 
p. 115. 
- iiORI MUffAT, fLORIUIIUfl suwouN, DtNKMiUR D£R TONKUNU IN OSUilRIICH, II' 2, 
•. u. 
5 SCNliiCltt .If.• .W•, P. VII. 
' cr. P. zs. 
Ht: WAI ..... ac.AL, CW.TwaM.LY lltATIQN.ALIITI.C, A£ACTUIG A&-411111 
ITALIAN AND fRENCH INFLUENCE • • HIS NUMIROUI CNU&CH 
IUILDINCS liVE SALZIU18 THE ASPECT Of "tHE 5ERNAN ftO"E•"I 
SIVIRAL WRITIII HA¥1 A"ARIIRLY AIIUMO TNAT Hwrat 11 TIANIFU TO A NeW PCiai-
TION OAT-Il FION THIS NEW TURN 01 UINTS,2 AM ASIVNJTieN THAT II OIIHOY-10 •Y CONaiHR-
WITM 8£010 MulfAT, FOR ON DICIMCR ., ''"• OMU A FIW NDMTU HfOU MIS PROIIO'JION TO 
THE Ill Of SAUaua•Y .IOMAIIN ,.._, MAD Olfi.C.tA~ID AT TN£ 1M-TUM Of llurr.n•s IIFTN ION, 
AND MAO 81STWCO Mil OWN NAME UPC* TMI INhNt) Pt:RMUS 81018 .. ,AT ...,1'0 TO WIN TWI. 
IIIII SWiliOI TO HIS OWN AITISTIC VIIWI, AI Ml HAO DONI Ill THE INITMICt: Of ... Ill THAN Otll 
THI DIOICATOIY ADDR£11 DEYILOPS AN EL&aORATE FICIURE OF IPUCM WMICM C:OMPARU TNt MOSTILI-
TY Of AM EARLIER SITUATION WITH THE FAVORING INVIRONMINf Of PAIIAU: 
THEil FLOWERS, ALTHOVIH OIRNI-.~11 Aile PL .. TIO &LIIMNia&, COULl· 
NlYU ll.\¥.1 UWM- TN II PAR (AI TNrY MOULD MAWI SUir.CA-TU AT THE 
ROOT liTHER FROM HURTFUL IHAOI ANO TMI COMPITITION Of RIVAL fOLI-
dE, 01 FROM INhRINCI. THE &SiAULTI OF ALL-TOG-A8YPSI ltOIHI) 
MAD NOT YOUl·HI8N-PRINCaLY'AMO MOST IIACIOUS KINDMISI RILEAIII 
THIN FROM TNI ARID AND U.fRriTFUL SOIL &MD TRANSPLANTED THEM TO 
THI 8ARDEN PLOTS Of PAIIAU. 
IN TNI PREFACE, THE ARID ~ Utii'IUilfUL INVUONNatt IS IOIMTIFUD IY NAME: MHIIE Altl 
MY PIICEI COHPOIII AT SAL18uaa, a&roar I CAM& TO PAISAU.M FROM TMISI STATIMINTS, 
C*l MAY CONCLUDE TMAT HU"AT CONUNUID IN- SIRVICE UNDER aua NEW SWIIttOR, lttT TMT 
VARIOUS DOCUHINTSe THE SD-CALLlD "HOFKAMMIR lATEMitNEL," WHICH RECORDS SPlCIAL 
I SCIIINC&., £• .sJ.l.•, P. XX. 
2 cr. '· 11, •· 5. 
3 ScHr:NCr, .2!• W•, '· •••· IJ iiOIG MU,AT, DlDICATOIY ADDUS& ..• fO FUIIUaiUtl PI&MUH"IINlHALII ·Ill TONKUNITIIN 
osnRartcH, 1, 2. '· u; · · 
stiPENDS, TERNlO WUHNACMJSULU, GIVEN ANNUALLY AT CHRISTMAS TO THE SALZIURG COURT 
EMPLOYEES, SHOWS THAT fROM I'J8 THROUGH 1689 GEORG HUffAT RICEIYED •1 fUEDIRt 
ICHALLE" (ONE LARGE ANO ONE IMALL MEASURE, PIRMAPI OF GRAIN, NINE, SALT OR OTHER 
DOMESTIC STAPLE).I SALliURI, NOT PASIAU, IS WHERE THE BAPTISM Of SIIMUNO IGNAZ, 
HUffAt 1S SIXTH SON 1 MAS RECO&DtD ON fEBRUARY 15, 1612.2 NOT UNTIL 16,0 II THERE 
RECORDED A BAPTISM (60TTLIE1 1S) AT PAIIAU.} THE COMPOIER 1S CHRONOLGaiCAL TABLE 
SHONI THAT fiYE CONCERTOS WERE COMPOSED At SALZBURG O~IIIG 1,88 ANO 1,89.\ 
THE STRESS SOME HAY£ PLACID UPON TME RANK GEORG HUFFAT IS SUPPOSED TO NAY£ 
MILD AT PASSAU WAS CRitiCIZED AIOY£.5 IN lOTH SALZIURI AND PAIIAU, HUffAT HAD 
OOMESTIC REIPONIIIILITIIS WHICH INVOLVED IIIII INTIMATELY IN COURT LIFE. A PERCIP-
TIYI READING OF THE PREFACES tO fLO!ILCG!UM f!IMyM AND fLt!ILIGIUM SECY!OUM SNOWS 
THE RlAOIMISS Of tHit CONPOIER TO SIRYl THE MUSICAL NEEDS Of ALL NITNIN HIS SPHERE 
OF INFLUENCE. ALTHOUIH AT SALZBURG HE fUNCTIONED OCCASIONALLY AI COMPOSER AND CON-
DUCTOR, tHERE IS NO RECORD Of Nil HAYING HELD A HIGHER MUSICAL OffiCI THAN THAT Of 
ORGANIST. ONE SHOULD JUDGE THE SCOPE Of HuFFAT 1S DUTIES, THEREFORE, NOT IY Mil 
FORMAL TITLES, BUT IY REFEREIICES IN HU OWN WRITINGS TO Hll ACTIYITI£1. 
ALtHOUIH GEORG HUFFAt REMAINED IN THE SERVICE Of THE BISHOP Of SALZBURG 
tHROUGH CHliiTMAI OF l6S,, HE MAl AP,AlENTLY NOT UNCONCERNED WITH EVENtS ALREADY 
UNDER WAY AT AUOSIURC: THE ELECTION AND CORONATION Of A RONAN KINC: TO SUCCEED TO 
THE IMPERIAL CROWN. EITNER CONNECTS HUfFAT 1S SHARE 1- THESE PlOCEEDINQS WITH HIS 
APPOINTMENT, A'PARENTLY THROUGH LEOPOLD'S INFLUENCE, TO THE ,DST AT PASSAU.' IT IS 
CLEAR FROM THE PREFACE TO THE CONCEITOS THAT AT AUCSIURC THE COMPOIER MADE A QOOD 
I SCHENCK,~·£!!., P. Yll. 
2 cr. P. \2. 
' cr. P. ''· \ DININALER DER TONKUNST IN 0STERREICH, XI, 2, Po Ill. 
5 Cr. P. II. 
6 EITNER, .Jlt• ~., Yll, P. 117. 
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IMPRESSION WitH HIS CONCUTO, "COROJtATIO AUGUITA," CONPOIID AT SALZIURC THE YEAR IE-
FORE. O• THIS OCCASION LEOPOLD, HIMSELF AM "INIUSTRIDUS AND REPUTAIL~" COMP08ER,I 
FORMALLY ACCEPTED THE DEDICATIGN OF MuFFAT'S APPARAtus MutiC!-OBiAMtattsua. "THIS 
WOilK,11 ONE I.EAANS FROM THE CAT&LOO AI'Pr .. 0£0 TO fLtlliU8lll SJCWIQMM, 
EXPENSIVILY INCRAVEO I~ COPPER AS HANDSOMELY AS A ROYAL DOCUMENT, 
APPEARED IN 1,90 AND WAS PLACID IN THE VERY HANDS OF HIS IMPIRIAL 
MAJESTY IY THE AUTHOR HIMSELF, WAS HEARD, AND WAS VERY CINIAOUSLY 
RPIARI£0.2 
THill rrw FACTS, AND THE OIICIIPTIOM or TMI FESTIVITIES I~ NMICM THEY WIRE 
INVOLfiDt SV8CEST THAT AT AUCSIUR8 THE CONI'GSIER WAS LOOliNG FOR A SOLUTION TO THE 
IMPASSI CONFRONTING HIM IM HIS NOAK At SALZBURG. THE FIVE MONTHS 0' ACTIVITY IN 
CONNECTIO.. WITH THE CORONATitN HAVE ICIN DISCRIIED AS A GREAT lOON TO CRAFTSMEN 
OF THE DIPRESSI8 LtcALITY.) THE LONG TRAIN OF EVENTS HAD IICUN WITH THE "TREATY OF 
ALLIANCE (COMMONLY CALLED THE GRANO ALLIANCE) ltTNEEN THE EMPEROR AND THE STAT£1 
&ENIRAL,"' CONCLUDED AT VIENNA ON MAY 12, l6S,. A SEPARATE, SECRET ARTICLE PRo-
VIDED THAT 
THE STATES aENEAAL OF THE UNITED PROVINCES • • WILL USE ALL 
FRIENDLY OFFICII &NO ENOIA¥0URI WITH TMI PRINCES £LECTORS OF THE 
EMPIRE, THill COHFEIIRAT£1, THAT THE MOlt SIREN£ JOSEPH, liNG 0' 
HUHCARY, MIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY'S ELDEST SON, MAY II SPEEDILY CHo-
SEN liNG OF THE ROMANS; AND IF fR&.CI SHOULD IY THREATS Oil ARMS 
HI.DER, OPPOSE, OR IN ANY WAY DISTUR8 THIS ELECTION, THEY WILLt 
IN OPPOIITION THERETO, ASSIST HI$ IMPERIAL MAJESTY WITH THE UT-
MOST roacr.5 
ON TN£ SURFACE OF EVENTS, NONUERt ALL THE TINI•NONORED, FAMH.UR LICALUUS PRD-
I NUSSIAtiN, Jl!•lll•• PP. --,. il5. 
2 Or.KMALIR DIR TONKUHIT IN 0STIRRIICN, 11, 2, P. 229. 
} yat.LIIMRIII fiiiiCNICHTI .All .ll.6fU AMfltMAI Df! .JJ1UJ1 MII!RYMI .Ill• NACN CcHRISfiAN l 
JtAlOil WACINS'II\. 11 IJICMIGMU .AU 11&11 lUJSIVII NIV IURaEitn VHD NIRAUSU• 
ClltN. AUCII¥18: JIIIF IAC&L, 1871, P. 2\\. 
\ s. w., ro., .A liN"'" Ctt.unau ..l!lRuns, o&cuulf"' .If .MAlt """'""'AD 
.uHn PMALAI P&rns, 8CUJ1Ni .l.Q .f.Uia .AO JlAI, .lUll .IU rouauua ..Qf Euaou, 
LUI! .16.lJ .1Q m PBEICNl LUtlt LONOON: ANDREW 8ELl. AND £. hNCIR, lfiO, P. 286. 
5 lJ1R., P. 2,1. 
THE fLECTOA Of MAIN% 111 AN ILICtiON At AUGSIURe, WHIR£ tHE 
CHOICE AND CORONATION WEll 10 TAKE 'LACE. fH£ MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
RECEIWII NOtl~l II PRI,ARI LGOIIMII AND OTNIR NICISIARY ARRANeE-
MINTS. ON AUIUIT }1, 1,89, tHE EMPEROR AND THI PRINCII ARRIVED 
AT AUISIUll • • Ow TN£ f0LLOWIN8 DAYt IE#tiMIIA fiRST, A DILI-
IATION Of THE COUNOILLORI • IROUIHI THI CUSTOMARY Clfll 
• TWO IEAUtlfULLY NIRKEO IOLD AND IILYII VIIIILI, tHE COLDEN 
ONI INIIINORliO WITH fiYI MUNIRIO NEWLY MINTED AUIIIUI8 DUCAtt; 
IMRIE 1111 or SPANISH WINE; IIIHT 1 .. 1 Of tROUt; THill W&IOMI, 
EACH CARRYING rOUR CAliS or VARIOUS WINEil AND TNRII WAI'"-LOADI 
., '"'·' 
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ON THE tWO IUCCIEDINI DAYS SIMILAR lifTS, IUt IN LillER AMOUNT, WIRE IROWINT TO 
THE fM,RlSI AND tHE CROWN PRINCE. AND SO, &CCOROINC TG A fiXED ,IOTICIL, MtHI 
,REIINTATIONI ANO tHE SICREt IMPIRIAL COUNCILS AND THE RICI,TION Of ILIC-
IMI AND ENVOYS ,IOCUIU DAILY ALMOST TO TNI INI Of .,., • 112 THEN CAM& tHE HAlN 
IUSINIIS Of THE CONVICAtiiNt IIIIMMt.a GN JANUARY 1,, 16,0, WITH 
1M£ c .... ATIOH OF TN£ EMPRISI IN THE CATHEOAAL IY ~ME ELECTOR or 
MAIMTZ, Aft£1 THE COUNCIL AND tME CITIZINAY HAD TAIIN THE CUSTOMARY 
OATH or ALLEIIAMCI. ON INI 2)RO, IVCRY rOAII&NII IN THI &SSIMILAIEt 
WITHOUT DISTINCTION OF flANK, WITNDlllf PaOM TMI Ctn, &NO ON THE 2\tH 
THE ELECTION Of TMI RONAN liNG fOLLIWID • • ON JANUARY 2' THE 
HCIIRNiq or THE LMI-&NTtCIP&TIO CORONAtiON AUIVID.} 
THIS CEREMONY, WHICH THE lAME IOUICI OISCRIIIS· IN MINUTI OITAIL, liAS FOLLOWED BY 
A BANQUET IN THE FAMOUS IOLIIM lOOM Of IHI IAIHAIIt WHICH fOR THIS OCCASION HAD 
I fiN 
HANDIOHILY DECORATED NITN IILYIR CRONNS AND SCI,TERS, CtltLY 
TAPISTRIIS, ETC. TN£ EMPEROR, THE EMPRISS, THE liNI 
OF THE ROIWIS, THE (UCTORI AND THEIR ENVOYS DINID ALONE, IACH 
AT A SEPA1Utl TABLE· SOON IN£ HICN IHPEUAL AND HIRIDIJAU 
GFfiCERS PIRrORMID THill IITVALI. TMI CHIIr RIICHINARSNAL 
MOUliiD A HOASI, RODE tO A PILE OF OATS IN FliNT or TNI !AI-
~' FILLID A IILYIR VEIIIL WitH IRAIN, LEVELLED orr tHI IX-
CESS, AND POUICI tHE GRAIN OUT AlAI.. fHI ILECTOI OF IAYARIA 
• RODE 18 A KitCHIN ERECTED ON THE PIALACM WHIRl AN 
INTIII OX WAS OIINQ ROASTIO, TOOl A PIECI OF THE NEAT ON A 
WOODIN liAYt AND CARRIII If TO THE RtlftAMI• fH£ ELECTOR 
a YtLltt&••••c &eaenac''' 11! liAil ''''''"' ,,. z••· z-z. 
z JJll., ''· Z\l, 2-}. 
' ,I.S. nl• 
PALATINE THREW 80LO AND SILVER COINS FROM A WINDOW OF THE RATNAUJ 1 AND 
HAD OTHERS OIITRIIUTEO IY THE IMPERIAL CHANCELLOR AS HE ROO£ AMONG THE 
r•oaMOUS CROWD. • NEAR THE RAINAU§ WAS A FOUNTAIN FLOWINC WITH TWO 
KINDS OF WINE; AND WHEN THE IMPERIAL AND HEREDITARY OFFICERS HAD FINISHED 
WHAT THEY HAD TO DO, THE OATS, TN£ OX, THE WINE AND ALL WIRE GIVEN AI 
PRIZES TO THE PEOPLE. 
SOON AFTER THIS • THE EMPEROR AND HIS RETI-.r DEPARTED, ON 
fEBRUARY } 1 1690. • THE PAUl£ OF THE EMPEROR, THE KINI OF THE ROMANS, 
AND THE OTHERS, HAD LAIT£D N£ARLY HALF A YEAR, AND THEY INDICATED THEIR 
COMPLETE SATISFACTION WITH IT. 
HARDLY MAD THESE HA,Y ANO FESTIVE DATI ENDED -- DAYI WHEN EVEitYTHINe 
COULD IE HAD NOT ONLY IN AIUNOANC£, BUT ALSO AT LOW PRICES, WHEN EVUYO.E 
WHO WAS AILE AND WILLINI TO WORK FOUND AMPL£ EMPLOYMENT, THUS R£VIVING 
THE CRAFTSMEN'S STUDIOS - NEED ANO POVERTY AiAIN RETURNEDol 
ALTHOUGH THE PRtClSE DATE OF RUFFAT 11 PART IN THESE EVENTS IS NOT RECORDED, IT 
SEEMS LIKELY THAT BY ~HE END OF JANUARY, 1690 1 THE CO~ER HAD SUCCEEDED EITHER IN AT-
TIIACTUIG THE FAVORABLE NOTICE OF HtCIN-PLACED PERSONS WITH HIS CONCERTO AND MIS ORGAN 
MUSIC, OR, AS STOLLIROCK SUGGESTs,2 HAD GIVEN OF HIS ART TO PAY A DEBT OF GRATITUDE FOR 
THE PASSAU,APPOINTMENT, PREIUMINC, AS INDEED SEENI PLAUSIBLE FROM THE DATING OF THE CON-
CERTO, THAT HE HAD ALREADY BUN PROMISED THIS POSITIONctOME MONTHS PREYIOUSLY. IN ANY 
EVENT, WITHIN THREE MONTHS AFTER THE END OF THE CORONATION FESTIVITIES, GEORG MUFFAT WA$. 
EVIDENTLY INSTALLED AT PASSAU,} AS SHOWN BY AN ENTRY IN THE BAPTISMAL REGISTER THERE: 
APIIL 16,0; 25 1 HUIUS BAPTIZATUS EST; liEIGOTT, f. l. PAT: ONI. 
GEORGII MUFfATt CUIUS UXOR ANNA ELISAIETMA VOCATUR. PATRINUS L1£8GOTT 
GRAF VON ICMU£FSTEIN 1 HOFMAlSCtALL, CU.IUS VICES ECIS JOAN. MELCHIOR 
fAUTHLER (?) DESS HOFMEISTER. . 
(ON THE 25TH OF APRILt 16901 liEIGOTTt LEQITIMAT£ SON OF GEORG MuF-
FAT AND HIS WIFE ANNA ELISABETH, WAS IAPTIZED. GODFATHER, LIEICOTT COUNT 
OF KMUEFSTEIN 1 COURT MARSHALL 1 REPRESENTED IT HIS STEWARD, JOHANN MELCHIOR 
fAUTHLU). 
AS GOVERNOR Of THE COURT PAGES 1 MUFfAT EN.IOYEO AT PASSAU WHAT WERRA JUDGED 
TO BE A RANK Of CONSIDERABLE PRESTIGE, .IUITIFYINC "NO MEAN ESTIMATE OF OUR DESERV-
IJIC COMPOst:R.u5 AS AT $ALZIURG, HIRE, T00 1 HE WAS HONORED BY TH£ JlTI.I:D ECCLES& .. 
AIIICS AND OTHER DIGNITARIES WHO CAME TO THE FONT, IF ONLY BY PROXY 1 FOR TN£ 
a li!R •• ''· 2\}, z\•. 
2 ST-OLLBROCK, .if· .£.!.1·. P. 15. 
} THAT MUFFAT'S POST IN SALZBURG WAS ASSUMED IY HIS PUPIL, JOHANN BAPTIST SAHIER, FOL-
LOWS FROM THE EPISTOLAE QEpiCATORIS Of SAMBER 1S MAftpUCTIO AR ORSANtM• SALZIURG: 
J. B. NAYRS $EEL WITTIB 1 UNO ERI£N 1 170~. 
- WERRA, .Qt. ~., P. n. 
5 ~. £!!., NOTE I. 
CHillllEIUNI M HIS O"SPaUeC.I IN ACCOitDAIICI WitH THE USUAL CUST4MI, LIUIOTT MuffAT 
WAS NAMED fOR Kit SPOH$0Rj MOWIWll't Alii E_.,IWAUIIIT fOilM, IOTTLI&I, WAS AOO,.TEO IN 
AT PAIIAU &tORI MuffAT fOUNI THE LIIERTY HI DISI.£8 TO fOLLOW HIS OWN TAITE 
IN OACHUTIAL MUIIC. THE IINIC OF fLIIIUCIUIJ IICuUU BIIUUIO UOM A PROPOUL Of 
THE NEW PATRON TO ENRICH THE EDUCATION Of THE COUftt PAllS IY IXIICISI IN TMI DANCE. 
ALTHOUGH ONLY TWO STAll PRESENTATIONS APPEAl IN THI CHRONOLOCICAL TAILE IPANNINC 
THE,YIARI .,,, THROUIH ,,,5,2 TH£ COMPOSER FOUND SATISFACTION IN EMPLOYINC IOMI 
Of THIS NUSIC ON OTNER OCCAIIOU. IN THI PREFACE TO THIS 110111, PUBLISHED IN 1,,., 
HE waon: 
THIS SICOND COLLECTION • • CONTAINS A 1008 PART OF THI NEW 
PIICII WHICH I HUI COMPOIIO AT PAIUU, AHO WHICH HUE IUN PLAYED 
AND DANCED THERE WITM'A CIITAIN ANOVMT OF ACCLAIM. THEY HAVE IlNCE 
liEN UIED IN IIWERAL OTHER WAYS: fOit EXAMPLE, AS CHAJIIIR JIUIIC, DIN-
Nil .... ac, ANa IUII.AL IIUNAOU. JHCY NIYCRTHILIII 0111 THEI~ MUUN 
RATHEl tO TNE WlltLANCE Of Nil Molt REVEREND HICNitlll, MY MAitllt FOR 
THE NOILI IOWCATION If AN ILLUITRIOUI YOUTN THAN tO THE lOLl 0111\E 
I MICHl HAVE HAD MlliLY TO PLIAIE TN£ IAR IY MY CONCERti. 
fOR, lUNa PLIASID TO tilt FOR HUIIILF, AS DO MANY IENTUMEN 
Tilt TMCIR ILLUSTRIOUS IFFS,RINit HOW THI COURT PAI£1 W!RI PReFITINO 
11' THIIR STUOUI, ANO NAWINI ONE DAY DICIDID 10 Sl! WHAT UIY lUCHT 
IE AIU tO ACCOMPLISH IN TNI DANCit Mte liUNNIIt DANCINC MAIUR A ... 
WALIT 0[ CHANIRt Of HIS ROYAL HIINN£11, AilED ME TO COM,GSI lOME NEW 
Alii ON THE IUIJICT Of AN I .. CNIOUS FICtiON WMI~H NE MAO ltLICTEO 10 
H hMCED BY THESI YOUNI URN, IN COMIC tAU, MUM MUCH ..u.uJ AND 
TMI HELP Of SOME tHEATRICAL AP,ARATUS. AFTER I TRI£D TO IATI3FY THE 
IEQUEIT ACCORDING TO NY MUIIl CAPACltUI, IUS NICHiflll IUCIOUI&.Y 
VIEWIO~ OUR CONNON LAIORS WITH 10 FAYOlAILI AN IYI AS NOT ONLY TO 
COMMAND US TO CONtiNUE IIVI.O IN TNl FUTURE I.MILAR PROOFS OF OUI 
MODEST TAUNTit UCN ACCOUINI TO Mil PROfESSION, f'OR THE IIIRCISI 
OF THE OAIICE, IUT HE ALIO MIIHEI THEM Tt SIRYE AS A SORT OF IPIC-
1ACLI FOR THE RECEPTION OF IIWIIAL ,liNell AMG OTHER ILLUITRIOUI 
PERSONAliS WHO FROM TIME TO TIME COME TO tHIS COURt.} 
ALTNOUCN MUFFATt HAWING fOUND ~ONE REIIITANCE 10 HIS StYLIStiC IM,.OR1ATIONI, 
REIARDEO NIMSELF AS A PIONEER, Af LEASt ON QIINAN lOlL, NltTL HAl POINTED OUT PRIOR 
IYIDENCIS IF fliNCH INFLUENCE ON THI ORCHESTRAL IUitl At VIENNA.\ fME COMPOila, 
I SCHINCIC, .A!• -'ll·, P • YJ I • 
2 0&NUtiuR DIJl lONKUNit IN fiSTIRREICH, II, 2, Po 228. 
} JJLLR •• '· \2. 
\ Nnn, .It· .ux., '· 5\. 
INOUD, SHOWED SOME AWARENESS THAT OTMIIS NUl WORit• ALONI LIN£1 PAilALU:L TO HIS 
OWN, AND FOR THIS REASON WISNID TO PUT ON RICOIO THE OATI OF tACH COMPOSITION: 
fOR TN£ REST, I NAY£ AIOIO AT THE END or THIS WORK A TAIL£ or 
IACH SUITE, WITH THI IIYit AND TNI YEARS IN WHICH I COMPOIIO THEM, 
AI ALSO A LIST OF THl OTHER WOiliS WHICH I HAVE ALREADY IIYEN ANO or 
THOSE WHICH I HAYl THE INTENTION OF OIVINC SOON TO THE P¥8\IC, IN 
OltDU THAT, ON THE ON£ HAND, H YOU FINO IN OTNIR AUTHORS IChtiTHIHI 
llMILAR TO MY INVENTIONS, THI CALCULATION OF TIME WILL PREVENT YOU 
FROM ACCVSINO Ml Of KAYINC STOLIN THIM .LIINN£R£j AND ON THE OTHER, 
HAVING lNOWLIDCl OF WHAT I HAYI LAIORID OVll FOR YOUR SATISfACTION, 
YOU MAY THE MORI fAVORAILY AICIIYI THill ESSAYS ANO LAIORS.I 
hE CATALOI MIIIITION£0 Mll\1 PROMII£0 A THIRD fUJtiUfjiUM ANO A SIT OF COM-
CIRTOS. ALTHIUGM, AI NOT£0 AIOVI, TMISI CONCERTOS HAD IIIN CDMPLITID IETWIIN 
1,82 AND 16.,, LAC« OF MIAMI IIFERIIO THEIR P~ILICATION UNtiL 1101. THE TitLE 
UNDER lfNICM THEY FINALLY APPUII:Dt Sncctus PIIM, IY AIIALOIY WITN 'fLIIIU:41UfS 
Pll'l"t IMPLIEO A CONtiNUATION OF TNI SERIES. 8Ut SINCE THE-NllOI OF HUFfAT's 
8ROWINC fANt~Y PAifiNTlD HIM FROM PUILISNtNI THEil WOR«I AT HIS OWN IXPINSE, A 
SPONSOR HAD TO IE FOUND FOR EACH NEW lNTIRPRISE. PRACTICAL DiffiCULTIES CONTINUED 
TO Sr:T LIMITS TO WKAT MU,AT COULD ACCOMI"LISH. MtANWMILI HE EVIDCNTL Y IUCCUDID 
IN MAINTAININI MIS fAMILY IN A MANNER C~NIISTINT WITH HIS POSITION At COURT. THE 
CHILOIIN RICIIVID lOTH ACADEMIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUCTION, FITTINI THEM FOR POll• 
liONS AS MUSICIANS AND AI COURT tFFICIALS. THE ROLL OF HIS FAMILY liVEN IILON 
INCLUDES OCCUPATlONS, WHIRl INONN9 AI IIYIN IY LUNTZ.2 THE FIRST lNTIY, THAT OF 
HARIA ANNA 1 OMITTED FROM THI FANILY Till AI FIRST PUILIIHED,} WAS LATIIt IUPPLIID 
1Y SCNittel) 
Gcoaa MurrAT, PREFACE TO fLg&ILcttvN sccgNpwM, DINKMALER orR ToN«UNST '" DtT£1-
art~H, II, 2, P. \}.· 
2 LUNTZ, .if• .W•, P. V. 
} .1.1.£, .w. 
\ $CMINCK 1 ..!l£• Sll•, P. Yll. 
OFFIPRINI Of GEORC MUPFAT (IAPT. JUNE I, 165}, At MEilVI, UPPER 
SAVOY; D. fEBRUARY 2), 17,., AT PASSAU) ANO HIS WIPE, 
ANNA [UUIUH (MAIDEN NAME UNKNOWN) 
.lWK IAPTIUO lWJl QSCUP6110N 
MARIA ANNA DEc., 1671, SAUIURQ 
-- --
----
fRANZ MAX JOUPH MAR. 12, IUO, 
" JAN. 
'· 
1ns. VIENNA hU. Hor~ecwnaouEUR 
fRANZ CIIOU Nov. 2, lUI, " Auc. 25, ITI 0 I " COURt AND CHAMER CIOtTUIIO MUSIC IAN 
SHIM. fUIDRICH MAR. }0, 16.' " IT23 Couat MVIICIAN'.. "STAI-
ltANMIRDIINIIl, MUNICH 
JOHANN S ltNUND JVNI 2, 1&85, " ---- ----
JOHANN ERNst D1e. 
•• 
16U, It JUNE 25, tn6, VUNNA COURT CHAPU VIOLUillat 
S IUUNO IONAZ Fu. 15, 1688, II 
---- -- --
LIUIOTT APR I&. 25, 1690, PAIS AU ore. 10, H70, VIENNA COURT AND CHAMBER 
ORGANIST 
MARIA fRANUIU JAN. 1), 1692, .. 
---- -- --
O"IPRINI OF GOTTLIU """"' AND MARIA ROSAI,U u .. ooU (a. IJOO, 
o. MAY 2,, IJII, AT VIENNA); NAitRUO 11SINCE MAY 22, 1119"1 
JOUPH 1721, YIINNA HOFSCHO&.AR IN CLAVIER 
17},, II MAll. 9, IT'J, YllNNA PRU:at 
fROM THII Lilt It MIL&. IE 111111 TNAT FOUR OF TNE lEVIN IONS Of CIIORQ MUPPAT 
Will MUIICIANS 1 THAll NOLOINC POSITIONS AT TNE VIENNIII COURT, AND ONI AT MuNICH. 
ALTHOUGH ONLY CIOTTLIEI II KNOWN TO HAVE CONPOIIO, ALL rOUR PIIIUMAILY IICII,ID A 
CIOUNDINQ IN MUSIC PRON THill rAtNtR, WHO HAD IHOWN HIMSELF AT iALZIURI TO at AN 
INDUSTRIOUS, AI~£ TlACHEI.z JOHANN £RN1t} AND CIOttLIII. WIRE HOrSCHOtARS,.AtTNOUQH 
THE rORMll WAS ANINI THOll IELIAIED IN THE REOICANIZAtiON or 1111.5 JOHANN [lNST 
I LUNTZ, ,n • .tJ.l•• P. v, N. I. 
2 wuu, .U· .ul·. '· \}. 
} ltOCZIRZ, Jll·· .£.11•• P. 2". 
• wuu, .It• £11·· '· u. 
5 111NIR, .If• -'ll•• YU, P. 119. 
IS NExt RtPORtiD A1 PRA8UI 1 AS VIOLINIST AT TN£ CORONAftON OPUA, CASTAPIU ~ .f.U-
JJ11a, IN IJZ3. ONLY THIRTY•IIX INITRUMINTALIITI 1 INCLUDINQ ~OTTLI£1 HuFFAt, ARE 
• • REIORUD AS COMIN8 FROM VIENNA fOR THIS UENT, ADDITIONAL PLAYtaS·IEIH RECRUITED 
LOCALLY FROM VARIOUS C:HAPEL ORCH£STRAS. 2 JOMANN £RUT MU"AT llfAS APPARENTLY AMONI 
TN£ LATTEI CROUP.} M£ LATIR RITURN£0 TO VIINNAt WHERE HI S£RYIO IN THI COURT ORCHIS• 
11A fROM IJ)O UNTIL Hll DEATH IN If., •• · CONClRNINC SIGMUND fiiiDRICH NOTHINC II 
INOMN I[YONO THE NOTICE liVEN IY LUNTZ IN ·THE f0R£COIN8 TABLE. fRANZ ~1018 ~OTT-
fRIED IS LISTED AS VIOLINIST IN THE COURT ORCHIITRA AT YIINNA fROM JULY I, IJOI 
UNTIL HIS DEATH ON AUIUST 25t 1110.5 HI SliMS TO HAYI BEEN THE "8GDifRIDUN HUFFAT" 
noM WHOM, ACCORDINO TO A IUIUD TITU-PAOI OF APPA!UVS twstct-OBAANIITfCUit COPUS 
Of THE WORK COULD IE OITAINID lk VIlMA.' 
GO'rtLIII HUfFAT, lORN IN .,,0, IILGNCS TO THE SANE UNERATION AI THE ITALIAN 
PIE-CLAISIC, 8IOVANNI BATTISTA PLATTI, MHO MAS lORN AT WrNICI AIOUT THIS TIMI.J 
CALLED IY WtRRA "tHE MUSICAL PRIDE Of HIS fATMtR,"S GOTTLIEB WAS lOON ENTRUST£0 1 
fOl HIS fUitTHU fORMATION, Tl OTHER HANDS WHIN AT THE All Of TEN OR EUVIN HI WAS 
SENT TO THE IMPERIAL CHAPEL AT VIENNA AS A CHOIAIOY.' It PROVED FORTUNATE THAT 
THRU Of THE IROTMUI HAD NON fOUND PLACES AT VIINNA - GOTTFIUD IN THE COURT 
OlCHESTU, JOHANN ERNST AS A MOfiCHOUit AND SOTTLIU IN THE CHOU - IN YIIN Of 
THE MllfGRTUNE WHICH SOON IEfiLL THEtA fAMILY AT PASIAU. TN£ ANIITlOUS PLANS Of 
61011 MuffAT WIRE INTERRUPTED IN A NAY THAT NOT ONLY HALTED HIS ENTERPRISES IUT 
ALSO IROUOHT AIOUT THI LOll Of SCORES AND THEORETICAL NRITINCS ON WHICH HE WAS 
WORKINI. .\CCORDINQ TO THE DEATH NOTICE IN THE RECORDS Of THE PAIIAU CATHEDRAL 
liON WILLESCZ, INTRODUCTION TO JOHANN JOSEPH fux, COflANIA~ fqaiiZZA, DIN«MA~IR 
DEll TONIUNIT IN OstERRliCH, XYit, VlrNHA: IREit«O, l HARTEL, 1910, PP. x, XI. 
2 fRIUtliCH IIILMEUI HAIPURI• HfiTOIIICM-UIJIICHE IEYJIAIE .1M! AMfNAHMC: .R.U Jllll.Ll, 
BERLIN: JOHANN JACOt SCHUTZENa S(L. WITTME., 175\, VOL. I, P. 21,, CITIN8 QUANIZ. 
' JAN 80HUMIR DUlAC, ALL§INII[f HIIJIBIICHU lUIIIUIUXIIjON ..f.ii! 8Qtm«M Jllll.IHI 
THilL &MCH ,W MiHUN J1U SCHLIJfiN, PRAIUE: &. HAAIE SOHNE, 1815, VOL II, P. 
,,2, CITED BY fARIENC, ~· ~., Wile P. '· 
- lOcHILs .U• .ul• t P. J1 • 
5 llll·· '· ''· 6 wuu, _u • .£11•, P • ._. 
1 SCHM.DL, i!• ~., VOL. II, Po 2,2; SUPPL., P. 621. 
• wuAA, .A!· .ux •• '· •r. 
9 J.Q5, • .£.Ll•• ED. N. I (HAir:u). 
lECTOR Y, 
ON Z} fUIUIARY 110•, IN THE DIM-PARISH or PAsuu, TME NOS·LE, 
IRACIOUS AND ARTISTIC MR. IIORQ MUFFATt KAPELLMEIITER OF HIS EMI• 
NENCE AT PAISAU, DIED DEVOUTLY ANO WAS IURIED IN THE HIGH CATHEDRAL 
CHAPTER OF THE CEMETERY.! 
(THE HIIH CHAPTER MAS A PART OF THE CEMETERY MHtRI PERSONS OF NOIILITY OR DISTINC• 
TION WERE BURIED.) 
iEOR~ MUFFAT, MORE THAN ONCE A MIQRANT lN IEARCH OF PlACE AND SECURITY, HAD 
IEEN FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO LEAVE VIENNA WILL llFORE THE GREAT TURKISH SliCE WHICH 
COST POQLIETTI HIS LIFE.z BuT NOW A SIMILAR MISFORTUNE BEFELL NuFFAT, WHO MAD 
DISCRIIEI HIMSELF, IN THE PREFACE TO fLORILEIIUM ERIMMMt AS A MAN OF PEACE AND 
OF ART, NOT Or POLITICS, AND WHO SPENT HIMSELF IN A SEARCH FOR A HARMONY OF ALL 
NATIONS. TOWARD THE END OF ITO}, IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE WAR OF THE SPANISH SUC-
CESSION, PASSAU 1 THE KEY TO AUSTRIAN TERRITORY, LAY UNDER SEliE, IRIN81NC A ~COM­
BINATION OF VARIOUS ADVERSE CIRCUMSTANCES [wHICH} TOLD HEAVILY AGAINST" THE FAl-
REACHINC PLANS OF 6EORQ MUFFAT. 
I 
2 
THE CITIZENRY, SORE PRESSED IY REICHI-TAXES AND IOPFIELDER, AND 
WHO IN TN£ COURSE Of A TYPHUS EPIDEMIC MAO ALREADY LOST A QUAR-
TER OF ITS lEST MANHOOD, WHILl ANOTHER QUARTER ALREADY LAY ILL, 
COULD NOT THINK OF MAKINI AN EffECTIVE DEfENSE WITH THEIR PEOPLE 
-- SCARCELY THREE HUNDRED •• WHO WERE AILE TO lEAR AR"'• AS ON 
JANUARY J, llO., PASSAU WAS IOMIAROED FROM EARLY MORNINQ TO NIGHT 
IY BAVARIAN CANNON AND MORTA8S 1 TME PRESSING PLEA Of -THE CARDINAL 
JOHANN PHILIPP OF LAM8ERC, WHO WAS UNWiLLING TO LIT LOOSE UPON 
THE SEVERELY EXHAUSTED INHAIITANTS A HOPELESS, UNMITIGATED ILOOO• 
IATHt fEAliN8t ON THE OTHER HAND, IN CASE HIS RESIDENTIAL CITY 
MERE TAKEN IY STORM, THE PLUNDERINC AND 8URNINI 1 SUCCEEDED IN 
PUSUAOIN8 THE AUSTRIAN iENERAL SRINSFlLD, COMMANDANT or THE 
08CRHANS fORTRESS, TO SURRENDER. ON JANUARY II, THREE THOUSAND 
BAWARIAN TROOPS ENTERED PASIAU 1 WHERE UNTIL NOVEMBER OF THE 
SAM£ YEAR THEY REMAINED, SEVERELY IPPREISIN8 THE CITIZENRY. IN 
THIS£ POLITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES AT MuffAT 1S DEATH ONE MAY PIRHAPS 
SEE WHY NONE OF Mll LATER WORKS, THEN ONLY IN MANUSCRIPT, SEEN 
TO HAVE SURVIVED.; 
LUNTZ, .It• .W•• P. VI. 
Hue~ 80TSTIIERt INTRODUCTION TO WIENER KLAYIER-~ ORIILMIRIE AYJ ~ ZWEITEN 
HALFTE!!! 11· JAHRHUNDERTS, OENKMALER DER IONKUNST IN OstERREICH, XIII, 2, 
VIENNA: ATARIA i Co., 1986, Po XII. 
LUNTZ, Jf• ~., P. VI. 
WHEN HIS FATHER DIIDt FOURTEEN-YEAR•OLD BOTTLIII WAI PRESUMAILY NEAR THE END 
or Mil UIEFULNEIS AI A IINIINAIEo THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE IIRIAVID fAMILY AT PASIAU 
ARE NOT KNOWN. AT VIENNA, AT ALL EVENTS, THERE WIRE FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES FOR GOTTLIII 
TO CONTINUE HIS EDUCATION. ALTHOUCH THERE II NO RECORD OF HIS STATUI UNTIL 1711, WHEN 
HI II REPORTED AI A NOFICHOLAR,I It IEEMI CERTAIN THAT IY 1708 ME HAD IICOME A PUPIL 
If JOHANN fUX. IN THE PRErACE TO COMPQNIMENJI MusiCALI JiA ~ CEMIALP, PUILIIHED IN 
1738 OR 173,, THE COMPOSER ACINOWLIDIED HIS "tHIRTY YIARI' TUTILAIE" UNIIR fUX WHICH 
HADt IN WERRA 1 S PHRASE, "ADVANCED HIH TO THE stATUI OF AN EQUALLY ACCOMPLISHED ORlAN 
AND CLAVIER COMPOSIR."z DURINC THE YIARI Of WHICH WI HAVI Nl RECORD, BotTLIII PRESUM-
AlLY TOG« AOVANTACE Of THE ADDITIONAL STUDY ITIPINO TO WHICH CHOIR IDYl WIRE ENTITLED 
AFTER THEIR CHANIE Or VOICE.} 
liT. 
IN 171\ QOTTLIEI IEIAN TO ASSUME A SHARE or THE REGULAR DUTIES Of COURT ORGAN• 
ACCORDING TO OOMINTIC REIIITERS,\ AT THIS TIME THERE WIRE FOUR ORIANIITS ON 
THE PAYROLL. THE OLDEST or THESE, 58-YEAR•OLD BEORC REUTER, WAS NOT YET TOO OLD FOR 
ACTIVE IERYICI, NOT IEING REPORTED AS "IMPOTENI" UNTIL ITz,.5 J. G. REINHARDT, THE 
SECOND IN POINT OF SENIORitY, RECEIIED THE SAME SALARY AI REUTTER, ~00 rLORINI PER 
YUR.' J. tRANZ NEUIAUER MAO JOINU THE ITA, THE YEAR BEFORE, AT 1NE lAURY Of A 
IECOND ORQANIST, 720 FLORINa.7 THE RANI OF THIRD ORIANIIT (PAID 6~0 fLORINS) WAS 
HELD IY J. LEOPOLD RAMMER.I THE fiRMS ARE USED AI EMPLOYED IN BOTTLIII MuFrAt's 
LITTER TO CHARLEI VI QUOTED IELOM,,TO DENOTE NOT IENIORITY OF SERVICE, IUT RILATIYE 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND OFFICIAL DUTIES AI REFLECTED IN THE SALARIES PAID. 
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lME PRESENCE OF FOUR ORGANISTS IN THE IMPERIAL SERVICE AT THIS TIME EXPLAINS 
MHY GOT1LIII MUFFAT 1S PROMOTION IN RANK MAS DILAYIDo 8UT MEANWHILE, PERHAPS IlCAUSI 
HE WAS MORE TALENTED THAN OTHERS, AND CERTAINLY TO ENHANCE HIS FUTURE USEFULNESS IY 
GOOD EXPERIENCE, HE WAS ENTRUSTED WITH MANY OF THE REGULAR DUTIESo AFTER CONTINUING 
IN THIS WAY FOR THREE YEARS, GOTTLIEit NOW ACED TWENTY-SEVIN AND PROIAILY CONTEMPLAT-
lNG MARRIAGE (HIS PETITION HINTS AT THIS REASON IN A RIMARI CONCllNINO SALARY), AD-
DRESSED A LETTER TO THE EMPEROR, EXPRESSING GRATITUDE FOR THE YEARS AI A HOFSCHOLAR, 
DURING WHICH TIME, HE SAYS, 
UNDER MY ESTEEMED INSTRUCTOR, KAPELLMEISTER fux, I HAVE, WITHOUT 
SEEliNG GLORY, IECOME PROFICIINT IN MUSICAL PERFORMANCE lOTH IN 
ORGAN AND IN CLAVIER, AND ALSO IN COMPOSITION. 
WHIU EXPRESSING HIMSELF '" PLUIEI WITH THE' OPPORTIIINITY to· SUWI HI& :MA.JI!STY, .&ofTLI£1 
CAREFULLY POINTED OUt: 
I HAY£ ALREADY, FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS, IEEN PERFORMING 
THE SAME DUTIES AS A REGULAR IMPERIAL COURT ORGANIST. INASMUCH 
AI THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS MOUSE Of AUSTRIA HAS THE HAIITVAL CUSTOM, 
WHINIVER THE IMPERIAL HOFSCHOLARS HAVE ACQUIRED SUFFICIENT AIIL-
ITY IN ACTUAL SERVICE, OF MOST GRACIOUSLY APPOINTING AND TAKING 
THEM INTO SERVICE: 
WHEN THIS, MY MOST SUIMISSIYE REQUEST, REACHES YOUR IMPER-
IAL MAJESTY, MAY YOUR MA~ESTY GRACIOUSLY CONDESCEND TO HONOR ME, 
THE SAME AS THE OTHERS, WITH ~ POST AI AN ACTUAL AND REGULAR 
IMPERIAL CouRt AND CHAMIER ORGANIST, TOGETHER WITH A SUFFICIENT 
SALARY fOR THESE UNDENIAILY HARD TIMES. 
YOUR MOlT GRACIOUS IMPERIAL HIGHNESS WILL IE RECOMPENSED 
BY MY TRULY DUTIFUL AND ZEALOUS SERVICE, BY MY BECOMING EVEN 
MORE QUALIFIED, AND BY MY MOST DILIGENT, OILI,ATED, AND UNCEAS-
ING DEVOTION. 
I PRESENT MY MOST DUTIFUL AND SUBMISSIVE COMPLIMENTS TO 
YOUR MOST GRACIOUS SOVEREIGNTY. 
YOUR ROMAN IMPERIAL MAJESTY'S 
MOlT SUBMISSIVE, MOST OIEDIENT, 
LA MARA, PSEUD. (IDA MARIA LIPIIUS), ED.: HUJII£8tli£F£ ~ lilf JAHIHUMQEITJMt 
LEIPZIG: iREITKOPF & MARTEL, 1886, PP. 117, 178. lHE EDITOR SUPPLIED THE 
DATE OF THE LETTER: APRIL, 1717. 
THE ~IQUEST WAI CRANTED. ALTMOUCH ONLY FIFTH BY ORDER Or SENIORITY, GOTTLIEB Hurrat 
IS SHOWN IN THE CaMERAL•IAHLAMJI•RECNNVNCEN ON APRIL}, 1711, AT THE SAME SALARY PAID 
l J. f~ANZ NEUIAUERt 720 FLORINS PER YEaR. 
AT ABOUT THE SAME TIMEZ GOTTLI11 1S TALENT AND DILICENCE EARNED fUX 1S RECOM-
MENDATION FO~ A T~AYiL STIPEND TO A COUNTRY NOT NAMIDt BUT WHICH WIRRA PRESUMES TO BE 
ITALY.} SUCH TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIPS, TO WHICH ONLY THE UNUSUALLY OESE~VINC COULD ASPIRE, 
WERE NOT LICHTLY CRANTED. IN rtCT, COMPLAINTI.HAD BEEN HEARD AT MlNISTE~S 1 CONFERENCES 
• • CONCERNING THE SIZE OF SUMS LAID OUT fOR WHAT MI,HT IE A OOUITrUL RESULT. THIS OP-
PORTUNITY CAME AT A FORTUNATE TIME. ALTHOUCH AT THE MOMENT GOTTLIEB'S SHARE OF THE 
WORK COULD IE ASSUMED BY THE FOUR OTHER ORGANISTS NOW ON THE STAFF, GEORC REUTTER WAS 
OVER SIXTY YEARS OLD AND COULD NOT BE EXPECTED TO CONTINUE SERVICEABLE INDEFINITELY. 
AND. TWO YEA~I LATER GOtTLIEB MUFFAT WAI MA~RIED. MARIA ROSALIA EINODE~ WAS THE BRIDE, 
·AND THE DATE, AI ~£PORTED IY lUNTZ, WAS 11 NOT LATER THAN HAY 22, 1719."5 
AS SECOND ORCANIST, GOTTLIEB NOT ONLY FREQUENTLY PERFORMED AI CLAVIER PLAYER 
IN OPE~AS AND OTHER PRODUCTIONS, IUT ALSO ASSISTED WITH THE NUMEROUS SERVICES IN THE 
IMPERIAL CHAPEL. ON EVERY CREAT rEAIT, MASS AND VEIPE~I WIRE CELIIRATED WITH SPECIAL 
SOLEMNITY. At fAlTER THE SERVICES WERE HELD AT ST. STEPHEN'S CATHEDRAL, ANO ON 
CORPUS CHRISTl TNt PROCESSION HADE ITS FESTIVE NAY, WEATHER PERMITTI.G, FROM THE 
CHAPEL TO THE CATHEDRAL ANO tACK AIAIN.6 THE EMPEROR'S IIRTHDAY NAI MARKED BY A 
SOLEMN Mass, MUSIC AT DINNER, AND OPERA OR CHAHIER MUSIC IN THE EVENING. OCCASIONS 
FOR SPECIAL OBSERVANCES WERE NUMEROUS, AND IT WAS A RARE WEEl NHEN THE PRESENCE OF 
THE KNI~HTS Of THE GOLDEN fLEECE, IN CEREMONIAL RECALIA, NAS NOT PRtSCRII£0 AT SEV-
ERAL LITURGICAL FUNCTIONS.J 
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As CONTINUO PLAYER GOTTLI~B UNOOUITEDLY IECAME fAMILIAR WITH THE MuiiC OF 
ANTONIO CALOARA 1 THI VIC!•KAPILLMEIITER WHOt AI THE PROPONENT Of ITALIANISM AT 
COURT, HAS IU:N TERMED 11 TH£ O,ONENT Of· fux."l fUX 1S OPERAS, WHICH RETAINED MUCH 
2 
Of THE CHARACTER Of CHURCH MUSIC, WERE LOSING aROUND TO THE DRAMATICALLY MOlE EF-
f!CTIWE WORKS Of CALDARA, WHICH CAME TO 81 MORE AND MORE FREQUENTLY PRODUCED, THERE 
IIINa AI MANY AI NINE PERFORMANCES IN 112,.3 MUFFAT ALSO PIOViDED CLAVIER MUSIC 
FOR TN£ ENTERTAINMENT Of TN£ lOYAL HOUSEHOLD, AND WAS COURT ORGANIST TO THE WIDOWED 
-
EMPRESS AMALIE. A MEMORANDUM FROM fUX IN 1723 PRAISED GOTTLI£1 11 ZEAL ANO EXECu-
TIOH 1 AND REMINDED THE EMPEROR THAt At COURT MUffAT 11 HAO CAUSED YOUR IMPERIAL MAJES-
TY TO HEAR WITH ENJOYMENT HIS COMPOIITIONS. 115 
GOTTLIEI MUffAT 1S FIRST PUILICATION APPEARED lOON AfTERWARD; THE YERSETLI AND 
TOCCATAS WHICH WElt CONCEIVED PRIMARILY fOR ORGAN IUT WHICH COULD ALSO 8[ PERfORMED, 
fOR THE MOST PART, ON THE HARPSICHORD. THAT THESE PIECES WERE NOT HIS EARLIEST NORIS, 





HAVING BEEN UNDER THE TU1(LAGE OF THE IMPERIAL CHIEf kAPILL-
MIIITU, JOA-i JMe ·fux't •IIUHOUT~ FLATtERY •THE ltsl··MAitt* 'IN< THE WORLD, 
AND HAVINC THROUGH LONC YEARS Of APPLICATION PERFECTED MYSELf IN THE 
ART Of MUSIC, I HAVE RESOLVED TO NALK IN THE FOOTSTEPS Of MY FATHER, 
WHO IN 16,0, AI CAPELLMEIITER Of THE CARDINAL OF lAMIUIC, IROUIHT 
OUT A LAR81 NORI CONSISTING Of TOCCATAS, CHACONN£ 1 lTC. 
ALTHOUCH I HAVE AT HAND A COOO QUANTITY Of SD-CALLEO GALANTEIIE• 
PIICII ENTIRELY COMPLETED NNICN I PLAN TO HAVE PRINTED, I NIIH fiRST 
TO DEDICATE TO THE Most HICHt fOR DIVINE SERVICE, THEil fiRST-FRUITS, 
IN NHICH ARE VAIIOUS SMALL NORIS SUITAILE FOR THE CHORAL SERVICES, 
VEIPERS, ETC., IN TWELVE ACCUSTOMED TONES, EACH CONIISTINI OF ONE 
TOCCATA AND SIX YERIETLI OR FUGUES -- A COLLECTION, IN ALL, Of 
EIGHTY-FOUR PIECES, SUCH AS ONt RARELY fiNDS. iN ORDER 
THAT THE PIECES NAY IE EXECUTED WITH MORE IPIRIT·AND TAITE, I HAVE 
INDICATED A TABLE Of ORNAMENTS• 
LET THIS UNDIRTAKINC Of MINE FARE AS IT WILL, 
ALNAYI REM~MIEREO THAT I HAVE IOUCHT NOT TO DAZZLE, 
FARE MI:LL .6 
• IE If 
BUT TO lEAVE. 
VUDUUR KUFERT, "ZUR ENTWICICELUNGSCISCHICHTE OER SONATENFORM," ABCHiy .Eli! JSuW-
MISSCNICHAft, VII (1925), P, 136. 
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GOTTbl£8 HUFFAT, Jlt• £.Ll•• P. II. 
NOT LONG AFTER THE YERSETLS WERE PUBLISHED, GOTTLIEB HUFFAT WAS ENTRUSTED WITH 
THE INSTRUCTION OF THE ROYAL CHILDREN IN CLAVIER, A SERVICE UNDERTAKEN APPARENTLY WITH-
OUT ADDITIONAL SALARY. SINCE HIS NEEDS FOR TEACHING MATERIAL WOULD INCREASE, IN THIS 
WORK MAY BE SEEN AN IMPETUS FOR THE COMPOSITION OF ADDITIONAL SUITES, FROM WHICH A 
SELECTION WOULD LATER APPEAR UNDER THE TITLE, COMPONIMENTI MusiCALI ~ ~ CEMBALO. 
IN THESE BUSY YEARS HE WAS JOINED AT COURT BY JOHANN ERNST MUHAT 1 THE ELDER BROTHER 
WHO HAD LOST HIS PLACE AS A HOFSCHOLAR IN 1711, AND NON IN 1729 WAS RETURNING TO THE 
ORCHESTRA, TO REMAIN THERE AI VIOLINIST UNTIL HIS DEATH.J 
IN A PETITION TO THE EMPEROR IN 17}}, fUX PRAISED GOTTLIEB'S EXCELLENT SERVICE 
AS ACCOMPANIST AT OPERAS AND CHAMBER PRODUCTIONS, AND REMI~DED HIS MAJESTY THAT FOR 
THE PAST SIX YEARS THE PRINCESS MARIA THERESA HAD BEEN RECEIVING CLAVIER INSTRUCTION 
GRATIS FROM THE INDUSTRIOUS SECOND ORGANIST. THESE REPRESENTATIONS RESULTED IN A 
COURT SCHOLARSHIP FOR JOSEPH MUFFAT 1 GOTTLIEB'S 12-YEAR-OLO SON.z BUT THE FATHER'S 
HOPE THAT HIS SON WOULD PROVE A WORTHY HEIR TO AN ARTISTIC HERITAGE WAS TO BE DEFEATED. 
WHILE PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION THE SET OF HARPSICHORD WORKS THAT WOULD PROMPTLY 
CAPTURE HANDEL'S INTEREST, GOTTLIEB HUFFAT HELD IN RESERVE, FOR A CONTINUATION OF HIS 
} 
PUBLICATIONS, "MANY COOO THINGS." '·ANO A CHACtNNE·INSCRiiED, 11 AUTH: Mu;FAT DIE 12-APPRIL 
17}}11 ~ IS EVIlENCE THAT HE CONTINUED TO ADD TO THIS ACCUMULATION, PERHAPS AS MUCH TO 
SATISFY HIS ARTISTIC ASPIRATIONS AS TO MEET HIS ACTUAL NEEDS IN TEACHING AND PERFORMING. 
HE SEEMS ALSO TO HAVE BEEN CONSIDERING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ARRANGEMENT OF HIS SETS OF 
VERSETLS, POSSIBLY WITH A VIEW TO ENHANCING THEIR VALUE IN PARTICULAR LITURGICAL USES.5 
WHEN THE SUITES FINALLY APPEARED, THEY BORE NO DATE. RESEARCH, HOWEVER, NAS FIXED THE 
TIME BETWEEN 0CTOIER 1 1738t AND JULY, 17}9,6 SHOWING THAT WITH THIS MASTERWORK GOTTLIEB 
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50 
TN£ lEATH Of 8roac REUTTER IN 11)8 AND THE RETIIIMENT Of J. 8. REINHARDT AS· 
FI1ST 018ANIIT IN 11\0 PLACII GOTTLIII MUFFAT IN THE SENIOR POSittOH.I ACCOUNT 
aooKs roa TN£ retLOWINI YEAR, 11\1, ••.- HIM IECEifiNC '"' RE8ULAR SALARY or raast 
Ol8ANI1Tt ,00 fLORINS A YIAR.z ALTHOUIH THIS II THE YEAR fROM WHICH (ITNIR DATEI 
80TTLIE1 1S PROMOTION, LATER ACCOUNTS INCORRECTLY ICPORT THIS CHANCE IN RANK AI 
1151.} At THE A8E Of 51, THIN, GOJTLIEI HUFFAT WAI IN THE HI&HEIT PLACE WHICH 
AN ORIANIST Of THE IMPERIAL CO~T COULD ATTAIN. THE MAIN IES,ONSIIILITY FOR 
ORlAN WORK IN THE INPlliAL CHAPEL WAS·NON Nil, AND HI COULD ENTRUST lOME Of THE 
CONTINUO TAilS IN OPCilATIC PROOUCTIONI TO HIS YOUNIER ASSISTANTS, }O•YI:AI-OLD 
MATHIAS IARL REINHARD AND 2)-YEAI-OLO WENZIL PUliH, WHO MAO I££N PROMOTID fROM 
tHE RANl or NOFICHOLAR tHE YEAR AFTER RrurTra•a erATH.- THERE was ALso ANTON 
KARL RICHTER, WHOSE DUBIOUS QUALIF~CATIONI HAY£ liEN PREYIOUILY MINTIONEo.5 
THE ITAFF APPARENTLY DID NOT PROVE TO II FULLY ADEQUATE, IlNCE TWO OLDER 0R8AN-
IITS, fRANZ RUSOFSKY AND ANTON WERNDLEt WHO WIRE PINIIONEO AIGUT THIS TINE, 
All llPOlTEI ACTIVE A8AIN A FEN YEARS LATER.' 
8otTLI£8 MUFFAT HAD NON ACHIEVED RECOGNITION AT A T~ME WHEN CHAN8IN8 TAITE 
THREATENED TO OUTSTRIP HIS STYLI N .. ICH, AL THOU8H INFLUI:NC£0 IY HII LONt EXPOSURE 
TO CALDARA, MEVIR LOll THE CONSERVATIVE 11ANP OF Hll MAlTER, JOHANN fU~. THE 
LATTER MUSICIAN, WHO HAD DONI 80 MUCH TO ADVANCE GOTTLIEB MUFFAT IN HIS CAREIR, 
MAD ONLY l£C£NTLT STEPPED DOWN FROM HIS LONe REI8N evil VIENN£11 MUSICAL LIFI, 
HAYIN8 RETIRED AI XAPELLMIIITIR, AT THE ACE OF 80, IN 11\0.1 WHILE MuffAT'S 
YOUMI£l CONTlHPOIARIEit WA81NSIIL, MONH, PLATTI AND OTHERS w.-K£0 TONAlD SONATA-
I lOcHILt .l.t•·W•• '• 13. 
2 lJ.1i., p. 12. 
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ALLECRO PA1TIERNSt GOTTLIEI STILL PllEFEUII THI FORMS PUCTICID IY fUX AND IT JOHANN 
SriAITIAN IACH. HIS S....INOR CHACONNI WAI IICNIO ON APRif.. 12, 113}_1 lUI CLAIUR 
IUITEI WERE FOI TH£ MOlT PAat CONPUTI:It AI ONE NAY .JUDCI FRON THI· COMPOIItl 1 S MINT 
OF A ,OISIIL£ SECOND VOLUNI FOR WHICH, HI WROTE IN THE PREFACE TO COMPONI ..... ll ~­
~!!! J! C!M!ftL0 1 TMIRE NAI NEARLY INOUIM FINIIHID MATERIAL ALREADY ON HAND.2 
8Ul ALTHOU8H HI NOW MAO IN MAIIIUaCliPl MOI'I UYHARO NWIC THAN H£ HAD A&.READY PRINT£01 
NO MOll PUILICATIONI APPIARID. TH£ TND HANIIOMI YOLVN£1 OF GOlTLt£1 11 ORC.N AMD NARP-
IICHORD MUIIC WIR£ 1 INDIEDt HICNLY UTIIMID AltO NUCN IOUQHl AFTIA.} But ONI NIID ONLY 
CALL TO MIND THE NATIONAL TRDUIL£1 AT TM£ DEATH OF CHARLII VI -- WIDIIPRIAD DIITRESI 
AND DIIOIDilt A MUCIR ARNY, THE TRUIUitY DIPLET£8, THI SUCC£181011 UNCERTAIN, VIENNA 
IHORT OF PROYIIIONI, IYIN Ill WINTAC£ CUT 0, IY FROST, ITS POPULACE RIOT'NC, FOR FOOD 
AND qUELUD IY TROOPS~ - TO REALIZE HOW UNFAYOIIAIU THE TINES NER£ FOR FURTNEit PUILI-
CATIONS. ACCORDINC TO AN EYEWITNESS REPORT, 
fYERYtHINC IN TNII COURT II IUNMINC INTO TN£ LAST CONFUSION 
AND RUIN, WHERE THIER£ ARE AS YIIIILI SIGNS OF ·rOLLY AND NA8MIII 
AI UEit WEA£ UtFLICTID UPON A PEOPLE WHOM HUliN II DITUNINID TO 
DESTROY, NO Llll IY DOMESTIC DIYIIIONS, THAN IY tHE NOR£ PUILIC 
CALANITI£1 OF-REPEATED OIFIATS, DIFINCILEISNtSS, POVERTY ANO PLACU£.5 
lfHETHII GOttLIEB MU,AT 1S CRUYIVITY CARillO ITlONCLY INTO Hll LATER YEARS Ol 
NOT, HI NEYER DEIERTED FOR tHI NIWIR TRIND rOLLONID IY THE CLASSIC CONPOI~ll 1 THE TIN-
OI:NCIII UPliiiNT£D 8Y J. S. 8ACH. HIS SURVIVIN4 NANUICRIPTI CONTAIN NO MOVEMENTS EX-
HlllTINO STRUCTURES NOW IICONINC rAMILIAR, IUCM AI THOll CREATED IY Nil CONTINPORARY 1 
GIOVANNI PLAtTt.6 
1 cr. A,IENDix, '• zso. .. 
2 DINKMALIR DIR TONKUNIT IN 0STEitRliCH, Ill, }, '• 10. 
} lOcHR, .!!•.£!!•• Pe Ill. 
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lNOPF, INC., .,1, '· U; HENRY OWICHT SIDCWICI, YIJNNA, .!.!!1 8lHRAPHY .9! ..4 
IYIONI £!!!• INDIONAPOLIS; BOiti-MIRRILL Co., 19}9, P. 108. 
5 WILLIAM Coxt, HIStORY!! 1!! ~ !f AUITRtA, }RD ED., LONDON: HINIY ;. IOHN, 
ISIJ, VOL. Ill, '• 225. 
6 &aovANNI IATTISTA PLAtta, ZwoLr SottaTtN FuR CrNIALO 0011 lL&YitR, ro. eY LDTHAR 
ltorrMANN-fRIRIECHt, LEIPZIG: IRtiTKOPF l HiRTILt 195~. Cr. IXANPLI, PP. 120-12}. 
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ALTHOU$H DURING THE REMAINDU OF SOULIEI MUfFAT 11 ACTIVE YUU, INCRUS-
INC NATIONAL DIFFICULTIES CAUSED A MARIIO DICLIIICE OF THE lllf- Jill bMIIlMWfl, 
UPON Hll RETIREMENT IN 176} HI RECEIVED THI USUAL PENSION.! IHIS "WILL-tARNED 
Lf:IIUR£,"2 SO UNLII£ GEORG MUFFAT 11 IUIY IUT TRACIICALLY CUT OFF LAST YIARS, CON-
TINUEO THROUGH THE IECAIE, WHICH IN THE D£Y£LOPINC STYL£ Of JOSEPH HAYDN AT THE 
[STERHAZY ESTATI IROUCMT A FURTHER APPROACH TO THAT MUSICAL CLASSICISM OF WHICH 
GOTTLIE111 YOUNCIR COLLUCIUII W(RI FORERUNitERI. WHEN THE IMPUU£1 Of .l1U!!I J11D 
~ WIRE RISING TO PROMINENCE, lEATH TERMINATIDt ON DECEMBER 10, 1110, THE DIS-
TINCUIIHED BUT RELATIVELY TRANQUIL HISTORY Of SOTTLIIB MUFFAT.} Hll lf:COND ION, 
JOHANN kARL, HAVING DIED AS A YOUNC PRIEST THREE YEARS IE¥0REt 60TTLI(I WAS SuR-
~ VIIED 1Y HIS WIDOW, MulA ROSALIA, WHO LIVED ELEVEN TEARS MORE. 
UNLIKE JOHANN SEIASTIAN BACH, IOTTLI£1 MufFAT LIFT NO IONI TO TAlE PART 
IN" THE MUSICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF THE HEW CENIRATION. 
I IOcMI[L' •• .&.11·. p. 82. 
2 WERRA, .If· W•t P. ''· } AJ!£ • .w. 
IJ cr. '• •z. 
GHAPT£R THR££: GOTTLIEB KUffAT'S CONTEMPORARIES AND THEJR 
ARTISTIC INFLUENCES ON HIS WORK 
HAYIN' IUQCCITEI, IN THE PRCCEOINA CHAPTER, THE PlRSONAL AND PROFlSSIONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWIEN GOTTLIII MUFfAT AND TWO INFLUENTIAL FIIURES IN HIS LIFE, 
GlORI MUFFAT AND JOHANN fUX, WE MUST NOW LOOK fOR CONTACTS ANO lXCNANQ£$ BETWEEN 
THE YOUNGER MUFFAT AND Hll CONTIMPORARIES. 
But HOW II ONE MUSICIAN TO IE ~UDCEO CONTEMPORARY WITH ANOTHER? THE qUES-
TION II NOT AS SIMPLE AI IT MICHT SEEM. •• THE CRITERION MERELY MEMtERSHIP IN THE 
lAME GENERATION, AIVINQ OR TAKING A FEW YURt? 01 MAY THE TERN EMBRACE ALL WHO AU 
ACTIVE IN A PARTICULAR fiELD AT THE SAME TIME? IN CONSIDERINC THE MUSICAL PROILlMS 
ONE MUST EITHER EMPLOY THE TERM QUITE fLEXIBLY OR SPEAK Of PREDECESSORS AND SUC-
CESSORS WHO, NEVERTHELESS, FLOURISHED FOR CONSIDEIAILEt OVERLAPPING PERIODS OF 
TIME. THE FORMER SOLUTION WILL PERHAPS IERYI BITTER IN DIALING WITH GOTTLIEB MuF-
FATt A JANUS-LIKE FICURE ROOTED FIRMLY IN THE PAST BUT ALSO IN SOME WAYS POINTING 
IN THE NEW STYLISTIC OIRJCTION Of THE rUTURE. fH£ INQUIRY INVOLVES MUSICIANS FROM 
J. I. fERDINAND fiSCHER (cA. 1''5-IJ\') tO 8EOR8 MATTHIAS MONN (IJIT-IJ5G) ANO 
GEORC CHRISTOPH WA8£NSEIL (1715-1777). 
NOt MUCH H!Lft• UfllfOITUNATELYt CAN 8£ IXftlCHD FROM IIOQUPHICAL DATA. THERE 
IS, Of COURSE 1 INTERNAL EVIDENCE TO IE EXAMINED, IUT ONE MUST NOT FORCET THAT RES£~ 
ILANCEI IM THE WORK OF DIFFERENT AUTHORS 00 NOT ALWAYS IMPLY DIRECT EXCHAN8E 1 BECAUSE 
SIMILAR SOLUTIONS MAY II iREACHEO INOEPEN.ENTLY. AND THERE IS DEFINITE EVIDENCE 
FOR GOTTLIC1 1S ACQUAINTANCE WITH TN£ WORl Of CERTAIN OTHER CONPOIERI. WHILE NOT 
~NOU8H MANUSCRIPTS HAVE BEEN REC!tVED TO PROVE HIM ~ DILIGENT A COftiER Df ICORIS AS 
HIS SLICHTLY DLO!R CONTEMPORARY,. J. $. iACHt GOTTLIEi MufFAT 11 INTEREST RAN8EO fROM 
HIS TEACHERS, GEORQ MUFFAl AND J•HANN fux, TO MEN WHOSE PATHS NEVER CROSSED HIS ONN: 
IEILt fROIERIERt ANO J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER. £VIDENCE Of THIS 18 OfFEREB IY THE 
WORKS Of THESE COMPOSERS FOUND IN MANUSCRIPTS SUftPOSIOLY COPIED 1Y GOTTLIU MWFAT. 
A VOLUME or fAOIEACER 11 TOCCATAS, Ms. ,712 IN THE WEITOEUTICHE BIBLIOTHEl 
AT HARIURG (ORIGIN~LLY IN THE PREUSSISCHEN STAATSIIILIOTHElr BERLIN) CARIIEI ON 
ITS TITLE-PACE THE FOLLOWING NOTATION: 
THE CONTENTS OF THIS VOLUME WIRE TRANSCRIBED FROM SIX AND 
EIQHT LINES TO FIVE ANO fiVE LINCI, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PRESENT-
DAY Ul£ 1 IY THE IMPEIIAL COURT ORCANIIT GOTTLIEB HuFFAT.I 
IN THE OSTERII&CHIICHE NATIONALIIILIOTMEl AT VIENNA, Ms. 18685, ALSO FIOM HuFFAT 11 
PEN, CONTAINS CLAVIER PIECES IY GEORC HurrAT, J. K. KERL, AND JOHANN fux. Ms. 116,1, 
IN THE lAME LIIRAR~CONTAINI ALONC WITM lOME Of GOTTLIEI'S OWN COMPOSITIONS, A CROUP 
Of PRELUDES AND FUCUES fROM J. &. f. fiiCHER'S ARIAQI' HUSICA. 
But MOTtliNG IV HANDEL, DDMEMICO SCARLATTI', OR J. S. 8ACM MAS I£EN fOU.D 
IN COPUS IV GOTTLI£8 HUffAT. AOUR, NIVERTHELI8St IELIU£0 TMAT GOTTLIU WAS 
FAMILIAR WITH THE HARPSICHORD _.IC OF PURUI.L THAT UlAN TO ~"EAR fit EN81.AN() 
JUIT lEfOR£ THE TURN OF THE CENTURY.z BUT WHETMIR THIS MUSIC QUICKLY fOUND ITS 
WAY TO VIENNA AND TO THE MUSIC RACK Of HUffAT 1S INSTIUMENT, IS LESS CERTAIN THAN 
THE PROMPT fLOW OF MUSIC IN TN£ OPPOSITE DIRECTION, IIUNGINQ. HUUAT 1S J:OMPOIIMEITI 
HutiCALI ~ l1 CEMIAL0 1 WHICH ENJOYED A WIDE DIITRIBUTION, 3 TO HANDEL 11 ATTENTION. 
THIS COLLECTION IECAN£ fOR NIM A T'EASURE TROVE OF IDEAl FOR HIS LAlit CHORAL 
WORll.- TNt INTlRESTINI ANI EXCELLENT USE MADE or THESE IORROWINCI HAS BEEN 
DESCIIIED ELSEWHER£.5 
GotTLIEB ftuFfAT APPARENTLY OlD NOT KNOW THE NOll Or DOMENICO SCARLATTI. 
MOST or MUffAT 1S CLAVIER MUSic, CERTAINLY HIJ MASTERWORKS IN THE CoMeQNIMENTI 
MUJICALI, HAD IEEN WRITTEN WELL lEfOR£ SCARLATTI's SONATAS, WHICH IIIAN TO APPEAR 
AIOUT 173,,' COULD HAVE COME TO HIS ATTENTION. 
Gutoo 6DI.U 1 INTRODUCTION TO JOHANN JAKOI fROIUG£1 11 .Qdn- JUlQ Cuyauwnu, I, 
DENlMALER OER TONKUNST IN OiTERREtCH, tv, I, VIENNA: 6TARIA & Co., 1.,7, P. 120. 
2 ADLER, INTRODUCTION TO GOTTLIEB MUrfAT'S COMPONIMENII MusiCALI PIR ~ C!MIALO, 
DENKMALER D!R TONKUNST IN ~STERREICH 1 Ill,}; P. XI. 
3 JJlLR., r. XXII. 
ft J.I..1Jl., P. XI. 
5 SEOUY hTLOR, .1!!1 INQ[IUONISI Jtt HANDCL .l.Q jg&U .ll jU!l{! COMPOJERI, CAMIRIOQE: 
UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1'06. 
' KIRKPATRICK, Rl• ~., P. 12,. 
IN DIICUIIIONI OF GOTTLIEI'S CONTEMPORARIES THE NAME MOST fREQUENTLY MEN-
TIONED IS THAT OF JOHANN SEIAITIAN 8ACH. IUT IT II STILL A MATTER Of CON~ECTURE 
WHETHER HIS CLAJIIRUIINI, 1Ail ~~ OIAECTLY INfLUENCED MUffAT 1S CQMPQMINENTI 
I MUIICALI, THE SIMILAR PLAN OF WHICH IS DESCRIIEI IN A LATER CHAPTER. ADLER WAS 
2 UNNILLING TO AllERT A DIRECT INfLUENCE ON THE lAIII Of INTERNAL EVIDENCE ALONE. 
SEiffERT IERIIUILY OOUITED THAT MuffAT WAS fAMILIAl WITH 8ACM 11 COLLECTION, AND 
IELIEVEO THAT DESPITE THE MANY POINTS OF SIMILARITY THERE HAO liEN NO DIRECT IN-
FLUINCE. OTHERWISE, THE EXAMPLE OF BACH'S TREATNINt WOULD, SEIFFERT IELIEVEO, 
HAVE LEFT WIRY OIVIOUS NARIS IN GOTTLIEI 1 $ WORK.} W.ILE THIS VIEW NAY IE CORRECT, 
SUFFERT 1S OPINION WAI IAIIO ON A FAULTY CHRONOLOGY WHICM OATID THE CUWURUIUNG 
AT If},, NOT FROM IJ26 TG 17}1, AI NOW DE1ERNINIO.- fAVORING SEirFERT 11 RIAION-
INC, ON THE OTHER HAND, IS THE fACT THAT INDIVIOUAL fEATURES Of THE COMPOSITIONS 
IN COMPONINJNTI MytiCALI l1! ~ CINIALO ARE OFTEN TRACCAILE TO THE INfLUENCE Of 
GEORG MuffAT AND JOHANN fUX, RATHER THAN TO J. S. 8ACH. fOR IXAMPLEt THE LAR~I 
SECTIONAL INTRODUCTORY MOVEMENTS COULD HAVE liEN MODELED ON SIMILAR STRUCTURES 
EMPLOYED IT IIEORCI HuH AT IN HIS IALUT lUI! IS. A fRENCH OVERTURE OPINI THE fUST 
Of TWO SUITfl IY JOHANN fUX WHICH GOTTLIEB COPIID IN THE AIOVE-MENTION£0 Ms. 1"85.5 
ONE MUST, INDEED, LOOK SHARPLY TD DISTINCIUIIH GOTTLI18 1S PIECES IN THIS VOLUME 
FROM THOSE Of fUX. BUT THERE ~AI DIPfiRENCEs: fUX 1S CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT OF 
THE fRENCH OVIRTURI YIELDS, WITH MUFPATt TO RADICAL MOOifiCATIONI RESULTINS IN 
NYIRIO FORMS WITH WHICH THE COMPOSlR LIIID TO EXPERIMENT. IN THII HI WAS FOLLONINCI 
A COUll£ PARALLEL TO THAT OF J. S. BACH, WHOlE INNOVATIONS IN THE FORM OF l~tlo-
I Cf • CHAP. S I X, P. n • 
2 ADLER, Jlt• SJ.l•t P. x. 
} SrlrFERT, ~· ~ •• '· }18. 
~ GEiliNCIU, .At· lll·· '· zn. 
5 CF. P. 18\. 
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ONE CAN ALIO FIND IN HUFFAT A SOMEWHAT fULLER IX,LOITATICN OF THE EXTREME IAII 
RECIITIR Of THE INSTRUMENT, AND A MOl£ ARTISTICALLY STYLIZED KEYBOARD TEXTURE, 
EVEN IN SUCH NEWER DANCES AI THE MINUET. 
AMONG GOTTLI&I MUffAT 1 1 YOUN8£R CONTE"'ORARIEI MUST IE MENTIONED GEORG 
CHRIITO,H WAGENSEIL, WN0 1 A YEAR OR TWO lEPORE GOTTLI18 HUFFAT'S PROMOTION TO 
THE RANK OF fiRST ORIANI,T, AP,EARS fiFTH IN SENIORITY AMONC THE COM,OIERI OF 
THE~-~ IAMMERMUJICJ. 2 IN 11,2 1 A YEAR lEFOR£ MUFFAT 1S RETIREMENT, HE AD• 
VANCED TO THE fiRST ,LACE.} WACENSEIL 1 IELONCI-C IY SIRTH TO A LATER IEHIRATION, 
fLOURtiHED DURING THE YEARS Of HUFfAT 1S MATURITY. HIS IYM,MONif1 1 WITH THEIR 
STRIKING fEATURES OF SONATA•ALLECRO 'ATTERN AND TECHNiqUE, WERE TAKING SMA,£ 
DURING THE DECADE INMEDIATILY AfTER WHAT WAS ,RESUMAILY HUffAT 1S MOlT ACTIVE 
AND PROOUCTIWE 'ERIOD AS A COM,OIER! THE SYMPHONIES OF MONN, L1KEW&SE WRITTEN 
5 
DURING THE IT'O'S, ALSO ILAZID NEW TRAILS WHICH GOTTLIII MUFfAT SEEMS NOT TO 
NAVE FOLLOWED. THESE YOUNCIR MEN ACTVALLY RE,RESENT, IN POINT Of TIM£ 1 THE 
THIRD GENERATION fROM fux, WHO HAD WRITTIN NOT ONLY IUIT£1 IUT THE OLD TYPE 
Of CHURCH SONATA.' GOTTLIEB MuffAT, IN THE NEXT GENERATION, DROPPED THE CHURCH 
IONATAt SPECIALIZING IN THE SUITE. TNt IENERATION Of THE PRE-cLASSICS, IN TURN, 
GRADUALLY AIANDONED THE SUIT£ IN ,REFERENCE FOR THE EMERGING SONATA-ALLEGRO 
fORM. IT II 'IRHAPS NOT WITHOUT SIGNIFICANCE THAT THE ONLY lNOMN ENIEMILI 





GtiRINGIR 1 Rf• £ll•t PP. 275, 276. 
lOCHELt Rf• ~., P. 13 
late., P. 88. 
WILHELM FISCHER, INTROOUCTICN TO WilNER INSTRUMENTALMUfll ~ jJ JAHIMUMDIBI, PT. 2, 
0ENKMALER DER TONKUNIT IN OSTERREICH, XIX, 2, VIENNA! ATARIA & Co., 1912, 
P. x1x. 
5 ..lli.Jl., P. XVIII. 
6 JOHANN fux, ~ LYa IASI&NINatBUM£ftl'• DENKMALEB DEB TONlUNIT IN OSTERREICM, voL. 
85, EO. BY £RICH SCHENCK, YIENNA:STERBEICHISCHER 8UNDESYIRLAO, 19-1, SONATA IV, 
'· 10. Cr. SC:NEIICK'S INTRODUCTION, P. XII. 
1 £1TNtR 1 ~. £ll•t VOL. VII, P. 118, MENTIONS A MANUSCRIPT SQNAIA PASTORALC fOR TWO 
VIOLINS AND VIOLONCELLO. 
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ALSO IILfllllliH TO THE THUD llEiltfRATION II CAlL PHILIP I:MMANUIL IACH, WHOSE 
EAaLY CLAVIIR SONATAS MADE 10 STRONQ AN I"'R!SSION ON THE YOUNQ HAYDN.& ONE CAN 
, , , 2 
EASILY BELIEVE, UPON HEARI•Q 80TTLI11 11 "LEI fENIEEI OESOLES," THAT HE, TOO, WOULD 
HAft IUN DEEPLY IMPAESIID IY iMMANUIL'S SONATAS. BUT THE CMRONOLOC&CM. IMPOSSIIIL&TY 
RULES OUT ANY TRANSfER HERE. NOR IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT JOSEPH HAYDN KNEW THE 
CLAVIER MUIIC Of 80TTLIII MUffAT. ALTNOUCH, AI ·A CHOIRBOY, HAYDN MAW NA.E LISTENED 
TO MUFFAT'S ORGAN MUSIC AT THE CATHEDRAL ON THI ClEAT fEASTS, WHEN CATHEDRAL AND CHAPEL 
JOINED MUSICAL fORCES, AND MAY PERHAPS HAVE HEARD HIS RENDITION Of THE. lASlO CONTIMUO 
DURIIU: OPERATIC PRODUCTIONS, THE ONLY COMPOSI-TIONS Of MUfFAT THAT ARE LIWILY TO HUE 
liEN UIEO ON SUCH OCCASIONS AlE THE OAQAN TOCCATAS, YEASETLS, FUQU£1 1 ETC. lT DOES 
NOT SEEM LIKELY THAT NAYDN HEARD GOTTLI18 1& CLAVIER PIECES, WHICH FIQUR£0 IN PRIVATE 
CONCERTS AND OTHER OCCASIONS WITHIN THE lOYAL HOUSEHOLD.} ONE MAY CONCLUDE, THEREFOR£, 
THAT If JOIEPM HAYDN HAD ANY CONTACT AT ALL WITH GOTTLIEB'S WORK, IT WAS WITH ITS MOST 
COMSEitUllt£ IIOE. 
THAT MUffAT'S ORGAN COMPOSITIONS HAYI, INOEEO, AN ESSENTIALLY CONSERVATIVE 
ORIENTATION, IS SHOWN IY TNI EAIE MI1H WHICH CERTAIN MIIITATIMINTI CONCERNING UNSIINED 
COMPOSITIONS, AND UIVOLVIMQ THE NAMIS OF MUFFAl, J. K. fllOINANO fiiCHE:A, AND EVI:H 
GIROLAMO fl£1COIALDI, HAY£ IEEN MADE, ACCEPTED, AND HANOEO DONN. THE EXCERPTS FROM 
FISCHER'S ARIADNE MUIICA >TKA1 GOTTLIII COPIED INTO THE AIOYI:•MENTIONEO IIWIUSCitiPT No. 
11&91 ALONQ WITH A FEW OF HIS OWN TOCCATAS ANO YERSITLI, ARI NOT IDENTifiED AS SUCH IN 
MUFFAT 1S COPY. APPARENTLY UNfAMILIAR HITH THE fiSCHER PIECES, INOLL DISCUSSED THEM AT 
SOME LENITH AS COMPOSITIONS OF GOTTLIEI MUFfAT, ALTHOUGH THEY HAD IEEN DEICRIIED IN SOME 
DETAIL IY SEifFERT IN GISCHICHTI !!! ILAVIIRMUIII, A WORK KNOLL CITED IN HIS DIIIIRTA-
TION.5 PERHAPS THE SIMPLICITY AND THE TERSENESS Of THESE CHARMING MINIATURES WERE 
IAlL &IIRINCER, HAYDN,! CAEATtVE 1J!!J! ~~NEW YORI: W. W. NORTON, .,_,, 
PP. ,0, ''· 2 CF. APPENDIX, P. }~9. 
} Cf. P. U. 
' KNOLL, OP. CIT., P. '· 
5 _!m., ;;. 58-60. 
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REIPONIIILE FOR THIIA READY ACCEPtANCE AI GOTTLIII MuffAT 1S WORK, EVEN WITH TMI RISER-
VATION THAT THEY MUST II REIARDID AS "tHE WEAKEST PIECES TO II fOUND AMONG MUffAT 1S 
I 
COMPOSITIONS." THE MISTAKE UNDERICOREI THE AffiNITY Of MUffAT 18 ORlAN ITYLI WitH 
THAt Of HIS BAVARIAN PREDECESSOR. 
NOR NAI lNOLL THE ONLY ONE LED INTO ERROR BY Ms. 186,1. IN A MUCH LAT£R STUDY, 
ONE READS: 
Of tHE RECEIVED MANUSCRIPT NORKS 1 tHE TMtLYt SHORt PRELUDES 
CONTAINED IN VIENNA 116,1, IY OIICLAIMIN8 INDJPENDINT IIINifiCANCI, 
APPROACH THE TOCCATAS Of TM[ 1726 COLLECTION. 
THAT TMll REFERENCE TO "ntELft ... OttT PRCLUDU" PERTAINS TO THE .UMMUID fiSCHER PIECES 
fOLLOWS fROM-TMt FACT THAT THI MANUSCRIPT CONTAINS ONLY TWO PRELUDES IY MUffAT NOT 
- DUPLICATIO IN OTHER IOURCEie EACH Of THill PRILUDEI INTRODUCES A CLAVIER SUIT£.5 
.OTMER MINIATURES IN THE lANE NANUICRIPT ARE EICHT (NOt tWELVE) TOCCATA$, COPIED, VltM 
· MOlT OF THEIR CORRUPONOINC Y£RIETLI, .. FROM TN£ 1126 COLLECTION TO VHICN fROTICHtR 
REFERRED. 
THERE II MUCH LEIS EXCUSE fOR TME COMMON NIITAII Of ATTRIIUTINI TNRIE Of 
80TTLIEI NuffAT 1S fUCUII TO fRESCOIALDI. THII ERROR APPARENTLY COEI lAC• TO MultO 
CUMUli, WHO, WITHOUT STAT INa Mil IOUR~I, PUBLISHED THE fUCUES IN HIS SE;U:CTIII Jlf 
PRACTICAL HARMONY AI WORII Of fRIICOIALDI.• ALTHOUCH THIS IDINTIFICATION WAI LATER 
REJECTED ON STYLISTIC CROUtiOI IY APIL5 AI WELL AI 1Y IU.OfUR,, THE G-MINOR fU8UI 
.~ 
ALTNOUCH lNOLL CONSIDIRED 
••••. ' '· 5'. ' 
2 fiOTaCHER, OP. CIT., Pe 53,. 
3 CF. APPENDIX: ,p:-25\, 271. 
\ Muz 10 CLEMENTI, CU .. ENTI '.! SEUCTI ON ,!! PUC: TICAL HARMONY!!! THI ,!!!!! .!! .!.!.6f!! 
!!!!!• LONOON! CLEMENTI, 8ANIIR, HYDI, COLLARD & DAVII, [1105~ VOL. II, P. 1)8. 
5 APEL, .!!• ill•• Pe "· 
' MANFRED BUIOPZ Ell, ~ J.! .!!!! lAROQUE ERA, NEW YOU: W • W • NORfON, .,.7 t P •• , , N. 
1 NORMAN HtNNEfiELOt ED., HASTERPIIC£1 J!~ ~'fOLIO NO.2,, NEW YOlK: TH£ 
LITURGICAL MUSIC PRESS, INC., .,,5. 
THE THIRD Of THESE FUCUES, A LONG, SECTIONAL WORK ON THE PRINCIPLE OF THE YARIATION 
CANZONA, TO IE POSSIBLY THE WORK OF fROIERC[R,,RtED!L IN A NEW EDITION ACKNOWLEDGES 
ITI AUTH£NTICITY.l 
IT IS EVIDENT FROM ALL THESE CONSIDERATIONS THAT HARDLY ANY NOTABLE INFLu-
INC£& fROM COMPOSERS OF HIS OWN GENERATION CAN IE FOUND IN THE REC!IYEO WORKS OF 
GOTTLIEB HufFAT. 
As TO THE INFLUENCE OF GOTTLIEI MUFFAT ON OTHER COMPOSERS, THE lEST KNOWN 
INSTANCE II, SIGNifiCANTLY, THAT OF HANDEL, WHOSE INTEREST IN MUFFAT IS AI STRIK-
lNG AI THAT Of HAYDN IN THE MUSIC OF EMMANUEL BACH. THE MANY BORROWINGS IY THE 
OLDER COMPOSER ARE A lURE INDICATION OF THE CONGENIALITY OF HUFFAT 11 MUIICAL 
THOUGHT WITH THAT OF HANDEL. 
8UT GOTTLIEB MUFFAT'S LINKS WITH HIS IMMEDIATE PREDECESSORS ARE OIVIOUI. 
HIS DEPENDENCE ON J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER IN HIS MINIATURES, AND ON JOHANN fUX 
AND GEORG MUFFAT IN HIS LARGER fORMS, IS ESPECIALLY NOTEWORTHY. HIS TREATMENT OF 
ORNAMENTATION, WHILE A BIT LESS PROFUSE, LIES SQUARELY IN THE TRADITION STEMMING 
FROM COUPERIN, AND II EXACTLY WHAT ONE EXPECTS TO FINO IN A PUPIL OF GEORG MUF-
FAT AND A FOLLOWER OF J. l. fERDINAND fiSCHER. 
fROM THE EVIDENCE NOW AVAILABLE ONE MUST CONCLUO~, THEREFORE, THAT SUCH 
OI.ECT INFLUENCES AS GOTTLIEB MUffAT MAY HAVE RECEIVED fROM MUSICIANS Of HIS OWN 
GENERATION ARE INSIGNIFICANT IN COMPARISON WITH INfLUENCEI FROM SUCH OLDER COM-
POSERS AI J. k. fERDINAND fiSCHER, SEORQ MUFFAT, AND JOHANN fUX. 
GOTTLIEB MUfFAT, TOCCATA,~~ CAPRICCIO, ED. 8Y fRIEDRICH WILHELM RIEDEL, 
LIPPITADT: KISTNER I SIEGEL & Co., l~58. 
CHAPHR fOUR: GOT11.1E8 MUffAT'S CLAVIER SUITES AS TREAHO 
IN PREVIOUS CRITICAL DISCUSSION 
'0 
THE PRIIICarAL OISTACU TO A DIFUII.TIIt ITUOY or 60TTUfl MUFFAT'S WOU: IS, 
PUMAPS, THE IUTI OF THE SDURCU, IITAIU CONCUNINO WHICH WILL II FOUND IN THE NEXT 
CHAPTER. BUT WHEN THE RELIABLE CATALII OF MIS COMPOSITIONS THAT ONE HOPEI TO SEE IN 
THE NEAR fUTUaE HAS BEEN EITAILIIMED, ADEQUATE CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF MIS ENTIRE WORI 
CAN IE EXPECTED TO FOLLOW. 
THERE IS STILL IN MANUSCaiPT A CONSIDERAIL£ QUANTITY or ORCAN MUIIC THAT HAS, 
UP TO NOH, RECEIVED LITTLE STUDY. As TO THE HARPSICHORD NORIS, TMIRE HAVE IEEN NO DIS-
CUISIONS THAT COVIA IN A COMPRENENIIVI WAY ALL THAT IS FOUND IOTN 1111 RECEIVED MANUSCRIPTS 
AND IN THE COMPONIMEIII Mua&CALI .tU ..U. §IMtLt. THE MOST IATISFACT4MtY SUMMARY ACCOUNT 
OF TICE CLAY I [It MUSIC IS NOIII QUIT£ OLD .I THE BEST COMPRIHENII \'E STYLI" Tit ANALVS IS IS 
STILL THAT or AlLER, WHO, MOWEVtR, LIMIT£0 HIS EXCELLENT STUOY TO THE SEVEN COMPOSITIONS 
THAT HE EOITED FOR THE "osnRRUCHISCHER DENKM1U:,R IN 1a,5.2 THE SCOPE OF Mil TRUY,IlNT 
IS WILL DEICitiiED IY T"l TITLE UNDER WHICH N£ PUBLISHED THE SAME .DISCUSS ION IN AN 
ItALIAN PERIODICAL: 
I COMPONIMENTI MUSICALI PElt IL CEMBALO OE TEOFILO MUFFAT I IL 
POST! CNE ESSI OCCUPANO NELLA StORIA DELLA· SuiTE PER IL PIANOFORT£.} 
0RLY PAISINC RlfEIENCES WIRE MADE TO THE MANUSCRIPT WORKS, IMPLYI~8 TMAT ALTHOUGH 
THESE SMnNED 80TH OIVfRG:ENCitS UOMo ; .. p IIIIILARlTUI Of IRACtiCI,.to, TMI.fAitt1111Jt1&;, 
!_!'!I fALl W. !Jt £'"BALCh .JH[RE .IIIEU "CUli[AJ,,I)ISCRCUIIJCl.ES (N .UtflliAL ITYt.£. 
AOLER'S ITILL TIMELY OBSERVATIONS SEEM 10 HAVE BECOME A~~ TO LATIR 
WRITUS, WHOlE IUMARY ACCOUNTS OFTEN UFUCT HIS CONCLUSIONS.\ SucH INDEPENDENT 
CF. P. 1,, N. I; THE NINE ;AlES SEiffERT DEVOTES TO GOTTLIEB MufFAT CONTAIN MUCH 
THAT IS STILL Of VALUE. 
2 cr. ADLER's EICHTEEN PAGEs Of INtRoouctiON, DENKMALtR DtR TONKUHST IN OstERREICH, 
111, }, PP. v-xxtl~ 
} RIVISTA MUSICALE ITALIANA, Ill (1..,6) 1 P. I. 
\ L lEIS , !! • .£!!. , PP • I I\ -I 16 • 
AND DISCERNING BRIEF COMMENT AS MILLERS COMPRESSES INTO LEIS THAN THREE PAGES OF 
I 
TEXT lS RARELY ENCOUNTERED, 
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REJECTING SPITTA 1S OPINION THAT fHE LAST IREAT COMPOSER OF CLAVIER SUITES 
WAS JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, 2 ADLER SAW THE WORK OF GOTTLIEB MUFFAT AS TNE LOGICAL 
AND WORTHY SEQUEL TO THAT OF BACH, AND AS THE CLOSING CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF 
THE CLAVIER SUITE.} WHI~£ GRANTING TNAT AS TO COMPACTNESS OF EXPRESSIVE MEANS 
BACH IS SUPERIOR TO MUFF AT, ADLER CONSIDERED THE LI'QHTER HANDLING OF HOMOPHONY 
IN GOTTLIE1 1S MUSIC AN ESTIMABLE FEATURE. ADMITTING THAT EMMANUEL BACH BROADENED 
AND CONSIDIRAILY BEAUTIFIED MUFFAT 1S GALANT STYLE, ADLER HELD THAT GOTTLIEB'S 
SUITES I~AUQURATED A NEW PERIOD OF CLAVIER HISTORY IY SUPPLYING A TRANSITION TO 
TRUE SONATA COMPOSITION, SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS BY WAY OF TECHNICAL TREATMENT 
AND GROWTH IN EXPRESSIVE CHARACTER WERE POINTED OUT. But HE ALSO STRESSED THE 
DESIRAIILITY OF FURTHER INVESTI~ATION OF THE CQMPONIM£NII MUIICA~I ALONG SPECIFIC 
LINES -- A CHALLENGE LATER TAKEN UP BY HEINRICH JOHANN KNOLL, WHO TOOK FOR HIS 
MATERIAL, HOWEVER, ALL OF THE RECEIVED WORKS OF HUFFAT. As THE ONLY AMIITIOUS 
STUDY OF GOTTLIEI MUFFAT 1S MUSIC TO FOLLOW ADLER'S SUBSTANTIAL BEGINNING, KNOLL'S 
WORK DESERVES ATTENTION. THE AIM OF HIS STUDY, AS EXPRESSED IN THE INTRODUCTION 
TO THE DISSERTATION, WAS TO SET FORTH, 
ON THE BASIS OF AN ANALVSIS,AS RIGOROUS AS PRACTICAILEr OF THE 
COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUE OF TN£ MASTER, THE RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
HIS PREDECESSORS, CONTEMPORARIES ANf FOLLOWERS, AND THUS.TO 
ILLUMINATE HIS HISTORICAL POSITION. . 
THE AUTHOR PROPOSED TO SHOW, IN PARTICULAR, 11 HOW FAR MUFF AT 1S SUITE GOES BEYOND THAT 
OF JOHANN SEIASTIAN BACH AND HELPS TO PREPARE HAYDN 1S SONATA FORM AND MELODIC TECH-
NIQUE • u5 
I MILLERS, .Q.t • .ul•r PP. 282-2 •• 
2 PHILIPP SPITTA, JQUAHN SIIASIIAN ~. T-ANS. IY CLARA BELL AND J. A. fULLER-MAITLAND, 
LONDON; NOVELLO & Co., LTD., 1951, VOL. Ill, P. 16-. 
J ADLER, ll£• .ul•, P. XX I. 
~ KN"dLL I .Qt. £.1.1.. p. -. 
5 .!IJ.a., P. 5. 
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KNOLL ANALYZED AND CLASSIFIED ALL THE BINARY DANCE MOVEMENTS WITH RESPECT 
TO MODULATORY STRUCTURE, IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE THE FOLLOWINI CONCLUSION: "THE 
MAJORITY Of THE HUFFAT SUITE MOVEMENTS • EXHIBIT IN FULL DEVELOPMENT TNE HAR-
MONIC PERIODICITY OF TNE LATER SONATA MOVEMENTS."! 
ALtMOUIH THE ANALYTICAL RESULTS WERE TABULATED IN FULL, TME AU1MOR CAVE NO 
STATISTICAL SUMMATION OF THE DATA. TNE PRESENT WRITER, THEREFORE, WISNINI TO DETER-
MINE HOW STRONGLY THE CONCLUSION MIGHT HAVE BIEN SUBSTANTIATED, REPEATED THE ANALYTI-
CAL WORK IN DETAIL AND AUDITED THE RESULTS. WHAT THE PRESENT WillER HAD JUDGED TO 
IE MODULATORY EXAMPLES WERE FOUND TO REPRESENT ONLY A MINORITY INSTEAD OF THE MAJOR-
ITY CLAIMED IN THE CONCLUSION QUOTED ABOVE. It IICAMI EVIDENT THAT KNaLL MAO INCLUD-
ED IN THE CATIIORY OF "SONATA-TYPE'! MODULATION PATTERNS NOT ONLY MOVEMENTS CADENCING 
AT TNE DOUBLE IAR OF THE FIRST PART IN EITHER THE DOMINANT KEY OR THE RELATIVE MAJOR 
OR MINOR IEYS, IUT ALSO A LARGE NUMBER OF OTHER MOVEMENTS WHICH EXMIIITEO NO MODULA-
TION AT ALL DURINC THE FIRST PART, OTHER THAN WHAT A DOMINANT HALF CADENCE IN THE 
LAST MEASURE COULD SUGGEST. 
AS A FURTHER CHECK THE PRESENT WRITER, RETUlNINI TO KNOLL'S OWN CRITERION 
OF CLASSIFICATION, ANALYZED ALL Of THE CLAVIER SUITES OF JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, TD-
IETHER WITH SIMILARLY TREATED INSTRUMENTAL SUITES. AN AUOIT OF THESE RESULTS SHOWED 
A SUBSTANTIALLY LARIER MAJORITY OF "ADVANCED" MODULATORY STRUCTURES IN BACH THAN 
IN GOTTLIEB HUF,AT, A 'INDINQ MARKEDLY AT YARIANCI WITH.THE CONCLUSIONS lNOLL HAD 
THOUIHT TO DEMONSTRATE. But THE PRESENT WRITER ALSO DISCOVERED THAT HUFFAT HAD A 
LARCIR PROPORTION OF DEFINITELY MODULATORY STRUCTURES, WHILE BACH HAD A LARCIR PRo-
PORTION OF QUITE NONMODULATORY MOVEMENTS THAT CADENCED ON THE TONIC AT THE FIRST 
DOUBLE BAR. It WAS EVIOINT THAT KNOLL HAD BEEN ON THE POINT 0' A PERHAPS SIGNIFI-
CANT DISCOVERY WHICH A REFINEMENT 0' HIS ANALYTICAL CRITERIA MICHl HAYI !NAILED HIM 
I JJLLR., P •. }l. 
,, 
TO DEMONSTRATE. LIKE OTHER WRITERS INTERESTED IN THE BEGINNINII Of CLAISICIIN. IM 
MUSIC, HE SEEMED INCLINED TO STRESS UNDULY ANY FEATURES IN THE ROCOCO THAT COULD IE 
RE .. ATED TO FUTURE SONATA tECHNIQUE. DETAILS Of THESE INVESTI!I:ATIONS ARE REPORTED 
I 
IN A LATER CHAPTER. 
THE LATER SECTIONS OF KNOLL 1 S STUDY DISCUSSED MUFFAT 1S ORGAN COMPOSITIONS AND 
PIECES IN THE STRICT FORMS. DESPITE SLIPS ATTRIBUTABLE PERHAPS TO A LIMITED KNOW-
LEDGE Of ORGAN LITERATURE, 2 lNOLL 1S DISCUSSION OF MUFFAT 1S FUGAL PRACTICE WAS CITED 
BY ADLER AS DESERVING ATTENTION IN FUTURE STUDIES.} 
ALTHOUGH A FEW SPECIALIZED HISTORIES OF KEYBOARD LITERATURE, SUCH AS THOSE 
BY fROTSCHIR- AND GEOR811,5 PRESENT IOOD BRIEF REVIEWS Of GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S WORK, 
THIS COMPOSER IS USUALLY IGNORED IN GENERAL HISTORIES, NOT EVEN BEING MENTIONED BY 
LANC IN HIS RISTER OF FORTY-SIX COMPOSERS WHO FLOURISHED IN THE HAPSIURG TERRITORIES 
DURING THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 6 
ONE HOPES THAT WITHOUT TOO.MUCM DELAY WRITERS IN GENERAL WILL TAKE TO HEART 
WILFRID MILLERS' APPRAISAL OF GOTTLIEB MUFFAT AS 11 A HIQHLY IMPRESSIVE KEYBOARD COM-
POSER WHOSE WORK OUGHT TO IE NOR E WIDELY KNOWN • 11 J 
CF. CHAPTER EIIHt: ASPECTS OF Gotn:ats MIIF-FAT 1 S 81NAR-Y fOIUij P:. ·102 ,~ -· 
~ CF.PP.57,58. 
3 GUIDO ADLER, INTRODUCTION TO GOIILIEi MuFfAl 1~ ~ TQCCAIEN ~ J1 V£RIJIL ~ 
~ ~ KLAyiER, DENKMALER DER lONKUNSI IN UsTERREICH, xxax, 2, VIENNA: UNI-
VERSAL £DITIOH, 1922, P. VII. 
' fROTSCH£1, ~. £!1•• PP. 5}2-5}7. 
5 WALTER GEORCII, lLAYICRMUfiK, }RD ED., ZuRICH: AT~AHTII-VERLAC, 1950, PP. 1-9-15}. 
6 LAttC, _u. S.U•t P. 606. 
1 MELLER I, ..o.t• -'11· , P. 2 81J. 
CHAPTER fiVE: SOURCES fOR THE UNPUBLISHED SUITES 
AMONG WRITERS WHOSE ACCOUNTS Of GOTTLIEB MUFFAT ARE CITED IN THE PRECEDING 
CHAPTERS, ONLY EITNER OFFERS A LIST OF SOURCES FOR MUFFAT 1S CLAVIER MUSIC HAYING 
PRETENSION TO COMPLETENESS. EVEN HE FAILS TO INCLUDE SOME MINOR SOURCIIt AND THE 
MAJOR ONES ARE NOT ALWAYS ACCURATELY DESCRIBED. 
ADLER'S DISCUSSION DOES NOT EXTEND TO TME DESIGNATION OF A CATALOG, ALTHOUGH 
IN SEVIN REFERENCES TO MANUSCRIPT SUITES HE CITES THREE MAJOR VIENNESE SOURCES.I 
A STRONG MERIT Of KNOLL 1S DISSERTATION IS THE NUMBER Of MANUSCRIPTS THE AUTHOR 
WAS ABLE TO CONSULT. ALTHOUGH HE DID NOT DESCRIBE THE SOURCES AS SUCH, IEI~a CONCERNED 
INSTEAD WITH THE ORGANISATION OF HIS ANALYTICAL FINDINGS, ONE CAN ABSTRACT FROM KNOLL 1 S 
PRESENTATION A LIST THAT HAS VALUE AS A SUPPLEMENT TO EITNER'S CATALOG. 
EITNER LilTS, AS SOURCES FOR GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S UNPUILISHEO HARPSICHORD WORKS, 
THE FOLLOWING MANUSCRIPTS: 
2 PBJUISIICH!N SIAATSBIILIOIH£1, BEILIN 
Ms. NO. 15785 IN UPSEL, I: PARTHI£ EN G MOLL. 
Ms. NO. 15785 IN KAPBEL, 2: PIECES POUR LE CLAVECIN. 
HQFBIILIOIHEK ~} 
Ms. NO. 15935: PARTHIE EN C SUR LE CLAVECIN. 
Ms. NO. 18685: OUVERTUREN UNO TANZE FUR DAS KLAVIER. 
Ms. NO. 18691: PRAELUOIEN, FUGEN, TOCCATEN UNO TANZE FURS. CLAVIER. 
Ms. NO. ISfiO: TANZI UNO ANDERE PIECE! FURS CLAVIER. 
I ADL£R,Jll!•-'ll•t PP. V, IX, X, XVI, XVII. 
2 THIS MATERIAL IS.NON IN THE WESTDEUTSCHE BIILIOTHEK, HARBURG/LAHN. 
3 NOW THE 0STERREICMISCME NATIONALBIBLIOTMEI. 
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KNOLL'S DISSERTATION COVERED, IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE-MENTIONED SOURCES, THE 
fOLLOWING MANUSCRIPtS: 
11• .iRuoR tusttAus,. •c•oN: 
CODEX WERRA: ONE SUITE AND ONE OR MORE FRAGMENTS. 
MINQBIJENlONVENI ~: 
Ms. NO. 6-: &ROUP OF FIVE DANCES. 
Ms. No. 7}: ONE SUITE AND FOUR SMALLER GROUPS Of DANCES, PERHAPS 
FRAC:OMENTS. 
Ms. NO. 101: SIX DANCES IN MINOR, INCLUDING ARIA, BOURREt, fOURLANA, 
MINUET, PLAI~TE D1 UNE ~ME ABANDONNEE. (THE ORDER II UNCERTAIN). 
fFFORTS TO OBTAIN FILMS AND INFORMATION CONCERNING CODEX WERRA WERE UNSUCCESSFUL. 
INQUIRY REGARDING THE MINORITE SOURCES BROUGHT INFORMATION THAT IN A RECENT INVENTORY 
AND REVISION OF THE MUSIC ARCHIVES BY fRIEDRICH W. RIEDEL, NO TRACE COULD IE fOUND OF 
THE SOURCES DESCRIBED BY KNOLL. At THE SAME TIMEt RIEDEL UNEARTHED A PREVIOUSLY UN-
MENTIONED SOURCE, CATALOGED AS BXIV/l}7, THAT APPEARS TO INCLUDE TWO OR THREE OF THE 
LOST DANCES OF THE A80Vt•MENTIONED Ms. NO. 101. 1 
THESE SEVEN MANUSCRIPTS •- FIVE AT VIENNA AND TWO AT MARBURC -- APPEAR TO BE 
ALL THAT SURVIVE OF GOTTLIEB MuFFAT 1S UNPUILIIHED CLAVIER SUITES. 
fOR THE PRESENT STUOY, MICROFILMS OF ALL SOURCES WIRE PROCURED, WITH THE EX-
CEPTION Of Ms. NO. 159}5 IN THE OStERREICHISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHElt SINCE THE ONE 
z COMPOSITION IT CONTAINS WAS ALREADY ON HAND IN 6EORQI1 1S EDITION. THE FILM OF Ms. 
NO. SXIV/7}7 IN THE HINORITENKONVENT WAS SUPPLIED BY THE DEUTSCHE MUSIK~ESCHICHT-
LICHE ARCHlY, KASSEL, THROUC:OH THE COURtESY OF DR. RIEDEL. IN ADDITION, A MICROFILM 
Of 60TTLIEI MUFFAT 1S IOCCAIAS, fuSyEI AttD CapRICES, PRIMARILY AN ORGAN WORK, FOUND 
IN Ms. NO. 15780 IN THE WESJDEUTSCHE BIBLIOTHElt FROM WHICH SOURCE THE COMPOSER HAD 
BORROWED A NUMBER OF TOCCAtAS TO INTRODUCE HIS CLAVIER SUITES t WAS USED FOR, REfERENCE • 
1 cr. P. 69. 
2 GOTTLIEB HUFFAT, PARTIIEN ~ SJUcKJ, AN ANTHOLOGY EOo BY WALTER GEORGI I, B. 
SCHOTT'S SOHNE, MAINZ, l939. P. 6. 
'' 
fOR CONVENIE~CE IN RlfERRINQ TO THE VARIOUS MANUSCRIPTS AND TO THE INDIVID-
UAL SUITES THEY CONTAIN, THE FOLLOWING BRIEF DESIGNATIONS ARE USED: 
hiiAL HaiYISillfl 
MARIUAC 1518\-1 = Ms. NO. 157 •• PT. I , IIESifDEUTICHE BIILIOTHEXI 
MARl URI 157--ll = Ms. NO. 157 •• PT. 2, " 
.. 
VIENNA 18685 = Ms. No. 18685, OSTERREICHIICHE NATIANALBIILIOTHEK 
VIENNA 186,. = Ms. NO. 186, I, .. II 
VIENNA UTSO - Ms. NO. uuo. " .. 
VIENNA BXIV/737 : Ms. NO. BXlV/73Tt AICHIV DIS MINORITENKONVENTS 
COMPOSITIONS IN MANUSCRIPTS CONTAINING NOR£ THAN ONE ITEM ARE DESIGNATED BY 
ROHAN NUMERALS ADDED TO THE MANUSCRIPT NUMBER. THE IESYLTING IYM80LS ARE THUS CON-
FORMABLE TO THOSE EMPLOYED IN EARLIER WRITINGS, EXCEPT IN A FEW INSTANCES CONFINED 
TO VIENNA 18780, WHERE THE MATERIAL DEMANDS ADDITIONAL ITEM NUMBERS. 
WHERE REFERENCE II MADE TO THE SUITES IN COMPONINENII MpiiCALI ~~ ~ 
~' THE SAME SYSTEM OF ABIREYIATIONS IS USED. HENCE, CoNPQNiftENII-~ REFERS TO 
THE FIRST SUITE IN THE SET, AND CpMPONIHINII-Jl! DESIGNATES THE CHACONNE PLACED AI 
THE END OF THE VOLUME. 
SINCE THE SOURCES MARBURC-l AND MARBURC-11 CONSIST EACH OF A SINGLE SUITE, 
THESE SYMBOLS SERVE TO DESIGNATE NOT ONLY THE MANUSCRIPTS, IUT ALSO THE RESPECTIVE 
sunEs. 
fOR fACILITY IN DISCUSSION, A FEW TERMS MUST IE DEFINED THAT WILL BRIEFLY 
INDICATE THE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF THE SUITES, AND THAT WILL SERVE ALSO TO Oil-
TINIUIIH THE INTECRAL SUITES PROM BROKEN GROUPINGS. THE NORMS REQUIRED IN SETTING 
UP CATEGORIES ARE lASED ON GOTTLIEB MUPPAT 1S PRACTICE lOTH IN THE COMPONINCNII AND 
PART OF THE MATERIAL FORMERLY IN THE OLD PREUISIICHEN STAATSIIILIOTHEK IS NOW IN 
THE WEITDEUTSCHE BIILIOTHEK, MARIURC/LAHN, THE REMAINDER BEINI IN THE DEUTSCHE 
STAATSIIILIOTHEK 1 BERLIN. 
,, 
IN MAlBURG 157~-1 AND -11, WHICH BY THill FINISHED CHARACTER REFLECT THE COMPOSER'S 
INTENTIONS MORE ADEQUATELY THAN DO ANY OF THE OTHER SOURCES. 
TO DESIGNATE THE COMPLETE SUITES, AS DISTINGU.IIHEO FROM BROKEN IROUPINC:S, 
A MINIMUM OF SIX DANCES, BROUGHT TOGETHER IN A FASHION CONFORMABLE TO THE COMPOSER 1S 
PRACTICE AS SPECIFIED ABOVE, IS TAKEN AS THE NORM. ALL COMPOSITIONS EXCLUDED FROM 
THIS GROUP, WHETHER THEY CONTAIN FIVE DANCES 01 ONLY ONE OR TWO, ARE TERMED FRAGMENTS. 
THIS TERN IS ALSO EMPLOYED WHERE CONFUSION IN THE ARRANGEMENT OF MATERIAL RAISES A 
QUESTION AI TO THE CONPOSER 1S INTENTION, AS IN VIENNA 1~,1-11, CONSISTING OF PRE-
LUDE, ENTREE, MENUET 1 AND CIACONNA, WHICH ADLER HELD TO CONSTITUTE A COMPLETE SUIT£. 1 
THE COMPLETE SUITES FALL INTO TWO CATEGORIES, CONVENIENTLY DESCRIBED AS 
TRADITIONAL SUITES AND CHARACTER SUITES. THE TRADITIONAL SUITES ARE THOSE THAT 
CONFORM TO THE NORM ESTABLISHED BY THE CQMPJHIMEMII MUIICALI 1 IN RETAINING AI A 
BASIS THE FOUR TRADITIONAL DANCES OF THE GERMAN SUITE: ALLEMANDE, COURANT£, SARAlAND£, 
AND GICIUE (ABBREVIATED ACSG, OR ACSOG, OR ACOSOG TO INDICATE OPTIONAL MOVEMENTS) • 
THE PATTERN OF CQMpgMII&MII-l 1 IN WHICH AN AIR IS SUBSTITUTED FOR THE SARA-
IAND£ 1 PROVIDES THE MINIMUM NORM WHERE THE FULL ACSG SEQUENCE IS NOT KEPT. THE PRES-
ENCE OF A DESCRIPTIVELY TITLED CHARACTER PIECE OF THE SORT SO FREQUENTLY FOUNO IN 
COUPERIN IS NOT REGARDED AS SUFFICIENT REASON TO DISQUALIFY A SUITE AS 11 TRADITIONAL 1" 
ALTHOUGH A TENDENCY TO USE ONE OR MORE IUCH MOVEMENTS IS A FEATURE OF THE CLASS Of 
SUITES NOW TO IE DEFINED: THE CHARACTER SUITE. THIS CATEGORY EMBRACES ALL COMPLETE 
SUITES THAT ABANDON THE TRADITIONAL SEQUENCE AND EXPLOIT OPTIONAL DANCES TO AN EXTENT 
THAT BARS THEM FROM THE TRADITIONAL CLASSIFICATION. IN OTHER WOROS 1 ANY SUITE LACKING 
AT LEAST THE ACOG PATTERN WHERE 0 REPRESENTS ANY EFFECTIVE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE SARAIANOE 
IS TERMED A CHARACTER SUITE. 
ALTHOU$N IN A FEW INSTANCES THE LABELLINC OF CERTAIN COMPOSITIONS EITHER AS 
TRADITIONAL SUITES, CHARACTER SUITES, OR FRA,MENTS MAY APPEAR ARBITRARY, IT IS FELT 
ADLER,~.~., P. XVI. ADLER ALSO INCLUDES THE ISOLATED CHACONNE THAT FOLLOWS 
AS A MINIER OF 1~,1-11. 
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THAT 0CCAM 1S RAZOR AffORDS SUFfiCIENT JUSTIFICATION fOR OIIPENSINQ WITH f~RTHEI sua-
DIVISION. THE DISCUSSION IN THE NEXT CHAPTER AFFORDS OPPORTUNITY FOR FINER DIFFER-
ENTIATION. 
IN THE TABULATIONS IMMEDIATELY TO FOLLOW, PROILENS INVOLVINQ BORROWED MOVE-
MENTS A~SOLYED IN fAVOR OF THE SOURCE THAT APPEARS TO OFFER THE BETTER ARRANQEMENT 
Of MATERIAL. THE INSERTION OF WORKS BY COMPOSERS OTHER THAN GOTTLIEI MUffAT IS NOTED 
WHERE IT OCCURS. IF A COHPOIITION IS INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIX OR REPRODUCED ELSEWHERE 
AS A MUSICAL EXAMPLE, THE PACE IN THE PRESENT STUDY WHERE IT CAN BE FOUND IS MENTIONED. 
HaNuscatpT ~. lil!l-~, MrstoruTSCHJ BIILIOTH£K 
(MAR8URC 157---1) 
DESCRIPTION: 08LONQ FOLIO Of TWELVE LEAVES THAT HAVE liEN WELL PROTECTED AL-
THOUQH THE HARD COVERS IN WHICH IT IS BOUND WITH l5J~-Il APPEAR TO IE A LATER ADDI-
TION. THE WRITINC IEQINS ON FOLIO I RECTO WITH A HANDSOME TITLE PAGE BEARING THE COM-
POSER 1S NAME, AND ENDS ON FOLIO 1 RECTO, THE LAST PAGE REMAININQ BLANK. ALTHOUCH 
THE HANDWRITINQ IN SOME WAYS RESEMBLES THAT Of MARBURQ 157S.-11, THE MORE ORNATE 
CAPITALS OF 157---1, AND OTHER VARIATIONS, SUGGEST A DifFERENT COPYIST, POSSIBLY 
THE ONE ON THE STAff Of THE IMPERIAL HOF- UNO KAMMER-HUSICI. CARE AND COMPLETENESS 
OF EDITINQ BESPEAK THE COMPOSER'S PERSONAL ATTENTION. THE WORK IS EVIDENTLY ONE OF 
THOSE INTENDED FOR THE PROPOSED SECOND COLLECTION OF HARPSICHORD SUITES. 
CONTENTS: HARPSICHORD PARTITA IN G MINOR, BASED ON THE TRADITIONAL DANCE 
I SEQUENCE. 
M&NUJCRIPT ~· lilJl-Jl, WESIDEUJSCH£ BIBLIOIHI5 
(MARIURG 157---11) 
DESCRIPTION: 08LONG fOLIO OF EIGHTEEN LEAVES WELL PROTECTED IN THE SAME 
COVER WITH 157---l (Q. v.) THE WRITIMC, APPARENTLY GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S1 1ECINS ON 
fACSIMILE IM APPENDIX, P. 153. 
,, 
FOLIO I RECTO WITH A NEAT, SI~NEO TITLE PAIEt AND ENDS ON FOLIO' VERSO. CAREFUL 
ATTENTION TO DETAIL, INCLUOIN~ ORNAMENTATION AND TOUCH INDICATIONS, SUCQEST THAT 
THE COMPOSER PLANNED TO INCLUDE THE WORK IN HIS PROPOSED StCONO COLLECTION OF 
HARPSICHORD SUITES. 
CONTENTS: "PIECES POUR LE CLAVECIN," A SUITE IN C MAJOR CONSISTING CHIEFLY 
OF IALANTERIEN: I 
ftANUSCRIPT !9• B,XIV/137, Jlla.Ll-ABCHIV JW. MINQRITtN-kQNVENII JU.u 
(VIENNA BXIV/737) 
DESCRIPTION: UPRIGHT FOLIO OF FOUR LEAVES, LACKING A PORTION OF THE LAST 
PAlE. THE MISSING TEXT CAN IE RESTORED FROM PARALLEL PASSAGES IN THE MUSIC. HAND-
WRITING DOES NOT RESEMBLE GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1St BUT HIS NAME IS FAINTLY TRACED AT THE 
TOP OF THE FltST PAl£. 
CONTENTS: SEVEN PIECES, ALL IN THE KEY OF & MINoR: CAPPRICCIOj LA BLAINTE 
o uN' AM£, ABANDONNEE; 2 FouRLANA;3 PASSEPIEDi VILLANESCAi MENUETT; GIIUE. 
MANUSCRIPT !9• ~~ 0STERREICHISCHE NATIOHALBIBLIOTNEK 
(VIENNA 18685) 
DESCRIPTION: OILON~ FOLIO LACKIN~ COVERS AND TITLE PAlE. RIGHT-HAND PA~ES 
HAVE FOLIO NUMBERS IN UPPER RIGHT CORNER. CONSISTS IN ITS PRESENT STATE OF FOLIO I 
RECTO WHERE THE WRITING BEGINS, THROUGH FOLIO-~ VERSO, WHERE IT ENOS. HANDWRITING 
IS APPARENTLY GOTTLIEB MUFFAT's. 
CONTENTS: COMPOSITIONS BY GEORG ftUFFATt JOHANN KASPAR kERL 1 JOHANN JOSEPH 
fUX 1 AND GOTTLIEB HUFFAT, AS FOllOWS: 
I fACSIMilE IN APPENDIX, P. 165. 
2 bCEitP1l EX. }}, ON P. 1)2. CF. SIMILAR TITLE AS ~IVEN UNDER Ms. NO. 101, P. 65 
ABOVE. 
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PARTHIA EX G MOLL 225 
MANUSCRIPT~. JJ211, QSIC:ARJICHISCHC: NaTIONALIIILIOTHEK 
( V IEMNA I 8691 ) 
DESCRIPTION: OILONC fOLIO IN HARD COVERS, RIGHT-HAND PAlES NUMIEREO IN UPPER 
RIGHT CORNER. THE WRITING, APPARENTLY IN GOTTLIEI MuffAT 1S HAND, STARTS AT FOLIO 
VERSO WITH AN UNSIGNED IUT SEEMINGLY AUTHENTIC SUITE, AND ENDS ON fOLIO -8 RECTO. 
fOLIOS I THROUGH -8 ARE QUITE WORN ANO DISCOLORED IV COMPARISON WITH SHARPER AND BRIGHT-
ER fLYLEAVES, SUIOESTING THAT THE VOLUME HAS BEEN REBOUND, ALTHOUGH PRESENT BINDING IS 
BROKEN IN SEVERAL PLACES. EXCEPT fOR THE fRAGMENT BORROWED fROM VIENNA 18780-XII,~ 
THE CHACONNE IN B MINOR, AND THE, VEISULS, THE COMPOSITIONS ARE UNSIGNED. THE fiGURE 
CORRESPONDS WITH THE PIECE AS PUBLISHED IN APPARATUS MUSICQ-OR§ANISIICUS, ED. 8V 
S. DE LANGE, LEIPZIG: C. f. PETERS CORP., 1888, P. 72. 
2 THE FLORIO INSCRIPTION HEADING THE PIECE IS INDECIPHERABLE. EXCEPT FOR DifFERENCES 
IN A fEW NOTE VALUES, THE COPY CORRESPONDS TO THE PIECE ENTITLED 118ATTAGLIA11 IN 
JOHANN KASPAR KERLL 1S AU§SUAHLTE: JtUl.l, J., ED. IV A,; .SANOI!RGIR.J,·OtNitNLEl: DEUTSCHER 
TONKUNST, 11 1 2, LEIPZI~: BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 1901, P. ,7. 
} THE SUIT£ AS FOUND IN 18780 LACKS TNE MINUET ON fOL. I) Vll$0 Of 18685, AND AllANQES 
THE OTHE8 MOVEMENTS IN LEIS EffECTIVE ORD£l. 
(Yita.NA 18691, CONTINUU) 
Tl 
"135" AT Tl'll END OF TN£ FINA&. PUCI IWtDINff.\' $TAMeS FOR THE YUR THE YO&.UM WAS fiN-
IIH£D. lM£ EXCERPTS fROM THE YIRIIT&.$ ARt IX'I'LAIItED iY THE CMAHIO OAOIR IN WMIGM TNIY 
ENTI.Y CONTEfUILATINQ A NIW AAUNCEMENT. ANALYTICAL FICURE:S IN SOME OF THE fiSCHER PIECES 
SUQCEST THEIR US£ FOR THEORY STUDY. 
CONTENTS: WORKS BY ~OTTLIII HUF,AT AN:O J. I. f. FIICttU, Al'fOL1.8N$: 
.fSlU.Q CQMPOIU NftE!! J.u TYPE OF .l.l.1l&. APPINDIX 
.IJtW .tAU 
lv- Sa GOTTLIEB 186,1-1 G ....... CHA«AC1£1t 25-MUFF AT 
Sv- lOa .. .. 18780-XI.Il f MAJOR VAil.; FAACitP·T? 2U 
lOR - I I R .. .. 18,91-11 f MAJOR faACMI·tn? 271 
llv- lh u .. '8691-11 F MAJOR (CHACOMNI) C&ACONA 2n 
lh- ITa .. .. 186,1-111 2 a MINOR (CHACONHE) C&ACONA 280 
ISa - 28v J • I • f. ARI AaNE Mus ICA F I SCHEll (EXCERPTS) 
29R - }lit ANON. C HA.JOR ( PRA£LUD I UH?) 288 
}lv- Ua liOtTLIU VUSETU l Toe-MllffAT CATAS (EXCERPTS)} 
HANUSC:IU" ~· 18780, 0STE1tREICKI$CN£ NATIONALIIILIOTHEIC 
( V IENNA I 8780) 
DESCRIPTION: OILONC FOLIO LACKI~C COVERS AMO TITL£ PACE. RICMT-HAND PAC£$. MAY£ 
FOLIO IWMBERS IN UPPEil RIGMT CORNER. BINDING IS BROUN o\NO LOOSENlD IN SIVCRAL PLACES. Two 
UAVIS fOLLOlffNC fOLIO }0. AMD AN UNOITEalltiN£0 NUNatR Of LEAVES fOLLOwiNQ FOLIO 81 WIRE E¥1-
DENTL Y LOll IE FORI: fGL I 0 IIUHIERS MER£ l NSERTIG• £xt.UT AS INDICATED, COMPest 'ftONS ARE UN-
IICNlD. THE UNINNTifl£0 COPYISTS ARl O!SICNATED IY ROMAN NVMlAAU Ill TN£ ORDU Of THf:ll Att-
PEARANCl. MISPLACED MOVEMENTS ARI OES-I~ATEO BY TKl SYHIOL fOR THE SYIU: TO MMICM TMtY IE-
LONC::.· Aft£1 ADO IT I GNAL ITEM NUMIERS ARE SUPPL lED, AS RIQUUED IY THill: LONC Sill US OF UNIE-
I.ATU FRAGMENTS, THE NUMaiRS FOR THE LAST FOUR COMPOSITIONS ARE DiffERENT FROM THOlE USED 
IV (NOLL. lHE LATTI!:R, HOMEYER, ARE ADDEO IN PARENTHESES. 
I S I CNED 11 D£ M. GO TTL I U Huff AT • 11 
2 SICN!O 11 AUTH: MUfFAT OlE 12 APPRIL 11}}.11 
(VIENNA l878o, CONTINUED) 
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2 SIGNED 11 0£L (OR AUTH) SIGR GOTTLIEB (OR THEOPHILE] MUFFAT11 
3 DUPLICATED IN COMPLETE FORM BY VIENNA 18685-111, BUT WITH A COPYING ERROR IN 
THE THIRD MOVEMENT, SECOND MEASURE, AND THE OMISSION OF SEVERAL TIES AND 
MANIEREN. Cr. APPENDIX, P. 216. 
n 
(VIENNA 18180, CONTINUED) 
.f.QI...ul COPYIST NUMIEI or ITEM ..ux hPE OF PA8t IN I!Qy!MINJS MUN[R 
.IJLW APPI:NQIX 
82R - 83R II CA. 1}- XVIII 8 FLAT MAJOR I fRA~MENT 
83v- 8h II xu A MAJOR FRAC:MENT 
Sh • 15R v 2 (XIX) XX B FLAT MAJOR fRAC:MtNT 
15v VI (XIX) XXI [ HI NOR fRAC:MENT 
87R - ~5R II 1 (XX) XXIII C MINOR TRADITIONAL 
95v- IOOR II 6 (XXI) XXII1 2 C MAJOR CHARACTER 
IOOv - IOiv IV ('A· 2i) Ill C MAJOR DUPLICATION 
I PUBLISHED IN A COLLECTION EDITED BY GtOR~II; CF. P. 65, N. 2. 
2 A VARIANT CONTAININC: THE SAME MOVEMENTS IN A DIFFERENT ORDER, TOCITHER WITH AN 
ADDITIONAL MINUET, APPEARS AT FOLIO 12 VERSO lN VIENNA 186~, AND IS REPRo-
DUCED IN THE APPENDIX, P. 19-. 
CHAPTER SIX: STRUCHME AND CONTENT Of GOTT.LIE8 MUFFAT'S SUITES 
IN THE PREFACE TO THE COMPONIMENTI MuSICAL! Zl!~ CEM8ALO, GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 
EXPRESSED THE INTENTION, SHOULD HIS PUBLICATION BE FAVORABLY RECEIVED, OF FOLLOWING 
IT WITH A SECOND COLLECTION, FOR WHICH 11 THE GRUJ[R PART OF THE MATERIAL [wu] ALIIEAOY 
COMPOSED." 
THE BASICALLY CONSERVATIVE FORM, PERFECT BALANCE AND ADMIRABLE UNITY OF THE 
.. 
COMPONIMENII ftusiCALI ARE FULLY DESCRIBED BY ADLER IN HIS INTRODUCTION TO THE 0STER-
REICHISCHE DENKMALER EDITION. ASSUMING THESE QUALITIES TO HAVE BEEN AMONG THE COMPOSER'S 
CRITERIA IN SELECTING MATERIAL FOR THIS OFFERRING Of SUITES, ONE FINDS, UPON VIEWING MUF-
FAT 1S RECEIVED OUTPUT AS A WHOLE, THAT HE COULD HARDLY HAVE CHOSEN OTHERWISE'!'· ,A SUBS£-
QUENT PUBLICATION FROM THE MANUSCRIPT WORKS WOULD HAVE PRESENTED A DISTINCT CONTRAST 
TO THE COMPONIMINII MUJICALI. THIS IS NOT WRITTEN IN OEROGATION OF THE QUALITY OF THE 
UNPUBLISHED MUSIC, WHICH GEORCU I, IN A SOMEWHAT GUARDED ESTIMATE, ACKNOWLEDGED TO IE OF 
GOOD QUALITY WITHOUT ATTAINING THE HEIGHTS OF THE COftPONI!ENTI.I To DESCRIBE THE NATURE 
OF THIS CONTRAST AND TO SUGGEST ITS SIGNIFICANCE FOR GOTTLIEB KUFFAT 1S HISTORICAL POSI-
liON ARE THE AIMS OF THE PRESENT CHAPTER. 
SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF THE COMPONIMENTI KuSICALI MUST FIRST BE BRIEFLY RECALLED, 
WITHOUT TRAVERSING THE GROUND COVERED BY ADLER, TO WHOSE TREATMENT THE READER IS REFERRED 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
THE LARGE, FORMAL INTRODUCTORY MOVEMENTS HEADING EACH SUITE OF THE COMPONIMENTI 
HAVE PROPERLY SUG~ESTED COMPARISONS WITH THE PARTITA OF J. S. 8ACH 1S CLAJIERYBUNGt ~ 
~· fRENCH OVERTURES OPEN THREE OF KUFFAT 1S SUITES: THE FIRST, AND WITH MODIFICATIONS, 
THE SECOND AND THE FIFTH. THE THREE OTHER SUITES BEGIN WITH URtn ... SC:AL£D .. P:A.UISIES 'WIUCH 
fOLLOW THE SLOW MIDDLE SECTIONS WitH FOUR-VOICED fU~UES. THE COMPOSER ACKNOWLEDGES HIS 
ABANDONMENT Of THE CHARACTERISTIC fRENCH OVERTURE RHYTHMS IN THE SECOND SUITE 8Y DESIG-
NATINQ ItS OPENIN~ MOVEMENT AS A PRELUDE. 
GEORG II t Jl£.• "-l.l•t P. 152. 
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IN CHOtCE AND ORDER Or DANCES MUt"FAT FOLLOWS THE TRAOITtONAL GERMAN PRACTtCE, 
WITH THE PREVtOUSLY NOTED EXCEPTION OF THE SUBSTITUTION OF A GENTLE AIR FOR THE SARA-
BAND£ tN THE FtRST SUtt£. AMONG OPTIONA'L MOVEMENTS THE MOST FAVORED DANCE IS THE 
MINUET, OCCURRINQ AT LEAST ONCE IN EACH SUITE, AND IN TWO INSTANCES TWICE, SEPARATED BY 
CONTRASTING MOVEMENTS. UsED NEX.T MOS.T .A:R:£,, JN, DECREASING ORDER, THE GlfoUE, THE AIR, THE 
RIGAUDON AND THE fiNALE. USED BUT ONCE ARE THE ADAGIO, THE BOUREE, AND THE HoRNPIPE. 
THE COMPOSER TWICE INTRODUCES ROCOCO CH~ACTER PIECES: "LA HAROIESSE" IN THE FOURTH 
SUITE, AND "LA COQUETTE" IN THE SIXTH. EXCEPT WHERE THE fiNALE IS EMPLOYED, THE SUITES 
NORMALLY CLOSE WITH THE GIGUE. COMPONINENTI-!! 1 HOWEVER, ENOS UNCONVENTIONALLY WITH A 
HUMOROUS ttHENUET EN CORNU DE CHASS£.11 
A CONSISTENT UNITY OF TONALITY IS MAINTAINED, THOUQH RELIEVED BY CERTAIN CON-
TRASTS. AT THE SARABANDE SUCH CONTRAST OFTEN APPEARS IN THE USE Of THE RELATIVE OR THE 
PARALLEL MAJOR OR MINOR KEY. SIMILAR KEY CONTRASTS ARE FOUND IN THE TRIO OF MINUET PAIRS. 
COMPONIMENTI-!!! CONSISTS OF A CIAC9NA WITH THIRTY-EIGHT VARIATIONS, CLOSING WITH 
RESTATEMENT or THE SARABANDE THEME. THAT THIS COMPOSITION IS A SEPARATE WORK RATHER THAN 
THE CONCLUDING MOVEMENT TO COMPONIMENTI-!! WHICH IS IN THE SAME KEY, IS DEMONSTRATED IN 
THE NEXT CHAPTER.I 
AS VIEWED AGAINST THIS CAREFULLY ORGANIZED GROUP Of SUITES, THE MANUSCRIPT WORKS 
PRESENT 6 MORE VARIED AND COMPLEX PICTURE. APART FROM THE PRESENCE Of A NUMBER OF INCOM-
PLETE COMPOSITIONS AND ISOLATED SMALLER WORKS, THE UNPUBLISHED SUITES DIFFER FROM THE 
COMPONIMEMTI MySICALI CHIEFLY IN FOUR RESPECTS: l, BY THE PREPONDERANCE OF CHARACTER 
SUITESZ AS DISTINGUISHED FROM THE TRADITIONAL VARIETY; 2, BY T~E RARITY OF LARCE OPENINC 
MOVEMENTS; }, BY THE TENDENCY TOWARD SMALLER SIZE OF SUITES AND Of SINGLE MOVEMENTS; AND 
\, IT VARIATIONS IN THE QUALITY OF THE COMPOSITIONS, CHIEFLY AS TO WORKMANSHIP IN THE 
TEXTURE AND VOICE-LEADINC. THESE DIFFERENCES fROM THE COMPONIMENTI MuSICALI OFFER A 
I CF. P. 90. 
2 fOR DEFINITIONS, CF. P. 67. 
. BASIS FOR &ROUPIN~ THE SUITES INTO CATE&ORIES THAT WILL FACILITATE DISCUSSION ANO 
MAKE USEFUL 8ENERALIZATIONS POSSIBLE. THE CATE&ORIES EMPLOY TH! TERMS 11 TRADITIONAL,11 
11 CHARACTIR,11 AND 11 FRA8MENTAR~1 IN THE SENSE PREWIOUSLY OEFINEOol 
~~: COMPOSITIONS]{~ CALIBER, MUSICALLY~ STYLISTICALLY 
TUD!IIONAL 
HARIUR& 1578~-1 
V UNNA I 86 85-11 
VIENNA 18780-XI-XII-XXII 
CHARACTER 
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~ lH&£1: COMPOSITIONS SHOWING FAULTY~ ELEMENTARY 
IEXTUftEJ jLf DOUBTFUL AUIHENTICIJY 
VIENNA 18780-11 VIENNA 18780-1-XV VI IDA UT 10-V H 
~MINUET)-XIII­
XVI-XX-XXI 
WHEN THE FRA8MENTI ARE SET ASIDE, THERE REMAIN TWENTY-ONE COMPLETE SUITES, IN 
WHICH THE CHARACTER SUITES ARE FOUND TO OUTNUMBER THE TRADITIONAL VARIETY IY A TWO TO 
ONE RATIO. THIS PREFERENCE FOR A LESS FORMAL STRUCTURE IS UNDERSCORED BY A CERTAIN 
.REDUCTION IN THE SIZE OF THE SUITES, NOT ONE OF WHICH EQUALS IN SHEER QUANTITY THE TEN-
I CF. P. 67. 
z ENTREE, MINUET. 
11 
MOVEMENT SIXTH SUITE IN COMPPNIIJNII MuSICALI. WHILE THE FIVE LARGEST MANUSCRIPT SUITES 
ARE ROUGHLY COMPARABLE TO THE FIVE SMALLER Of THE COMPONIMENTI, THE AVERAGE MANUSCRIPT 
SUITE IS SHORTER BY TWO MOVEMENTS. A FURTHER REDUCTION IN SIZE RESULTS FROM THE SMALLER 
DIMENSIONS Of THE TRADITIONAL DANCES. THE GIGUE, WHICH CONTINUES TO ·aE fEATURED, EVEN 
IN CHARACTER SUITES, IS SHORTER BY MORE THAN ONE-THIRD, AS IS ALSO THE fiNALE WHICH OC-
CASIONALLY SUBSTITUTES FOR IT. THE LENGTH Of THE COURANT£ IS REDUCED BY NEARLY ONE-
FIFTH, THE SARABANDE BY ONE-SIXTH, AND THE ALLEMANDE BY ABOUT ONE-TENTH. THE OPTIONAL 
DANCES AND GALANTERIEN, HOWEVER, PRESERVE DIMENSIONS APPROXIMATING THOSE fOUND IN THE 
CQHPONIMENTI MusiCALI. 
AN ARRESTING fEATURE Of THE MANUSCRIPT SUITES IS THE CHANGING EMPHA.IS ACCORDED 
THE VARIOUS TRADITIONAL DANCES. OCCURRING IN SIXTEEN OF THE TWENTY-ONE SUITES, THE 
GIGUE RETAINS fAVOR AS A FINAL MOVEMENT IN ONLY TWELVE INSTANCES. AS IN COHPONIMENTI-l 
AND -Jl!, ITS PLACE IS TAKEN BY A fiNALE IN TWO SUITES, WHILE IN SEVEN, FOLLOWING THE 
EXAMPLE Of COMPONIMENTI-l!, A MINUET OR OTHER LESS VIGOROUS MOVEMENT IRING$ THE SUITE 
TO AN UNCONVENTIONAL, QUIET CLOSE. THE APPEARANCE Of THE CHACONNE IN THIS ROLE IS 
DISCUSSED IN THE NEXT CHAPTER. 
BUT WHILE LOSING GROUND IN ITS TRADITIONAL POSITION, THE GIGUE IEGINS TO APPEAR 
AS AN OPTIONAL MOVEMENT. IN 18780-XI, TWO QlGUES ARE SEPARATED BY A QOUBLC OF THE PRE-
CEDING SARABANDE. IN ADDITION TO A CONCLUDING GIGUE, 1878G-I EMPLOYS A HYBRID TYPE, 
AN ARIA EN GIGUE, IN THE MIDDLE DF THE SUITE. 
WHlLE THE GlGUE THUS TENDS TO flND HEN USES, THE OTHER TRADITIONAL DANCES LOSE 
QROUND IN UNQUALifiED fASHION. THE TWENTY-ONE SUITES CONTAIN ONLY EIGHT ALLEMANDES, 
SEVEN COURANTES, AND NINE SARABANDES. THESE DANCES ALSO fiND SCATTERED REPRESENTATION 
AMONG THE FRAGMENTS, OR PARTIAL SUITES. 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S CAREFUL BALANCE BETWEEN UNITY AND CONTRAST IN TONALITY IS 
SHOWN IN HIS CONSISTENT USE OF THE RELATIVE OR CORRESPONDING MAJOR OR MINOR KEYS AT 
TWO POINTS IN EACH OF THE COMPONIMENII SUITES. IN THE MANUSCRIPT SUITES, HOWEVER, SUCH 
CONTRASTS ARE EMPLOYED IN A MORE VARIED MANNER, BEING FOUND AT THREE POINTS IN VIENNA 
157--1 AND -11, TWICE IN VIENNA 18691-1, ONCE ONLY IN VIENNA 18780~11-111-VIII-IX-XXII, 
VIENNA 18685-11-IV AND VIENNA 15935 1 WHILE IN NEARLY HALF Of THE SUITES, VIENNA 18780-1-
IV-V-X-XI-XII-XIV-XV-XXII I, VIENNA 18685-111 NO KEY CONTRASTS AT ALL ARE INTRODUCED. IN 
VIENNA 18780-XI HUFFAT REVIVES THE OLDER PRACTICE OF fROIERGIRI AND OF ~EORG MUFFATZ 
OF RETAINING THE SAM£ MINOR SIGNATURE THROUGHOUT, BUT CLOSING EACH MOVEMENT IN THE COR-
RESPONDING OR PARALLEL MAJOR. 
THE THIRTEEN SUITES IN GROUP ONE (cr. THE CLASSIFICATION TABLE ON P. 76) 
MAY BE SINGLED OUT FOR SPECIAL COMPARISON WITH THE SUITES OF COMPONIMENTI HySICALI. 
ALTHOUGH SOMEWHAT SMALLER IN SIZE, JIVE PARALLEL THE COMPONIMENTI IN THEIR INTERNAL 
STRUCTURE. IN NO LESS THAN THIEl INSTANCES THE STANDARD PATTERN, CONSISTING Of PRELUDE, 
ALLEMANDE, COURANT£, SARABANDE, OPTIONAL DANCES, AND GIGUE OR fiNALE, IS fULLY EXE~LI-
FlED (VIENNA 18780-XII-XXII, AND HARBURG 157~-l). THE LATTER, 'REPRODUCED IN THE AP-
PENDIX ON P. 15}, IS HERE SUMMARIZED FOR COMPARISON WITH THE PLAN OF COMPONIMENTI-V: 
SUITE IN G MINOR 




SARABANDE (RELATIVE MAJOR) 
HENU£T 
HARLEQUIN (RELATIVE MAJOR) 
HENUEt 
AND 
TRIO (CORRESPONDING MAJOR) 
fiNALE 







RIGAUDON (RELATIVE MAJOR 
HENUEt 
AND 
TRIO (CORRESPONDING MAJOR) 
GIGUE 
JOHAN~ JAKOB fROIERGER, SUllEN~ CLAYIER, ED. IY GUIDO ADLER, DENKMALER OER TONKUNST 
IN tisn:RREICH, VIENNA: AURIA' Co., 1899, VI, 2, SUITES 2, 13 1 15. 
2 GEOR8 MUFfAT, fLORILEGIUH fRI!Y!, SUITES 2, 5, 6; fLORILEil~ SECUNDUM, SUITES I, 3, 5, 7. 
IN 18685-11, MuffAT ADOPTS A LltERTY THAT HE HAD SHUNNED IN THE COMPONIMENil: 
THAT Of INTRODUCING AN OPTIONAL MOVEMENT IETWEEN THE COURANT£ AND THE SARAlAND£, AI 
J. S. BACH DOES IN THE FOURTH AND SIXTH PAITITAS AND THE fRENCH OVERTURE. VIENNA 
1878G-XI INTRODUCES AN OPTIONAL GIGUE IN FUGAL STYLE AfTER THE SARABANDE, THEN ADDS 
A OOUILE ON THE SAME SARABANDE. A SECOND FUGAL GI~UE CLOSES THE SUITE. 
AS TO TREATMENT OF I~DIVIOUAL MOVEMENTS THE MOST STRIKING CONTRAST TO THE 
PRACTICE OF THE COMPONI!t£NTI IS SEEN IN THE PRlLUDES. ON.LY THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED 
fRENCH OVERTURE OF 18780-XXII IS BUILT LIKE THE CORRESPONDING MOVEMENTS IN THE COHtONI-
~ MusiCALit AND HERE, TOO, MODIFICATIONS Of THE FORM DISTINGUISH MUFFAT'S OVERTURE 
FROM THAT Of JOHANN fux; IN PLACE Of THE FUGAL TEXTURE NORMALLY FOUND IN THE FAST MIO-
DLE SECTION, MUFFAT EMPLOYS A QUASI-CONTRAPUNTAL PRELUOIAL TEXTURE REMINISCENT OF THE 
PRELUDE TO J. S. 8ACH 1S THI~D ENGLISH SUITE. INSTEAD OF RETURNING TO THE OPENING FIGURE 
HEARn 1\11 THE FIRST SECTION, THE CONCLUDING .li.ll..U1 TAU·s UP THE TRANSITIONAL MOTIVE THAT 
HAO IMMEDIATELY PRECEDED THE MIDDLE SECTION. THE COMPOSER THUS CONTI~UES TO TREAT THE 
TRADITIONAL FORMS IN A NOVEL FASHION TO PRODUCE NEW STRUCTURES, MUCH AS J. s. BACH 
HAD DONE IN THE SECOND PARTifA OF CLAJIEftUJU!St lA!l ~.I 
APART FROM THIS fRENCH OVERTURE, HOWEVER, THE MANUSCRIPT SUITES OPEN WITH TOC-
CATAS OF COMPARATIVELY MODEST SCALE THAT INCLUDE A GOOD PROPORTION Of MINIATURES. BUT 
THE OPENING MOVEMENTS OF VIENNA 18180-1 AND -XXIII COMPARE IN STATURE AT LEAST WITH THE 
fANTAISIE OF COMPONIMENll-!!it THE SMALLEST OF THE OPENING MOVEMENTS IN THIS SET. THE 
OPENING CAPRICCIO OF VIENNA 18780-1 IS A WELL-DEVELOPED THREE-PAGE TOCCATA WHICH, LIKE 
THE SMALLER EXAMPLES Of THIS FORM, OPENS WITH A SERIES Of ARPEGGIOS FOLLOWED.IY.AN. 
EXPLORATION, IN EX TEMPORE MANNER, OF VARIOUS KEYBOARD FIQURts. THE PRELUDE OF 18780-XXIII 
FOLLOWS THE OPENING ARPEGGIOS BY AN ETUDE-LIKE MIDDLE SECTION IN WHICH LEFT-HAND OCTAVES 
AND RIGHT-HAND CHORDS ARE IN TURN SET AGAINST TRIPLET CHORDAL FIGURES IN TWELVE•EIGHT 
METER. A BRIEF ADAiiQ IN RECITATIVE STYLE CONCLUDES THE MOVEMENT. 
GEIRINCER, jlf. lll•t PP. 275, 276. 
so 
OTHER MANUSCRIPTS OFFER COMPARABLE EXAMPLES. IN THE PRELUDE OF VIENNA 18691-1, 
THE MIDDLE ALLEGRO SECTION IS lASED ON A LEFT•HAND IATTERIE IN THIRTY-SECOND NOTES, 
CARRYING A SERIES OF ORI::AN POINTS. THE CONC:LUDINQ RECITATIVE WORKS OUT IN IMITATIVE 
FASHION THE MOTIVE OF THE OPENING ADAAIO. 
SMALLER PRELUDES REPRODUCE IN HARPSICHORD IDIOM, AND IN MUCH VARIETY, THE 
TECHNICAL AND fiGURAL INTERPLAY WHICH MARK THE ORGAN TOCCATAS OF FROBERGER AND OF 
GEORG MUFFAT. MODELS FOR THE FREQUENTLY USED OPENINQ ARPECCIOS ARE FOUND IN JOHANN 
I FUX. AMONG THE MORE STRIKINC OF THESE MINIATURES ARE THE PRELUDES OF MARIURQ 1518--1, 
VIENNA J59}5, AND VIENNA 18780-XJ. THE MOOERN-IOUNDINC SEQUENCE OF SEVENTH-CHORDS IN 
THE PRELUDE OF VIENNA 18685-V DESERVES SPECIAL MENTION. 
THE LITTLE TOCCATA IN REPEATED EIAHTH-NOTE CHORDS, SO MUCH FAVORED BY J. K. 
FERDINAND FISCHER,2 FINDS AN ECHO IN 11 LES PENSES 0ESOLfs 11 OF VIENNA 18180-X. THIS 
UNUSUAL CHARACTER PIECE, PLACED IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE OPENINQ PRELUDE, IS CLASSIFIED 
BY KNOLL AS AN ALLEMANDE,}WHICH DESCRIPTION StEMS FORCED AS WELL AS UNNECESSARY.\ 
OF THE REMAINING PRELUDES, WHICH EXPLOIT KEYBOARD FIGURES BRIEfLY AND IN 
IMPROVISATIONAL STYLE, THOSE OF VIENNA 18695-11 AND -Ill ARE BORROWED FROM THE UN-
PUBLISHED TOCCAT£ 1 ~ ~ CAPRICJ 1 MARIURC 15780.5 TNtSE PIECES, TOCETHER WITH THE 
PRELUDE Of VIENNA 18780-Xll, INCLINE MORE TOWARD THE ORGAN IDIOM THAN DO THE OIMINu-
TIVE TOCCATAS OF VIENNA 18780-l-111-IV-V•VIIl-X-XV, VIENNA 18785-1-IV, AND VIENNA 
18691-11. 
fAA FROM BEINQ INCO~SEQUENTIAL, AS A SUPERFICIAL COMPARISON WITH THE COMPONI-
1J1W PRELUDES MIQHT SUGQES,T t THE SMALLER AS NELL AS TME LARQER MANUSCRIPT PRELUDES 
JONANN JOSEPH FUX,.)UW .tiia 1AIIENINSIRUMENU: 1 •• ED. BY ERICH SCHENCK, DENKMA.LER 
OtR lONKUNST IN 0STERREICH, VOL. 85, VIENNA: OSTERREICHISCHER 8UNDESVERLAQ 1 
19\~ t 11 HARP£QGIO E fUCA, 11 P. }0. 
2 J. K. FERDINAND fiSCHER, SAMILICHE ~ lil KLAYIEI ~ ~' ED. BY ERICH VON 
WERRA, LEIPZIG: 8REITKOPF & H"ARIEL, 1901, PP. 57, 65. 
} KNiLL, Rf· ~ •• P. II. 
\ FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THIS MOVEMENT, Cf. P. 1\5 1 PAR. 2. 
5 CF. pp. 58, 5~, WITH REFERENCE tO THREE FUQUES FROM THIS SOURCE MISTAKENLY ATTRIB-
UTED TO FRESCOBALOI. 
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ARE OF APPROPRIATE SCOPE AND TREATMENT TO INTRODUCE THE MORE INFORMAL TYPE OF SUITE 
WHICH GOTTLIEI MUFFAT RESERVED FOR HIS PROJECTED SECOND PUILICATION. ONE OF THE 
MORE NOTEWORTHY OF THESE MINIATURES MAY BE SINGLED OUT: AN UNPRETENTIOUS TNELVE-
MUSURE TOCCATA A GEM OF BALANCED AND DRAMATIC UTTERANCE -- IN NHICH THE APPOC-
GI\TURA-LIKE MIDDLE PASSAGE, ANTICIPATING THE HANNHEIM PATHOS, ELEVATES THE PIECE 
TO HIGHER MUSICAL AND HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE. INVERSION OF THE MOTIVES HEIGHTENS 
THE CAREFULLY MANAGED IILATERAL SYMMETRY.! 
THE LESSENED EMPHASIS ON THE TRADITIONAL DANCES IN THIS MORE INFORMAL SUITE 
HAS ALREADY BEEN INDICATED.z AS IN THE COMPONIM£NTI MuiiCALI, THE OLDER DANCES HERE 
ALSO SHOW MORE ADVANCED STYLIZATION THAN DO THE OPTIONAL MOVEMENTS. THE GENTLY-
FLOWING ALLEMANDES SUAVELY DISGUISE IN BROKEN WORK THE DOUBLED CADENCE WHEREVER 
THIS IS FOUND.} IN THE ALLEMANDE OF VIENNA 18780-XIl, STYLIZATION REACHES A POINT 
OF OVER-RIPENESS FOUND IN NONE OF THE COHPONIMENTI.• 
MUFFAT 1S COURANTES BETRAY NO ACQUAINTANCE WITH THE FLOWING CORRENTE$ OF 
J. S. BACH 1S FIRST, FIFTH, AND SIXTH PARTITAS OF THE CLAVIg6UBYNi• ALTHOUGH ONLY 
THE COURANT£$ OF VIENNA 18T80-XI 5 AND -XII FOLLON COHPONIMENTI•l IN RETAINING TH£ 
HEMIOLA COUNTER-RHYTHM, THEY PRESERVE FOR THE MOST PART A DECREE OF ANGULARITY PROPER 
TO THIS DANCE. 
THE SARABANDES ARE MODERATELY STYLIZED, BEING NEITHER SO PRIMITIVE AS THOSE 
IN THE THI-D AND FOURTH ENGLISH SUITES OF J. S. BACH, NOR SO IDEALIZED AS IN THE SAME 
COMPOSER'S THIRD PARTITA OR IN MUFFAT 1S COMPONIMENTI-1!. 
fOR ANALYSIS OF THESE FEATURES, SEE EX. I, P. 82; THE SUITE I$ GIVEN IN THE APPENDIX, 
P. 15). 
2 cr. P. 11. 
} Cr. VIENNA 18(;85-11, 
• Cr. EX. 2, P. 8}, PASSAGE BRACKETED IY DOTTED LINE, }RD MEAS. 
5 Cr. APPENDIX, P. },0. 
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THE THlEE TRADITIONAL DANCES IN VIENNA 18780-XIl REYIVE fR08ER8ER 1S VARIATION 
TECHNIQUE IN WHICH THE THEMATIC CONTENT Of THE SEPARATE MOVEMENTS LEANS UPON A COMMON 
MOTIVE. THIS TECHNIQUE HAD BEEN ONLY fAINTLY SUGGESTED, PERHAPS NOT DELIIERATEL~, IN 
l 
SUPPORTING MOTIVES Of THE ALLEMANDE AND COURANT£ Of COMPONIMENTI-l!l. EXAMPLES 2 AND 
} ON PAGE 8} SHOW THE COMMON MELODIC OUTLINE UNDERLYING THE fiRST TWO MEASURES OF THE 
ALLEMANDE, AND THE fiRST fOUR MEASURES OF THE COURANT£ AND THE SARABAND.E Of 18780-XII. 
2 APART fROM THE EXCEPTIONAL FUGAL GIGUES IN VIENNA 18780-Xl, MuffAT TREATS 
THIS DANCE IN HIS USUAL FASHION, fEATURING QUASI-HOMOPHONIC TEXTURE AND CONSISTENTLY 
MAINTAINED SIX-EIGHT OR TWELVE-tiGHT RHYTHMS. 
AMONG OPTIONAL DANCES, WHILE THE MINUET CONTINUES TO 8£ THE MOST fAVORED, SOME 
NEW TYPES APPEAR IN THE MANUSCRIPT SUITES. THE CpMPONIMENTI CONTAINED I} MINUETS, } 
RIGAUDONS, 3 AIRS (DOLCE), ONLY A COUPLE OF CHARACTER PIECES, AND AN ADAGIO, A lOUR££, 
AN AIR (VIVACE) AND A HORNPIPE. [XCEPT fOR THE LAST-NAMED DANCE, THE MANUSCRIPT SUITES 
OFFER ALL Of THE SAME TYPES: 28 MINUETS (ELIMINATING A FEN DUPLICATIONS), II CHARACTER 
PIECES, 6 RIOAUDONS, 5 BOUREES, } AIRS (DOLCE), 3 AIRS (VIVACE), AN ADAGIO, AND AN 
/ 
IDEALIZED lOUR££ ENTITLED "fANTAISI£. 11 OtHER DANCES NOW MAKING THEIR APPEARANCE ARE 
THE GAVOTTE (5 INSTANCES), THE PASSEPIEO (}), THE PAYSAN (2), THE ECCHD, THE ENTRADA, 
THE fOURLANA, THE MARCHE, AND THE VILLANESCA (ONE EACH). A FAVORITE Of COUPERIN, THE 
RONDEAU, IS INTRODUCED IN MINIATURE fORM IN FOUR SUITES. USED ONCE EACH ARE NEW HYBRID 
TYPES: ARIA SICILIANA, ARIA EN GIGU£,} AIR EN MENUET,- SARABANDE COME UN£ COURAND£,5 
AND GIGUE DE PAYSANO. 
THE CHAN~ES HERE DESCRIBED IN CONTENT AND TREATMENT OF THE MANUSCRIPT SUITES 
REDUCED EMPHASIS ON TRADITIONAL DANCES, INCREASING USE OF OPTIONAL MOVEMENTS, SOME 
EXCESS Of STYLIZATION, AND DEVELOPMENT Of HYBRID TYPES -- CARRY THE HISTORY OF THE 
I DENKMALER EDITION, PP. }5, }6. 
2 Cr. APPENDIX, PP. }62, 365. 





5 II II , P. 210. 
CLAVIER SUITE DISTINCTLY BEYOND THE POINT REACHED BY THE COMPQNIMENTI MU§ICALI. A 
FEW DETAILS WHICH ruRTHU SUQI:EST THE OISINTURATION OF THE SUITE 'HAY IE PRESENTED. 
I 2 
IN VIENNA 18685-11, MUFFAT OVERTAKES J. S. BACH 8Y INTRODUCING AN OPTIONAL DANCE 
8ETNEEN THE COURA·NTE AND THE SARABANDE. INTO THE SAME SUITE HE INTRODUCES TNO HYBRID 
TYPES: SARABANDE COME UN£ COURANDEt AND AIR EN MINUET. PERHAPS ANOTHER SIGN Or AP-
PROACHING DISINTEGRATION IS THE GROWING NUMBER or CHARACTER PIECES WHICH TEND TO DIS-
PLACE TRADITIONAL DANCES, ESPECIALLY THE ALLEMANDE. THIS POSITION IN THE SUITE AP-
PARENTLY LED KN~LL TO CLASSIFY TNO OF THESE AS ALLEHANDES 1 DESPITE THE FACT THAT THEY 
LACK THE CHARACTERISTIC GRACEFUL, FLOWING CHARACTER OF THIS DANCE; INDEED, THEY HAVE 
LITTLE IN COMMON WITH IT EXCEPT BINARY FORM AND QUADRUPLE ME~ERo} Two OTHERS CLASSI-
FIED BY KNOLL AS aouuhs, 11 l 1AIMA8LE EsPRIT11 1J AND 11 LE BASTARD 1115 LACK THE INITIAL 
PICK-UP BEAT PRESENT IN ALL BUT ONE OF MuFF AT 1S DANCES OF THIS TnE, AND FEATURE A 
DIFFERENT KIND OF RHYTHM. DESPITE ITS TWD-QUARTER SIGNATURE, THE FORNER MOVEMENT 
6 COULD IE VIEWED MORE PLAUSIBLY AI A GRUn.Y>AQCEUIAUO,AL.LENMtDh· 
SINCE IN THESE SUITES MUFFAT 1S PURPOSE OF MAKING DISTINCT DEPARTURES FROM 
TRAQITIONAL PRACTICE IS ALREADY EVIDENT, IT SEEMS BETTER TO ACCEPT THESE OESCRIP-
liVELY-TITLED PIECES ON THEIR OWN MERITS RATHER THAN TO FORCE THEM INTO TRADITIONAL 
CATEGORits. 
THE USE OF THREE CHARACTER PIECES IN VIENNA 18691-1, THE ONLY SUITE CONTAIN-
lNG MORE THAN ONE MOVEMENT OF THIS SORT, MARKS THE FINAL DEGREE OF THE COMPOSER 1S 
WITHDRAWAL FROM THE TRADITIONAL QERMAN PATTERN FOLLOWED IN THE COMPONIMENII MU§ICALI; 
I CF. APPENDIX, Po 205. 
2 PARTITA SIX 1 fRENCH OVERTURE. 
} CF. APPENDIX, PPo 218 1 "'· 
~ tf II 
"· 168. 
5 II II Pe 256. 
6 cr. EX. ~. P. 86. 
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TRIO (IN CORRESPONDING MAJOR) 
LA JALOUSIE (IN RELATIVE MAJOR) 
LA HARLE QUI NAOE 
87 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S LESS CONSISTENT TREATMENT WITH RESPECT TO UNITY AND VARIETY 
2 OF TONALITY WITHIN THE SUITE WAS REVIEWED ABOVE. A SINGLE SUITE, HARBURG 157~-11, 
EXHIBITS THREE DEPARTURES TO RELATED KEYS, AT THE SAME TIME ABANDONING ALL OF THE TRA-
DITIONAL DANCES EXCEPT THE SARABANDE. THE ADVANCED INTENTION$ OF THE COMPOSER IN THIS 
SUITE ARE SHOWN BY THE UNUSUAL CARE IN COPYING AND EDITING WHAT APPEARS TO BE A WORK 
FULLY PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION.} 
I CF. APPENDIX, P. 15}. 
2 CF. PP. 17, 78. 
} CF. P. 69. 
' CF. APPENDIX·, P. 165. 
PiECES POUR LE CLAVECIN~ 
HARBU!i .liZJl-Jl 
SPIRITOSO 
L 1 AIMABLE ESPIIT 





TRIO (IN CORRESPONDING MINOR) 
88 
PAYSAN (IN RELATIVE MINOR) 
FINALE 
IN THIS SUITE THE COMPOSER FOLLOWS HIS PRACTICE IN THE COMPONIM£NTI ~-
£ALl ONLY IN THE MOST GENERAL RESPECTS: THE CARE WITH WHICH HE CREATES CONTRAST 
WITHIN UNITY AMONG THE VARIOUS MOVEMENTS; THE IMAGINATIVE AND EXPRESSIVE MUSICAL 
IDEAS; AND THE POLISHED, QUASI-HOMOPHONIC TEXTURE. As CONTRASTED TO THE TRADITIONAL 
GERMAN SUITE, THIS COMPOSITION, OBVIOUSLY HIGHLY REGARDED BY ITS COMPOSER, EXHIIITS 
THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE SUITE AT AN ADVANCED STAGE. THE PRELUDE, ENTITLED 11SPIRITO-
S0 1 11 IS A fANCIFUL CAPRIC£ EXPLOITING CONTRASTING TECHNICAL kEYBOARD POSSIBILITIES 
IN FIVE BRIEF EPISODES. OF THE TRADITIONAL DANCES NOTHING REMAINS BUT A SARABANDE. 
THE FINALE, HOMEYER, EMPLOYS WHAT MIGHT IE CONSIDERED AN IDEALIZED GIGUE MOTIVE WORKED 
OUT IN SIX-EIGHT METER. THE SEQUENCE OF MOVEMENTS OfFERS A CONTRAST PATTERN UNLIKE 
I 
THAT OF THE TRADITIONAL ACSOG PATTERN. THE RESEMBLANCE OF THE SECOND MOVEMENT, 
11 L1 AIMAILE £SPRIT 1 11 TO WHAT MIGHT IE CONSIDERED AN ALLEMANDE EXCEPT FOR ITS LIVELIER 
PACE, lAS BEEN MENTIONED. 2 THIS MOVEMENT IS FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY BY A SARABANDE AND 
A GROUP OF CONTRASTING OPTIONAL DANC£S 1 CONCLUDING WITH AN IDEALIZED GIGUE ENTITLED 
11 FINALE.11 IT MAY IE NOTED THAT THE fiNALE OF HARIURG 157,.-1 IS A VIVACE MOVEMENT 
IN DUPLE METER WITH NO HINT OF GIGUE RHYTHM. THE CONTRAST BETWEEN THESE TWO SUITES, 
THE FINE COPIES OF WHICH SUGGEST THE COMPOS£R 1S INTENTION TO INCLUDE THEM IN THE NEXT 
PUBLICATION, GIVES A HINT OF THE DIVERSE CHARACTER Of THE CONTENTS OF HUFFAT 1S PROPOSED 
SECOND COLLECTION. 
THE COMPOSITIONS CLASSIFIED AS CROUP THREE IN THE TAIL£ ON PAGE 76, ABOVE, 
DIFFER FROM TH! COMPOS£R 1S USUAL MANNER CHIEFLY IN A CERTAIN LAXITY IN MANAGEMENT OF 
TEX.TURES AND VOICE-LEADING. EXTREMES OF THINNESS AND OF HEAVINESS IN TEXTURE, AS SEEN 
IN VIENNA 18780-XIII, -XV, AND -XX SUGGEST EITHER VORIS TO MATCH THE ABILITY OF £LEMEN-
TARY PUPILS IN CLAVIER, OR ELSE EFFORTS OF HUFFAT 1S COMPOSITION SCHOLARS. AMONG THE 
I Cr. Po 67, AND TAIL£ OF AIBREVIATIONS, P. IY. 
2 Cr. P. 85. 
COPYISTS CONTRiiUTING TO VIENNA 18180 WAS A QUITE YOUTHFUL PENMAN, TO JUDGE BY THE 
LARGE NOTES IN WHICH THE PRIMITIVE MINUET, 18780-XX {KNOLL XIX) ON FOLIO 85 RECTO, 
IS WRITTEN. IT IS TO BE HOPED THAT FURTHER STUDY OF VIENNA 18180 AND Of OTHER 
SOURCES WILL DETERMINE THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE LESS IMPRESSIVE PIECES. ONE WOULD 
NOT BE SURPRISED TO FIND AMONG THEM SOME OF THE "SONDERIARE SPECIMINA SPIUEN"I 
OF THE COMPOSER 1S SON AND HOFSCHOLAR, JOSEPH HUFFAT. 
fROM THIS REVIEW OF THE SUITE COMPISITIONS IN MANUSCRIPT IT APPEARS THAT 
IN PREPARING THE COMPONIMENJI MusiCAL& GOTTLIEB HUFFAT CHOSE FROM THE MATERIAL 
AVAILABLE THE WORKS Of MOST IMPRESSIVE STATURE, AS TO SCOPE AND TRADITIONAL FORM, 
RESERVING FOR LATER PUBLICATION WORKS THAT WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN ONE OR MORE 
COLLECTIONS OF LESS FORMAL AND MORE VARIED CHARACTER. IT IS EVIDENT THAT THE 
SUBSEQUENT COLLECTION OR COLLECTIONS MAY WELL HAVE ILLUSTRATED FURTHER STAGES IN 
THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE CLAVIER SUITE. 
ALTHOUGH THE REASONS WHY THESE PUBLICATIONS fAILED TO MATERIALIZE ARE NOT 
RECORDED, THE INCREASINGLY UNSETTLED CONDITIONS IN THE COUNTRY AFTER THE DEATH OF 
THE EMPEROR CHARLES VI SEEM TO BE EXPLANATION ENOUGH. IT IS ALSO SIGNIFICANT THAT, 
AT A TIME WHEN PLATTI AND WAGENSEIL WERE SHOWING THE WAY WITH RESPECT TO THE fUTURE 
SONATA-ALLEGRO FORM, GOTTLIEB HUFFAT REMAINED APART FROM THIS TREND, EXCEPT fOR THE 
LIMITED APPLICATION Of SONATA-STYLE THEMATIC TECHNIQUE IN A FEW MOVEMENTS. SOME 
INSTANCES OF THIS TREATMENT WILL BE EXAMINED IN CHAPTER NINE OF THIS STUDY. BUT IN 
CHAPTER EIGHT, IT MUST BE SHOWN THAT AT NO POI~T DOES MUFFAT 1S BINARY FORM EQUAL 
CERTAIN EXAMPLES Of J. S. BACH IN THE CLARITY WITH WHICH THE PATTERN OF THE FUTURE 
SONAT .. ALLEGRO FORM IS REPRODUCED IN EMBRYO. 
CHAPTER SEVEN: GOTTLIEB MUFFAT'S CHACONNES 
AS TRUE iALANTERIE-STUCK£ FOR THE HARPSICHORD, MUFFAT's THREE CHACONNES COME 
PROPERLY INTO A DISCUSSION OF HIS CLAVIER SUITES. FOR THE CHACONNE IS NOT NECESSAitiLY 
RESTRICTED TO THE ELEVATED STYLE OF CONTRAPUNTAL MUSIC FOR CHURCH USE. THE APOLOGETIC 
ATTITUDE OF S. DE LANGE TOWARD THE CLAVIER PIECES APPENDED TO GEORQ HUFFAT 1 S ORGAN TOC-
CATAS IN THE APPA!AT~S MuSICQ-ORi&NISTICUi ILLUSTRATES A CONFUSION IN REGARD TO STYLES. 
FAlLIN§ TO SEE IN THESE COMPOSITIONS A'GENRE QUITE DISTINCT FROM THE LITURiiCALLY CON-
cEIVED TOCCATAS, THE EDITOR TRANSFERRED SOME OF THEM TO THE ORGAN, ASSIGNED LEFT HAND 
PARTS TO THE PEDAL, AND DISMISSED THE NOVA CYCLOPEIAS HARMONICA AS "a MUSICAL WHIM 1 
NOT TO BE CALLED ESPECIALLY INTERESTING, BUT FOR THE COMPLETENESS IT COULD NOT BE LEFT 
I OUT •11 
UNLIKE GEORG MUFFAT, WHO PRESENTED ALL OF HIS KEYBOARD OFFERINGS IN A SINGLE 
2 COLLECTION, GOTTLIEB BROUiHT OUT HIS LITURGICAL COMPOSITIONS, HIS 11 FIRST-FRUITS 1 11 IN 
A VOLUME TO THEMSELVES. THE PRESENCE OF THE THREE CHACONNES AMONG GOTTLIEB MUFFAT'S 
HARPSICHORD COMPOSITIONS IS A TRUE INDICATION OF THEIR NATURE. THIS POINT WAS MADE 
EXPLICIT BY THE COMPOSER WHEN HE WROTE, IN THE PREFACE TO COMPONIM~NJI MYIICALI ZIA~ 
CEMBALO, THAT THE COLLECTION COMPRISED 11 CAPRIC£S 111 ,Oil SOooCALUD "!UUNU!liE.,."!ORKS OF 
EVERY DESCRIPTION." 
THE INDEPENDENT STATUS OF THE CHACONNE DESIGNATED AS COMPONIMENJI-l!l IS CLEAR 
FROM THE SEVEN ROMAN NUMERALS ASSIGNED ON AN EQUAL BASIS, IN LIEU OF TITLES, IY THE 
COMPOSER HIMSELF TO THE SIX SUITES AND THE CHACONNE. THE LATTER WORK IS THUS NOT TO 
IE REtARDED AS A CONCLUSION TO THE PRECEDING SUITE, COMPONIMCNJI-j!, ALTHOUGH lOTH 
COMPOSITIONS ARE IN THE SAME KEY. HUC" LARitR IN STATURE THAN THE MANUSCRIPT CHA-
CONNES 1 COMPON!MCNJI-lli AMPLY HOLDS ITS OWN ACAINST THE LARGE SUITES IN THE COLLECTION. 
S. DE LAN§£, PREFACE TO GEORG HUFFAT 1S APPARATUS HUSICO-ORCANISTICUS, LEIPZIG: 
RIETER-BIEDERMANN, 1888, FOURTH PAiE (UNNUMBERED). 
2 GOTTLIEB MUFFAT, PREFACE TO~ JoCCAJEN ~jl VERSEJL, DtNKMALER DER TONKUNSJ 
IN OSTIRREICH, XXIX, 2, P. ''· 
As TO THE SMALL£~ CHACONNES, HOWEVER, THE DISARRANGEMENT OF MATERIAL IN 
VIENNA 18691, WHERE THEY ARE FOUND, PUTS IN DOUBT THE COMPOSER'S INTENTIONS REGARD-
lNG THEM, AS A STUDY OF FOLIOS 8 VERSO THROUGH 11 VERSO MAKES EVIDENT. HERE ARE 
FOUND IN JUXTAPOSITION WHAT MIGHT POSSIBLY BE REGARDED AS FOUR SEPARATE ITEMS: 
1st: THE THREE MOVEMENTS IN THE KEY OF f MAJOR~ !OJ!!!, MENUET, AND~' 
TAKEN FROM THE CLOSE Of VIENNA 18780-XII. 
. , 
2No: THREE MOVEMENTS, ALSO IN f MAJOR: PRELUDE, ENTREE, AND MINUET, WHICH 
ARE DESIGNATED AS 18691-11. 
}Ro: CIACDNA IN f MAJOR, DESICNATED ALSO AS 18691-11. 
-TH: CIACONA IN 8 MINOR, DESIGNATED AS 18691-111. 
IN THE JUXTAPOSITION OF THESE PIECES ADLER .SAW MORE THAN A FORtUITOUS UTHER-
ING OF MOVEMENTS.! HE REGARDED BOTH Of THE CHACONNES AS THE COMPLETION Of A SINGLE 
SUITE, A VIEW IN WHICH IT IS DIFFICULT· TO CONCUR BECA ... E Of THE DISTANT ICEY Of THE 
SECOND CHACONNEo BUT If THE LATTER PIECE IS REGARDED AS WHOLLY INDEPENDENT, OR AS 
SET ASIDE BY THE COMPOSER fOR THE LATER ADDITION OF DANCES IN THE SAME TONALITY, THE 
OTHER MOVEMENTS, ALL IN THE ICEY OF f MAJOR, OFFER THE POSSIBILITY OF A NELL-DEVELOPED 
SUITE EXHIBITING THAT UNITY OF TONALITY WHICH THE COMPOSER WAS ACCUSTOMED TO OBSERVE. 
THE SEQUENCE: PRELUDE, ENTREE, HENUET, GIGUE AND CHACONNE, OFFERS IN RHYTHMIC CON-
TRAST WHAT IT LACKS IN CONTRAST OF TONALITY. IN ADDITION TO THE PRECEDENTS CITED BY 
ADLER fO~ THIS ~RRANGEMENT, 2 A WORIC OF J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER} MAY IE CITED WHICH 
-
MAY HAVE BEEN AS WELL ICNONN TO GOTTLIEB MuFFAT AS IT WAS TO J. S. 8ACH. THE PEN 
FLOURISHES AND VACANT SPACE AT THE END Of THE MENUET OF 18691, WHERE THE ANTICIPATORY 
HEADING, "CJACONA, 11 COULD BE EXPECTED HAD THE COMPOSER PLANNED THE LATtER PIECE TO 
GUIDO ADLER, INTRODUCTION TO GOTTLI£8 MU,AT 's COMPONIMEHII Huue.au .eo JJ. m-
~t DENKMALil OER ToNKUNST IN Ostr:RREICH, 111, ), PP. xv, xva. 
2 .L.Q.£. .£.ll • • • .. 
} J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER, SAHJLICHE ~ 1]1 KLAYIER ~ ~. EO. IV E. YON 
WERRA, LEIPZIG: 8REITKOPF & HARTEL, 1901, CHACONNE IN f, P. 5\, IS THE SIXTH 
AND fiNAL MOVEMENT Of THE SUITE, EUTERPE, P. 52. 
~ J. S. BACH, CANTA~A No. 1\0, WACHET ~' ~ ~ Ri£ STIMM£, ED. BY ARNOLD SCHER-
INC, LONDON, ERNST EULEN8URG, LTDot 19}0, CF. I. CHOR, P. I. 
FOLLON IMMEDIATELY (A PARALLEL INSTANCE OCCURS AT THE END Of fOL. - RECTO) SUGGEST 
A DELIBERATE INCOMPLETENESS AT THIS POINT IN THE SCORE, TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE PRE-
CEDING FRAGMENT Of li680•XII AND THE F MAJOR CIACONA IN CONCLUSION. WHETHER THESE 
PIECES WERE BROUGHT TOGETHER FOR THIS PURPOSE OR NOT 1 THERE SEEMS TO BE NO REASON 
TO REGARD THE CIACONA IN 8 MINOR AS OTHER THAN AN INDEPENDENT COMPOSITION, ALTHOUGH 
IT IS MUCH SMALLER THAN THE G MAJOR CIACONA Of COMPONIM,NTI-lJl. 
WHILE THE DEBATE OVER THE USE OF THE TERMS 11 PASSACACLiA" AND "CHACONNE11 HAS 
I LITTLE BEARING ON THE PRESENT DISCUSSION, IN TERMS Of THE CUSTOMAR~ DIStiNCTION NON£ 
8F. GOTTLIEB>HU,AT.1.S· 'HidE CIACONE ARE CORRECTLY DESIGNATED AS SUCH. ONE RECALLS, 
IN THIS CONNECTION, THE AMBIGUOUS USE OF THESE TERMS, WHICH HAVE EVEN BEtH APPLIED 
INTERCHANGEABLY. LOUIS COUPERIN DESIGNATED AS 11 CHACOHN£ OU PASSACAILLE" A CLAVECIH 
COMPOSITION OF THE RONDEAU TYPE. 2 A VARIATION PIECE fOR ORCHESTRA BY JOHANN CHRISTIAN 
PEZ IS TERMED 11 PASSACAI~L lA ( CHACONN£). 11 ) 
lH£ TRADITIONAL RHYTHM Of THE CHACONNE, 
3 
4-
I , , ,I 
EXEMPLIFIED IN BACH'S CHACONNE IN D MINOR FOR SOLO VIOLIN AND GEORG HUFFAT 1S CHACONN£ 
IN G MAJOR fROM THE APPARATus MU$1CQ-0RGANISTICYSt IS RECOGNIZABLE ONLY IN GOTTLIEB 
MUfFAT 1S B MINOR CIACONA, VIENNA 18691-111 • 
.t. ,rn 
IN THE OTHER TWO CHACONNES THE RHYTHM OF THE SARABAHOE IS EVEN LESS PROMINENT THAN IN 
THE ARIA Of J. S. BACH'S GOLDBERG VARIATIONS. 
WILLI APEL, HARVARD DICTIONARY ..2[ llll!U. 1 CAMBRIDGE: HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS, l951, 
p. 127. 
2 Louis CouP£RIN, 0£UY!II COMPLEI,a, ED. BY PAuL 8RUNOLO, PARis: EDITIONS DE L'OISEAu-
LYR£, l9}6, P. 92. 
) JOHANN CHRISTIAN PEz, AUSiEWAHLJ' ~' ED. BY BERTHA ANTONIA WALLNER, DENlMALER DER 
lONKUNST IN BAYERN, FOLGE II, XXVII, XXVIII, AUGSIURi: DR. BENNO fiLS£R VERLAG, 
l928, Po 59. 
9} 
GOTTLIEB HUFfAT 1S COMPONIMENTI-1!1 BELONGS TO THAT LARGE GROUP Of BAROQUE 
COMPOSITIONS BASED ON THE So-CALLED "WELSH GIROUND.11 WHILE MOST EXAMPLES EMPLOY AN 
EIGHT-MEASURE PERIOD DEVELOPED FROM THE DESCENDING TETRACHORO, THE STRUCTURE HAS 
ALSO BEEN DEVELOPED INTO AN ARIA OR SARA8ANOE IN BINARY FORM. IT SEEMS DOUBTFUL 
THAT GOTTLIEB MUffAT KNEN THE ABOVE-MENTIONED fAMOUS EXAMPLE Of THIS TREATMENT --
J. S. BACH's ARIA WHICH ALSO fiGURES AS A SARABANDE IN THE NOTEBOOK OF ANNA MAGDA-
LENA BACH. BUT GEORG HUffAT 1S ARIA, THE NOVA CYCLOPEIAS HARMONICA, ~AS CERTAINLY 
FAMILIAR TO THE YOUNGER MUFFAT, SINCE IT APPEARS COMPLETE NITH COMPOSITIONS OF HIS 
ONN IN VIENNA 18685. 1 THE BASS LINE OF GEORG HUFFAT 1S ARIA, TRANSPOSED fOR COMPARI-
SON TO THE KEY OF G, IS SEEN TO BE NEARLY IDENTICAL TO THAT EMPLOYED IY J. S. BACH. 
MUffAT 1S LINE IS REDUCED TO ITS SIMPLEST TERMS TO 8RINC OUT THE ESSENTIAL STRUCTURE. 
EX. 5. GEORG MUHAT, TII,ANSPOI£0 BASS FROM ARIA, APPaRATUS MusiCO-ORAANfSllCUS. 
g~fg r· I r· I r· I J I ;. I J I r· I J 
Q=# F' ltJ I J I I J. lg I IJ J I F' :II [). • 
g:f II= rr I J. I J. I J. I g. I J. I J. I r· 
., 
?:f tA. I f' I J. I J: I J. I ,4. I r· I g. .:II 7 
SEE ANALYSIS Of THIS MANUSCRIPT, P. 10 ABOVE. 
Ex. 6. J. S. BACH, GROUND EMPLOYED IN GOLDBERG VARIATIONS. 
2'*[ r· I r· I r· I r· I J. I J. I r· I J 
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THE MOST COMMON FORM OF THIS GROUND ENDS WITH THE FIRST PERFECT CADENCE IN 
THE EIQHTH MEASURE. SUCH IS THE PATTERN EMPLOYED I~ lOTH OF HANDEL'S VARIATION SETS 
I IN THE SECOND COLLECTION OF PIECES~~ CLAYECIN. THE fiRST OF THESE COMPOSITIONS 
STRESSES THE SARABANDE RHYTHM, WHILE THE LONGER COMPOSITION, RUNNING TO 62 VARIATIONS 
AS COMPARED WITH 21 FOR THE FORMER, DROPS THE TRADITIONAL RHYTHMIC MOTIVE IN fAVOR 
OF VARIED KEYBOARD PATTERNS. 
IN TWO OF HI$ CHACONNES GOTTLIEB MUFFAT DEPARTS FROM THE CUSTOMARY CADENCE 
TREATM£NTS. IN COMPONIM£Ntt-ll!, INSTEAD OF ALLOWING THE GROUND TO COME TO A PERFECT 
CADENCE IN THE EIGHTH MEASURE, BY OVERLAPPING MEASURES ONE AND EIGHT AND BY REPEATING 
THE RESULTING SEVEN-MEASURE PATTERN, MUFFAT EVOLVES A FOURTEEN-MEASURE PATTERN THAT 
HAS HALF-CADENCES BOTH IN THE MIDDLE AND AT THE END (SEE EX. 7, P. 95). As A RESULT, 
GEORGE fREDERICK HANDEL, COMPOSITIONS .f.SULR..f.!.AGt VOL. Ill, ED. BY ADOLF RUTHARDT, 
LElPZIG: C. ,f. PETERS, 193_? 
95 
THE ENTIRE SERIES Of VARIATIONS IS HEARD WITHOUT PAUSE, INCREASINC THE EXCITEMENT 
AND H£18HTENINC THE CONTRAST BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE DIVISIONS. 
Ex. 7. GOTTLIEB MufFAT, GROUND EMPLOYED IN COMPONIMENII-Jll. 
QJ:l£ ,. r· I'. I J. I J, I d· f J. 
iQ!# I I I I J. I J. I J. I J .t,~ ~; r· t' . c;;> II c .; 
IN VIENNA 186~H-lll, WHERE THE FALLING TURACHORO. PAtTERN WOULD NORMALLY 
LEAD TO A CONTINUOUS SERIES Of SECTIONS ENDING WITH HALf•CADENCES, AS EMPLOYED, fOR 
INSTANCE, BY JOHANN PACHELBELt 
Ex. s. I JOHANN PACHELBELt GROUND EMPLOYED.IN f MINOR CHACONNE. 
I r· I zJ. 
etc. 
I J. II 
HUHAT INTRODUCES A PERfECT CADENCE AT EVERY EIGHTH MEASURE, TRANSFORMING THE SUC.-
CESSIVE VARIATIONS INTO HARMONICALLY INDEPENDENT SECTIONS (SEE EX. 9, Pe 96) • 
. I JOHANN PACHELBEL, KLAVIERWERKE, ED. BY MAX SEIFFERT, DENKMALER OER TONKUNST IN 
BAYERN, 11, 1, LEIPZIG: 8REITKOPf & HlRTEL, 1901, P. 5}. 
,, 
Ex. 9. GOTTLIEB MUFFAT, GROUND EMPLOYED IN 8 MINOR CHACONNE 1 VIENNA 18691-111. 
---· ----·---
etc. 
0.• y=t~ £ [. IF' (II 
THIS TREATMENT, HOWEVER, II BRIEFLY DROPPED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PIECE WHERE, RETURN-
lNG TO THE MORE USUAL PRACTICE, THE COMPOSER YIELDS TO THE DEMANDS Of THE fiGURATION 
AND PERMITS VARIATIONS SEVEN, EIGHT ANO NINE TO PROCEED WITHOUT INTERRUPTING CADENCES.! 
THIS TREATMENT IS ALSO fOLLOWED CONSISTENTLY IN VIENNA 18691-11. IN THE LATTER PIECE, 
AS WELL AS IN COMPONIMENTI-ll!, MUFFAT RELINQUISHES THE OLD PRACTICE Of ENUMERATING THE 
THEMATIC STATEMENT AS· VARIATION ONE. THE FINAL WRITTEN-OUT RA~ IS HERE ILLOGICALLY 
DESIGNATED AS VARIATION FOURTEEN, INSTEAD Of Rj ~.z 
WHILE MUFFAT EMPLOYS MUCH OF THE STANDARD VARIATION TECHNIQUE, IT CANNOT BE 
HELD THAT HIS TREATMENT REPRESENTS A CROSS SECTI.ON OF BAROQUE PRACTICE. fOR EXAMPLE, 
INTERCHANGE Of THE VOICE LINES OF A REPEATED PHRASE THROUGH DOUBLE COUNTERPOINT, SO 
FAMILIAR A DEVICE IN THE WORKS OF LOUIS COUPERIN,} DIETRICH BUXTEHUDE,. J. K. fERDINAND 
fi1CHER,5 JOHANN PACHELBEL, 6 AND J. S. 8ACH,1 FINDS NO PLACE IN GOTTLIEB MUffAT 1S CHA-
CONNES. JOHANN fux, 8 GEORG MUFFAT,9 AND G. f. HANDELIO HAD ALSO DISCARDED THIS DEVICE. 
I CF. APPENDIX, P. 28}. 
2 II II p • 279 • 
3 LOUIS COUPERIN; ~. £!!•• PASSACAGLIA IN G MINOR, P. 99. 
• DIETRICH BUXTEHUDE, 6US9EWAHLIE 0RiELWERKE, ED. BY HERMANN KELLER, LEIPZIG: C. f. 
PETERS, 1938, PASSACAGLIA IN D MINOR, Po 59. 
5 J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER,~. ~., CHACONNE IN G MAJOR, P. }0. 
6 PACHELIEL, Jle• .£.11•, P • 53· 
1 J. S. BACH, CHACONNE IN D MINOR FOR SOLO VIOLIN,~' VOL. XXVII, P. }Z. 
8 fUX, ~· £!!•• CIACONA IN D MAJOR 1 P. 22. 
9 GEORG MuFfAT, APPARATUS HuSICO-ORSANISIICU§, C!ACONA IN G MAJOR, P. 6~; PASSACAGLIA 
IN G MINOR, Po 66. 
10 HANDEL, Jle• £!1. 1 CHACONNE CON VARIAZIONI, P. I}; CHACONNE CON VARIAZIONI 1 P. 20. 
' 
91 
BOTH BUXTEHUDE AND J. S. BACH INTENSIFIED CLIMAXES BY INCREASING THE RATE OF 
CHORDAL CHANGE, A PRACTICE NOT FEATURED BY J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER, HANDEL, GEORG OR 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT. INSTEAD OF MODULATING INTO NEW TONALITIES AS DO BUXTEHUDE, fiSCHER, 
AND PACHELBELt QOTTLitB HUFFAT STANDS WITH J. S. BACH, HANDEL, AND GEORG HuFfAT IN 
MAINTAINING UNITY Of TONALITY. HOWEVER, CONTRASTING SECTIONS IN CORRESPONDING MAJOR 
OR MINOR TONALitiES ARE EMPLOYED TO SUBDIVIDE AND ADO INTEREST TO LENGHTY WORKS, 
AS DESCRIBED IN DETAIL BELOW. 
OLDER FOLLOWERS OF fRENCH PRACTICE, SUCH AS J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER, JOHANN 
fux, AND GEORG HUFFAT, CONTINUED TO TAKE LIBERTIES WITH THE OSTINATO, INTO WHICH 
ENTIRELY NEW FIGURES MIGHT BE INTRODUCED. GOttLIEB MUFFATt HOWEVER, FAITHfULLY 
ADHERES TO THE ESTABLISHED PATTERN. ELABORATIONS OF THE BASS LINE OCCUR ONLY AS 
fiGURAL VARIATIONS Of THE OSTINATO, NEVER AS NEW, FREELY CONCEIVED LINES. YET DE~ 
SPITE THIS STRICTNESS, GOTTLIEB HUFFAT AVOIDS SUCH ARTIFICES, STILL FOUND IN BACH 
AND HANDEL, AS CANONIC AND FUGAL TREATMENTS, NOR DOES HE EMPLOY THE OSTINATO IN 
INVERSION, A DEVICE USED NOT ONLY IN BACH 1S D MINOR CHACONNE BUT IN WORKS BY fiSCHER, 
GEORG MUffATt J. K. KERL, AND OTHERS. IN THEIR CHACONNES NEITHER HANDEL NOR GOTTLIEB 
MUFFAT EXPLOIT CHROMATIC HARMONY, ALTHOUGH GEORG MuFFAT, J. K. f. fiSCHER, AND JOHANN 
fUX MADE USE Of SUCH EffECTS. 
IN OTHER RESPECTS, HOWEVER, GOTTLIEB MUffAT HAS MUCH IN COMMON WITH OTHER 
WRITERS OF VARIATIONS. HIS IMITATIVE FIGURATIONS EMPLOY MOST OF THE USUAL FORMS: SCALE 
LINESt CHORDAL FIGURES, LEAPS OF THE OCTAVE OR OTHER INTERVALS. HE IS FOND OF PASSING 
FIGURES FROM HAND TO HAND IN ALTERNATE MEASURES. 
TWO STEPS OF THE OSTINATO 
J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER,' 
I 
INSTEAD Of ONEt 
A FIGURE MILL OCCASIONALLY ENCOMPASS$ 
2 A TECHNIQUE USED ALSO BY LOUIS COUPEliN, 
-
AND J. S. BACH. 
I GOTTLIEB MUFFATt COMPONIMEMII-jll, YAR. l-, l6, 17, 27. 
2 LOUIS COUPERIN, ~· £11• 
3 fiSCHER, ~. ~· 
- J. S. BACH, GOLDilRG VABlAT!ONS, VAR. 2, 7. 
98 
LIKE J. K. f. fiSCHER AND HANDEL, GOTTLIEB MUFFAT OFTEN TREATS EXTENDED 
PASSAGES AS VARIATION PAIRS, IN WHICH SUCCESSIVE SECTIONS INTERCHANGE THE FIGURA-
TION BETWEEN THE HANDS. HE ODEI NOT, HOWEVER, BUILD SUPER-PAIRS, SUCH AS ARE FOUND 
IN fiSCHER! AND HANDEL, 2 OR CROUPS OF THREE SECTIONS WHICH HANDEL DEVISED BY PLACING 
THE VARIATION FIGURE IN BOTH HANDS SIMULTANEOUSLY FOR A THIRD HEARING.} 
As WITH HANDEL AND BACH, GOTTLIEB MUFFAT USUALLY EXPLOITS A SINGLE RHYTHMIC 
MOTIVE UNCHANGED DURINC AN ENTIRE VARIATION. As A COUNTERPOISE TO THE NORMALLY AC-
CENTED GROUND BASS, SHAlR CROSS-RHYTHMS STRESSING THE SECOND BEAT ARE CONVEYED IN 
STENCIL-LIKE FIGURES.~ ENTIRE SECTIONS ENE~GETICALLY TREATED IN THIS FASHION SET OFF 
MORE CANTABILE PASSAGES IN WHICH RUNNING OR CHORDAL FIGURES RULE FOR AN ENTIRE VARIA-
TION. IN THIS WAY THE POSSIBILITIES FOR RHYTHMIC AND TEXTURAL VARIETY IN A LONG 
COMPOSITION ARE FULLY EXPLOITED, A MEANS, CURIOUSLY ENOUGH, TO WHICH HANDEL FAILS 
TO RESOIT IN HIS CHACONNE WITH 62 VARIATIONS. IN THE LONG CENTRAL SECTION OF THIS 
WORK, MANY SUCCESSIVE VARIATIONS ARE BUILT ON FIGURES DIFFERING AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE 
FROM THE PATTERN IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING---. A TREATMENT WHICH, WHATEVER THE COMPOSER'S 
INTENTION, IS CERTAINLY LESS INTERESTING THAN HUFFAT 1S. ONE MAY, PERHAPS, RICARD 
THIS PASSAGE IN HANDEL AS AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE REMARK BY THE EDITORS OF THE COL-
LECTEO EDITION, THAT THESE PIECES WERE NOT INTENDED FOR PUBLICATION IN THEIR PRESENT 
FORM, BUT HAD BEEN SURREPTITIOUSLY OBTAINED AND PRINTED WITHOUT THE COMPOSER'S SANC-
liON. 
HUFFAT 1S MANUSCRIPT CHACONNES ARE TOO BRIEf TO REQUIRE THE TRIPLE DIVISION 
INTO MAJOR, MINOR, AND MAJOR SECTIONS WHICH 'IVES INNER STRUCTURE AND ADDED INTEREST 
TO SUCH A LARGE WORK AS COMPONIMENTI-1Jl. ALTHOU;H BAcH•s CHACONNE IN 0 MINOR FOR 
I fiSCHER, Jl.f• lli•t VAR. 1 & 8 ARE PAIRED WITH VARo 9 & 10. 
2 HANDEL,~. ,UI., PP. 2~, 25: VAR. 19 & 20 ARE PAIRED WITH VAR. 21 & 22. 
} .J.l.I.Q., P. 22 FF.: VAR. 1}-15'; 16-18; 20-2}; ~8-50. 
~ GOTTLIEB MUFFAT, Jl.f• .£ll., VAR. 2, 8, 25 1 26; VIENNA 18691-11, VAR. 12, SEE AP-
PENDIX, P. 218. 
SOLO VIOLIN IS PERHAPS THE BEST-KNOWN EXAMPLE OF THIS TREATMENT, IT SEEMS PROBABLE 
THAT GOTTLIEB HUFFAT FIRST OBSERVED IT IN J. K. fERDINAND fiSCHER'S CHACONNE IN G 
' MAJOR, WHICH APPEARED IN i4l PIECES Rl CLAVESSIN (1696), AND WAS SOON REPUBLISHED 
IN THE SAME COLLECTION UNDER THE NEW TITLE, HYSilALISCHES 8LUMEN8UsCHLEIN. BASED 
ON THE DESCENDIN~ TETRACHORD, REPEATED, USUALLY AN OCTAVE LOWER, TO CREATE AN EIGHT-
MEASURE PATTERN, THIS COMPOSITION RETAINS THE MAJOR TONALITY FOR THREE VARIATIONS, 
GOES INTO G MINOR FOR THE NEXT FIVE VARIATIONS, AND RETURNS TOG MAJOR FOR THE FIVE 
LAST VARIATIONS~ IN THEIR ADAPTATION OF THIS SCHEME, BOTH MUFFAT AND BACH MODIFY 
THE PROPORTIONS SO AS TO INCREASE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE OPENING SECTION, RESERVING 
KEY CONTRASTS FOR LATER USE, THE BETTER TO SUSTAIN INTEREST AS THE COMPOSITION UN-
FOLDS. THE FIRST CHAN~£ OF KEY IS RESERVED UNTIL APPROXIMATELY THE MIDPOINT OF THE 
COMPOSITIONS (COMPONIHENII-l!! AND GOLDIE&§ YARIATION~). MUFFAT HOLDS THE MIDDLE 
SECTION TO BRIEF PROPORTIONS AND CREATES A NEARLY EQUAL FORMAL BALANCE BETWEEN THE 
OPENING AND CLOSING SECTIONS: 
COMPONIMENTI-1!1 
ARIA, IS VARIATIONS 1 VARIATIONS IIJ. VARIATIONS, 
~ £A!g OF ARIA. 
IN THE 0 MINOR CHACONNE, ON THE OTHER HANO, BACH DISCARDS FORMAL BALANCE AND 
MAKES EACH DIVISION SHORTER THAN THE PRECEDING: 
THEME, 15 VARIATIONS 9 V AR I AT IONS 5 VARIATIONS, 
JU .£A.e.Q OF THEME. 
By LEAYIN~ THE LISTENER WITH A WILLINGNESS TO HEAR MOREt THIS ARRANGEMENT MAKES UP IN 
MUSICAL INTEREST FOR THE LACK OF FORMAL BALANCE. 
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fURTHER COMPARISON WITH J. S. BACH'S CELEBRATED CLAVIER VARIATIONS, HOWEVER, 
WILL NOT BE PROFITABLE. THE P~OGRESSIVE SERIES OF CANONIC MOVEMENts, THE STRATEGIC-
ALLY OISTRIBUT£0 EXCURSIONS INTO MINOR (VAR. 15, 21, 25) AND ABOVE ALL THE CONCEP-
TION Of INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS AS TRUE CHARACTER VARIATIONS FINO LITTLE PARALLEL IN 
HANDEL, GOTTLICB HUFFAT, fiSCHER, OR OTHER COMPOSERS Of VARIATIONS PIECES WHO HAVE 
BEEN CONSIDERED. WHILE SUPERFICIAL COMPARISONS IN FORMAL MATTERS CAN IE MADE WITH 
THE GOLDBERG VARIATIONS AND THE VIOLIN CHACONNE IN 0 MINOR, THE CONSUMMATE TECHNICAL 
MASTERY AND THE EXPRESSIVE FORCE SHOWN IN THESE WORKS PLACE THEM IN A CATEGORY APART. 
IT IS PER~APS SURPRISING THAT GOTTLIEB HUFFAT'S PRACTICE IN VARIATION WRITING 
RESEMBLES THE STRICT WAYS OF PACHELBEL MORE THAN THE.TRE&THENTS OF GtORQ MUFFAT &No.J. K. 
fERDINAND fiSCHER. EVEN JOHANN fUX, WE HAVE SEEN, APPROACHED THE OSTINATO WITH MORE 
LIBERTY THAN DID GOTTLIEB HUFFAT. BUT ALTHOUGH GOTTLIEB'S CONCEPTION Of OSTINATO 
WRITING WAS STRICT, THE MUSIC WITH WHICH HE FILLED THE STRUCTURE IS AS LITTLE ANTI-
QUARIAN AS THAT OF HIS SUITES. HIS MUSICAL LANGUAGE IS HIGHLY IDIOMATIC TO THE KEY-
BOARD, AND PERSONAL; IT IS INGRATIATING RATHER THAN PROFOUND. IN THE CHACONNE, 
GOTTLIEB HUFFAT IS EVIDENTLY MORE RETROSPECTIVE IN INTENTION THAN IN REALIZATION 
IN AIM, RATHER THAN IN TECHNIQUE. 
BY COMPARISON WITH MIDDLE- AND NORTH-GERMAN MODELS, GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S VARIA-
TION WRITING SHOWS CONSIDERABLE LIGHTENING Of TEUTONIC SOLIDITY WITH ITALIAN INFLUENCE. 
NOT UNEXPECTEDLY, THEREFORE, DO HIS VARIATION PIECES HAVE A RESEMBLANCE TO SIMILAR 
WORKS OF HANDEL. IT DOES NOT SEEM UNLIKELY THAT If HANDEL'S CLAVECik PIECES HAD 
REACHED PUBLICATION IN A FORM REVISED AND APPROVED BY THEIR COMPOSER, THEY MIGHT NOT 
ONLY HAVE COMPARED MORE fAVORABLY IN EVERY RESPECT WITH THOSE Of GOTTLIEB HUFFAT, BUT 
HIGHT HAVE SHOWN MORE CLEARLY A KINSHIP WITH THEM IN TECHNICAL TREATMENT. 
CAN A SINGLE VIEW ENCOMPASS BOTH THE VARIATION AND THE DANCE COMPOSITIONS Of 
GOTTLIEB MUFFAT? AN ATTEMPT TO ACCOMPLISH SUCH A VIEW SHOULD BE ENLIGHTENING. UNDER 
THE IMPACT OF THE COMPOSEA 1S NEW EXPRESSIVE DRIVES, THE CONSTITUENT PARTS Of THE SUITE, 
AS WELL AS ITS GENERAL EXTERNAL STRUCTURE, ARE BEING MODIFIED, WITH THE INEViTABLE 
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RESULT THAT OISI~TEGRATION OF THE SUITE PROCEEDS APACE. YET, DUE TO HIS RELATIVELY 
CONSERVATIVE APPROACH TO THE CHACONNE, THIS FORM, ALTHOUGH SERVING AS THE VEHICLE OF 
SOME OF HIS MOST PERSONAL AND IMAGINATIVE IDEAS, PROVES MORE DURABLE UNDER HIS TREAT-
MENT. BASICALLY CONSERVATIVE IN CONCEPTION, YET REPLACING SOME OF THE TRADITIONAL 
TECHNIQUES WITH AN EASIER MANNER, MUFFAT'S THREE CHACONNES APTLY SYMBOLIZE THE POSI-
TION OF THIS COMPOSER AS A TRUE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LATE BAROQUE WHO IS AT THE SAME 
TIME A BRIDGE BETWEEN THE BAROQUE AND THE PRE-CLASSIC. 
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H&tNUtN .J• KNOLL. •• DtUIATITiore, au._. ............. 0UCL'III' IMIUMIL 
IIIUAJI, 1 Putt,.no AN cxte••vt ANAL'ftlt:lL nvov Of *'"AT's NODULATION •nua•, 
Dl ..... ltllt\TIIIG THA-T Mil PRACli~C. Itt THII ll.,lct UIIDID T .. AAD TMt: MARMON I: ICN!MU 
WtttCM 81C41!11 AN !ITAaLIIMID FEATURE Of SOMA'U•ALLIIlRO rGIU.,. llllMOut IHOitiNC A ItA• 
.TIITICAL IUMMAAY, l~L COMCL.VD!D TMA1 •tHE MAJOIJTY OF THE KUFFAT SUITE NOVIMENTI 
2 
SHOtt THE MARMOIUC Plll~DICITY IJF TNt· LATta SONATA. NOV!M£N.t IN FULL DEVELOPMENT .•• 
AI A CMICK Glt THIS CONCLUIIGM TME ANALYIII WU£ REPCAtlO ANO THE RESULTS 
AUDITED FOR THE PR&SINT STUDY. THE NEW ANALYsiS WAS IAIID ON THE liND AND DEQIEE 
Of THE CADINC£ AT THE FIRST OOUIL.l•IAR (lHILL HAD NOT ~ISCRIHINAT£8 IITWIIN MALF-
CADIWCta AND PIRFICT DOMINANT CADINCtl), THE MODULATORY COURSE INMEIIATEtY AFTER 
THl DOUILI· IAR, AND INTERNAL CADINCIIt IUIEU' P1l!StNT, Nlt.HIN SiCTIONS. TNt FIND-
t•s FILL INTO n•a CAUCOUU 1NAT CUI ,.OMIU 0, Rtt'ACUNUNC DICIUI OF NODULATOIY 
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(TOTAL) 
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I Cr. OISCUSSIONt ''• 20, 21 AIOVI. 
2 KNOLL, .l.t· JUl•, P. 31; TNt oatGttiiAL auea; "Du NtMRZAHL eu "uffAT'sCHIN SuttEN-
SATll UIIIT ALSO DU MARH0Nl$C:HI ,UIOOIIURittiO Oil "AURIN SONAtlNIATUS IN 
VOLtoltOMEN11t A US II LOIIItG .'1 
} TO THE NIAAISf INTEC1tAL PIRClNT. 
.. , 
It II ltllllll.fiU AI',.AU._ JtJAf YNI Pfttf· 818UPt IIPRISENfiJIQ. TNt: SllltfOIIT 
NOOULA111N ~Alfllflt,, fAL&.I- let.W fMC ... .IOIUY CUUIID IN lllfiL:L 11 c.eNCLUSIM QUGUO 
AIGVI. IUT TO IJIC&.UOI TNt WI'AUI CATf801tUS• IN·IWHtll Of. TNE CONCUIIIGN II TO 
TNt: NIIINl NIHil THIEUFME •CNIUI8 1111 NUN .... W· TMI IES·UI.TI aY SWIJECT-
Id 'JNE 'BIJIAIY IUtfL Mf&.N'JI Or J. S •. t.tcH TG A IINI .. AI AIIALYIIIt IUICI lNOU MAO 
,.0,.0111 Tl Df .... TlATl 11HIM f'AI·fiWf.fAY 11 lUlU 8011 8EY8HD THAT OF J. I. 8ACN."I 
TMt!lt£ IIIIIC NG llht·,.eaat Ol,lttiNCE Ill MOOUUT.MY TRIUNENT IITNUN CLAVI£1 AND 
Ifill I~WOIDt IXet.UtiU ... U TIIIOII ., oo•t'UL AlfTIIIENTICilY AND TNOU FOR· TME 801111:0 
IOLO INSTIURfMTI. THE MOfiMINII AM4LYZED FIL&.-INTO·CATICO.II8 EQUifALENT-TO THOll 
fel -f. FaT 1 I PI ECII. • 
Caucon fltlut.AHM··OP· 
.fAU ..1.1!1 
To IELATID UY: IOMINAJIT · CO'ITIMUED IX-
Oil IEL. NAJ. H •••• CuRS ION 
2 SaNE AS ABOVE IUUitM ·tMOUQM TON-
IC IIY lEfORt: IX-
CU.SION PllOCIIDS 
} OoNINANT·NALF-CADINCI VARIOUS 
\ PERFECT CADENCE IN TMIC VARIOUS 














hOl.L, .I£• .&ll•o fl. 5; THI oai.INAL I&ADIJ 11 1M. FOLCENDIN 1ST auarUHILtCH AUSII,._ 
ANitl&niUTti·· IN. VJCW&U MU,ATI lUlU iiara 011 JON. SIB. 8ACH8 HIMAUSUNT •• • u 
2 10 TN£ NUI\UT INTUIAL ,.ldtNt. 
CINT ·- IN WMICIII J. S. keN MAO AUIUILI$11£0· Tit~: fM.tC ltlY UUIIDIA1li.Y AfTER HAVIM8 
HAll A Prlf'ICT CADIMCI IN TNE C ... TUI-11NI U"f At TMI DGUIU .eaa. WHP THIS LAIUU: 
IIOUft (CATihlY 2) II ADDEO 10 THE IROUP Of atRM&LY M00u&.A11*1· PATI~RIIIS, Itt ACCORD-
ANCE WHH THI llh.IK .lNOLL MUSt HAVE ADOPlEO IN OITAINIH THI MA .. OIITY RUUllD TO 
JACM: 
Moe\ILMIO.. OF Noouu 11011 o~ NUMIR OF PIRC~NTAI£ CAti§ORJ l.W..bl lW..lU ~ 
.8!""' 
To RIL;Atto UY: OOIUNANt CONtattWIO fX. .. 
•• . , ......... Olt IUN • CUitll ... ~5 25 
2 SAN£ AI AIOYI lrtuaN TMROUIN TON• 
IC ICY tiFear IX- 10, 60 
.CURSION PRGCUOS 
15- 15 
3 DOMINANT·HALF-CADINCI VAR•IOUI 11 
' 
' 
PEIFIC:f CADIIIICI IN TONIC 
(IIION-MIOIIUfH!) biliOUS II 
' 
(tOTAL) 182 100 
BY RlfiRIIIICI tO THI 1AILI liVElli fOR MwFFAJ'I MOVIMINTI (PAC£ 102) 01111 FINDS 
Tltl TOTAL FOil CATI:80RIU I AND 2 TO H OML·Y f} PU Clltl (THE IUM· OF 'J PIR CINT FOR 
CAUIORY I AND 26 PU CUT fOI CUll-Y 2), AI CONPAICO wnH 85 PIR CI'JT FOR J. S. 
BACH. IN WIIW Of lNfSLL'I llCI'·RIIIID AIM -THt A01WAL CONnONTAUON Of Rf:ICA. ts II UN-
EXPICTEOt SUlCI IT lltMI TO IHOW TIIAT MU,AT FALLS APPRICIAIL Y IHMT OF 8ACN IN TNE: 
' 
fOttMED ON A NARPIICNORD, THE lNITRUMIIIIf FOR NHICN 1MI COIIIP081110ttS HAD 111111 COIIICIIVED, 
AltCUEO 1111 FAVOR Of lltOLL 'I COIIICLUStON, DEI,IT! Nil .fAILURE 10 MAA•HALL tMII PAUtCUUl 
IYIDINCI IN 111 ......... ,. IT lfCAIII EVIOINT TfiAt DlfPIRCMCEI tM TNE HDULA10aY UEAT-
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MINT INIUDIAULY fOLLONIMQ THt OOUIU IAI COULD NOT II I&NtalO · tN> .............. THI 
lliULTI tHAT MCII SOUQMT. ACCOIDINCLYt· A IU.WIY OP ROD~ATGIY PIACTICI -IN PIE-cLASSIC 
ANO CLASSIC SONATA LITIIATUAl MAl UNOIITAKlN IN OIDEI TO EITAILIIM TMI fiEND Of fUTURE 
MINTS TO THE EXCLUSION Of TN£ MANY DAIICE PIIC:EI MHICH· P£AIISTID IN Till leNAU, Til£ 
CppMn TOtAL NUMIII MOWIMENTI CGNfiNUIN8 
.If MHMRtl• CICMRilMJ.I'JIU .1b 
MOWIMENTI ·IEEITAILIIMINQ 
.ualJ; .Ill . .Aflll· pogt.LI .lA& 
DOMENICO PAIADIEII 10 
' C. P. £. BACH 2 27 2' 
,, •.•. IIUA' II 10 




fiAMZ JOI. HAYDN ., 10 
' 
J. CMIISTlAN·BI.CM' 9 1 2 
IN flUS COMPANY JOHANN CHIIITOPM fiiiDIICH BACH IS TN£ EXC:IPTIOII PROWINQ tNE 
IUU TIIAT PUTUU SONATA PIACTIC£, FIOM Till •ar-GLASIIC PHASE ONMAIO, UNDID TO EXPLOIT 
THI C:ONtUSTUIC TON"LITY IIITHGUT. INUIRWtiOit OIICI It MAl liUILIIIIEO 1Y A PllrECt 
CAOINCC 'Af THI DOUBLE IAA. THIS riND INC- Offt:RillD THE PelS IIlLI TY Of IUNT£1Piltl .. 
THE DAU' ALIUOY !ITAIUSHIO AC:COIOIIIC TO N£11 CUtCDaiiS MHU:H, U THE IACIIFICl Of 
IUCiltLY' Mt:AllNIM lNkl. 1S I NTUIIt IMI IUT NOT fUI.L Y IUPPOlTCD CONCLUS liN, WOULD MAll 
POIIIat.a->Mlt·•OISCIUUMATIIIC· NltiUTioNI. AI COMPAICO WITH THE fOUl 81lOUPI lUST IN-
JACtt•ES lliPPOLYU Allltlll fAIIIIIC AIIO LOUIS fAia&IIC-, EDITORS, J.l 111101 JlU 
f~~~Cit WOI.. 17, PAllS:~. fAIRINC, liTO. 
2 l&:Ria Pltllllll, fOLie I, 2, -· '• 1, 8, II, 1}, PAllS: A. ANO L. fARilNC 1 
1861-ISU. 
} J.l lRftpll .Ill Plt!IUQ, WOL, f, PAAII: A. fAARICt HI". 
' J..l Jt(SQB JlU. PUIItUI, IOI.e lJ, PARIS: L. fAUIIICt ISJO. 
5 fiANl JOIEPM HAYDN, tUlly SQUill .fll.1J11· PIANtfUTI, ED-. IY IIC..,.D LIIIIT AND 
LUDMIC lLllt Mlll Y011: 6. ICMIIMt:R, • ., •• 
' .L.l JIQII .1.U PltMIIUit YOL, U, PUIS: L. fARUNC, 1870. 
CAtUOilY or 
"""""" 
I TAING PllfiCT CADIMCI IN CONTlAStiNI t•ALITY 
PllfiCl CADIMCI IN 
fOMlC· (NON-MOOULATOAY) 
CONtiiNAIION 0' I!IIW tONALitY 
&ftiR tMI 80 .. LI IAR 
CMt.aAOICTI• If Mllf tONALitY 
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(TOTAL) 182 100 zr.e 100 
AI RIIIOUPID Alen, tHI RISULtS 0' TilE· ANALYSIS IIIMI INTO PaMININCI tat£ FACt 
THAt THE SUitt NMIMINtl Of GonUII MWffA1' CONIINWI THUll AOYAMCINI IIODUUIOilY DAIYI 
PAIT tHE 18UILI a4R AND INtO tHE IICINO SICTtON Of TMI IINAlY MOVINENT tNICI AI fRI-
QUINTLY AI DO tiiOSE Of J. S. 8ACH. lMII lliYI IS fOUU IN NUALY Olei•NAL. Of ALL Of 
MurrAT 1S DANCI HOVIMINTS. THE SWill MOYINEMTI Of J. S. BACH, ON lNI ITNIR HAND, ltlUlN 
TWICE AI rl1QWM1'LY AS DO THOSE Of 8et1LIII MW"AT, THIS IITUIN lillie Ollllf£0 IN 
IIXTY PER CINT Of J. S. BACH'S SUITE I'IOYEflltltfS. 
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fMIIE FIHOINIS, ALTMOUIH quAMt.TATIVELY AT VARIANCE WITH kNOLL'S CONCLUSIONS, 
AilE IN E"ECT A COliF-IRNA'HON OF TME OI#FUl..Ci: IN PRACTICE THAT HE WIINIO TO DEMON-
STIATE IUWUN H'JffAT AND J. Se BACN. THU ALSO HAVE TN£ ADYANTA8EI OF ESSENTIAL 
REriNEIIIN'rS IN ,ROCEOUftE AND RICOROUS AUDITING OF FINDINGS IN SUPPOIT OF A SI8NIFICANT 
CONCLUSIONI THAT OHCI: NAYIN8 IIODUUTID, MurfAT TENDS TO IIIIAIN IN fN£ NEW KEY MOR£ 
CO.SISTENTLY THAN 00!1 J. S. BACH, IIFORE FINALLY RETURNING TO THE HOllE lEY. ONE 
IIAY CONCLUDE, TMitl"eRI, TNAf- IN THEIR IIORI CONSIITII•T USE OF THE. CONTRAST PliNCIPLE 
WitH RtsHCT TO UY ICHEMIS IIIMEDIATILY FILLO..ING THE DOVIU IAR, THE SUITE MOYEIIEHTS 
or Go-TTLI£1 MVFFAT REPRESENT AN ADVANCE 8¥!1 THOlE OF J. S. BACH. 
IN VIEW OF TH£8£ RESULTS, IT IS SURPRISING THAt 10 MANY PRIMITIVE, NON-MOOUU-
TOilY MOVEMENTS (MORE THAN TWICE AI MANY, PIRCENTACii£-NISE, AS IN BACH) AilE FOUND AMONG 
GOTTLIEI MU"AT'S SUIT£ COMPOSITIONS, AMOVNTINI TO AIOUT ONI•IUINTH OF Hll DANCE MOYI-
IIENTS. hE PHEN ... ENON II EXPLAINED CIIIIFL·Y IY GOTTLill MU,AT'S CONTINUED PREDILECTION 
FOft THt: MI-NHT, WHICH HE FUQUENTLY tREATS AI A SIIIPL£ IONG-t'YP£ THAT DIIPINSES WITH 
ALL MODULATION. 
A rURTNER POINT CONCERNINI MODULATION WAS ALSO SYSTEMATICALLY INVEITIIATED. 
IT HAD liEN 81SEilVtO THAT ALTHOUGH THE MAJORITY OF DANCES WHICH EMPLOYED IIDDULATION 
IN THE 'IRST PART £STAILISHEt THE CONf'ASTI~C KEY MITHIN TNt 8RI£r SPACE 0' THE FINAL 
TNO OR THR£1: MUSUUS lEfOR£ THE DOUIU IAR, IN SEVERAL INSTANCES A TINDEHCY TO MODu-
LATE EARLIER 1• THE MOVEMENT WAS FOUNOe ALTHOU;H TNI8 WAS MOlT EVIDENT IN THE OLDER, 
AND THEREFORE MORE NIQMLY STYLIUD TRAIITIOMAL MOVEMENTS, TIUS TENDENCY A"ECTED TN£ 
OniONAL 'DANCES TO A SMALL BUT NIAIURABLE EXTENT • CO..,AIIIION OF THE PllAC:TICt or 
MUFfAT ANO J. S. BACH SHOWED THAT IN THE ALLEMANDES, COURANT£1, SARAIANOEit AND CICU£1 
tHE CONTRAITINC KEY WAS INTRODUCED AND EMPLOYED TNROUIH THE ENTIRE riNAL HALF 0' PART 
ONE IN OVIIl ONE-fOURTH or M'IFFAT'S DANCES, IUT IN USS THAN ONE-FIFTH 0' THOSE Or 
Je le BACH. fOA ALL lANCES, INCLUOINC 8ALAMTIRI£N, THE PROPORTIONS WERE STILL AS 
HICH AI ON£-FIFTN AND ON£•T£Nttt, RESPlCTIVUY, AND SHOWED AN INCRUSI .. C DIFFERENTIAL 
AI PROPORTIONS rOR TNt INCREASINGLY FEWER MOVEMENTS MODULATING EARLIER THAN THIS WEill 
••• 
EXAMINfD.. hll IEUTIONIMIP IICOIIII CLURU IY llEFfltiNCE TO THE fO&.IAIIIlll· f .. IU: 
PROPMTIOtt •• PARt· ONI· r•teYINC I HUffAt/laCH PER-PtltC£111 OF MOWCM:NTS 
CMJidUQ•IWfALIJI. HUffAJ JQ 
''"'"' .IAUi 
fiNAL THRII-QUARtiRI }. .5 5 
fiNAL HALf TO THRU- 1.5 z. }.1 QUART US 
fiNAL OMt•HALF 20. 10. 2 
fiNAL OHE•tHIU , ... n. 
··-(OTHIR) 05.5} (6}.5) 
(TOUt.) 100. 100. 
iECA.SI Of THE COMPAilATIWILY FIW IMI1A.CEI IEPIIIIN111 II THE fiiiT LINE OF 
THE TAILI, AND TNE DIFfiCULTY OF DITIIMININI ACCUIATELY THE DlfflllENCEI IN THE POIN11 
AT MHICM MOO-..ATION NIIHT IE IA.O TO IECOMI IEFINITE WITHIN THE LAIT ONI-1HIRO TO ONE• 
QUARTII 8f ll.lf IEC .. O .. , .. LY IKI IICOND AND THIID LINtS OF THE TAIL£ ARE SUfFICIENTLY 
VALlOt 11A11111~ALLYt TO MARI.-T IIAWt.S CONCL~IO.Io THE FIRST AND fOURTH LIMit All 
CIUN TO ILLUSTilATl THE DUICTIO .. IJI WHICN .AUt ADMITTEDLY TOO IUTCNY FOI fiRM COII-
CLUIIONI, APPIAil TO POINT. IN 10 fAR AI SUCH A MATtER CAN IE MEAIUIEO QUANTITATIVELY, 
THIS lltYEITICATION IEVEALED A DUINITI TENOIIICY OF ..,,AT TO EITAILIIH THE C .. T«AIT• 
INC TONALITY EARLIER IN THE FIIIT IECTION Of THE IIMAIY fQRM THAN DOES J. S. IACN. 
THE SlMSE OF TONAL POLARITY WIUCH II ONE IUMINT IN THE SONATA PliNCIPU: AP-
PURl TO IE SOMIWHAT MOll OF A fOllCE Ill MwfAf 1S SUitE MOVEMENTS TNAN IN THOlE Of J. 
S. BACH. CAIUAL IXAIUIIATION OF THE MUSIC Of TH£111 PRIOICESIORS SNOWS T'MAT GOTTLIEB 
MuFFAT AND J. S. BACM HAVE lOTH ADVANCED APPRlCIA8LY IEYONO fROIEIOtR AND J. K. 
fEIDINANO fiSCHEI IN THII IESPICT. 
THE ADVANCE OF 'OTT LUI HufF AT OV£1 J • S. BACH CAN IE IUMMAAII&D AS: 
I. THE 81EATIR rRlQU£NCY NITM NHICN HUffAT CLOIEI PaRt ~~ OF THE IINARY roaM 
WITH A PERFICT AUT-INTI; CAOEIICI Ill TME ce.tRAITING fOMA~ITY. 
To tHE NEAIEIT ONE-NALf Of A PERCENT. 
2. THE StRONGER TENDENCY OP MurrAT TO MODULATE EARLIER IN THE COURSE OF PART 
ONE Of tHE IINAAY NOVIMENt. 
}. TNt QRUTU rREQUlNCY WitH WHICH THE COURSI Of MDUUTIIM, FELT AS A 
CONTI NUl NO EXCURIION, II CARRIED FOIWAI'D AT tHE I'URt OF THE SECOND PARt, I NSTUD OF 
RETURNINC tO TN£ IAIIC TONALITY. 
INDICAttl "tHE tlNDINCY TGWARDI 10EI£LOPNDtt 1 WMI·CM fOR .. AN ESSENtiAL FUTURE OF 
SONATA P6RN,"I THE lfRI·11R ALSO- IURUYI:O THIS TENDENCY .IN THE ALLENANOII,. COURANTES, 
IARABAMDES, ANO CIGUEI Of fROIERIER, J. l. fERDINAND fiSCHER, J. $ •• ACH, AND SOtT-
LIEI MUPFAlt NOTIMC At THE IAN£ TINE TN£ DEGRIE·Of SYMMEtRY OF THE INTIRNAL STRUC-
IN TEAMS Of PERCENT OF NOYININtl, THE RESULTS feLLOW: 
Pt. I> Pt. 2 
Pt. I :: Pt. 2 
PT. I < Pt • Z 
fxUHAL PAG-
PORTIOHALITT 
. (1191£f9U fiiCMJ! 
A .k 1 .i A .k 1 .i .A .£ .! .§ 
5\ ' ' 21 
2} '5 5\ ll \0 60 '' 
Z} }O U \.1 60 \0 " IOO \0 51 II Jl 
Hyrru 
.A .£ ! .i 
1\ l 
100 16 '' 100 
- 21 15 
5 1\ l 
TME tAIL£ REFLECTS CNANGtS IN TME'FORNAL PROPORTIONI OF lUll£ NOYIMENtl FROM 
fROIIR.IR tO 80Tt~IEI HUFFAt. fROIER.ER 1S TINDINCY tO INLARGI THE FIRST SECTION DIS-
APPEARS tN LATER COMPOSERS. IN J. S. BACH, FORMAL IYNMITRY ANO REGULARITY OF PHRAIE 
ltaUCtURt, A··NILL AI tHE IU:Cut.ARITY Of VARIOUS A•IYMEtRICAL IXTIRNAL PROPORTIONS, 
COMt TO A CLIMAX. WITH GOttLIEB HUFFAT, EMPHASIS ON PART TWO ATTAINS. A HIGH POINT, 
ALONC lfltN A DECRUSE IN RECULARI1Y AI tO INTERNAL AI WELL AS IXTIRNAL fORIUttiON. 
110 
AMON8 C.,.._ERI TO· II MADI OIU.Y WITH CAUTION• Ben IN CINUAL 1 THE Ol ...... llAfiON HAS 
VALIDITY AS AN INDICATION OF CHANCES OCCURRINC IN TMI SUITE OUliNQ THE YIA~S IN QUII-
TION. Its VALUE HeRE Lilt t• tts RIVILATION OF GOTTLIII MufFAf AT THE ENDPOINT OF THE 
FOLLOWING TRENDS: 
I. THE SHIFT IN EMPHASII TO PAIT tWO AI SYMPTOMATIC OF A CROWI-I STRESS ON 
2. DECLINE IN T~E OIIIRVANCE OP SUCH FOAMS If PROPORTIONATE A-IYMMETRY AS 
THE So-CALLED MIOLOEN SECTIOH,"I ALTHOUCH THEIR IHFL~INCE 18 STILL PELT. 
3. INCRUIIWG USE OF A•SYMNIUICAL PHUSI STIUC'IUIItiS IN TNI STYLIZED, TllA-
TM111 I .. UYAftiNI, TAIIN IN co•tctiiN NITM lNOLL 'S DENONITRATtGII OF HUIFAT 1S 
UNOIIICY T .. ARD ADWANCID StYLIUtt .. , 2 UlOICAtE A CERTAIN PARADOX IN GOttLI£8 RUFFAT 1S 
PllACTICE: TNI COMaiNATION OF IOIIE.NAT PROIUSSIYI TNEIIIUIC lRUTIIIINts NUN AN UNSNAIIN 
AOMERINCI TO FAMILIAR FORMS IN PIIFERINCE TO NDVILTitl IEINC EXPLORED IY PERIOL£11 AND 
PUTU. hEN CII'IAIN MOVEMIMfl OF GOTYLiti'S OLDER COMTEMf'OUlltl, J. S. BACH AND 
OOIIIINICO SCARLATTI, PORIIHAIGW CEatAIN FEATURES OF SONATA-ALLEIRO STRUCTURE NOR£ CLtAR• 
LY TIMAN DO THE MOST AOUNCED OF RUFfAt 1S IINA"Y MOVIMINTI. TilE TWO-PAU llfWEM1tON IN 
£ MAJOR GF J. i• BACH II CITID IY ftaCNU} FOR Ill IXIMPLtfiCUIOif OF DEVILOPIIINT AND 
TRUE RECAPITULATION, ALTMOu'M CARRifD OUT llf DOUILE COUNTERPOINT. IATIIFYINS RECAPIT-
ULATIONS OCCUR U1 SUCH L£11UAILY MOYEMNTI AI THE IARAIANDI FROM TN£ fOURTN PARTITA, 
NMPI TNE u•uattlf.O lACE ENIIAMC£1 TME SAVOR 0' THE RETURN. UUPATIUCl NOTES ClRTAUI 
FULL TONIC aECAPITULUIGNS IN SCARLATti, WHILE tiE INSISTS, RIIHTL.Y, THAT CLASSICAL 
SONATA rnJt II NOT THIS COMPliER'S IOAL) 
I · Aeu;a 1 Jlt• .£.LI• 1 P. X I II • 
2 lMiLL, Jtf• .W•t PP. }2-53. 
3 IIILMILM flteUR; "ZuR ENTNIULUHIUSCHICIITE liS IIUNU lUIIIICHE .. SULit" StMIJN 
ZVR RUII•NIISINSCMAFT, Ill (1,15), P. 50. 
' URitPAfiiU, .At• .t11•t P. 266. 
Ill 
bAMPUI 10 TMIQ418M I. PUI£NT THOU. MOVIMOITI IY 80TTUII MuftAT AND HI$ 
YO-U CONTUPORAAUI TNA.T NAWI hllf CUID ~~ f .. ESHADt*INQ IONATA•A&.UCitO fORM. 
TN COVI~MTI FAOM VU .... A ISJA•t It '-I TID IY l•iou 1 AI 80T1~HI MuFfAt's NEAII:ST 
APPIOACM TO A COJUIUU AIIO TIUI ttiC .. It ... AtiM. It IIlLi. N •oTICr:O TNAT THE ... r; .. 
PillE" I$ liT FORTN IN TNE UY IF TNE !XCUiliiON, AND tHAT llttfltN TO TMI TONIC Of 
THE fiOY&MNf DIU. NOT OCCUI UNTIL LAYII. HINCI THE rrnet OF TilE l&IIATEMENT II 
NOT 1NAf OF IECAPUUUUM, Itt If CHTfNifiNQ IXCUII&OII, MD ,_ lUCK, &Uff&at 1111 
NO •at noM ORDIIIlAIIY 11-~U oa•r MOWIMNTI. I·T THEIEfOI& FOitEIMAIIWI JGNATA-ALUIH 
FIRM LlSS DISTINCTLY THAN MIYEMENTS OF PElCOLESI (rx. 11-t~), PLATTI (rx. 1.), AND 
[WIN TME AIOWI•IIINTlOIIED INVENTION Of J. S. 8ACM, aN ALL OF WHitM AT LUST Tl!ll OPEN-
INC NOTES OF THE STATEMENT AlE C...,liNJD· IN THE Ga&llltAL TGNIC, CIUtla THE IlNSE "r 
RETUIN,TMAT II. A CHARACTERISTIC NOTE OF TMI IICAPITULATION 1• I .. ATA-ALLICRG FOIM. 
TNE MVPFU COUUNTI CAN II SEEN NOT INLY AI ANAa.YUD 1111 EXAIIPLI 10, IUT ALSO 1111 Colt-
TEXT IM THE APPCMDIX, WHERE THE SUITE IECINI ON P. 
DifFERS ITRUCTUIALLY FROM lXAMPLl 10 ONLY IN TNI CltiATIR LINITN OF TME SECOND SIC• 
Tl ... , IN THE CeURIE Of WHICH STATEMENTS OF THE OPENINiil SUIJECT ICCUII IN IUYI OTNEI 
THAN TN£ TOMIC, CIYINCt ACAIN, THE EFFECT OF CINTINUID EXCUIISION AND OtWILOPIIINT 
RATNII TMAN Of lETUlN. A NUMIIl Of LI11RAL "RECAPITULATIONS" IN THE TONie .,MICH 
lftLL AL$0 CIUDJ IIUNC TO MINIATURE M .£AD MVEMENT8 1• IIIIlCH PART ONE DIU NOT 
MODULATI· AT lt.l. 1 ·.AND :MENCI altr; NOT TO II CONIIIEaED IN COMNICTION·lil TN SONATA-ALUCRO 
IT IUM UIDEIIIIT THAT liUPATIICitS INJUNCTIGII IEtARDIH SCARLATTI'S AIM 
RtSPECTIIICo fORMAL ITIUCTURI APPUCS EQUALLY WILL TO 80ttLUI -fAT, NAMI.Yt TMAT 
• 
• 
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READING THEil OWN CONCEPTIONS INTO THE WOII OF lAlLlE• COMPOSERS. IF 1 IN ~ACT, DOMINICO 
SCARLATTI: WAS NOT AIMINC AT IONATA•AU.ECRO FORM I:VIN IN TloiOIE MOVEMNTS ltl WHICtt ME NAP-
PINEO TO Nit UPON It, THE I AMI 08SIRUTION I ElMS UEM MOll! YALID WITH RESPECT TO flott-
LIU Murrn, WNO APPEARS CONtENT TO WOftl. WIYttl•;tN£ fPM FAMU.IAR tO liiM (I,UUU: AD-
MiftULY ltaAININC TNE lUlU IUONO ITS USUAl. OUTUII£1) AQ EVIN PRACTICES ltlfAOIPCCTIIi 
FORMS EMPLeYED IY J. S. iACH AND MIS PREDICEIIORS: CNACGNNE,I fUCUE,z ANO VARIATION 
CANZONA.} 
8GtTLIII MUFfAt'S IMPORTANCE IN THE tRANSttiON TO tHE PII•CLASSIC ltiSTS NOT 
UPON Mil DIVILOPMftTS IN FOAM IVT UPON IUS. TMEMATIC TIEATMENT AND HU 1EX1UilE THAT 
A 1.111 TIC ... ICAL, PERSONAL· f'AC10R NUll II NOTID: MU,AT 1S STRIICINC INDIYIDUALilAtiON 
AND IUBJICTIJITY OF UPRISltH VNICN OCCASI ... ALU FOR.INA.DOII 1M£ llfUQIWilt AND 
THE .IIIIIJI ~ .Riali· Of A LATIR CENUATlON. 
A NUMIER Of PERSONAL IDIOSYNCRASIES OF VRIUNQ THAT OIFY SYSTEMATIC TIEA1• 
MENT, I tiT THAT Allr. QIITNILESS, IN'OitTANt ILEMENTI IN Mil STYLI t ARE RIYIEWID Ill TMI 
NUT CNAPTIR. 
I 80tTLUI MUfUT, CONPONIMINTI-!!l; VU .... A·U'?I•.!J. AND •ill• 
2 GOTTLIEI MUf'fAT, PIILYI! .l.f.IIUlLUJ.'QUAfHI, MARIUAC-15181. 
5 fiOTtl.ll8 lluffAT, JQCCAU, L!tllti .l CtPBfiU, fUCWE 3; fORNIRLY ATTRIIUT£0 tO fRESCO.. 
IAL81• THIS COMPOSITION: MAS RECENTLY Af'PIAREO UNDER MVffAT 1S NAME, II. IY fRIEDRICH 
W. RIEDEL, liPPITAOT: IISTNfA & SII8EL & Co., 1'58. 
125 
CHAPI£1 NlN£: lOME lNQR£Dl£NTS Of QOTTLI£8 MUffAT'S PERSONAL STYLE 
lME PRECEDING CHAPTIRI HAVI IXTINIII TO TME "AN .. CRIPT SUITES TNt fORMAL AND 
I 
fiCMNICAL DIICUISIONI THAT IIIAN NITN GutoO ADLER. ADLER DISCRIIES QoTTLlll MuffAT'I 
lfYL£ AS AN INDIVIDUAL, PERSONAL OMit STAMPED WITH A SPECIFICALLY AUITRIAN CHARACTER. 
INOLL POINTI OUT TECHNICAL CONTRIIUTIONI TO CLAVIER WRITINI THAT PLAY A PART lN THE 
APPROACH TO TNE PRI•CLASSIC ICNOOL. THE AIM Of THE PRESENT CHAPTER II TO REVIEW 
THOlE IDIOIYNCRASIIS THAT SEEM TO 81 RISPONIItLI fOR THI PERSONAL flAVOR Of GOTTLIII 
MUffAT 1S IUITE COMPOSITIONS. 
IHt IVIOINT lfiE~fiiUQICIIII (IILIIHT IN PLAYING) UPON NMICN ADLER COMM£NtS2 
APPEARS TO HAVE INSPIRED MUCH Of MuffA1 1S NIITINI ANO TO NAVE PLAYED A SHAPINC IDLE 
IN IT. HIS EXPLOITATION Of CONTIASTS Of TOUCH 1 AND MIS DELICHT IN FIIURATIONS THAT 
LIE WILL UNDER THE MANDt GIVE A SENSE Of SPONTANEITY AND A IEEMINILY UNSTUIIED liM-
PLICitY. YET SUCH CAREfULLY INDICATED DETAILS AS CONTRAStS Of TOUCH GO fAR TO PRO-
MOTE UNITY WITHIN THE SUITE 1 WHILE AT THE lAME TIME THE lffiCTI Of CONTRAST IITWIEN 
SUCCESSIVE MOVEMENTS ARE TMIRIBY ENHANCED. 
PtlMAPS tHE liST ILLUSTRATION Of TNII TECHNIQUE II FOUND IN TN£ CAREFULLY 
EDitED PARTHIE EN Q MOLL, HAIIUIG 15Til-1. IN TNE MOll INEliiTIC MOVEMENTS Of THIS 
SUitt, COURANT£, NARLlQUIN 1 MINUET AND FINALE, MUCH STACCATO IS EMPLOYED. THE PRELUDE 
AND A SECOND MINUET, HOWEVER, USE LITTLE STACCATO, WHILE TN£ ALLEMANDE, SARABANDE AND 
THE TRIO OF THE SECOND MINUET ARE ENTIIELY LECATO. IN£ IMPORTANCE OF SIMILAR DIFFER-
EkTIATIONI IN OTHER SUITES CAN DE INFERRED fROM TH£ CHARACTER Of THE WRITING, EVEN 
THOUIH OTHER MANUSCRIPTS LACK EXPRESS DIRECTIONS OF THE KIND SO CAREFULLY INDICATED 
) 
IN MARIURI 151---1 AND -11. 
I ADLER,~.~., PP. V-XXII. 
2 JULLD., P. XVIII. 
' Cf. APPENDIX, P. 15~ FF. 
AN IIIINI$11011 If CAPaiCIOUSNlll, All8 IVI:fl OF fLl,AJICY, lftlleN 0111: .fiNDS IN 
IOMI OF GotTLIII Mv"AT'S PIRU IS OUI TO Nil. PIIOIL.ECf.tON fl& UNIXPICfiO .ap.fa. AND 
DOU JOMANM Fux, NU UfltHUitTIO MOIL Foa Ttlll TlUTNiiNT. IN UIDIIIIC£, fOUil OANCU 
ARI IUIINt Ol&.lhATIO BY NV•&a (IXAMitUS ls-&S., P. I~T). Tlf£. ,.ICES ay FUX AA£ 
F&CNI '1M DIHMLU IOITIOM Of till UY»GAAO lfOU:I;I TN .. £ n JIUJfFAT AAI FAON VIINNA 
llf ... ,X AIID -XIV. lllnU. eltl UF&as TO. TNI tGINTif'·ICAUONI AT ftlfi TOP Of TNI PA81, 
ONE CAM MAADLY DlatiN8UtsN MuiiAT 11 fiiiCll FAON THeel W fUl. TNI IIWLUENCI OF THI 
MASTER ON TME PUPIL II •nooN 111M MOAE CLUALY THAN IN tHIS INSTAIICE. 
A FICUAI Sl&UII IN lfMI··y tl TAAIIIIOIUI&O• TNROUIM II:Cliii*Y*AL TIUtlfiNY t t•to 
A CONSTRUCTIVE DlfiCit AI II:CN• Itt LA HAAUQVUtAIE (£x. 1,, '• tzt) FIOM VIIUA 
l"fl•l, AMO IN A NINUI'f TIIO (Ex. 20, P. 128) flo.M ltAIIUH 15TA-1. lMI CLI,IO 
PNilAS£1 KEIULT .. C fiON THII fUATNINT INifAMCE tHE UMPLtCITY OF THE IOIIIO-ttaUCtUit~2 
Of TNII MIMUU. 
TMI NAIIIMIC llltll II A PUCIPTIIL£ INAPINC FOUl IN KuffAT'I MELODIC LIN1 1 
IN MNICN LEAfll Of MOlE TNAM A FIFTN FIEQUEtnLY OCCUA. ALtNOUQH OCTAYIS All· fllliLY, 
PO IIVIMfMS OCCASIOMA1.LY, E.,UYID, Jlu,AT 11 MOST OIVIOUI PlllOIUCTION U FOR THE 
SIXTH, UIUAU..Y AICEMOI'"'t AI SUN Ill a«na.AL DAMES fiOM VIEitftA IXIV/1}1 (u. 21·2•, 
P. 12,), AND FllOM VIDINA '"'1-1,. 11615-IV, AND UTIO-fltl (Ex. 25•U, PP. 12,, 1}0). 
IN THI LATTU SVITI, fNI lltUIMC ANO FALLllt8 IIXTNI Of TN£ ALI.IMAMOI (Ex. 27) ARE 
CARRIED tO EXCESSIVE UNCTMI IN THE RIUUDON (£x. 2,, fie 1}0), WNIRI TN£ IMTUWAL 
OCCURS IN RICIPIOCATIMQ MOTION, AND IN IEQUINCI, MITHIN THE BRIEf IPACI OF THREE 
A FE~ EXCEAPTI CHOSEN fROH TNI MAMY MNICM COULO II CITED ~~~ ILLUITRA11 --~­
fAt's 8ILICHt IN IUIILE NAINONIC IHAOINCS. THE fiNALE OF MARIVIC 181~1l (Ex. }0, 
I fux, .11•· .ul•t P,. }1 t -I, U. 
2 llU•.Lltlllt AS DIITINQUIIHEO FROM ftBISPh!MUMi-LUJli IY WILNIL .. fiiCHU, "ZuR ENT-
WICKLUNCSCESCHICHTE DES WIINEA lLASSISCHEN StiLle" SIUQIEN 4Jl MpiiiWIISENSCHAfl, 





AOtTLIII MuFfAt, PARtMIE (M 1 DUR: MEMVCt PAlMIER. 
11 
" PARTHIE IN Q IVR: MINUEt • 
•• ll . JOHANN lUX, PARTMIE IN f IUR: [CHIACilTA • 
•• ... II II PAUHU: EN D IIOLL: MINUET • 
Ex. l5. 
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Ex. I,. SOTTLUI MuFfAT, PIAilTMII ENG 110&.&.: LA HARLiqUIIII&DE (YIPNA 186'1·1} 
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Ex. 21·2'. IOTfLI18 MuF~Aft PAaTatl IN 8 MaLL: fO .. LAMAt PASSE- 12, 
PIIDt MENVITT, AND 81CUI (VIENNA 811¥/7}1). · 
" 25. GOTT&.III Mu,At, PARTMU IN Q MLL: LA .JAUUSU (VUNNA 116,1-1). 
" 26. " " PAATMIE IN f OUR: TRIO OF MINUET (VIENNA 11685-IV). 
" 21. M " PARTHIE EN B DUR: A&.UMAMDI (VIENNA 11110-VIIl~ • 
• 
£x. 2i-2'• GOJT~Ill HUFFAJ, PAITHil '" B DUI: COUlANTI, Rt&ADON. 11 }0. " " PUCIS ,OUI LE CUVECIN 1 fiNAU • 
1}0 




P. 130) INTIOOUCII THI NtAP8LITAN SIXTH 10 CIIAfE IN PART TWO A CONTRAil TO TN£ coa~ 
RUPONOIN& THIIIIATIC MEMIR Of PAll ONI. IN TNE &IIU£ Gf VIENNA IIJIO-IX (£X. }I Al-
LOW), MU,At YACILLAUS IUWI:IN llll MAJIR ~~ MIIMA TRIAD IN A MANNil PIOPMITIC Of 
A LATER PEIIOD. TNI PIECE CLOSES WITN TN£ FINAL OIICINOIN8 TMlUIT THAT II TYPICAL Of 
lx. }1. PAITNIE IN f. DUR: £XCIIPT FROM &18UI. 
" 32. " " A DUR: " " ALLENANOI. 
-~---------------------
Ex. 32~ t ) J..jJ :J:L cz= ~ ,._ ~ 1-. 
::II 
J. ["[ 
,• ll~jl • • • T"' .... ;r ... r• lit+ :;. 111. :z.4-1 J u ..... 
I I I 
DORENICO SCARLATTI. GENTLER MOWININTS IMPLOY STILL ANOTMIR DISCI~INt OADINTIAL TIIAT-
~ENT: IROIIN NOR«· RlNINISCINT OF LUTE TICMNiqUE, ILLUIIRATED IN TNE ALLEMANDE fRON 
VIENNA 1"15-11 (£x. 32 AIOWE). 
A IUIIUR LUTE-ITYU UXTUAE UNOERICOR£1 TN£ PATNITIC fiNAL II«AIUl£1 Of LA ILAINU 
D'UN ANI, AIANDOIIIN£1, VIENNA BUV/1}7 (Ex. }3, P. 1}2). HEat: A OliCIIIDIM SUUS Of 011-
SONANT SUSPENSIONS INTINIIFIII THE TRAIIC MGOD AT THE CLOSE Of THE PIIC£. 
1}2 
tx. }}. QOTTLIII IUffAT, PARTMI£ EN ~ MOLL: fXCIR,T raoM LA ILAINTI ~~~ARc, 
AIANDONNll (VIENNA IXIV/131). 
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IN Ull MELANCHOLY MOOD, IU1 WitH THE- SANI COIIIIaTENCY OF TUATitltiT, IS TN£ 
DESCENDING CLOSE OF A FICURED hllAIAIIIN, THE ao .. u FROM VUNNA 11710-XI (Ex. 3~, 
P. 132, ABOVE). IKE Dl~ORATIVE FICUll FALLI PROM HlaN TO LaM l!CIITER, PASSING IN 
TURN AMONQ TME UPPIIl, MIDDL~, ANO FINALLY THE LOWER VOICES. 
IHI USE Of OCTAJIS AI A NORMAL UYIOARD llUOURCE FOR THE LEFT HAND IS SUN 
IN THE .IQU£ FROM VIINMA 11780-VIII (£x. )5, Po I~) ANO 1M! MIDDLE SECTION Of TN£ 
PRELUDE FROM 18780-XXIII (KNOLL: XXt; Ex. )6, P. 13,). ALTNOUGM UNSI8N£D e•TH HIRE 
ANI IN VIENNA 18615, WHIRl IT APPIA!tl GN fOL-IO 12 YIRIO, I THE l'lliLUDE IS ACCEPTED AI 
2 AUTHENTIC IY ADL!Ilo lLTMOUQN IUCN IXAMPL!I All lAili IN NUfFAT AI COMPARED WITM 
DOMENICO SCAilUIT I, THEY .. ffFIC tiNfL Y DIMeNitll•\T! Mil RIADitiiPS, HSPITE MIS 1111C1 
ICNOOLINI UNDER fux, TO ADOPT NEW AND UNOiltNODOX KEYBOARD IDIOMS. 
ANOTN£111 MODUN INNOVATION IS GOTTLIII NUFnT'S IXPLOITATION OF SEVENTH-
CNOIDS Ul TMI UPUCIAT£0 IICTIONS 0# THE TOCCAT....STYU PRILUD£1, WMICM NUI\LY ALWAYS 
AT IOMI POlin .IUXUP08E INVI:RTIO OR RGOT•POSITION- SEVEN:JNS IN IVCN A WA·Y AS TO MAlE 
THE MOST Of TN!II COLOR AI WE~L AI THEIR TENIIO.. TNII I'IACTICE II IL~.aTilAf£0 IY 
THE PRELUDES Of VIENNA 11110-111 AND 18785-111 (Ex. )f AND )8, P. 13,).3 
IN 1M£ SUitES AND INVINTIONS Of J. So iACtl, A CHARACTIRIITIC TECHNIQUI II THE 
TRAMSFER OF THE THEME FROM THI RICNT TO THE ~EFT HAND AT THE BECINNI~Q OF THI SECOND 
,ART OF IINARY MOVEMENTS. MUrfAT 1 HOWEVER, OOEI NOt EMPLOY tHIS SIIECIES OF INVERSION, 
BUT PAEfERI, fOR THE MOST ~ART, PARALLEL TAIATMENT ( £x. )~, P. 1}5) OR NEARLY PARAL-
LEL TREATMENT (£x. '0). H£ FREQUENTLY INVEilTS THE SUBJECT ITSELF, IUT KE£111 IT IN THE 
UQHT HAND. THIS TREATMENT IS ILLUSTRATED BY TN£ fCCNO FROM VIENNA 18780-l (Ex. U, 
P. 13,), VNIRI THE INVERSION APPLIES TO THE ENTIRE THEM£, AND IY TME MeNU£1 FROM 
18780-111 (£x. ~2, P •. 1)'), WMICH SNOWS MuFfAT 1S MORE UIUAL PllACltCE OF INYIRTtNQ 
I Cr. APP£NDIX, P. ~~-. 
2 ADLER, .It• ~., Po IX. 
3 OTHER SIMILAR EXAMPLES MAY I£ SEEN IN THE APPENDIX, PP. 205, )II. 
Ex. 35. 






PA-fHIE EN 8 OUR: 
PARTHI£ EN C OUR: 
PARTHIE EN C OUR: 
PARTHIE EN 8 OUR: 
EXCERPT FROM GIQUE (VIENNA 18180-VIII). 
EXCERPT fROM PRELUDI (VIENNA II18G-Xllll). 
£XCIRPT ,.OM PRELUDE (VIENNA 18180-111). 
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CNA.all t11 IIRICTION Of MOTION. faOM TMII POINT ONWARD, THE SUaJECT IS USUALLY 
DIVILOP£0 1HROUCN SEQUENTIAL ACTtVITY. 
hi A fllf MOVUtiMTS OF kQNPt!tiiCNII ftuiiCILI t Mu,U ANTICtiATES tHEMATIC 
AS IN tM£ IIUUOON Of YllNIItA 18780-liV (Ex •• }, P. 1)8), oa IT lltAY H CMOS£• AND COM-
1 
liNED IN OtHER MAYS, AS IN THE CLOIINQ MOVEMENTS Of MARIUlQ 157---1 AND -11. 
PoaliONt Of THE SVaJICl M.\.Y FIRM IUIL0ttl!lllt1AL SalMI PASSAAU" AS IN L 'AIIIA8U 
EIPttll, fROM Pl~CU .UU J,;1 kLUJCIN, MAa&UilC 151--H (Ex. --· P. 1}1). HIRE THE HOUN 
CNOIDAL flCUR£ FADM THE llc.oND MUitlltl· IS DUELOHD lllf MIASUIES 10 AltO ll t AND FRA&MENTED 
FOR FURtMIR DUILOPHIItT IN NIASUUI 12 AND 1}. LATER, IN MUSURt:S })-}- AltO 52-5., z 
tHE SAME PICUR£ AlAIN FORMS A IRIOCE, FINALLY IRINQINQ tHE MOVEMENt TO A CLOSE. 
TN£ OPENINQ ANI CLOIINQ POUIOM OF TN£ SUUECT All£ COMIUIItlO -OR A IIVILOPI!IINt 
NOIIVE IN tNE fiNALE Of TMI lAM lUilE, AS ANALYIED IN fxAMPU il5, P •• ,. TIUS 110-
TIV£ IS USU UQU£NTlALU IN MASUUS 21 AND 22 OF TNI EXAMPLE. MIMNNlLE tHE IUCilTM-
NOTI MOTION FROM tMI MIDDLE Of tHE SUIJECT SIIW£1 FOR A IRIDCE IN MEASURES 2} AND 2 •• 
WNEN ALL VOICIS PARTICIPATI IN IMITATIVE FASMIONt THIS tiCMN,JQUI Of ,.ACMENTA-
110M ANO REJIEIITIDN IIUNQS INTO BEINe A QUASI•CONTRAPUNTA&. UYIOARD TlXtUaE THAt ANII• 
IOQUI MAO DUINDlD. lNC HARLIQVIM Of IIAalllfRC tSTa-1 U PEIIHAPI IIUffA1 11 MoaT IIRI&IM8 
ILLUitiATIO. Of tHIS TECHNIQUE. IN THIS EXAMPLE (No •• ,, P. 1.0) tN£ IITI OF OIALOCU£ 
I lH£S£ MOYIM£NTS MAY BE STUDIED AT LENCTH IN THE APPENDIX, PP. l62, 180. 
2 CF. APPfiiDIX, PP. ITO, lTI. 
.,. 
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Ex.''· SOTTLIEI MurrAt, PARTMIE IN G MOL~: HARLEqUIN (MARIURC 15f'l-1). 
' I I 1 
HEARD OCCAIIONALLY OURI~ TNt flliT PART CROW INTO A LIVILY THIEI-WAY I•TtRCHANCt 
THAT CONTINUES fROM MEAIURI 17 T"ROUCH MEASURE 22 Of PART TWO. 
THIS PASSAII II IVItiNel THAT 80TTLitl MUffAT WAI AILE TO CONTRIIUTI IN A 
1141NIIICANT WAY TO THE OUILCW .. ENT or THAT CLASSIC TI:XTUil£ THAT REACHI·I "ATURUY 
IN lfATDN·•s STIUIWI QUARTETS, OP. 3). TNt OIICOYERY Of Melt WRITI•t SUCH AI THIS 
WOULD II Of TM£ IRIATIST INTIRIIT , .. THE HIITORY or THE PRE•CLAISIC STYLE. AT 
PRESENT, HOW&YtR, TNIRI IS NO IVIDINCI THAT MurrAT PUR8UED THill POSIIIt~ITitl TO 
A IU,ICIINT tXTENT TO PROMU THE Jtllf StYLE Ul AN-Y- CON$10UAaL£ WAT. THAT HI SUMS 
NOT TO HAVE ADYAIIICEO FURTtltR IN THII OIUCTION IS PERHAPS DUI IN PART TO Hll PRif-
tllENCE fOR TRADI11 ONAL VAUAT I ON OR COIITU#UNTAL WRIt IM Ht ANY EXT&MGte MGYIMNT. 
THE CHA&.LENIE TO SUSTAIN THE Ntlf TRIATMCNT IJl IUFFICUNT IUCHNIU AND VARIUY TO 
PROJECT AN EXTENDED MUSICAL ESSAY IS NOT INHERENT IN THE WORK GOTTLIII MUffAT UNDER-
TOOl IY CHOICE. 
ALTNOUCH MUFfAT DOEI NOT PRACTICE TNt FORMS TNAT OTHP CONPOII&I All OUCLO,_ 
INC DURING TNII£ YE:US, HIS DANCE NOvtMEftTI DO lltOT &.AC« tviDEfiiC£1 Of' THE CO .. tH 81• 
TMEMATICUM. WHIU: Mil fllACTIC:t 1ft THIS ll1Pt!¢f 00£1 NOT 10 81YOND TMI US£ W IU8-
ORDUtATI MOTIY£S RATNER THAll SECOND TNENU, IUCN MOTIUI, ALTHOU8H QUIT£ lAIII, ARE 
DIITI.CTIYILY INAPIO AND CONIISTI.TLY• IP INFREQUENTLY, EMPLOYED. Tatr MOTIVE AP-
PURl WHERE TN£ 11CLOIIJll SU8.11CT" II fOUND IN SGIIIATINA MGV(IIENTI, AND ALSO IS EX-
PUITED fOR ltvlLOPN£1tT, AS Ill MtAIURU }' THROUCN ,, or A fAMTAIIIt (Ex. U, P. IU, 
lU) • AI Muff AT 1S MOlt CLEA~UT UiiUIM:t or TIUS TRUTNENT, THE MGVIMINT OlltiYES 
CLOII STUOY. 0CCURREIIICES OF THE IUIORDINATE MOTIVE ARE Qlvtlt t• EXCERPT• WITH t•• 
VERSIONS INDICATED IY IROKIN AND IOLID LINES. THE IMPORT.-c£ Of D£YILOPMENT IS IHII• 
CAtiD IY lifE U1£NDED LENCTH Of PART T .. o: fiPTY MUIURUt AS COMPARED NITM TH£ Tllt£NTY• 
TNO MEASURES Of PARt ONE. THE SUITt, VIENNA 159}5, IS NOT IIWEN IN TN£ APPENDIX, 
I 
SINCE IT II PUILISHCD IN A ROOERN, PRACTICAL EDITION. 
80TTLiil KuPPAT, fARTIICN~ StMCIE JiB ILAJII!t IDe IY WALTER GIOICII, MAl~: 
B. SCHOtt 11 SOHNI, 19}9. 
IU 
Ex.-~. Qot1Lil8 MUFFAT, PARTMI[ INC DUR: EXCERPTS FROM fANTAISil (VIENNA 159}5)• 
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Ex.''· 80T1LI18 MUffAT, PAR1Nif IN t DUR: ExCERPTS fROM fANtAISI£ (CO.IINUID). 
II ••• 









£X. ''· 60T1LIII RUFfAT, PAAlNIE EN C MOLL: [XCIAPlS FROM ALLEMANDE (CONTINUID) • 
• 
._.L 
• • • 
IN TNE ALLeMANDE OF VIENNA llfSQ-XXII, THE $UIGaOINAT&· MOTIVE OCCUlS I~ DEWELOP-
MINT, ..CH A$ IN THE fDRICOta& IMITANC£, IUf.FAIL$ TO RECUR AT TN£ END Of TN£ MOWEMENT, 
AS WILL BE llE~ IY REFEUNC£ TO EXAMPLE ,,, dOVE. TM£ COMIUTE MO.WIMEttT .flAY 8£ SEEN 
IN THE AIOW£-HENTIONEO COLLECTION EDITED IY 6£0RCII (CF. P. 1.1, FOOTNOTE). 
·. 
WMIU HIITGIUCALLY Uttii£$TIN8, MUFFAT 1S SICONDAIIY N IUIOIDlNATI MO'UVII, IT 
MUST IE EMIMAIIZEO, All: ACTUALLY Of KIMOI THEMATIC IMPORTANCE, fULLY .I .. TifYINC AoU:R'S 
OIIIRYATION THAT ~ITH GOTTLIEB MUFFAT 1 
IICONIAR.Y IDEAl ARE, AI tUTN 8ACM, ONLY UIIIITIIIC AIIIO EMLARCUNC 111181U, 
fOI THEY NEVIl ELEVATE THEMIELYII TO CONTRAITIN8 FI8URES. H£ THUS II 
A TRUE SUITE COMPOSER, IMPLOYINC MINIILF WITH ONE PRINCIPAL THEME • • 
• • TME COLLATERAL IDEAl Alit WHEN THEY All PRESENT AT ALL, Of QUITE 
IUIOIOINAT£ SIGNIFICANC£.1 
iUT WMAT GOTTLIII MUFFAT IS AILE TO ACCOMPLISH NITN A SINCLI IDEA IS WILL INONN 
/ / / 2 
IY LEI ,I .. IEI DEIOLEI, VIENNA tiJIO-X. RESIMILINC IN TEXTURE THE REPEATED-CHORD tOC-
CATAS· OF J. le fUDtNANO fiSCHER~} THII MUSUAL PUCE, IY lTI MILODfC Rill AQ FALL, 
IUT IYEN NOltE 8Y ITS HAIMOMtC RICNitiSSt fGAEINAOGW$ THE IJIWAleNIIS Of TN£ IMfiiMAN-
.w.l AND TNI PATHOs OF TME .I1IB!f .a .I&Aili• NOUWotlTHY ARt: TM£ IIITIRPLAY OF "A.IOR, 
NUIOR, AND NIAtteLUAN-IIXTM HAIMONUI, THE USE or DISSONANT SUSPENSIONS AND IUINTN-
CNOUS 1 AND TNI ILOift: tNIISII.T ASCENT TO THE HICHII REIISTt:R TOWARD TME CLOSE OF TN£ 
PIECE. SUCH UCMIQUES PLACID AT THE SERVICE OF 8ENUINE FULINC IIINC ABOUT A DIS-
TINCT BlEAK WITH THE 4ALANT STYLE. 
IN THE FORECOIMC IXAIIlPLll WI HAVE SliM TECHNICAL ILIHINTS FAMILIAR TO fux, 
WHICH GOT1LI£1 MuFFAT MADE MIS OWN IY OILICIMT ANO lMAAINAfiVI APPLICATION. rERHAPI 
LESS llllPORTANT IN fUX IS 1H£ IUI.IECTIVIt PATHETIC ELEMENT THAT MUFFAT OCCASIONALLY 
CARRIED IIYOND TRl .. ~ LIMitS OF THE~ CALANT. 
THI HARMONIC DAliNC OCCASIONALLY DIIPLAYIO IN THE HAR#IICHOID IUI11S SNOWS 
AN ADVANCE INTO THE IEAL!il OF HOGIRN TONALITY THAT CONTRASTS SHA«PLY WITH HUCN OF 
TMII CONPOita•a lllODA~LY•CONCIIVID OR4AN MUSIC. As A MODERN TENDENCY, IT ACCORDS 
NELL WITH WHitT II DIMONIUATID IN CNAPTU &18Nt: MUFFAT•s CRGWINC SENII Of TONAL 
1 ADLER, Jlt• .£,U., PP. XIII, XXI. 
2 Cr. APPENDIX, Pe 3-~. 
3 fiSCHER, OP. Cit.,· PP. 51, 65. 
It II CLIAR THAT THE SALIENT fiATUI£1 Of Q4TTLIII NUfFAT'S STYLE, AI JUGGED 
fROM A VANtAGE POINT Of tWO CINTURIES LATIR, POI~T TOWAID TMI fUTURE. But It IS NO 
LlSS CUTAIN TMAT INITIAD ., fORQINC ANIAO Wtlllt· THE CURI£fiT IXPIRUtiMTI Itt fORM, HI 
COMTIIfUED TO lfGU lfUMI,NiTME CONfiiiU Of THE CLAVIER IUin. fOR THIS REASON IT MAY 
IE OOUBTIO THAT Mia INFLUINCI IN TNt CHA.U TU··· PLACC II AS IMPORTANT AI MIS 
PROCRIIIIVC COMPOSITIONAL tECHNIQUES LIAO ONE TO EXPECT. 
QottLI£1 NUffAT, LIKE J. S. 8ACM, LifT tMI Nl~ «IYBOARD FORM TO OTNERI, IUT 
ADAPTED 1HI IUI1'E TO IIlii ...... IXPRISSUE PU..,.OIES. THIS NP W4MI Of MultU's lfYLf;, 
AI A RESULT, ITilAINlD TO THE IRIAIUM POINt THE ANCIENT 80TtLf;c-··TNE ~SIUTI;-
IHAT · COUL.O NO LONIU CONPIU IT$ CtNTENTS. 
CONCLUSIONS 
MOlT DEFINITELY INFLUENCE TME WORK Or 60tTLIE8 MurrAt. AI TO tHE INFLUIMCE Of J. S. 
BACH, PUIEitT EVIDENCE IUCQISTS THAT TMERE II NO DIRECT LINK WITM Tltll CONPOIU 1 
DESP 111 CERTAIN ANALOG US UTWUN THE lUI T£8 OF BACH 1S CU!I ERUIU!G AND 60TTL lEI 
MutrAT'S COMP9!!1NlNTI MysiC.U,I !!!! ll CCNIAfaO• 
' 
GOTTLIEB MurrAt 1S EVIDINT fRENCH ORIINTATI~N II IUfFICIENILY IXPLAINED BY 
Hll RELATIONS WITN fuX, WITH IN£ ELDER Mu,AJ 1 ANO BY fillS ACQUAIItTAJIICI WITN fiiCHIR 11 
WORK. THI QEITION Of ITALIUISM AI TillE VUNJUIC COURt INVITES IIUDY WUN RIIPICT TO 
liS INrt.uENCE ON GOTTL I U MU"AT. t N TN II CO .... £CT I ON t ANTON I 0 CALOAU t W UN WHOlE 
OPUATIC NIUTINC MUff'AT MAl roR IONI YEAU IN CLOS.l COitUCT, IS TG II NENTIONIO. 
But TNI YOUNCU COtiPOSUI tiOAIINQ IN TN£ DIRECT ION or IONATo\-ALLIOO FORN ·- Pu .. 
COLEII, PLATTI 1 WACIMIEIL, AND OTHERS ·- liEN TO HAYI LITTLE IMPACT ON MurFAT 1S 
FORNAL PROCEDURE. 
IHI CLAVIER IUITII Or 60TTLIII MufrAt IHON PIOIRIIIIYI TN£tiATIC TICHNIQUII, 
AND MUCH IICPIIINENTATION IN FORM WitHIN THE LIMITS Of TME CLA¥1£1 SUITE. lut WIUL£. 
HI IPIA&I THE THEMATIC LANGUAGE Of THE OAY, HE REMAINS LOYAL tO TRADITIONAL FORMS. 
HIS LONC TUTILACE UIIIDIR JOHANN fux, THE CONSCIOUS CNAMION Of THE OL8ER M.-Hc, AND 
HIS HONORAILE POSITION AI NUIICIAN IN ONE Of THE MORE REACTIONARY COURTS Of EUROPE, 
MA&E MUFFAt, 100, A CONSCIOUS CONSERVATIVE, ALtHOUCH N£ CANNOT AVOID TAXING ON THE 
MUIICAL ACCENT OF Nil TIME. HE IS LESS AYIO A PRACTITIONIR OF EWIRY NEW STYLI THAN 
WAS HIS FATHER, CEOR~ MUFFAT. 
WITH 601TLIEI MUFFAT, THE OlltNTEORATINI SUITE EXHIIITI A SURPRIIINC RAHOE 
or PROGRESIIVI AND U1ROIPCCTIYE fUTURP. THI FOIUKR REfLECT tHE NDI ITYU COMINI 
TO THE FORE AT _VIENNA, WHILE THE LATTER RETURN TO THE StRICT FORNI Or THE IAlOQUEt 
AND TO THE IALEIDOICOPIC CHARACTER SUITE OF fRANCOII COUPERIN, tiPECIALLY AS SEEN 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT IUITEit WHICH DO NOt, IN GENERAL, ATTAIN 10 THE PROPORTIONS AND 
THE FORNAL DIINITY Of THE COMPONIMENTI MUIICALI !!!~ CENIALO. 
au 
TNt A.IPICI TO NHICH SOTT~IU MUFfAT ADGUUEe Nit tiiUIIC TKRONa &.ICH·T Oft 
THE QUESTION or HIS PRNAIU IMFLUI:NCE IJI Till TitANS I ftM raM, .fill: IAIOftVl. HIS 
SUitES Will£ NliUIL.Y EITUM£1 IT A llESTiliCTED ll0YA4. CIIC\.E, IY PUPI&.I AND UUIIOI AT 
COUilT AND IN YAiliOUI IILIQIOUI MOUltS or VIENNA, AND IY A 8000 NUNICA Or ANATIURS. 
ANONC LUDINC COMPQIRS, HONUEl, A IAROQUI NAaUR WHO IIICUNII IT"CINCLY TOWMO 
hUIANIIfl IUT liMO CMUIIN£D OLD rOilRS - GE.-.1 fiiiCil.UIC HAJtOU - IS, Sl ... ·fi-
CANTLY ENeUCN, TN« ~t STRONILY IMf&.UIMCI:D IY NwtfAT. NANDIL 11 MANY IORIOMIIICS Of 
Murrat's TNINII ATTEST THE C:INCINULITY Of tNtll ITYUI. 
TNE ILOIIl fORM PllACliCII IY llvrr&t - CHACONIIC, fWUt:, ANO VARUttON CAII-
Z .. A _. Alll IYID«NCI Of Hll IAIIC CONSIAYATIIN• ftT TNI fAILURE TO llCCeaNJZE 
GOtTt.lll· MUFfAT 11 CONTI..,.ctat\llY MANNeR til TNt UIIIIIAN£0 riiCUES ""0 THE CANZOIIA HAVE 
LED NOR£ TNAN ONE 181TOR Of THIS IIWIC IJITO ElROil. 
fUiltlllll STUDY ALONC UN£1 UUEiltA&IN IY Mc·lllll .. ICH JONAIIN INOLJ. EltAa.LIPll 
THE IIIPEC11 IN IINICH MuffA1 11 SUITE aots IIYONO TNAT or J. S. BACH. MUfPAT's 
SfllONCU UNSI Of TGftoU POUiliTY IN NODULATOIY PIACUCE PloefMII lltAI.\. IUT MIUUil• 
A8U Dl,la&IICU fiOM TMI SUITES Gf BACH. llu1f'A1 Mal fAIQUIN>fi:.Y IMI PART Gftl, 
WITM A PlltFICT t•Tu& or A NALf'-CMIIIICI IN TNf "'"NAN:r, AJtD TINOI TO IITAakUN 
TNI CeNT,ASTINa TONALITY EAilLIEl TNAIII 8ACN -.. fACTS TNAT IECONI IYIOEN1 _..,. A 
LARU NUMIIR or QVEII£1111& ARE STU..IIO AND CMPAAIO. Nr ALSO ThiDI TO CONtiNUE 
AN EXCURSION INTO A NEW TONALITY, ONCE IT IS ISTA8LIIM1Dt NGRI CONIIITENTY THAlli 
BACH o•ts. THUS MufFAT 1S NOll IS MOllE Of THE fUTDRE, WITH RESPECT TO MODULATORY 
TREAININT, THAN II TIIAT Of J. S. BACH. 
TNt IIEATlll STiliSS IIOTTLII8 M•IFf'AT UYI .. flNaAII· C.JCUNSIM AfiO DIHLDIIIIIIIT 
IISULfS. Jill A QIEATER A-SYHNITIY Of fORM THAN ONE PINDI 1111 J. S. IACH. 111111 A-SYM-
METRY AffECTS IOTM PMilAIE AIIID PERIOD fORMATION AND THE IHAPIMI If EIIITilt H0¥1HIIIIIS. 
As Tl ANAL88111 WITH THE fUlVItl. IONAT ... ALUSRO fOilN, It II BAht IIIOT lluFPAT t 
WMO APPEAAS THE MORE ~PROQRIISIYE 1" IN SO FAR AI SUCH AN OIIIRYA110H II VALID AT ALL. 
MORE THAN ·Oif£ MOVCMEMT IY J. S. iACH 1 IUT NOT A IINGL·I PliCE BY io1t&.IEI HuFFAT, CAN 
IE CITIO AI RIPRODUCIItC IN EYUY E$$£MTIAL fEATUU:, IF ONL.Y IN OUTLINE, TNt fUTURE 
SONATA .. ALLEGRO fORM. ONI MUS.T RIMIMt:R t 01 COURSE, THA·T NEITMU COMPO .. IR II CO.. 
SCIOt.IILY AIMING AT THIS FORM. SOTTLIU MuFFAT IS PREIUNAILY AS CAPABU Of HITTING 
UPON IT AI .,ERE J. S. BACH AND OO..,.NICO SCARLATTI. 
lMUI SOTTLI£1 MUFfAT 1S IHPOillANCE IN THE llAHSITION TO TNI PRI.CLASSIC RESTS 
NOT UPON ·fORMAL INNOVATIONS, lUI ON MU THEMATIC TREATMENT ANO HIS T£XTURll THAT 
SHOW SIGNifiCANT DlffERENCII fiOM LATE lAROque PRACTICI. Jf NOT A LEADER IN TN£ 
TRANSITION, IT CANNOT 8E OENUO. TMAT Mu,AT 11 WORl IITRAYI A 8PUAL CLIMATI Of' 
CHANGE. WHIU PARTICIPAT-ING TO lOME EXTENT lit ADVANCED TRENDS, HIS WORk IS NOT 
USI&.Y EVALUAT£0 WITH RECAAO TO ITS IMf&.UENCE IN THI tRAMIITION, IICAUIE OF TN£ 
INSU,ICIINCY Of PRESENT kNOWLEDGE CONCUNING THIS PERIOD. 
SOTTLI£1 HUffAT, CONSERVATIVE IN INTINTIO~ IUT)IN ACTIVITY1PROaAISSI'I 
IN PARTICULAR IIIPIC11 1 IILOIICS WITH THOlE PARADOXICAL, JANUI-LIU fi8Uil(l OF MUI-
ICAL HlllORY, LOOKING lOtH TO TN£ PAST AttO TO TN£ PUTUIEo NoY. FAt REMOIID NOM TN£ 
UtE .. AROQU£, ME· ITAN81 AT THE DIYIDINC LINE OF TME I'UII! ANOt LIU HGIU AT HT. 
NUOt ILI.., .. IS TNI PIOtiiS£8 LAND - TN£ lOlL Of TN£ PRE-CLASSIC - THAT OTHIRI, 
IUT HOT Mit WILL CLAIM AI THEIR OWN. 
APP£NOIX 
THE APPIU-tX CONIIITI Of lNURUMEittS fROM MICROfiLM REPR£1ENTIN8 THE 
rtf£ NoiOR SOURCES fOR 80TTUII ltWrat's NARNICIIGttl SUIUI. It CONtAtU 
ALL SUCH COMPMlTIONe THAT AilE IN VIINNA" Jlll5t 11'91, ANI MAaMH ISUI-1 
ANI -11. It INCLUDES ALSO THE •rst MATERIAL fROM VIENNA IIJ80, 1VO IUITEI 
IY JOHANN fux, AND AN ANONYMOUS COMPOSITION. 
A fiN PAUl THAT DO NOT CONTAIN MUIIC, AND OTHUS INONINC MATUlA&. 
150 
THAT II NOT DISCUSSED, ARI INCLUIIO AI EVIDENCE Of THE STATE Of TN~ IOURCEJ 
AND Of THE INTICRITY OF THEIR PHOTOIRAPNIC REPRODUCTION fOR THE PRESENT STUD¥. 
151 
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ABSTRACT 
8EOil8 MU"Af AIID HIS ION S01tLIEI NAVE IUPFERED UOM UNDESEAVID Ua&.t:n. A 
""IL Of LULLY, CORILLI, AND PAsqUINI, 81018· Mu,-AT: NAI A COSMOPOLITAN MUSICIAN NMOS£ 
ORCHI$TIAL NOIKI IROu&HT THE INFLUECE Of LULLY AND CORELL I TO CR-EAUII NOMIN&NCI IN 
AUITRIA. A N8TID OaiANIIT, Htl APPARATUS MUIICG-0R8ANIITICU1.(1,,0) REPRIIENTI THE 
HICN POINt Of tit£ LITUI&ICAL TOCCATA. lORN IN UPPER SAVOY IN 1'5}, AT 17 HI HAD COM-
PLETED SIX YEARS UHDII LULLY AND OTHER PARISIAN NAIT&at, NAI FINISHIHC·THE UPPER CllAOI 
(RNttORIC) At tHE JESUIT C8LUCE IN MoLINIIM, ALIA~E, AND NAI INtiRIM Oll&ANI11 OP THE 
111AIIOUR8 CAttft:eRaL CNAPTEI IN Rlfue&E THIU. AI A REPUGU ,.OM INVASION IN l'n, HE 
WENT 10 VIENNA. HER~; HIS CONN£CtiONI ARE MGT KNOIIN. HIS IN8WN POSITIONS NElli: AI Oll-
CANI$1 AIID CNAMIUUIN TO THE IIINOP Of SALUURC ( 1'18-1,90), AND AS JIIUSIC DIRICTOR 
AND &OWIRHOR Of COURt PACES TO THI IIIHOP OF PAISAU (I,,G-170\). 11£&1 AND OCCUPA-
TION Of PAISAU PROBABLY CONTRIBUTED TO HIS UNTIMELY DIMISI IN 170\. 
BORN AT PASIAU IN 1&90, iOTTLIII MufFAT RECEIVED ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION fROM 
HIS FATHER, BECAME A CHOIRIOY AT TN£ VIENNESE COURT, AND WAS fOR MORE THAN THIRTY 
YEARS AIIOCIATIO WITH JOHANN fUX, FIRST AS A HOFICHOLAR, AMO LATER AI COLLEAGUE IN 
THE HYSICAL EITAILIIHMINT AT COURT. IN 1717 NE NAI HAMED IECOND COURT ORGANIST, AND 
IN THE lAM£ YEAR NAI AWARDED A STUDY TRI' AIROAD, PRESUMABLY TO ITALY. IN ADDITION 
TO DUTIES AI COURT AND CHAMI-ER ORGANIST AND CEMaALIIT, HE INSTRUCTED HOFICHOLARS AND 
TUTORED TN£ EMPEROR'S CHILDREN. HIS AIIOCIATII INCLUDED A IROTHER IN TN£ ORCHESTRA 
AND COMPOSEat Of THE YOUNGER CEN£RATIOH 1 SUCH AI 8EDRC CHRISTOPH WA8£NIEIL. HI NAI 
THUS NELL PLACED TO OISERYE THE RilE OF PRE-CLASSICISM. HIS CONTINUO PLAYIHC aiiDUCHT 
HIM INTO CONTACT NITN ITALIAN OPERA, IN WHICH fiELD CALDARA WAS 8AINIHC fAVOR AT THE 
IX PINS£ Of fux. But MU,AT 11 WORK AI OR& AM IIT liENS TO NAVE KEPT Nl M CLOSE TO fUX 11 
CONSERVATIVE TIACHIHCS. NAM£0 FIRST ORQ~IIT IN 17\1 1 HI WAS PENSIONED IN 17,}. 
GOtTLI£1 MUFFAT PUBLISHED TWO COLLECTIONS: 11 yiRIITL ~ ~ TQCCAIJN 
(112&), AND COMtONIMENll HU§ICALl lJ1 ~ ;gMBA~Q (CA. 1138), THE LATTER CONSISTING 
0' IU lfllfl:l AND A CHACGNNI. htCilUIIIIIILY UNal.flUI CeHOittCUta SUCtt AI·HAD FORUT.lLLEO 
8EOR& MUFFAT 11 FURtMIR ,uaLfCAtltNI SEEM ALIO tO HAVE ,IIVIMt!O A COM11NUATIOM OF 1ME 
CQMPQI!lMQIJt MUIICALI• lME VERUTLI ARI MOOALU LAIO OUt FOil LITUR&ICAL liS&, ANO ARE 
COHTRA,VNTALLY VGRTM'I OF fUX. lMI'f MAW! lUll COIIFUSCI MlTH IIMit.U lfOUI OF J. I. 
fiRDUtAMD FISCMU, NMILE IIITM LIS& UCIISE TNO OF -iUI ORCAJtl. FI$UES AND A VARIATION CAN-
ZONA HAVE LONC IE!N INCORRECTLY ASCAII£0 TO fREICOIALDI. 
TNE ,UILIIMED IUITES RECALL J. S. 8ACM 11 ,ARUTA· IY THUI IROADt tllADITIOIIAL 
COMCE:'TIOM, AND IY EUIIUMENTATION WitH OVUlUitl ANO ,RELUO.IAL FORMS. IJNPUaLIIMID 
SUitES UNCI FROM EXCILUNTLY COPUD AftO. EDitED PttCU TO UMIIQMto AND OOU81FUL In: ... 
TME lilt Of THIS MATUUL COHPRIIII SIX IUITEI aA818 OR TRADitiONAL OAMCU PO TM£LVE 
SUltEI FIATUR UtC OPTIONAL DANCES AMO DEICRIPTI VEL 'f•liTUO CMA·RACtiR PI ECU• Aool 11 ONAL 
PUILICATIONS Of lMIS MATERIAL MOULD MAWI CONTRASTED MITM·THE C01pOMI!INJ1 IY SMALLER 
ICO,I ANO MORE CAIUAL 'LAIOUN4lt MHI L1 AIIEMIUMG TMIM IN tiCMNIC.\t.,. F&ATIIRC8 Of' tJll 
WRITING. TME URGE OPENING MOVEMEMTI FO. VHtcN &eoaa MUFf,U'I ORCMia.t.aAio COIU'OII-
fl 0118 AND fux 11 OVIITiilttCI FOR CEMaAL-0 MAO IEilVID AS MOOIL$ All RPLACED a.y. SMALL 'Rl-
LUDIS AND TOCCATAI REIIMILING MORel OF J. K. fEIDINANO fiSCHER. TN£ TlAOITIOMAL IE-
QUINCE OF OANCIS liMOS TO DISA,PIAR, OPTIONAL OANCU AMO CMARACTIR PIECIS ARE FlA-TUUO, 
THEil ARRANGEMENt IN TN£ SIT IS CHARACTERIZED IY CMARM AND INFORMA&.Il'f 1 AND UMCOMVEM-
tiONALt QENTL£ MOVEMENTS, IN 'LACE OF THE USUAL IRILliAMl 818UEI ANO FINALES, IRING 
MANY SUIT~S TO A CLOIE. 
~TEMSIVE ANALYSt$ OF MODULATORY TlEATMEMT WAS UMDIRTAlEN TO CHECK PRtWIOU$ 
ASSiltTIONI tHAT MUFFAT 1 S PRACTICE IN THIS AEGARO PRIFI""ED IOMATA•ALLEGAO FORM. WITH 
RIFINIItiMTS IN ANALYTICAL METHOO ANO INTIR,RETAttONt CUTAUI EAIU.t P CONC'-tiiiOMS THAT 
HAD 1101 B~CN COitCLUSIVILY DIMONSTAATED NEllE PARTIALLY COHFUM£0. IT VA& FOUND THAt, AS 
COMPARED Ml TH J. S. 8ACH 1S, GOtTLI£1 MUFFAT 1S II NARY MOVEMENT TENOI TO £1T41LISN TJI.I 
CONTilAsthtQ TONALITY SOMEIIHAT URLIEtl, AND TO IXP&.OIT IT MORE CONaaefiNTL \' IUORE RE-
tURNINQ TO TME TOfiiC. TNII RETUatt, MOWEVIRt NEVER COINCIOI$ Wtltf THE IICIMNid OF THE 
SUB.IECT. THill£ IS A QRONIN8 A-IYMMETttY OF FORM, WITH LIN8TK£NINC 0' 'ART tWO ,OINTIN8 
TO TN! Ftltultl tMPORTAtiCE OF THE DIYILOPMINT SICtiON.. ALTKOUQH HONOTMEMATICt THE FORM 
EMPLOYS IWBOADINATI MOTIVES TAKEN FROM THE SUBJECT, SOTH IN DEVELOPMENT AND AT THE 
CLOSE OF SECTIONS. 
AN EYIOINT ,lUELfU!MUIIU PLAYS A ROU IN SHAPING Mu,,n•s UU&. HE U'tiES 
THE TOUC:NES AND PLAYS WITH FIIIUI\ATh~HI THA:T LIE IAIILY UNOt:ll THE NAND. C.VIUCC, EYP 
MELOOIEI ARE URIIU.Y QOV£ftNED 8Y THE NARMOtiiC: 8£Nal, WITH HUCK UAPtNQ. A LAR&I 
~ 
VOCAIULARY OF A8l&MENTS IN 1MI C~-VECINIIT TRAOITION ACQUIRIO FROM GE~RQ MUFfAT ANO 
J. I. ftRDINAND fiSCHER ADORHSEACH PARt, ALTHOUGH IN LESS PROFUSION THAN IN COUPIRIN. 
IICH NAilMOMfC COLOil II EMPLOYED: VARIATIC*S FROM·HAJOR TG NlatOit AHO SACII: AQAIN 
AN INURt:STINC CONtaASt TO THIS CONP0$1~'1 MOD-ALLY CONCIIYIO OIU:IAN MUIIC. IT II A 
M0011U• UN81NCY THAT ACCORDS MILL Nlftt HU IT·ftONG SENSE Q.f THE TONAL POLARITY OF THE 
BINARY FORM PREPARINQ THE WAY FOR SONATA•ALLIQRO FORM. 
MUFFAT 11 TEXTURE IS QUAII•CONTRAPUNTAL, WITH MORE Me~l; ENPHASI$ THAN IN 
J. S. 8ACN. SuaVIVALS Of' LUT£ TICHNIQUI APPUR. YET HUFFAT OCCASIONAU.Y EMBRACES SUCH 
MODERN KEYBOARD RESOURCES AS PARALLEL LEFT-HAND OCTAVES, SOMEWHAT IN SCARLA111 1S MANNER. 
TNU£ PROCRESSIVE fEA.TURES ARE COMBIN.£0. WITH A PREf'ERENCI FOR OLDER FOaMS: TN£ 
CLAVIER SUIT£, CHACO.NI (TWO SUCH COtWOSITIONS IN MANUSCRIPT), FU8111, AND VAlUATION CAN--
ZONA. No MOVEMENTS CLOSELY PARALLEL TO IONATA-ALLtG•O FORM, AS IN PtRCOL£11 AND PLATTI, 
ARI FOUNDe liiUFfAT 11 IMPORTANCE IN THE tlAMSITIOtl TO TN£ PRI•CLASS.IC IS IN HIS THEMATIC 
WORK AND TIXTURE RATHER THAN IN FORMAL DIYELOPMINt. ALTHOUCH MIS PRtFER£NCI FOR TRA-
DITIONAL roaRS SUG4EITS TMAT HE MAY NOT HAVE IIIN IN TME VANQUARO Gr ITYLISTjC CHANCE, 
HuFFAT 1S TECHNIQUE REFLECTS CONTEMPORARY TRENDS, AND POSSIBLY HELPED TO ADVANCE THEM. 
ALTHOUGH JOSE,PM HAYON WAS A YO!oJNQ STUDENT IN VIENNA TOWARD THE CL0$1 OF GOff-
Ll£1 ltUFFAT'S ACTIVE SERVICE, THERE IS NO RECORD OF A DIRECT t~rLUENC~ ON THE PUTURI 
.. 
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CLASSICIST. But FROM £MeLAND, HANDEL TOOK A LIVELY INTEREST IN MUFFAT'S IDEAS, IOR-
ROMINC SEVERAL FOR USE IN Hll LARGE CHORAL COM,OIITIONS. 
IN HIS CHACONNES MUFFAT EM,LOYS MANY OF THE FAMILIAR VARIATION TECHNIQUES, 
AND 'RIIEIVEI THE QSTIHATO MORE StiiCTLY THAN 00 TM£ fRENCH COM,OSEIS AND THEIR FOL-
LOWERS. HIS ~EYIOARD FIQUIEI ARE IDIOMATICALLY CONCEIYEit 'ERIONALt AND MOTIYATED 
IY l'llLFREUDICK£11. THE SOUND CONTRA,UNTAL STRUCTURE IS LIQHTENED IY THE COM,OI£R'S 
INCLINATION TIMARO NOMO,HONY. 
;oTTLIEB MUFFAT 1S IDIOM, TECHNIQUE, AID DRI¥1 TOWARD 'IRSONAL IX,R£SSION 1 
WitH A FORETASTE OF IM,FI!DIAMSEtT AND A HINT OF ~J!! DRANI, ARE I~ERCISED 
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF ESTABLISHED lAROQUE FORMS. COMBININQ BOTH 'ROQRISSIYE AND 
RETROI,fCTIVE FEATURES, HIS WORK S'ANS THE TIM£ FROM TN£ LATE lAROQUE TO 'RE•CLASSIC 
IE81NNINQS 1 AND ILLUSTIAT£1 ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSITION IN STYLES. fOR THIS REASON 
ALONE, A'ART fROM MUSICAL MERITS THAT ARE NOT INCONIIDERAILE, GOtTLIEB MuFFAT 1S CLAVIER 
SUITES DEIERfl MORE ATTENTION THAN THEY HAVE RECEIVED IN THE 'Alt • 
